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Documents."
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VOUME 2

p RE ThN 1s R IS AND niO= AND

GENRAL

This volume contains an unclassified sample of each approved PI and PRD/OR
format and its preparation instructions.

ORGANIZATION

The sample formats have been organized in acoordance with the approved UDS
outline.

PURPOSE

Use the sample formats as a document preparation guide. Data will vary for
particular programs, however, the important consideration is to follow the
instnrctions provided and to present the reqzirements clearly.

Multi-purpose general formats are provided in this volume which may be used to
supplement or extend information or eT. The general formats
provided are UDS GEN PI and UDS GEN R.

PREPARATION - ONS

The following instuctions are applicable to all UDS formats and should be
used in addition to the specific instructions for the sample formats.

S HEADR

CLASSIFICAa'ION:
The highest security classification of information appearing on a
page will be placed in the center of the page at the top. If a format page
is unclassified it will be so marked.

PROGRAM TIE:
Enter the program title and if r iate the subtitle that further
identifies the program or document.

DOC TYPEAM.:
Enter the document type (PI, PD, or OR) and the do umnt number.
This number will be assigned to the program and be provided by DOD or the
lead Support Agency.

REVISION:
Enter 00 if this is the original issue of the document. If an
existing format is replaced due to a revision, enter the revision
number (i.e., 01, 02, etc.).

Note: In some automated systems, the date of revision may be used in
lieu of the revision mrker. Revision my also be made to the "requireent"
level by dating the last change to the individual requirement.

DATE:
*Enter the publication date of the orginal document or revision.



PAGE:
Pages will be sequentially numtered to be consistent within the document in
which they are used. If additional pages have to be inserted at any time, a
page number will be established by adding, after a decimal point, consecutive
decimal numbers (i.e., 26.0, 26.1, 26.2, etc.) to the basic page number. This
method will be followed in order to maintain the desired sequenc of subject
matter and to keep in ascendinq order of page rumbers.

CLASSIFICATIO:
The highest security classification of information appearing on a page
will be placed in the center of the page at the top and bottom. If a
page is unclassified, it will be so marked.

0
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PROGRAM PREPARATION IfnhCITONS

FOR T 1000 - A14INISIRATIVE

PROGRAM TITLE: Enter the program title.

SHORT TITLE: Enter the official or accepted unclassified short title.

RESPONSIBLE AGEIES & KEY PERSONNEL:

Requesting Agency: Enter the agency havin prime responsibility for the
program.

Requesting Agency Project Representative: Give the name of the individual
representing the developing or sponsoring agency.

Contractor/Representative: Enter the name of the prime contractor for the
program and the name of the individual representing the prime contractor.
lead Support Agency/epresentative: Enter the agency having overall support
responsibility for the program when the total support involves a number of
agencies. Enter the name of the individual representing the lead support
agency.

Other Support Agencies: Enter here any agency(s) which will provide support
for the program.

PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION INFMVMC1:

Beginning Date: Give the anticipated date of initial program activity such as
arrival of personnel.

First Test Date: Give the estimated date of the first significant test event.
Completion Date: Enter the estimated date of termination of program activity
at the suppoat 4gency.

Program/Project Number: Enter the program or project number.
Contract Number: Enter the basic contract nmter.
DOD Element Number: Enter the DOD Program Element Code. For non-DOD
programs, enter N/A.

Type of Program: Identify the type of program such as aircraft, missile,
target, surface craft, sensor, etc.

MUL Precedence: Enter the assigned DOD Master Urgency List precedence, if
applicable.

Priority Number: Enter the Army or Navy priority indicator or the Air Force
precedence rating.

Program Status: State whether the program is proposed or approved and whether
the PI is being submitted to obtain program planning information or as an
official request for support. The response to this document (the Statement
of Capability) should be used as evidence of coordination with the support
agency when such is needed in obtaining approval of proposed programs. No
other statements of support agency program supportability are normally
provided.

REQJFSTING AGENCY APPRVAL: Signature of the requesting agency, user
representative or local sponser.

LEAD SUPPORT AGENCY RECEIF: Receipt of the PI will be acknowledged by the
lead support agency representative.

SUPPORT AGENCY RECEIPr: Receipt of the PI will be acknowledged by the Support
Agency Representativ ..

continued



CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * *

PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1000 - ADMINISTRATIVE

PROGRAM TITLE:

SHORT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES & KEY PERSONNEL:
Requesting Agency:
Requesting Agency Project Representative:
Contractor/Representative:
Lead Support Agency/Representative:
Other Support Agencies:

PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION:
Beginning Date: DOD Element No.:
First Test Date: Type of Program:
Completion Date: MUL Precedence:
Pgm/Proj No.: Priority No.:
Contract No.: Program Status:

REQUESTING AGENCY APPROVAL:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

LEAD SUPPORT AGENCY RECEIPT:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

SUPPORT AGENCY PFCEiPT:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

* PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1000 PI
JAN90



PRam inrcir PMREARATION INSaT4CNs

F IT 1000 - AUM4INIEIATICN (COMT'D)

UWI1CtMENAL CONSIEATICS: Self explanatory. COeck appropriate block.

CflIRACT TENS: State any Contract Terms which specify the quantity, quality,
or timeliness of services to be provided by the support Agency. (If none,
6tate "None").

cERTIFICATION: This certification is required to assure that a contractor is
not provided free services for which the ontractor is already contractually
obligated to provide.

6@



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

100C - ADMINISTRATIVE (CONT'D)

ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATIONS:
As required by Public Law 91-190, The National Environmental
Policy Act, and DOD Directive 6050.1, an:

Environmental Assessment Has ( ) Has Not ) Been made.
Environmental Statement Is () Is Not ( ) Required.
Environmental Statement Has ( ) Has Not ( ) been prepared.

CONTRACT TERMS:
State any Contract terms which specify the quantity, quality or
timeliness of services tc be provided by the support Agency.
(If none, state "None").

CERTIFICATION:
The requesting agency certifies that the support requested herein is
required for conduct of the test progra and are not within any current
approved scope of work except as follows:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1000 PI
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PROGAM Iniowcict P IARAT iON UMONS

FOFMT 1100 - RAMW/rMISSION INF1MAION - IP(3AM DESMiPrIt

SYSTEM BACKMJND INFCRICON:

Enter a brief narrative description of the system, its purpose and
employment, capabilities, and the significant tehnical characteristics.
Explain briefly the operational characteristics of major compoents and the
functional relationships between major corqxzwnts or subsystens of the
complete system. Include a list of any documents which are soces of
information on the system such as a Program Package Plan, Technical
Development Plan, or Test and Evaluation Master Plan.

SYSTEK DEVELOPMENT MILESTUNS/PBASES:

Enter appropriate milestones/phases in calendar years or government fiscal
years. Use only symbols available on the standard typewriter keyboard.

TEST PROGRAM AND MISSION INFUAOIN/OJECIVES:

Give a brief narrative description of the test program to be conducted.
State the overall objectives and outline the major characteristics and
important events of each phase.

ACTIVITY PLAN:

Enter the numbers of vehicle launches, flights, or other test and recovery
operations to be conducted during each FY/CY quarter. Indicate whether these
are captive flights, flyovers, gunnery, etc. Use only symbols available on
the standard typewriter keyboard to indicate the time span expected to be
covered by each phase of program activity such as facilities construction,
flight or other test pIases, etc.

8o



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1100 - PROGRAM/MISSION INFORMATION - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT MILESTONES/PHASES:

CY CY CY
PHASES 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
----------------------------------------------------------------
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

. TEST PROGRAM AND MISSION INFORMATION/OBJECTIVES:

ACTIVITY PLAN:

CY CY CY
ITEM 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1.
2.
3.
4.

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1100 PI
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PFC M hTROMWCKN IEPARATICK UcrI1ONS

Ftr4V' 1300 - SYSTEM INkMATIC

VEHICLE OR MISSILE AND SPACECRAFT/PAYIAD IFMOGICN:

VEHICLE/ML SILE/SPCECRAT/PAYUtAD:

Identify the vehicle, missile, spacecraft, and/or payload. Use the
self-explanatory space for entering the characteristics requested, giving
variable values in terms of design criteria. CEP is defined as Circular
ErroL. Probable. BO is defined as 'kRirn-cut" time of the launch vehicle.
This information should describe a total vehicle. For multi-stage vehicles,
furnish the applicable information for each stage. If more than one vehicle
configuration is involved, give the additional descriptions.

OTHER SYSTEK CIARACrERISTICS:

Use this space for giving physical and performance characteristics of test
objects or devices not covered in the above table.

TIME CORRELATED PERFMVNCE DATA:

Use for giving performance data relative to the typical trajectory described
in Section 2100 - Metric Data. Select and enter, under UNIT, a scale for
each performance characteristic which best suits the flight particulars (K,
ft, fps, NM, G, sec.) Enter the appropriate event in the space provided. On
the line TIME, enter appropriate cumulative increments of the selected unit
of time in each of the columns. Opposite each listed flight characteristic,
enter, in terms of the selected scales, the magnitude of performance
occurring at each designated event. If other significant events occur,
continue the additional performance data in tabular form.

SYSTEM DESCRIPION:

Describe the type and functional characteristics of the system. If other
than a warhead; e.g., instrumented package, identify and indicate purpose of
instruments. Describe any remote monitoring equipment employed or required.

continued 10



PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

S1300 - SYSTEM INFORMATION

VEHICLE OR MISSILE AND SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD INFORMATION:

VEHICLE ( ) MISSILE ( ) SPACECRAFT ( ) PAYLOAD ( )

Length: Max Accel:
Diameter: CEP:
Width: Spin Rate:
Propulsion Sys: Wt Dry:
Guidance Sys: Wt Launch:
Launcher Type: BO Time:
Explosive Type/Category:

OTHER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS:

TIME CORRELATED PERFORMANCE DATA:

CHARACTERISTIC UNIT EVENTS

------------------------- ---- -------------------------------
ALTITUDE:
VELOCITY:

O RANGE:
ACCELERATION:
TIME:

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1300 PI
JAN90
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PROGRA 11B4OmwICHi IPEARATICH fISflUXIOIS

FUMT 1300 - SYSTE14 IfFUNPTICK (COlr'D)

TARGET SYSTEM IN NTIC

TARGET PERF01NCZ PARAMEER:

Use the self-explanatory spacs for entering the target daracteristics
requested. Target Auxiliary Sy, 1 (TAS) is to be filled in for those
target programs nducted in conjuntion with programs requiring the target.
It should be defined in terms of EC1, IR, scoring systiw, special control
systems, and/or seeker simulations. If mor. han one configuration of the
target system is to be utilized or tested, give the additional descriptions.

OnME TARGET CARWACIERSICS:
Give physical and perfochanoe dharacteristics of the target for which the

informaticn in the table is applicable.

TIME CORREIATED PERtSQWX DTA:

Give performance data relative to the test envelope information given in
Section 1700 - Test Envelope Information, and for which measurement
requirements are stated in Section 2100 - Metric Data. Select and enter,
under UNIT, a scale for each performanc characteristic which best suits the
flight particulars (K, ft, kps, NM, etc). The vertical columns represent
times (T) referenced to a particular time during the operation (i.e., T+4
mins, where T is the separation of the target from the mother ship).
opposite each listed flight characteristic, enter, in terms of the selected
scales, the magnitude of performanc occurring at each designated point.

continued 1



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1300 - SYSTEM INFORMATION (CONT'D)

TARGET SYSTEM INFORMATION:

TARGET PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS:

SPEED MAX: MIN:
ALTITUDE MAX: MIN:
TYPE PROPULSION:
ENDURANCE MAX: MIN:
COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM:
LAUNCH MODE:
TRANSPONDER YES ( ) NO ( )
TRANSPONDER TYPE:
TARGET AUXILIARY SYSTEM (TAS):

OTHER TARGET CHARACTERISTICS:

TIME CORRELATED PERFORMANCE DATA:

CHARACTERISTIC UNIT T+ T+ T+ T+ T+ T+ T+

O ALTITUDE:
VELOCITY:
RANGE:
ACCELERATION:

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1300 PI
JAN90



PROGAM i mwcriw PREPARATIK CTIONS

FORMAT 1300 - SYSTEM DMN-MMAIOtI (ct*WTD)

AIRCAFT SYSTEM INFOWVICK:

CHARACTERIJSTICS:

Use the self-explanatory spaces for entering the aircraft characteristics
requested, giving variable values in terms of design criteria. If more than
one aircraft system configuration is involved, give the additional
description(s).

OTHER AIRCRA-n SYSTEM INFtffMCtK:

Describe the operation to be performed and of the cboard systems/sensors
which will be tested during the aircraft operation(s). Also provide aircraft
logistics information such as the type of aircraft, physical dimensions, etc.

continued 14



PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 1300 - SYSTEM INFORMATION (CONT'D)

AIRCRAFT SYSTEM INFORMATION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

MANNED ( ) UNMANNED ( )
SOURCE OF TEST AIRCRAFT:
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS:

SPEED MAX: MIN: TEST: TYPE:
ALTITUDE MAX: MIN: TEST: TYPE:
ENDURANCE MAX: MIN:

OTHER AIRCRAFT INFORMATION:

S

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1300 PI
JAN90



PROGRAM INIRw CTIct HREPARAfnTI NSTUCTIONS

FtaIAT 1300 - SYSTEM fFMWfCt (OXNT'D)

ELEaINIC/EIEaRD-OPTICAL SYSIE! INFORI[aTICN:

CH£ /%kCrISTICS:

Enter the system characteristics requested, giving variable values in terms

of design criteria. Ouver all modes of operation of the system.

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS AND CHRACTERISTICS:

Give other pertinent characteristics and jhysical description of the system.

For electronic systems, typical parameters would be:

Transmitter - peak power, pulse width, center frequency; Receiver - IF
frequencies, bandwidth, sensitivity; Antennas - gain, beam width,
polarization, angle track and coverage, scan rate/pattern, etc.

For electro-cptical systems, typical parameters would be:

Laser - wavelength, beam divergence, power/exergy, beam diameter, pulse
width, PRF, etc.; Receiver - optical characteristic, sensitive wavelengths,
field of view, etc.

C1HER ELECTR AIC/EECIRD-OPTICAL SYSTE4 INFO4ATICtK:

Describe any other system information not provided in the above.

C!THER SYSTEMS:

List any other systems and systems information not previously identified.

16



PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P 1300 - SYSTEM INFORMATION (CONT'D)

ELECTRONIC/ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEM INFORMATION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

NOMENCLATURE/DESIGNATOR:

PLATFORM:

RADIATION SOURCE:

POWER REQUIREMENTS:

MODES OF OPERATION:

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS:

I

OTHER ELECTRONIC/ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEM INFORMATION:

OTHER SYSTEMS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1300 PI
JAN90



RGIRAM ,FAOCflQO PREPARAO IRXTIONS

FUW 1400 - INSTRl E1AITION SYSTES

List Vehicle/Test Item/Spacecraft/Payload systems instnmentation which will
emit and/or receive radio frequeznies, such as transponders, beacons, cumand
control systems, flight safety systems, or telemetry transmitters. Give
types, power mutpzts, k-xn or prcposed frequency utilization, and types of
antennas to be used.

18



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1400 - INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

D PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1400 PI
JAN90



OR Am ninvXT lw PIREPARATICK un nal s

FCRW 1500 - RE3UESTDC AGECzYI'S S IMJAM MOcIK/QUIF Mr

Briefly describe all systae or other instrumentation to be operated by the
program in conection with test operations. Give antenna types, power
outputs, and known or prvz ~sed freey utilization.

20



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1500 - REQUESTING AGENCY'S SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION/EQUIPMENT

PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * * **UDS 1500 PI
JAN90



!i i AII nI I Iwci ~K I I I eWCictE

FMW 1600 - SYSTEM HMEDM9S/% CM TESS

List the major events (Procedures, tests) that will be performed in the
overall test sequence. Show the ncminal time that each major event will

, referenced to a designated time. Give the time duration of the
event and the mount of support agency time that will be required.

22



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1600 - SYSTEMS READINESS/PRELAUNCH TESTS

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1600 PI
JAN90



PROGRAMI II IIrOLCC PFAAIC INS! FUM iN

FORW 1700 - TEST INVELOPE INF0RICN

For the maximu, ncminal, and minimum spaces, i icate the know or probable
values of the Llkracteristics reested. On scoring ranges, the initial
conditions of weapons release is required. In the blank space, describe the
typical ground plane view of the space over the range and the
release/test/firing altitudes within which the test will be con .ted.
Describe any critical -easuretent requirements during the test which will
differ significantly from those given in Section 2100 - Metric Data for the
typical/nominall tests and for identifying the launct/release sites or areas if
known. Describe any other test envelope information pertinent to this section
that will provide the support agency with support requirements. List each in
a sequentially nut~eed paragraph.

24



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1700 - TEST ENVELOPE INFORMATION

RANGE ALT QE AZIMUTH MAX PERF

MAX:
NOM:
MIN:

REMARKS:

o=

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1700 PI
JAN90



i I I I I rIc I IAII I 1WII i ii

FtOW 1800 - O ORATICAL HAZARDS

List project materials, items, or test conditire whicd will present haards
to persmie or material thrc24i toxicity, codstion, blast, acoustics,
fragmentation, electromagnetic radiation, radioactivity, ionization, or other
means. Describe any residual radiation, toxic, explosive, or ionization
problems whidh will or could aocumlate as a result of this test.

2

26



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1800 - OPERATIONAL HAZARDS

0

PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1800 PI
JAN90



PROGRAM IflR I CU iPARaTiQ DmRucia

PtUNT 2000 - TEST OPERATIO HCtW p/SUHDIF

Use this format to describe the test operational concets or to provide asummary of operatinal aspects of the testirx hich will make the information0
in the raiiairder of the doaumett ur a meanirqful.

28



PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2000 - TEST OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS/SUMMARIES

0

* PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2000 PI
JAN90



PROGRA IAH I ODWCrIC EPARATI INSIXcrONS

FtiT 2100 - METRIC DM

MEIMIC MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REOQlMEWTS:

Enter the measurement requirements as they relate to the typical test
described in Section 1700 - Test Envelope Information. On the line for UNIT,
enter appropriate measurement units, i.e. feet, meters, feet/secord, degrees,
etc. In the column TEST PHASE, list the segments of the trajectory or test
phase in which different measurements or precisions are required. Segments
may be described as intervals between events or in terms of time or range.
For example, Launch-to-Bcoster Burn-out (or T-0 to T+6 sec, or Launch to
1,000 ft). Opposite the applicable segment, enter the quantitative tolerance
representing the minimum essential accuracy of final reduced data required
for each performaic parameter. Each requirement should be a statement of
what is actually needed. No atteat shuld be made to state tolerances for
one type of data based on tolerances given for another. If a specific
measurement is not required during any particular interval, enter Not
Required. Tables listing other performance parameters such as roll rate,
miss-distance, etc., will be included if required. Describe additional
requirements not covered above. Provide supplemental data showing geometric
or polar plots of these scenario, if available.

30



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2100 - METRIC DATA

METRIC MEASUREMENTS AND DATA REQUIREMENTS:

TEST PHASE POS VEL ACCEL PITCH YAW ROLL

UNIT

1.

PAGE -
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FCR92 2200 - TEXER49M DA3

List general requiremerts for data reoeiving and recordirq. Give types of
recrdirqs desired, e.g., nagnetic tape, pa e sords etc.

32



PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

' 2200 - TELEMETRY DATA

S PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * ** UDS 2200 P1
JAN90



PF0AM fRN ~ MUAMCU DrINSICK

FRT 2300 - OMMM OMM:LO/ I CT

Lst functicns to be performed t1wough the support agency comiand control
system and give the Associated furi des. were applicable, infonwatir
shajild ccuiply with fIIG standards for radio cmmand control. 0
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PiOMX4 IDfl3crIcK mEARATicti naxmric
Fat- 2400 - 1'IWPDJND VOICE CMM]NICTIC1IS

This includes both air-air and air-grcund xommnications. specify use and
nu2ter of links required and locaticrs of oper-atirxj terminals.
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tMW 2500 - U IM! SY9I1

State reoirownts for Support of systum sud as unified S-bard or rewrdirq
Systm. Give purpose, tim periods of coverage required, locatiorW,frecJencies and state iehe the system(s) will be provided by the user or
the suport agency.
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FMT 2600 - O11]M SY'ST2M

List re uirements for suwort of other special irstrtzentation nt Coveredelsewhere. Give purpose, time periods of coverage requied, locations,frequencies ad state whether the system(s) will be provided by the user orthe support agency.

4
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RWA4 imOD=ijj RpI&a)RaTjct a nCHS
FUMT 2700 - GFJND aCffIIIWICNS

Give types, aims, purpose and l ocatim of tetuixmas for test
inter-cmunicatiarw, teleptiurs, and voice recordings.
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BROGA imWITOEXCn PARMCK UJT~t

U 2800 - OTHR CUfNICATIcO

TEEEVISIaC1:

Give locations and indicate types and size of subjects to be viewed and
whether night operations will be required.

TIMING:

Give the letter-numerical designations of IRIG timing signals required and
types of user's recording instruments. Wwe applicable, specify the timing
correlation for each station providing support.

OTHER:

List other caummications requirement not covered elsewhere, i.e.,
sequencrs, ount-dwn irdicators, etc.
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TELEVISION:

TIMING:

OTHER:
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ROGAM K FlQ IMAT~nI flWHMrrI

iUIRT 3000 - ~AaIME IASW DISLM/CtjROL

state ,goimua- t - for data assessmt and cvni geratici, software
develcpzwn, and irhthmr Stuort agerry/user interface soluticne will be

reqired. Give locaticiw and types of displays required.
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PRGA PRPRTC II IUIICN

REFAT 3100 - WOIOGRIAUIC

DOWUENARY:

Indicate sizes and types of film desired and general types of subjects to be
covered.

State events and/or intercept requirem._nts referee to elapsed
time fram a designated time (T).
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DOCUMEPTARY:

ENGINEERING:

S PAGE-
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FROAM PnixRAIC x~~c~~DnVrLS
F | 3200 - I I IIGICAL

State location and types of forecasts, oservatiaw and measm rt required
and time in days or hours before or after operations that the information will
be needed.
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I II I I I ~ I IRPAII D m nc,

FtRNT 3300 -

Give naes, types, weilht, diwa-si , disposition instructions, alld security
classificatiors of it or coupoxts to be recoered.
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PROGRA INIiiwxric WMARPATI 1r4S.M=CNc

FK16T 3400 - OTHER TECHNICAL SJPP

RANGE SHIPS AND AI.RAFT:

State only types and purposes of support agency ships or aircraft needed by
the user to carry cut tests. Do not specify ships or aircraft employed at
the option of the support agency for test data acquisition. Do not include
sea or air transportation requirments.

TAGETS:

Indicate requiremnts for support agency furnished targets. Give types,
cumon names, whether moving or stationary, envirornent in which target(s)
will operate (water, air, space, land), d - ntation required and purpose of
use. Specify any special requireents/capabilities required of the target.
State if the target should be camouflaged or bunkered and explain any unique
or special requirmnts for camouflaging, bunkerir, or constnrction.

F CY CONTROL:

Provide planned frequency usage by megahertz, type of emission, bandwidth,
and power output. State the purposes for which each frequency will be used
and explain any special manitoring reqd.reents-

MISCEAEOU:

State requirements for other types of techmical suport not covered elsewhere
such as geodetics and target acquisition data.
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1PRO fWGIIFPARAX* Dfucze
FRW 3500 -NM)ICRL

Mtrgeneral mdial refreot, meudical perml, or meical equipuet,
facilities, arnd serviv regaired to .mport thle prograx/missici or test.
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3500 - MEDICAL
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iWoQW mccuarrafl nauT~t x~r~im
FORMAT 3600 - mJBLIC AFFAIM SERVI(!3

Enter gervra1 informntkii cancernirq public affairs services nesisi frczu the
mppot agarwy.
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I I II II I I RATIi E I SLM

F TMW 4000 - DATA, COOMI TE SYS'196 a1M S 'I

Provide a dascriPtin of the rectarqular or airvilinar coordinate syeta(s)reerlfd and give tl origin and orientation of the major axes. If origin isdefined with reect to an event, give an alternate for use if the designatedevent does rot occm or is not identifiable in data recozds.
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FRGM MMU1TMM I PAW=AN INfimna
PtR 4100 - DA CM MCE SIMECMICATION

Irdicate data pzunuiatiors deired, e.g., plotted, tabil ar, magnetic tape,
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PROGRAM nricrim EPARATICK INSTflMOVS

FOAT 4200 - DATA DISPOSITION

Enter the appropriate data type such as position, velocity, roll, telemetry,
etc. In the column marked DATA CATEGRY, enter the appropriate data category
from the table below. Under DATA ELIVERY REJUIU T, show the time after
the test(s) in minutes (M), hours (H), or working days (WD) that the different
categories of data will be required.

DATA CATEGORY DEFINITIONS

Final Data Test Data to which all known or
User-requested corrections have been
applied aid no further processing is
anticipated

In-Test Data Test Data acquired and processed
during the canduct of a test.

On-Line Data In-Test Data delivered immediately
after the test.

Post-Test Data Test Data which normally requires
additional effort after the test to
produce.

Preliminary Data Test Data which normally has been
partially corrected and is subject to
additional orrection.

Pre-Test Data Any data acquired ard/or processed

prior to start-of-test.

Raw Data Test Data which has not been corrected.

Realtime Data In-Test Data available in useable form
in time for use to affect the conduct
of the test or to monitor the test in
progress.

Other As appropriate, describe other data
delivery requirements such as recipients,
quantities, etc.
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PF4AM DfnWCr=Cl AIQ fl=mCHS

PMT 5000 - MACME J IES/IGIMJlCS

Outline thn gwal -1irsmt arul requesting agency ccmoipt r-f % ort
requirnd to inc1ixis the extent of general sa~gort facilities and logistics.List overall persczml assigmeut sdwdules, tton tpes, types of
services, l a , mi enarm ar any suport rxt cvered in formats of
Sections 5100 through 5600.
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PR~AM n~wni~PARATICtK 1UUXVCI

FUT 5100 - PrTCINN. ASSIQ4DIP SCHEME

List the major locations, including off-agency sites, at which project
personnel will be assigned. For each site, list each category of personnel
(military officer, military enlisted, civil service, contractor). Enter the
expected peak strength of eadh category at each site in the appropriate
quarter-year spaces, showing permanent party (P) and transients (T)
separately. Enter any other pertinent personnel assignment information.
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CY CY CY
ITEM 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 34

1.

0

O PAGE -
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FFVGPM wce EMMMIN fEm ITCNct

FURT 5200 -

Aw intra-rangs air, q~vL~n, and water trarxotation of persexiel andi
Cal'9 in direCt OLi13ort of ]prram test operatiCuu.
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MOW~ 5300 -SERICES

Lisit Jeuri* for serviceS in the categories provided an this format.
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5300 - SERVICES

*. ADMINISTRATIVE, PERSONNEL, AND OFFICE:

FIRE AND RESCUE:

SECURITY AND SAFETY:

COMMUNITY, EDUCATION AND, FOOD SERVICE:

UTILITIES (ELECTRICAL, WATER, AND SANITATION):

PROCUREMENT, SHIPPING, RECEIVING, AND STOCK CONTROL:

HANDLING, STORAGE, AND DISPOSAL:

AIR CONDITIONING AND ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATIONS:

O PAGE-
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1U.T 5300 - SERVICES (Cao*'D)

List reuqiru=*t for services in the categories provided an this
formt.
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P5 5300 - SERVICES (CONT'D)

PHYSICAL AND/OR LIFE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS:

PROPELLANTS, GASES, AND CHEMICALS:

FUELS AND LUBRICANTS:

MISCELLANEOUS LUBRICANTS, HYDRAULIC FLUIDS, PRESERVATIVES, ETC.:

VEHICLES AND LAND TRANSPORTATION:

S

GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT:

REQUESTING AGENCY AIRCRAFT:

AIR OPERATIONS:

-------------------------------------- ==PAGE -
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Di1IWM1'XG P5F RATION ll ulcricf 6
FCORW 5300 - SERVJICES (Ot1P'D)

LiSt rbquireiwnt for services in the ctegaries provided an this
fonuat.
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5300 - SERVICES (CONT'D)

SEACRAFT:

MARINE OPERATIONS:

CHEMICAL CLEANING:

PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

OTHER:

S PAGE -
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PROMM DMOJMION PARETAON UCTICr S

FaV 5400 -

State requirements for laboratory services such as physical and chemical
analysis, enviramital conditioninq and strucur-al testing. Do not include
calibration requizmnts (list thm in Section 6000 - Other Support).
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TECHNICAL SHOPS AND LABS:

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS:

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT:
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PROGRAM I NI CI PIMAMTICK mINTIW 4S

FRMT 5500 - MANTENANE

State requirements for and repair services (exclusive ofequ1iment that regaires calibration). Include reqireents for shop services
suc'- as sheet metal fabrication, carpentry, painting, welding, and madibng.Als, include maintenance for buildings and grounds.

80
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MAM INMOUCflT PHPAATION INS4 ONflS

F%1W 5600 - FACITIE

FACI I S (GRAL) :

List the types and locations of facilities required such as office space,
blockhuses, warehouses, missile assembly buildings, checkout pads, loading
ramps, and hangars. In units of 1,000 square feet, enter the net usable
space required for each type in the applicable CY half-year. Include with
the space requiremnt the estimated nuber of occupying personnel, e.g.,
2.5/16. Attach drawings if appropriate.

FACILITIES (LA1NCH C TEST PUtM :

Give the type and overall dimensions of the laund pad/platform and describe
the required daracteristics, such as the type of construction, special
instrumentation, special power and coolants. Give the type, weight, and
dimensions of the platform. If new construction is required, describe any
proposed division of responsibility between the requesting agency and the
support agency. If the requesting agency has a preference of platform
location, state the preference here. Platform location will be assigned with
considerations given the requesting agency's preference, available support
capabilities, and future cxmitments. Include equipment required of the
support agency for the platform and a'so the equipment whdch will be provided
by the requesting agency.

Attach drawings if apropriate.
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5600 - FACILITIES. FACILITIES (GENERAL):

CY CY CY
ITEM 1 2 1 2 1 2
----------------------------------------------------------------------
1.

FACILITIES (LAUNCH OR TEST PLATFORM):

LOCATION:

DES CRIPTIGN:
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IFCAM flhIUKC1IMt P~dMTPnI flemxrxce

PRAT6000 - 07 SPOR

Etrany suuort rs~i.w not provided for eLsmjhexe.
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PROGRAM nNIRICiN FEPARATICN INSRIXTIONS

FOI*W 6020 - afMM JPP0RU - RBWIR04ERM FOR SUNPIOT P 2sCIM

This format page is used by the lead Range Support Agency to list support
needs to other Support Agencies to acocuplish requesting agency requiements.

Enter the name of the Support Agency inposing the requiremnts (fron) and the
name of the Support Agency to which the requirements are a kidressed (to).
Enter the authenticating representative of the agency imposing the
re ement.

Enter tie UDS section and page nurtmer of each Support Agency requirement.
Enter the support requirem2nts categorically, e.g., metric data, telemetry
data, etc., in sequence as specified by the UDS document outline. Specific
requirements for the Support Agency must be identified if they consist of only
a portion of the total req~irement.
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S_ 6020 - OTHER SUPPORT - REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORT AGENCIES

FROM:

TO:

FOR THE REQUESTNG SUPPORT AGENCY:

NAME:
TITLE:
DATE:

SECTION/PAGE REQUIREMENTS

0

0 PAGE -
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PROGR flhllWCTICl PIETARATICI4flENfQ

FRW GENERL

NTE: This format is used anywhere in the document where narrative or graphic
data amat be presented on the prescribed numbered (UDS section)
format. It may also be used to supplement the prescribed format when
additioal space is requred for expanded data entry.

(UDS SEIMCt NO. - TrTIE):

Enter the uDs section rumber and title fru the UIS document outline for the
a-p-priate section used.

1MH NO.:

SUPPIER:

TEST COE:

IrTdicate whether each item mrt)er submitted is a requirement for suport from
the Suport Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter
the requirement or information desired.
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PRD/OR PREPARATIC DOINS ICIS

FOT 1000 - AISTRAIVE

NOTE 1: This format is used to enter any administrative information of
a general nature pertaining to the program or mission.

NOTE 2: The codes below are to be completed if applicable for
clarification of the requirement or information item and will
be used throughout the documentation during the course of the
program.

IE NO.:
A sequential number, cummrncing at "01" identifying the item listed under each
UES. This label is used for ead Requirement, Response, or Informational item
documented. (See Note 2.) The item number used for responses to requirents
will be the same as that of the corresponding item number appearing in the
PRD/OR. The correspondng PRD/CR section number will also be listed for
clarification. Also, if there are supplemental support agency generated
information items, explain the items on UIS Format 1063 - Special Code
Definition.

A code, identified on UDS Format 1063 - Special Code Definition, assigned
to the requester of a requiremnt. Sub-requesters, similarly identified will
be indicated by the use of a slash (/) immediately following the requester
code, i. e., T/22 might indicate a requirement established by the NiSA
Johnson Space Center Flight RPeirements Office. Each Requester/Sub-requester
shall be separated by a space. It is rxnended that, where possible, either
the assigned agency alphabetical code or the agency acronym, shown in the UDS
Handbook, Volume 1, Appendix "B", be used as standard requester codes. (See
Note 2.)

SUPPLIER:
A code, identified on UDS Format 1063 - Special Code Definition, assigned
to the organization providing suport. Sub-suppliers, are similarly
identified by the use of a slash (/) immediately following the supplier code,
i.e., W/SAC might indicate a response provided by the Western Test Range
concerning a comnitment by the host SAC base. It is recommended, where
possible, either the assigned agency alphabetical code or the agency acronym,
shown in the UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Appendix "B", be used as standard
supplier/sub-supplier codes. (See Note 2.)

TEST CODE:
A code, identified on UDS Format 1062 - Test Code Definition, assigned to
a specific test requirent or information item which will identify the
various test activities. These test codes will be used as a method of
correlating support req=ements to the test activity involved, such that any
support requirement referenced to a test code indicates that this support will
be required, during the particular test program activity. (See Note 2.)

INFOMATION:
Enter any administrative information that will help clarify the submission of
requirements or documentation procedures for the program or individual
missions. Do not include detailed information required on Formats 1010
through 1099.
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1000 - ADMINISTRATIVE

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREAATIcON RfnCTIONS

FOMAT 1010 - APPRVAL AUflOITY

NO1E: This format is used as an authorization, granted by requesting
Agencies to the Support Agencies for the conduct of operations
relevant to the successful acoxmplishment of a program,
mission, or test. The Authorization inilcates that the
information contained in this document levies the official User
requirements for support of a given program. It serves as an
acceptane of the document by the Support Agencies in
recognition of the requirements contained therein.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

EEDENC RATIG:
Enter the applicable precedence rating that is assigned to the program.

PRIORITY:
Enter the priority of the program, mission, or test.

INXTIATION DATE:
Indicate the date when support is first required. Dates for special
facilities or unique instrumentation, etc., should be entered in REMARKS.

CIMPLETION DATES:
Indicate the date when the program, mission, or test is planned to be
completed or when it no longer requir- support.

SPONSORING ACGICY:
Enter the military or gaverrment organization which has cognizance and prime
responsibility for the program.

BASIC CONTRACT NO.:
Enter the basic contract number for the program, w+-re applicable.

AUIRY (REFERCES):
List the basic document which constitutes authority for conduct of the
program.

Enter the reason for security classification, special handling requirement,
etc. List other ontractors and their respective contract numbers when
necessary. Enter, if necessary, general information pertinent to the
applicability, authorization, etc., of the document.

APPRVAL:
Use these entries for approval by the Requestir Agencies of the needs
sutmitted. Enter the name, rank (if applicable), title, agency, phone
number, and date, leaving space for signature.

SUPPORT A Y APNC:
These entries will be completed by the Support Agency. Enter the name, rank
(if applicable), title of accepting officials, agency, phone numbers, and
date, leaving space for signature. Acceptance by the Suport Agency does not
constitute a commitment to support.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1010 - APPROVAL AUTHORITY

ITEM NO.:

PRECEDENCE RATING:

PRIORITY:

INITIATION DATE:

COMPLETION DATE:

SPONSORING AGENCY:

BASIC CONTRACT NO.:

AUTHORITY (REFERENCES):

!REMARKS :

APPROVAL:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

SUPPORT AGENCY ACCEPTANCE:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

PAGE -
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PP.D/OR PREPARZAMON4 SIMcr~tjs

FUM 1020 - DISIRIBLVION LIST

NOTE: This format is used as a distribution list for this document
and for both new issues and revisions.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format I000. 0
OAZATION ADDRESS:
Enter the title of the organization, address (include post office zip codeplus 4), addressee's name and title, and applicable office symbol requestingcopies. Make additional entries as necessary to insure distribution to the
appropriate recipients.

NULGM OF COPIES:
List the number of copies, original or revised, for distribution to each
reipient.

9
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DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

D 1020 - DISTRIBUTION LIST

ITEM NO.:

ORGANIZATION NUMBER OF
ADDRESS COPIES

I
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PRD/OR PREPAkMON nZTcXI'"i-

KNT 1030 - REVISION APPRVAL

NOTE: This format is used as an approval authority cover sheet for
each published revision to the docment. The authorizatin
indicates that the information contained in the revision levies
the official Requesting Agencies reuiremnexts to support a
given program, mission or test. It also serves as an
accwtano of the document revision by the Support Agencies in
recrxjitin of the reuirements contained therein. Acceptance
by the Support Agency does not constitute a ccmitment to
provide support.

ITM NO.: Follow the preparation instructis for Format 1000.

REVISION NMTS:
Enter any explanatory notes which will sumarize the general nature of the
revision package. This entry may be used to indicate major changes,
additicns, or deleticn to the revision package. Information concerning
revision schedules may be entered in this entry.

REVISION APPROVAL:
Use this entry for Requestin Agency approval of the document revision.
Enter the name, rank (if applicable), title, agency, phone number, and date,
leaving space for signature.

SUPF AGENCY REVISION ACCEPANCM:
This entry will be cxmpleted by the Support Agency. Enter the name, rank
(if applicable), title of acceting officials, agency, phone number, and date,
leaving space for signature. Acceptance by the Support Agency does not
constitute a comitment to support.

NOE: If desired, all Revision Approval pages may be retained in the
documents to provide a historical record of all changes frum
Revision 01 to the current revision umtber.
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DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1030 - REVISION APPROVAL

ITEM NO.:

REVISION NOTES:

I

REVISION APPROVAL:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:

SUPPORT AGENCY REVISION ACCEPTANCE:

SIGNATURE: SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE: NAME/TITLE:
AGENCY: AGENCY:
PHONE/DATE: PHONE/DATE:
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PRD/O PREPARATION NMMTI OUS

Ft0MAT 1031 - REVISION ONTROL AND CLASSIFICATION

NOE: This format is used as a means of revision control in an
unclassified or classified document. Classified entries will
not be inclixde in the basic unclassified document.
Appropriate referenced page(s) should be included in the basic
unclassified document where the classified information would
appear. The classified pages then appear in a classified
addendum to the basic document. Care should be exercised to
insure that the oxmplete title and other data does not render
the ollective pages classified under operational security
(OPSEC) guideines.
All revisiois, both classified and unclassified, will require

Format 1030 to show approval of the revisions.

i NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

UDS SECTION:
List each UES Section number used in the document.

ITEK:
For automated documentation syst indicate the item numbers within the
sections.

PAGE:
For manual documentation systems, enter the page number for each section.

ClSS:
Enter the classification: 7S - Top Secret, S - Secret, C - Confidential
required by the security guide(s) beside each applicable section and its page
number in this column.

REV:
Enter the revision nmber. Mhen preparing the original document, leave
sufficient space vertically between the page numbers to enter additional pages
that may be added by later revisions. Enter the revision number and the
appropriate letter identifier. "D' for delete, and the revision number (e.g.
Dl, D2, etc.).

COkrosite each naqe number, enter an "0" in the Rev. column to indicate the
section on that page is an original. %hen the document is revised, indicate
the sections and the corresponding pages that have been revised by deleting
the "0" and entering the symbol "R", followed by (if applicable) the revision
number. If a section is deleted by the revision, the symbol "Y' is entered.

ETE:
Enter the date of the section revision.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1031 - REVISION CONTROL AND CLASSIFICATION

ITEM NO.:

UDS SECTION ITEM PAGE CLASS REV DATE
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PRDf/CIR PRARATICK ~TMCNS

IEQ4. 1040 - INC Of UtS SEX1rICS USED

NM This format is used to present the PRD/OR index of sections used
in the document. This list should be used as a checklist to
insure all pertinent information or requirements are docmented.
Only those UDS Sectics uhich are applicable need be used. he
list is preprinted for reference, but when an "X" is entered
cpposite the Section used, this format serves as an outline of
contents for the document.

Enter an ',X" 4posite those UDS Section numbers used in the document.

cntinued
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED

1000 - Administrative
1010 - Approval Authority

( ) 1020 - Distribution List
( ) 1030 - Revision Approval
( ) 1031 - Revision Control and Classification
( ) 1040 - Index of UDS Sections Used
( ) 1050 - Program/Mission Security Information
( ) 1052 - System Security Classification
( ) 1054 - System Security Classification Matrix
( ) 1056 - Security Authorization
( ) 1060 - Preface
( ) 1061 - Special Abbreviations and Nomenclature
( ) 1062 - Test Code Definition
( ) 1063 - Special Ccde Definition

1064 - Key Technical Personnel
1065 - Technical References

( ) 1100 - Program/Mission Information - Program Description
( ) 1110 - Experiments Description
( ) 1.20 - System Mission Capabilities

1125 - System Functional Description
() 1130 - Mission/Test Description
( ) 1131 - Mission/Test Objectives
() 1140 - Test Program Operations Schedule
( ) 1300 - System Information

1310 - Vehicle/Test Item Description
( ) 1311 - Vehicle/Test Item Characteristics

1312 - Vehicle/Test Item Drawings
( ) 1313 - Vehicle/Test Item Ordnance Items Description

) 1314 - Vehicle/Test Item Ordnance Items Drawing
( ) 1315 - Vehicle/Test Item Flame Plasma Model of the Exhaust

Plume
( ) 1320 - Spacecraft/Payload Description

1321 - Spacecraft/Payload Characteristics
( ) 2322 - Spacecraft/Payload Drawings
( ) 1323 - Spacecraft/Payload Ordnance Items Description
( ) 1324 - Spacecraft/Payload Ordnance Items Drawing
( ) 1325 - Spacecraft/Payload Flame Plasma Model of the Exhaust

Plume
( ) 1400 - Instrumentation Systems

1405 - Frequency Ut lization Summary
( ) 1410 - Metric Tracking Systems Operating Description

) 1411 - Metric Tracking Systems Transponder Characteristics
( ) 1412 - Metric Tracking Systems Antenna Systems
() 1413 - Metric Tracking Systems Diagrams
( ) 1420 - Telemetry Systems Operating Description

) 1421 - Telemetry Systems Characteristics
1422 - Telemetry Systems Antenna Systems

( ) 1423 - Telemetry Systems Diagrams

PAGE-
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RM 1040 - II I i OF US SE.C..S USED (C T'D))

N=: ts format is used to present the PRD/OR index of sections used
in the do .ent. This list should be used as a dcklist to
insure all pertinent inforztio or requirements are documnted.
Only those UDS Sections whid are applicable need be used. The
list is preprinted for referenc, but when an "X" is entered
opposite the Section used, this format serves as an outline of
contents for the documnt.

Enter an ,'X" opposite those UDS Section nunters used in the document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED (CONT'D)

0 1424 - Telemetry Systems Analog Channel Description
( ) 1425 - Telemetry Systems Digital Format
( ) 1426 - Telemetry Systems Data Recorder Characteristics

1430 - Command Systems Operating Description
( ) 1431 - Command Systems Characteristics

1432 - Command Systems Antenna Systems
( ) 1433 - Command Systems Diagram

1440 - Voice Communications Systems Operating Description
( ) 1441 - Voice Communications Systems Characteristics

1442 - Voice Communications Systems Antenna Systems
( ) 1443 - Voice Communications Systems Diagrams

1450 - Composite Systems Operating Description
( ) 1451 - Composite Systems Characteristics

1452 - Composite Systems Received Data Characteristics
( ) 1453 - Composite Systems Transmitted Data Characteristics

1454 - Composite Systems Antenna Systems
( ) 1455 - Composite Systems Diagrams

1456 - CoLposite Systems Operating Modes
( ) 1457 - Composite Systems Data Recorder Characteristics

1460 - Vehicle/Test Item Television Systems Operating
Description

( ) 1461 - Vehicle/Test Item Television Systems Characteristics
1462 - Vehicle/Test Item Television Systems Antenna Systems

( ) 1463 - Vehicle/Test Item Television Systems Format Description
1465 - Spacecraft/Payload Television Systems Operating

Description
( ) 1466 - Spacecraft/Payload Television Systens Characteristics

1467 - Spacecraft/Payload Television Systems Antenna Systems
( ) 1468 - Spacecraft/Payload Television Systems Format

Description
( ) 1470 - Recovery Location Aids
( 1480 - Other Systems

( 1500 - Requesting Agency's Support Instrumentation/Equipment
( 1510 - Characteristics

( 1600 - Systems Readiness/Prelaunch Tests
( 1610 - Readiness/Prelaunch Tests Identification

C 1620 - Readiness/Prelaunch Tests Sequence
( 1630 - Readiness/Prelaunch Tests Terminal Countdown

( 1700 - Test Envelope Information
( 1710 - Major Mission Events - Launch Phase

( 1711 - Major Mission Events - Flight
( 1712 - Space Maneuver - Application of Thrust

( 1720 - Trajectory Plan Views
( 1721 - Trajectory Profile Views

( 1722 - Launch Trajectory
( 1723 - Orbital and Space Trajectory

( 1724 - Terminal Trajectory
( 1800 - Operational Hazards

( 1810 - Operational Hazards Reports
( 2000 - Test Operational Concepts/Summaries

) 2010 - Ground Support Instrumentation Summary
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PRD/OR PREPARATICIN INS1 MCI S

a 1040 - INtEX OF UDS SECr'ICS USED (O*NT'D)

NOM :his format is used to present the PRD/OR index of section used
in the doomet. Mis list should be used as a checklist to
insure all pertinent information or requirements are documented.
Cnly those UDS Sections which are applicable need be used. The
list is preprinted for referenc, but when an 'X' is entered
opposite the Section used, this format serves as an outline of
cntents for the documt.

Enter an "X' oppsite those UDS Section numbers used in the document.

continued
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED (CONT'D)

O) 2100 - Metric Data
2110 - Metric Data - Launch

( ) 2111 - Metric Data - Midcourse
() 2112 - Metric Data - Orbital and Space
( ) 2114 - Metric Data - Terminal

2115 - Metric Data - Signature
( ) 2116 - Metric Data - Other

2117 - Metric Data Accuracies
( ) 2120 - Metric Data Parameter Recordings

2130 - Metric Data Network Coverage
( ) 2160 - Metric Data Coverage
() 2170 - Metric Data - Engineering Sequential
C ) 2200 - Telemetry Data

2210 - Telemetry Recording Interval
( ) 2220 - Telemetry Analog Strip Chart Recording Format

) 2230 - Telemetry Event Recording Format
( ) 2240 - Telemetry Decommutation Processing Specifications

2260 - Telemetry Coverge
2300 - Command Control/Destruct

( ) 2310 - Command Control
( ) 2320 - Command Destruct
() 2330 - Command Up-Data Link
( ) 2340 - Command Up-Data Link Recordings
( ) 2360 - Command Up-Data Link Stations Coverage

) 2400 - Air/Ground Voice Communications
( ) 2410 - Air/Ground Voice Communications Recordings
O)2460 - Air/Ground Voice Communications Coverage
( ) 2500 - Composite Systems
() 2510 - Composite Systems - Detail
( ) 2520 - Composite Systems - Parameter Recordings
( ) 2530 - Composite Systems - Event Recording Format

) 2540 - Composite Systems - Analog Strip Chart Recording Format
( 2560 - Composite Systems Coverage

( 2600 - Other Systems
( 2601 - Other Systems - Directed Energy

( 2605 - Other Systems - Support Instrumentation
( 2606 - Other Systems - Environmental

( 2610 - Other Systems - Data
) 2660 - Other Systems Coverage

( ) 2700 - Ground Communications
( ) 2710 - Ground Communications Detail

2720 - Ground Communications Network Drawings
C ) 2730 - Ground Communications Network Transmission - Voice
( ) 2731 - Ground Communications Network Transmission -

Secure Voice
( ) 2733 - Ground Communications Network Transmission - Teletype
( ) 2735 - Ground Communications Network Transmission -

Secure Data
( ) 2736 - Ground Communications Network Transmission -

Television/Data
( ) 2737 - Ground Communications Network Transmission - Facsimile

O- -PAGE -
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PU@T 1040 - INIX OF UDS SE CNS USED (CONT'D)

NOTE : This format is used to present the PRD/R index of sections used
in the dcumwznt. This list should be used as a checklist to
insure all pertinent infcrmticn or requirements are documented.
only those uDS Sections which are applicable need be used. The
list is preprinted for refernce, but when an "X" is entered
opposite the Section used, this fourmat serves as an outline of
amtAmts for the document.

Eter an IX" opposite those UDS Section rnuaers used in the document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED (CONT'D)

( ) 2740 - Ground Communications - Intercommunications Systems
( ) 2760 - Ground Communications Terminations - Voice
( 2761 - Ground Communications Terminations - Secure Voice
( ) 2762 - Ground Communications Terminations - Point-to-Point

2763 - Ground Communicaitons Terminations - Teletype
( ) 2765 - Ground Communications Terminations - Secure Data

2766 - Ground Communications Terminations - Television/Data
( ) 2768 - Ground Communications Terminations - Voice Radio

2769 - Ground Communications Terminations - Miscellaneous
( ) 2770 - Ground Communications Recordings

2780 - Ground Communications Telephone
( ) 2800 - Other Communications

2805 - Other Communications - Television
( ) 2810 - Other Communications - Timing
( ) 2820 - Other Communications - Sequencer
( ) 2830 - Other Communications - Visual Countdown & Status

Indicators
( ) 3000 - Realtime Data Display/Control

3010 - Realtime Flight Control/Support Centers
( ) 3020 - Realtime Flight Control Data Acquisition

) 3030 - Realtime Displays and Consoles
( ) 3031 - Realtime Displays

3032 - Realtime Console Command Panels
( ) 3033 - Realtime Console Analog Recorders
( ) 3034 - Realtime Console Drawings
( ) 3040 - Realtime Data Formats
()3041 - Realtime Tracking Data Format Control
( ) 3042 - Realtime Telemetry Data Format Control

3043 - Realtime Telemetry Data Formats
( ) 3044 - Realtime Command Data Format Control

3045 - Realtime Remote Site Data Processing
( ) 3050 - Realtime Data Testing

3060 - Realtime Data Interfaces
( ) 3061 - Realtime Data Interface Criteria

3062 - Realtime Data Interface Criteria Drawings
( ) 3070 - Realtime Data Computer

3080 - Realtime Data Distribution
( ) 3100 - Photographic

3110 - Photographic - Documentary
( ) 3120 - Photographic - Engineering

3200 - Meteorological
( ) 3210 - Meteorological - Minima

3220 - Meteorological - Forecasts
( ) 3230 - Meteorological - Observations

3240 - Meteorological - Instrumentation Location Diagram
( ) 3250 - Meteorological - Space Environment

3260 - Meteorological - Consultant Services
( ) 3300 - Recovery

3310 - Recovery - Ships and Aircraft Coverage
( ) 3320 - Recovery - Items to be Recovered

* PAGE-
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1040 - MM OF UDS SE=ICN SE (OMIr'D)

NOTE : This format is used to present the FPRD/R index of section used
in the docment. This list should be used as a checklist toins re all pertinent information or requirements are docuented.
Cnly those UDS Sections which are applicable need be used. The
list is preprinted for refere , but when an ''" is entered
qWposite the Section used, this format seives as an outline of
contents for the documnt.

Enter an 'V opposite those UDS Section rambers used in the domment.

contiinued 
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED (CONT'D)

( ) 3330 - Recovery - Salvage and Disposition
) 3340 - Recovery - Planned Areas

( ) 3350 - Recovery - Contingency Areas
3360 - Recovery - Abort Areas

( ) 3400 - Other Technical Support
3410 - Other Technical Support - Aircraft

( ) 3411 - Other Technical Suppcrt - Seacraft
3420 - Cther Technical Support - Targets

( ) 3430 - Summary of Frequency Protection
3431 - Emitting Systems Protection

( ) 3440 - Geodetic and Gravitational Data
) 3450 - Other Technical Support - Training

( ) 3500 - Medical
3505 - Medical - Bio-Science

( ) 3510 - Medical - Personnel - Active
3520 - Medical - Personnel - Standby

( ) 3530 - Medical - Facility, Equipment, Services
( ) 3600 - Public Affairs Services
( ) 3610 - Public Affairs Services - Personnel Assignments
( ) 3620 - Public Affairs Services - News Media Personnel

Positions
( ) 4000 - Data Coordinate Systems Description
( ) 4100 - Data Computer Processing Specifications
( ) 4110 - Data Computer Processing Specifications - Detail

) 4160 - Data Processing - Other
( ) 4200 - Data Disposition
( 4205 - Data Disposition - Reports
( ) 4210 - Data Disposition - Detail - Metric Tracking

) 4211 - Data Disposition - Detail - Telemetry
( ) 4214 - Data Disposition - Detail - Environmental

( 4215 - Data Disposition - Detail - Voice/TV Recording
( ) 4216 - Data Disposition - Detail - Photographic
( ) 4217 - Data Disposition - Detail - Meteorological
( ) 4218 - Data Disposition - Detail - Computer Processing
( ) 4219 - Data Disposition - Detail - Miscellaneous
( ) 5000 - Base Facilities/Logistics

5100 - Personnel Assignment Schedules
( ) 5110 - Personnel Assignment Schedules - Detail

) 5120 - Personnel Assignment Schedules - Housing
( ) 5200 - Transportation

5210 - Transportation - Surface Logistics Schedule
( ) 5220 - Transportation - Air Logistics Schedule
( 5300 - Services
( ) 5301 - Services - Administrative, Personnel, and Office
( ) 5302 - Services - Fire and Rescue

5303 - Services - Security and Safety
( ) 5304 - Services - Community, Education and Food Service

5305 - Services - Utilities (Electrical, Water, and Sanitation)
( ) 5306 - Services - Procurement, Shipping, Receiving, and Stock

Control
( ) 5307 - Services - Handling, Storage, and Disposal

PAGE -
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MIAT 1040 - INMEX OF UDS SECrICKS USED (CatIrTD)
NaE : This format is used to present the PRD/CR index of sections used

in the do ument. This list should be used as a checklist to
insure all peztinnt information or requirements are documented.
Cnly those UDS Secticns wIich are applicable need be used. Thelist is preprinted for refere , but when an "X' is entered
cposite the Section used, this format serves as an outline of
contents for the documnt.

Enter an "X" opposite those UDS Section rumbers used in the document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1040 - INDEX OF UDS SECTIONS USED (CONT'D)

( ) 5308 - Services - Air Conditioning and Environmental
Observations

( ) 53t - Services - Physical and/or Life Science Experiments
( ) 5310 - Services - Propellants, Gases, and Chemicals

) 5320 - Services - Fuels and Lubricants
( ) 5330 - Services - Miscellaneous Lubricants, Hydraulic Fluids,

Preservatives Etc.
( ) 5340 - Services - Vehicles and Land Transportation

5341 - Services - Ground Handling Equipment
( ) 5350 - Services - Requesting Agency Aircraft

5351 - Services - Air Operations
( ) 5360 - Services - Seacraft
( ) 5361 - Services - Marine Operations
( ) 5370 - Services - Chemical Cleaning
( )5380 - Services - Purchase of Equipment and Supplies

5400 - Laboratory
( ) 5405 - Laboratory - Technical Shops and Labs

5410 - Laboratory - Chemical and Physical Analysis
( ) 5420 - Laboratory - Special Environment

) 5500 - Maintenance
( ) 5510 - Maintenance - Buildings and Grounds

5600 - ';cilities
( ) 5610 - Facilities - Drawings
( ) 5620 - Facilities - Launcher and Platform Characteristics
( ) 6000 - Other Support
( ) 6010 - Other Support - Test Instrument Maintenance and

Calibration
( ) 6020 - Other Support - Requirements for Support Agencies

PAGE-
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FORIAT 1050 - PRORAM/MISSICN SECURITY IFORMATION

NOTE: This format is used to list the security classification of
classified :ata/informaticn pertaining to the program, mission,
or test.

SECURITY GUIDES AND DOCUMETS:
List the various security guides and documents used to establish the
classification and to cuntrol the docmntation of the information elements
listed in the Progra /Mssion Elements entry.

FITION - PROAM SECURlTY ADVISOR:
Enter the name and rank or title of the security advisor. The security
advisor will certify, by signature, the crrectness of the security
classification entered for each item listed in the Prograp/Mission Elements
entry.

PRGM SSICI ELMETS
Identify program/mission information elements for which security
classification is required.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:
Enter the security classification of the program/mission elements identified
in the Program/Mission Elements entry. Designators used will be in accordance
with instructions in the Prftgam/Missin Elements entry.

The following security classification syrbols will be ,,sed thrughout the
document:

TS TOP SECRET

S SECRET

C CONFIDEIAL

U UNCLASSIFIED

Special Warning Designators

RD PESTICTED DEA

FRD FO1E9LY RESTRICTED DATA

CNWDI CRITICAL NUCLEAR WEAPON DSIG
INORMATION
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1050 - PROGRAM/MISSION SECURITY INFORMATION

SECURITY GUIDES AND DOCUMENTS:

CONFIRMATION - PROGRAM SECURITY ADVISOR:

SIGNATURE:
NAME/TITLE:

PROGRAM/MISSION ELEMENTS: SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

PAGE -
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P'RD/CI :'EPARMTIC INl'n C'ICtS

ERIAT 1052 - SYSTEM SECURITY CASSIFICATICK

NOTE: This format is used by the Project Office and not by the
contractor(s). It will serve as a security guide for the
program for those that handle data, drawings ard equipment.

ITEM:
This column includes a wide variety of items that may have a unique security
classification. Space is provided to add any other items not listed.

CIASSIFICATION:
Enter the appropriate classification (e.g., TS, S, C, U) and any special
warning designators (e.g., RD, FRD, CNWDI).

For example, a particular reentry vehicle is classified S -RESIMICIED
DIAA. Enter S-RD in the column. Had the reentry vehicle in this example
been classified TOP SECRET-RESTRITD DT, the entry wold have been TS-RD.

Items of a program which require "Encrypt for Transmission Only," to protect
UNCLASSIFIED INFM K transmitted via electrical messages, will be
inlicated by placing the notation EFI0 in the column.

DECIASSIFICATICN INS'flTICNS:
Enter the appropriate downgrading declassificatin instructions (e.g.,
Declassify 1998 - D98; Review 2004 - R04).

co~ntinued
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1052 - SYSTEM SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

DECLASS IFICATICN
ITEM CLASSIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS

A. OVER-ALL PROGRAM:
B. PRIME CONTRACTOR:
C. LISTS OF CONTRACTORS,

ASSOCIATE CONTRACTORS
AND/OR SUB-CONTRACTORS ON
TEST PROGRAM:

D. PRODUCTION, PROCUREMENT &
SUPPLY INFORMATION:

E. TITLE OF R&D PROGRAM:
F. TEST VEHICLE OR MISSILE

NAME:
G. TYPE DESIGNATION:
H. EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION

(1) VIEWED FROM OUTSIDE
LAUNCH COMPLEX:

(2) VIEWED FROM INSIDE
LAUNCH COMPLEX:

I. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
J. SPEED, ALTITUDE, RANGE:
K. COUNTERMEASURE INFORMATION:
L. TEST INITIATION DATE:
M. TEST COMPLETION DATE:
N. STATUS AND PROGRESS REPORT:
0. TEST AND PERFORMANCE INFO:
P. PROPULSION SYSTEM

(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

Q. GUIDANCE SYSTEM
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

R. CONTROL SYSTEM
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

S. WARHEAD
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

T. NOSE CONE
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

U. CAPSULE
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

PAGE-
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PRD/R IPrAAMIICt INSIWJCI'cJS

F4%AT 1052 - SYSTEM SE~JRITY CIASSIFICATICN (QHT'D)

ITEK:
This column includes a wide variety of items that may have a unique security
classification. Space is provided to add any other items not listed.

CLASSIFICATION:
Enter the appropriate classification (e.g., TS, S, C, U) and any special
warning designators (e.g., RD, FRD, CNWDI)>

For example, a partiaular reentry vehicle is classified SEFT-RE9SMICTED
DM.T. Enter S-RD in the column. Had the reentry vehicle in this example
been classified TOP SEtr-RMIRICTD MMT, the entry in the column would have
been TS-RD.

Items of a program which require "Encrypt for Transission Only," to protect
UNCLASSIFIED INKRWICN transmitted via electrical messages, will be
indicated by placing the notation EFIO in the column.

TECASSIFICATION INIXMNS:
Enter the apprrpriate downgrading declassification instructions (e.g.,
Declassify 1998 - D98; Review 2004 - R04).

SECRITY CLASSIFICATI:N UI :
List the various security classification guides and other sorce dcumnts
which are used to promulgate classification authority.

CNFIRMATION - PROGRAM SECJRITi ADVISOR:
Identify the security advisor and office confiming the information.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1052 - SYSTEM SECURITY CLASSIFICATION (CONT'D)

DECLASS IFICATION
ITEM CLASSIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS

V. TARGETS
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

W. OTHER
(1) TYPE:
(2) DESCRIPTION:

X. DRAWINGS, SKETCHES,
PHOTOGRAPHS EXTERNAL
OR INTERNAL VIEWS AND
DESIGN INFORMATION
(1) PROPULSION SYSTEMS:
(2) CONTROL AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS:
(3) WARHEAD:
(4) NOSE CONE:
(5) CAPSULE:
(6) TARGETS:
(7) OTHER:

Y. OPERATION READINESS DATE:
Z. COMBAT READINESS DATE:

O AA. INSTRUMENTATION:
BB. TRAINING EQUIPMENT:
CC. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT:
DD. RAW DATA
EE. REDUCED DATA:
FF. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS:

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION GUIDES:

CONFIRMATION - PROGRAM SECURITY ADVISOR

NAME:
TITLE:
AGENCY:
DATE:

PAGE -
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RRD/CR &MON iiw ICr S

F4AT 1054 - SYSTEK SECRITY C[ASSIFICTIC NAIX

NE: This format is used to indicate the classification of various
citbinatios of information and cmvmly used identifiers both
before and after lauxh. 7his format will only be used when
.. bining bits of information change the level of security
classification of the combination to a level higher than that
of the highest bit in the cid-bnation.

EVENT:
he vertical columns and horizontal rows have the same event descriptions as

shown in the events listing. Enter the appropriate security classification
for the cubination of information indicated by the matrix. Add additina1
events as rired.

If the security classification for certain ocobinaticns of information changes
with the occurrerne of the launch, enter the apprcpriate classification before
launch in the upper left and after launcti in the lower right of the matrix.
Example, C/U.

If the classification danges after a launch, but only after a certain time
period, note by a footnote symbol and explain in the RMFdKS entry. For
example, C/U(1), (1) UNCLASSI= 30-days after launch, CMtFID1IIAL during
interim period.

PEMARXS:
Enter as appropriate.

1
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1054 - SYSTEM SECURITY CLASSIFICATION MATRIX

O EVENT EVENT

1. PROGRAM NUMBER, NAME OR ACRONYM 9. NUMBER OF REMAINING LAUNCHES
2. RANGE TEST PROGRAM NUMBER 10. PAYLOAD SERIAL NUMBER
3. RANGE OPERATION NUMBER 11. BOOSTER SERIAL NUMBER
4. LAUNCH NUMBER 12. BOOSTER TYPE
5. LAUNCH FACILITY 13.
6. PAYLOAD IMPACT/RECOVERY AREA 14.
7. PAYLOAD RECOVERY REQUIRED 15.
8. TOTAL NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 16.

MATRIX: ............
:16:15:14:13:12:11:10: 9: 8: 7: 6: 5: 4: 3: 2: 1:

72 . . . . . .. .

8: • : : :•:

9 : :•:•: :. . . .

10: : : : : : : : :

11: : : : : :

12: : : : : : : : : :

13: : : : : : :

4: :

5

6:

J99

10: : : : : : :

12: : : : :

13: : :

14: : :

15::

16:

REMARKS:

O PAGE-
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PRD/OR PIW: Z:ARAT"ICat INS'TN.='N,,

FOt1T 1056 - SECURITY AUDMIZATIC*N

Nm: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list t2ese
ron-Gcvernmen agencies who are entitled to receive classified
range material, the clearanc pxtsessed by that agency, the
agency that granted the clearance, and the degree of
safeguardin ability that the r~n-Government agency has.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparatian instructions for Format 1000.

FACIIM :
Eter the name of the nm-Gavarait agency facility to whom the classified
material is to be forwarded.

Enter the address of the agency involved.

FACILITY CLEARANCE:
Enter the facility clearance of the Cuo .w agency ccrserned.

QWATIG AGECY:
Enter the name of the Goverrment agency granting the facility clearance, and
the date the clearance was granted or last renewed.

SAFGRING ABILITY:
Enter the degree of capability the agency has for storing and safeguarding
classified material.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1056 - SECURITY AUTHORIZATION

O ITEM NO.:

FACILITY:

ADDRESS:

FACILITY CLEARANCE:

GRANTING AGENCY:

SAFEGUARDING ABILITY:
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PRD/R PREPARAMION nIM ONS

MOW 1060 - PREFACE

NMOE: This format is used to present information concernin the
organization of the docment, criteria followed, or deviations
that are required to augment and clarify the method used to
present the requireents. Do not include information that is
presented in Sectiow 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, and 1065 which
follow this format; however, on small prgrams, all information
on the additional referend formats may be included n the
single Preface, Format 1060.

Enter any information concrning the organization of the document, criteria
followed, or deviations established in the UDS Handbook that are required to
aupkent and clarify the method used to present the reurewnts.

0
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1060 - PREFACE

. INFORMATION:

0
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PIR/OR PIARATIC4 DMUMCrIs

FURAT 1061 - SPECIAL AEMVIATICHS AND -.NCXATU

NO: This format is used to define any word or abbreviation whid,
due to limited use or tectical affiliation, may not be readily
unertood.

List the words, ak*reviaticrs or acrarymr used in the docuint.

IE7T7IN:
Give the full definition or meaning as it applies to the subject for which the
abbreviation or word is used.
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PRD/CA PREPARATICU INSTRUctS

FURMAT 1062 - TEST OE DEFITICI

NOM: This format is used to define the test codes that will be used
throughot the document. These test codes will identify the
various test activities during the course of the program.
These test codes will be used as a method of correlating
support requiremnts to the test activity involved such that
'ny %uort remnt referenced to a test code indicates
that this support will be required during the particular test
program activity.

ITEM NO.: Follow the prearation ionstnxtius for Format 1000.

TEST COE:
Enter a test code letter (A, B, C, etc.) for each portion of the test program
which has similar support requdrements. This apportionment might separate
test series, development phases of the program, time periods within the
program, variatios in equipment being utilized, or any other meaningful
breakout of the program with regard to support requirements. Double letters
may be used to further break down the single-letter test code (AA, AB, AC,
etc., within A).

'r ODE DSCRIPTI:
Enter a short title to identify the test series or phase of the program to be
coxduted. Exauples of test series, each of which might be assigned a
separate test code, are as follows:

Launch
Dry
Static Firing
Simulated FlightIntuettion Test
Recoveries

The test code could also be used to designate various time intervals or
develoznent phases of the program. Exanples of these phases might be pad
buildup, launch phase, or any other phase which would divide the program with
regard to support requirements. Still another use of the test code would be
to designate various types or groups of similar test series such as
demonstration and shakedkown operations or follw-on training launiches.
Different missions or series of missio that are covered in the same PD/CR
could thus be designated by different test codes.
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PRD/ORIPPARATICK UC T=CNS

MT 1063 - SPECIAL fE EEIITICt

NE: This format is used to define any special codes that will be
used throughout the dcument, example; item number supplemental
definition, requestor, supplier, etc.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

I'Th kUEER/SPECIAL (flE CEF MICNI:
Enter an explanation of the basic elemnts, the metxd of constructing the
code, and any code rumber-letter designators that are used in the document.
(See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Aperndix B.)
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1063 - SPECIAL CODE DEFINITION

ITEM NO.:

ITEM NUMBER/SPECIAL CODE DEFINITION:

S
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ID/!R PPEPARAMIO INS cR=CM

FUIAT 1064 - KE TEC3NICAL PEFSONE

NYXE: This format is used to list the cognizant technical persounel
who may be ctacted regarding matters cxmncted with th.
program or concerning information cotained in the doctment.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructiun for Format 1000.

NAME/TI :
Enter last name, first name and middle initial. Provide military rank and
branch of service, if applicable. Enter the person's title if applicable.

OnANIZATION/ADrFESS:
Enter the organization and address of the person listed. Include complete ZIPcode.

TEPHONE:
Enter the complete telephone number including area aode and extension,
(include tovm and MTS, if app!icable), at the location specified for the
office entry.
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.1064 - KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

ITEM NO.:

NAME/TITLE ORGANI ZATION/ADDRESS TELEPHONE
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RD/CR P R iw ARATCK ICrcs

FOPWd 1065 - TECICAL REDTFOKM

NOTE: This format is used to list sources of supplemental information
cmcerning the program or to provide additional background for
specific requirements listed on individual UDS SectLons and
their correspcidiza pages of the document. References cannot
be used for the purpose of levying reqiirements, but they my
be used to explain details that are too lengthy or ccuplicated
to be incorporated into the documnt.

UES SECrION:
Indicate the UDS Secticn(s) where the tecmical reference is used.

MEN NO. IPAGE:
List the item number of the requirement to which the reference pertains, if
applicable. List the page number(s) to which the reference pertains, if
applicable.

TI=L:
Enter the title of the reference.

PUL USOURCE:
Enter publisher and date of each referenced docment and the organization and
its complete address frcm which copies of the reference may be dbained.

CASS:
Enter the security classification of each reference.
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IID/aI PREPARATICH ISI Ii S

FET 1100 - XAmIvassGiau it9 ( - PAM ECR-IrICfl

NOTE: is format is used to provide a general description of the
entire program.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation tirt nsuiom for Format 1000.

FUROMN:
Give a general description of the overall program. A brief dscription of
each test or category of tests may be included. hen a specific test or
category of test may require unique support, the test shuld be described.
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1100 - PROGRAM/MISSION INFORMATION - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:
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IPRD/Of IREPARATIC*K IUM MS

FUT 1110 - E I QIP ON

NaTE: This format is used to provide a general description of the
various experiments assigned to the program.

MN NO.: Follow the preparatin istrtions for Format 1000.

IWFUMCtI:
Enter a general descripticn of the experiments assigned to the overall
program. A brief descripticn of each experiment or category of exper-ments
zay be inciuded. Ldentiy the agency to which a particular experiment is
assigned for sort. Include the type data resulting from each
experiment, e.g., tape, film, material samples, telemetry, flight log, voice
recrdins , etc.
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O 1110 - EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0
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PRD/CIR H~PRATION s'iriu

FMHAT 1120 - SYSTIE MISSION CAPABILITIES

NOTE: This format and Format 1125 are used to provide the Support
A ency with an insight to the basic philosophy which governs
the system design, fabrication, test program, and ultimate
user.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MISSIC OF OPERATICNAL SYSTEK:
Describe the general purpose of the complete cperatical systa. Eamples:
TM descroy a single maneierable (2g capability), 3,000-q~h aircraft attacdirq
at 50,000 feet altitude; destruction to be accnmplished before the aircraft is
within 100 miles of target. 7b gather scientific data an cosmic dust above
1,000 miles altitude.

SIGNIFICANT C2RACIERSTICS AND CPABILITES:
List operational daracteristics and capabilities of the final operational
system (e.g., 5,000-mile range, heat seeker initiates terminal dive, etc.).

CMUM02 INFUENI D ESIGN:
List the main factors which influence the methods used in developing the
operaticnal unit. For exaple, mobility of a land-based launching system
might be of prime inportanoe. A short time schedule might be the factor of
next iaportance, etc.

ADDITICNAL - -CISTICS:

List any additional daracteristics.

OPERATIONAL PROFILE/SKEXi OF TEST SrIUATCI:
Show the cperational profile and/or a sketch of the tactical situation for
which the system is designed. Illustrate the major events to take place.
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1120 - SYSTEM MISSION CAPABILITIES

. ITEM NO.:

MISSION OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEM:

SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPABILITIES:

CONSTRAINTS INFLUENCING DESIGN:

ADDITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

O OPERATIONAL PROFILE/SKETCH OF TEST SITUATION:
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PRD/CIR ~PARATIAMC DOMMic tS

F0T 1125 - SYST'M PURLCNf AL --- ----

NOTE: This format, along with Format 1120, is used to provide the
Support Agency with an insight into the basic philosopy which
governs the system design, fabrication, test program, and
ultimate use.

ITEK NO.: Follow the prearatia instructius for Format 1000.

StBSYSTM/W CCP -Er
List the subsystems and/or major cxzponets of the final operational system.
These should correspond to the functional blocks illustrated in SYSM
FENCMC2 AL BW"X -IAGAN eafty.

FUNCI'ONAL 2- CS:
Enter a brief description of functional daracteristics of ead major
copotnt an subsystem.

SYSMX FUNCrIONAL BLOCK DIPARAM:
Using block diagram metiods, indicate the functicnal relationship between
subsystems and/or major cupownets of the ocuplete ocerational weapon system.
Such items as the target, target acguisition unit, target data processor,
guidance system, control machanism, necessary support supplied, etc., may be
considered as major functional compawft. Also include and note items
considered to be unusual.
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. 1125 - SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:

SUBSYSTEM/MAJOR COMPONENT:

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM:

0
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P IWCRPRPATICH flmCflC4S

FXI*T 1130 - M MS IC*N/TI T ua r icejqLp-jM
tOl'E: This forvat, is Used to provide a detailed descripticn of the

missim or test.

ITEK No.: Fo11coi the preati htmrzcx for Format 1000.

TEST MME: Fblowr the prpratim izwtnitin for Format 1000.

IFURMTICK:
Give a detailed descriptiCra of the umsian or test. Each #Ose of the missicr
or test shoul1d be identified and described.
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OITEM NO.:
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INFORMATION:
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WD/CR PREPARMTIH MC=OiNS

F@A~T 1131 - ISICN/TEST OBJECrITSM

NUTE: This format is used to describe the primary and secorndary
objectives of the mission.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST ClOE: Follow the preparation iorstr-ticu for Format 1000.

Indicate whether the objectives are Category I, II, or III. (See UDS Handbook
for explanation of objectives and categories.)

OBJETrIVES:
Describe the objective of each operation or series of operations briefly, but
in sufficient detail to substantiate the data requirents.
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TEST CODE:
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PRD/CR PREPARAMIc NS CIONS

FD;;;TM 1140 - TT PQGA OPERATIM00 SCHEDULE

NOTM: This format is used to describe the sdedule of the test series
events or activities that will require support during the
course of the test program or mission. The scheduling
(forecast) information will be used by the Support Agency to
coordinate these activities with other test program activities
on the range.

iM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST SERIES:
Enter the title of principal test series or operatics to be arxiuted.

RANGE M/rEST:
Enter the unrter of support hours required for each of the test events listed
in TEST SERIES entry.

NUMM R OF TES/QPRTER:
Enter the last two digits of the applicable Calendar Year (CY) or Fiscal Year
(FY) in the heading. For each TEST SERIES entry enter the planned number of
tests per quarter.
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1140 - TEST PROGRAM OPERATIONS SCHEDULE

. ITEM NO.:

TEST SERIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

RANGE HRS/TEST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.

NUMBER OF TESTS/QUARTER

TEST CY CY CY CY
SERIES 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

---- -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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P:RD/CIR PRPRTCK INSRUM S

FMT 1300 - SYSTEM n*XRTICt

NOE: This format is used to describe the entire vehicle/test item/
spacecaft/payload to be tested.

MMl NO.: Follow the preparation istructions for Format 1000.

INO ON:
Enter a brief description of the units to be tested. Provide identification
of each unit.
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. ITEM NO.:
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HiD/aRt PRATIw is cic

FU T 1310 - VEHCLIE/T!= M I a ii

NOME: Tis format is used to describe the vehicle/test item.

ITEM NO.: Follow the prepartion lntructiuns for Format 1000.

Enter a brief description of the vehicle/test item. Provide a description
of each stage or section of the vehicle/test item.
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1310 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM DESCRIPTION

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:
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PID/C1R PHEPARATIC14 DVM=CM

FU*WP 1311 - VEHICEETEST ITEM CARACM ISTICS

NOTE: This format is used to enter vehicle/test item dcaracteristics.
Units of measure mist be identified. Use additional formats
for each stage or module ccmprisinq the vehicle/test item.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

STAGE-MDMUIE NOMENCATUR:
Identify the stage-modale.

PHYSICAL DIMENSICHS:
Enter the stage-moiuale dimensions as requested.

WEIGTS:
Enter the weight data as requested. List the weight of the propellant or
fuel. If the propellant is mixed on board prior to comustion, list the fuel
and the oxidizer. GASES covers all gases used for propilsion, control,
pressurization, etc. I will cer, collectively, all
miscellaneous iteiw normally too nmerows to mention and not covered by other
listirxs in this entry. In BURNOUT list burnout weight per stage.

PROISIt SYSTE4:
List type as liquid, solid, nclear, etc. The specific iipluse (Isp) value
will be assumed at sea level (SL) unless otherwise noted in the applicable
entry.

PROPEANTS AND GASES:
Identify the type (name or designation) of propellants and gases used in each
stage or phase. List the propellant or fuel. If the propellant is mixed
prior to combustion, list the fuel and the oxidizer. List the pressure of the
larger quantity gaseous ita and identify the item in each entry.

Enter the unit of measure that best fits the flight particulars. Normally,
range is in nautical miles, altitude is in feet and velocity is in feet per
second. List the more applicable or agropriate time items per stage and
identify, in the entry, each value used, i.e., BO (arncut), SEP (Separation),
IMP (In)act), etc.

Enter notes and pertinent operational characteristics or capabilities of the
system being tested.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1311 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

STAGE-MODULE NOMENCLATURE:

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
LENGTH:
DIAMETER:
WIDTH - MAX:

WEIGHTS
DRY (EMPTY - NO FUEL):
PROPELLANT OR FUEL:
OXIDIZER:
GASES:
MISCELLANEOUS:
DESTRUCT MATERIAL:
LAUNCH:
BURNOUT:

PROPULSION SYSTEM
TYPE ENGINE:
MANUFACTURE:
DESIGNATION:
NUMBER OF ENGINES:
SPECIFIC IMPULSE - Isp:
THRUST - ENG:
THRUST - SEC:

PROPELLANTS AND GASES
PROPELLANT OR FUEL:
OXIDIZER:
GASES:
GAS PRESSURE:

PERFORMANCE
RANGE:
ALTITUDE:
MAX VELOCITY:
MAX ACCELERATION - G:
TIME - T + SEC:

REMARKS:
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PRD/cO P"EPATII ICH, 1KnU MS

FM1' 1312 - VRICL4P ITM URAWINGS

N : This format is used to show the external characteristics of the
vehicle/test item. Include antenna locations, paint patterns,
camera targets, etc. Side and top views are required.

I NO.: Fbllow the preparation inst uctins for Format 1000.

Provide a drawing of the vehicle/test item in the space provided, showing
basic dimensions of length, station nuber of all field splices and separation
planes, width, and body diameter. Special features should also be shomwn,
e.g., paint patterns, characteristic markirs, and station murier locations of
antennas, stages, field splices and other pertinent cxmponents. All station
num.ers of the vehicle/test item mist be referenced to a cmmn point. In the
top view of the vehicle/test item show azinuth locations of all antennas from
the top of the vehicle/test item measured frum Truie North with the vehicle on
the launch pad in the nominal launch position. If it is more desirable to
irxmrease the drawing scale, separate pages may be used for each view. Do rot
include locations that will be placed on a similar drawing on Format 1314.

1
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. 1312 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM DRAWINGS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0
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PRD/i C PREPARA.TIcST n R ,CiS

FOF@W 1313 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM ORE C ITEMS [ES(RIPTION

NOTE: This format is used to describe vehicle/test item ordnane.
This data will provide the Support Agency with knowledge of
electrically initiated ordnance items and Requesting Agency's
RF radiation sources. Ths, precautions can be taken to
prevent accidental ignition of electrically initiated ordnance
itas. Reference any applicable tedimical documents,
handbooks, notes, prints, etc., on this format and describe
them on Format 1065.

TEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

URPOSE:
Enter the purpose of the device, i.e., destruct, separation, ignition, impact
data, etc

TPE/ATfI:
Enter the type and quantity of the device, i.e., 2 squibs, 5 explosive bolts,
1 SOFAR bomub, 2 solid proellants.

STAGE:
Enter the location of the device using the stage number.

MANUFACIVURF PARr NUMBER:
Enter the manufacturer and part number of each device.

ISALLATION:Enter the ordnance item installation informaticn using the following

tw-letter code: i

First Letter - Installation

F - Factory P - Pad

I - Industrial Area

Second letter - Agency Doing Installation

T - T Agency S -Suppo Agecy

LEAS:
Enter "yes" if the device has external leads prior to installation. Enter
"no" if the device is a plug-in type with no external leads prior to
in. + l !ation.

LEAD-LENH:
Enter "yes" or "no" for the SHrEUEW entry if the leads are shielded or
unshielded, respectively. If both shielded and unshielded leads are used,
enter "yes" and "no" on separate lines. Ente-. lengths, as specified for the
for the remaining lead-length entries. (Include unit of measure used.)

CJRRENT AMPS:
Enter the maximum current (in amperes) through the device which will fire no
more than one device per tkxisand. Enter the minimum current which is
required to fire normally functioning devices of this type. Enter the firing
current to be used in this installation. 1
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1313 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM ORDNANCE ITEMS DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:

PURPOSE:

TYPE/QUANTITY:

STAGE:

MANUFACTURERS PART NUMBER:

INSTALLATION:

LEADS

LEAD-LENGTH

SHIELDED:

PRE-INSTALLATION LENGTH:

INSTALLATION LENGTH:

CURRENT AMPS

MAXIMUM NO FIRE:

MINIMUM FIRE:

NORMAL FIRE:

BRIDGE

MATERIAL:

OHMS:

CLASS:

RF SAFE:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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FIA/1R ARATION cncS

FORMAT 1313 - VEHICLEfTEST I (E 1 CF ITEM DEC3IP'IC (CNT'D)

Enter the bridge material. Use BW for bridge wire, EBW for exploding bridge
wire, or C for carbon. Enter the maximm arid/or uinium inpedance data.

CLASS:
Enter the Department of Transportation (DOT) class mmiber of the ordnance item
as described in the applicable "Ordnance Safety Manual" used on the program.

RF SAFE:
Enter an "S" only when the ordnance device is safe for handling and
installation in the radiation env zu±wcribed in applicable regulations
of the launich range.

Enter any information that is related to the safe handling of devices and that
may be helpful in the preventimn of accidental firing. Also, use this entry
when additional space is needed to clarify any entry on this format.
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PRD/OR PREPA&AMON BISnCrICNS

FOTMT 1314 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEK ORDPOE I1M IAWING

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requestixg Agency to provide the
Suport Agy with information as to the location of the
various ordnance items aboard the launch vehicle. Place the
a 3iate item identifier from Format 1313 in a circle and
connect it with a line an arrowhwd to the location on the
ordnance item.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparaticn instructis for Format 1000.

Enter a drawing of the vehicle/test item shoin basic dimensions of length,
station number of all field splices and separation planes, wingspan or width,
body diameter, and height. Special features should also be shawn. Station
number locations of destrct axrjes and other ornance items must be
provided. All station nuers of the entire vehicle/test item must be
referenced to a comm point. In the top view of the vehicle or stages, show
azimuth locatins of all ordnance item measured r True North with the
vehicle on the laurh pad in the rnminal launch position. If it is desirable
to increase the drawing scale, separate formats may be used for each view.

0
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1314 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM ORDNANCE ITEMS DRAWING

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSTRCCONS

FORMAT 1315 - VE{IcLE/TEST ITEM FLAME PLAS MODEL OF MiE EXHAUST PLLM

NOTE: nis format is used to describe vehicle/test item flame
plasa model of the exhaust plume. The data on this format
will be employed by Support agencies to evaluate the
interferenc that the exhaust plume will produce with the
propagation of electraragretic signals to and fram the
vehicle/test item, to determine the degree of coverage that can
be provided by r.u-qe instrumentation. The flame plasma model
will be used to ',-mrpte attenuation and phase shift at the

a. r-uAs fr 'i'vnc' es uscd aid for the aspect ang' l to be
e ntered in pcwered flight.

TEM :10 Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MDCL: ELECIRW DENSITY( ) COTUS1IION FREQUENCY( ):
Both electron density and onllision frequenry cotours are required for each
stage. Check which applies.

STAGE:
Enter the sttge for which the model appl ies. One model for each vehicle/tes-t
it.= stage is required. For the first stage, the model should ipply to the
plame stncture just prior to the beginning of tailoff (or separation, for
vehicle/test item designed without tailoff). For the second and higher
stages, the model should apply to conditions at a time in the i ddle of the
burning period.

A TTIUDE:
F ter the altittie or range of altitudes for which the model aplies.

PLANE: PITCH ( ) YAW( ):
Enter the plane for which the model applies. If alplicable to both planes,
ch-eck both pitch and yaw.

EXIT PLANE PARAMETERS:
Enter the average value of the exit plane electron density and exit plane
collision frequency, and indicate whether the values are exprimental or
theoretical. For sta9,'s employing Thrust Vector Control (TVC) by
fluid injection, provide the electrni density and collision frequency values
for both '1IVC ON" and "'VC OFF."

F .AE PIA1A MDDEL:
D-raw contcur lines of onstant electron density for levels of 10 to the powers
of 7, 8, 9, etc., up to the highest level that applies; also show crtcurs of
conmtant collision frequency (electron collision frequency for momeitum
transfer) up to the highest level that applies. Each contour is to represent
the locus of points for which the electron density (or collision frequency)
has ':he value indicated.

The scale factor shall be indicated and should be suitably chosen for each
stage so as to approximately fill the page for the 10 to the power of 7
contour.

The models should be derived from gas dynamic and chemical kinetic
considerations. For multiple nozzles, an equivalent single nozzle may be
-,d. Where available, experimentally determined values of exit plane

electron and collision frequency, by means of the tu-al two-frequency
attenuation method, are preferred.

tIE: Units of measure must be identified where applicable.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1315 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM FLAME PLASMA MODEL OF THE EXHAUST PLUME

ITEM NO.:

MODEL: ELECTRON DENSITY( ) COLLISION FREQUENCY( )

STAGE:

ALTITUDE:

PLANE: PITCH( ) YAW( )

EXIT PLANE PARAMETERS

ELECTRON DENSITY COLLISION FREQUENCY
(E/CM TO POWER 3) (SEC TO POWER -1)

NON-TVC: EXPERIMENTAL: NON-TVC: EXPERIMENTAL:

TVC ON: THEORETICAL: TVC ON: THEORETICAL:

TVC OFF: TVC OFF:

FLAME PLASMA MODEL:

0
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PRD/R PWEPARATIC4 nINSJMMONcIcS

FU 1320 - SPACE AT/PAYAD IEQ IPI tI

NOTE: This format is used to provide a descripticn of the
spacmcraft/payload.

ITD NO.: Follow the prepamation instnctions for Format 1000.

Enter a brief description of the spacecraft/payload. Provide a description of
each module or section including all prplsion system, if applicable.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1320 - SPACECRAPT/PAYIWAD DESCRIPTION

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0 PAGE -
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JAN90



PRD/CR PEPARATICN INS1WJCTS

FOa T 1321 - SPAFP /PAAD COMACTESTICS

NOTE: his format is used to enter spacecraft/payload
characteristics. Units of measure must be identified, where
applicable.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

SCE-MO E NC CIATM:
Enter the stage-mdule nimnclatures.

FPYSICAL DIMENSICNS:
Enter the stage-module dimrmictu as reqested.

WEI(g1S:
Enter the weight data. List the weight of the propellant or fuel. If the
propellant is mixed on board prior to cumtustion, list the fuel and the
oxidizer. Enter all gases used for propulsion, control, pressurization, etc.
List all miscilanecs items not covered by the other listings. List burnout
weight per stage.

PROIUSIaN SYSTE4:
List type engine as liquid, solid, nuclear, etc. The specific inpluse (Isp)
value will be assmed at sea level (SL) unless otherwise noted in the
applicable entry.

PROPEIAIS AND GASES:
Identify the type (name or designation) of proellants and gases used in each
stage or phase. If the prpellant is mixed prior to cxmbastion, list the fuel
and the oxidizer. List the pressure of the larger quantity gaseous item and
identify the item in each entry.

PEXCRQNM:
Enter the units of measure that best fits the flight particulars. Normally,
range is in nautical miles, altitude is in feet and velocity is in feet per
second. List the more applicable or appropriate time items per stage and
identify each value used, i.e., BO (Burnout), SEP (Separation), IMP (Impact),
etc.

ROIAS:
Enter notes and pertinent operational characteristics or capabilities of the
system being tested.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1321 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS

. ITEM NO.:

STAGE-MODULE NOMENCLATURE:

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

LENGTH:
DIAMETER:
WIDTH (MAX):

WEIGHTS

DRY (EMPTY - NO FUEL):
PROPELLANT OR FUEL:
OXIDIZER:
GASES:
MISCELLANEOUS:
DESTRUCT MATERIAL:
LAUNCH:
BURNOUT:

PROPULSION SYSTEM

TYPE ENGINE:
MANUFACTURER:
DESIGNATION:
NUMBER OF ENGINES:
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (Isp):
THRUST (ENG):
THRUST (SEC):

PROPELLANTS AND GASES

PROPELLANT OR FUEL:
OXIDIZER:
GASES:
GAS PRESSURE:

PERFORMANCE

RANGE:
ALTITUDE:
MAX VELOCITY:
MAX ACCELERATION (G):
TIME (T + SEC):

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PR~D/CAR PR~EPARATIC1K DOMI~CN~kS

F-CMAT 1322 - SPA ECRA1T/PAYIDAD CRAWINGS

NOE: This format is used to show the external characteristics of the
spacecraft/payload. Include antenna locations, paint patterns,
etc. Side ard top views are required.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter drawings of the specraft/payload showing basic dimensions of length,
station number of all field splices and separation planes, wingspan or width,
body diameter, or height. Special features should also be shown, e.g., paint
patterns, characteristic markings, and station number locations of antennas,
modules, and other pertinent components. All station mmixers of the
spacecraft/payload mist be referenced to the same ommon point as used for the
launch vehicle/test item. In the top view show azimuth locations of all
antennas measured frum True North with the spacecraft/payload on the launch
pad in the nominal launch position. If it is more desirable to increase the
drawing scale, separate format pages may be used for each view. Do not
include locations of ordnance items as they will be placed on a similar
drawing on Format 1324.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1322 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD DRAWINGS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -
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PRD/CR PAR'IO INS'IRJCTIIMS

FUMT 1323 - SPACEaMAFT/PAYfD ORDNANCE JT DESMRIPTICN

NMTE: This format is used to describe spacecraft/payload ordnance
items. This data will provide the Support Agency with
knowledge of electrically initiated ordnance items and
Requesting Agency's RF radiation sources. Thus, precautions
can be taken to prevent acidental ignition of electrically
initiated ordnance items. Reference any applicable technical
documents, handboo)s, notes, prints, etc., on this format and
describe them on Format 1065.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

P7JRPOSE:
Enter the purpose of the device, i.e., destruct, separation, ignition, impact
data, etc.

TUWPE/NnTY:
Enter the type and quantity of the device, i.e., 2 squibs, 5 explosive bolts,
1 SOFAR bomb, 2 solid propellants.

SAGE:
Enter the location of the device using the stage number.

MANUFACUR PART NI4BER:
Enter the manufacturer and part numner of each device.

NSTALLATION:
Enter the ordnance item installation information using the folluwing
two-letter code:

First Letter - installatiot

F - Factory P - Pad

I - Industrial Area

Second Letter - Agency Doing Installation

T- Test Agency S - Suport Agency

LEADS:
Enter "yes" if the device has external leads prior to installation. Enter
"no" if the device is a plug-in type with no external leads prior to
installation.

LEAD- tI:
Enter "yes" or "no" for the shielded entry if the leads are shielded or
unshielded, respectively. If both shielded and unshielded leads are used,
enter "yes" and "no" on separate lines. Enter lengths, as specified for the
remaining lead-length entries. (Include unit of measure used.)

JRRET AMPS:
Enter the maximum current through the device which will fire no more than than
one device per thusand. List the minimum current which is required to fire
normally functioning devices of this type. Enter the firing current to be
used in this installation.
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PROGRA.4 TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1323 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD ORDNANCE ITEMS DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:

PURPOSE:

TYPE/QUANTITY:

STAGE:

MANUFACTURERS PART NUMBER:

INSTALLATION:

LEADS

LEAD-LENGTH

SHIELDED:

PRE-INSTALLATION LENGTH:

INSTALLATION LENGTH:

CURRENT AMPS

MAXIMUM NO FIRE:

MINIMUM FIRE:

NORMAL FIRE:

BRIDGE

MATERIAL:

OHMS:

CLASS:

RF SAFE:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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IWD/~ PFARATICt4 nFUCnIN

FOIWT 1323 - SPACZAhW/PAYWW a2WI= M [SCMIPrON (CwNT'D)

BRIDGE:
Enter the bridge material. Use BW for bridge wire, EB for exploding bridge
wire, or C for carbon. List the mximum and/or minium inpedance data.

CLASS:
Enter the Dqmrtment of Transportation (DT) class nirter of the ordnance item
as described in the applicable "Ordnance Safety Manual" used on the program.

RF SAFE:
Enter an "S" in this entry only when the ordnance device is safe for handling
and installation in the radiation envi [mxt described in applicable
regulations of the launch range.

Enter any information that is related to the safe haniling of devices and that
may be helpful in the prevention of accidental firir. Also, use this entry
when additional space is needed to clarify any entry on this format.
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D/CR PREPARATIO INITICrS

FCAT 1324 - SPACECRAFT/PAYWAD (at14ANCE ITEMS IWI

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Restix Agency to provide the
Support Agency with information as to the location of the
various ordnance items aboard the spacecraft/payload. Place
the appropriate item identifier from Format 1323, in a circle
and connect it with a line and arrowhead to the location on the
ordnance item.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instnhctions for Format 1000.

INFORMAION:
Enter a drawing of the spacecraft/payload in the space provided, showing basic
dimensions of length, station number of all field splices and separation
planes, wingspan or width, body diameter, or height. Special features should
also be shown. Station number locaticns of destruct charges and other
ordnance items mist be provided. All station numbers of the
spacecraft/payload must be referenced to the same common point as was the
launch vehicle. In the tcp view, show azimuth locations of all ordnance itens
measured from True North with the spacecraft/payload on the launch pad in the
nminal launch position. If it is desirable to increase the drawing scale,
separate formats may be used for each view.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1324 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD ORDNANCE ITEMS DRAWING

O ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-
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FOMCAT 1325 - SPACECAFT/PAYMAD FIAME PLASMA M[VEL OF MHE E*%1ST P

NOE: This format is used to describe spacecraft/payload flame plasma
model of the exhaust plume. The data on this format will be
eaployed by Support Agencies to evaluate the interference that
the exhaust plume will produce with the propagation of
electr-agn4tic signals to and from the spacecraft/payload to
determine the degree of coverage that can be provided by range
instrumentation. 7e flame plasna model will be used to
compute attemiatin and phase shift at the various frequencies
used and for the aspect angles to be ercountered in powered
flight.

rIEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MDDL: ELBCIRM EMSITY( ) OUISIaN FRQEC( ):
Both electron density and collision frequency ontours are required for each
stage. Check whidh applies.

STAGE:
Enter the stage for whic the Umodel applies. C-e model for each
spacecraft/payload stage is required. For the first stage, the model should
apply to the plume structure just prior to the beginning of tai loff (or
separation, for spacecraft/payload designed without taJloff). For the scacnd
and higher stages, the model should Arply to coditicns at a time in the
middle of t.e burning period.

AlTIIUC :
Enter the altitude or range of altitudes for wich the model applies.

PLANE: PrITQ( ) YAW( ):
Enter the plane for which the model applies. If applicablc to both planes,
chelrA both pitch and yaw.

EXrT PLANE PARAMETERS:
Enter tl . average value of the exit plane electrozi &erxity cui exit plane
collisic-n frequency, and irdicate whether the values are experimental or
theoretical. For stages employing Thrust Vector Control (TC) by fluid
injection, provide the electron density and collision frequency values for
both "1C CW' and '"VC OFF".

FIAME PLASMA MD)EL:
rraw contcur lines of constant electron density for levels of 10 to the pcwers
of 7, 8, 9, etc., up to the highest level that applies; also show conturs of
constant collision fvquency (electron collision frequecy for mumentum
transfer) up to the highest level that applies. Fach contour is to represent
the locus of poi:its for which the electron density (or cllision frequency)
has the value indicated.

The scale factor shall be indicated and should be suitably chosen for each
stage so as to approximately fill a page for the 10 to the power 7 contour.

The models should be derived from gas dynamic and chemical kinetic
considerations. For multiple nozzles, an equivalent sirgle nozzle may be
used. Where available, experimentally determined values of exit plane electron
and collision frequency, by means of the usual two-frequecy attenuation
method, are preferred.

N E: Units of measure nust be identified where applicable.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1325 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD FLAME PLASMA MODEL OF THE EXHAUST PLUME

. ITEM NO.:

MODEL: ELECTRON DENSITY( ) COLLISION FREQUENCY( )

STAGE:

ALTITUDE:

PLANE: PITCH( ) YAW( )

EXIT PLANE PARAMETERS

ELECTRON DENSITY COLLISION FREQUENCY
(E/CM TO POWER 3) (SEC TO POWER -1)

NON-TVC: EXPERIMENTAL: NON-TVC: EXPERIMENTAL:

TVC ON: THEORETICAL: TVC ON: THEORETICAL:

TVC OFF: TVC OFF:

FLAME PLASMA MODEL:

* PAGE -
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FI4D/O5R fIREARAa'ICK I ~ jRUCMCS

FORMAT 1400 - INS7IWHEYATIN SYSTEM

NTE: This format is to be used to provide information of a general
nature cxruerning instrumentatinu carried aboard the
veIicle/test item/saoscraft/payload.

NO. : Follow the preparatico irstnxrtis for Format 1000.

Provide, as -nAcessary, informaticn of a general nature cncmernirg on board
instrunentatian not cctained elsewhere in the document and whidci will aid the
Support Agency in supporting the prograum/missicn.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1400 - INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

O PAGE-
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1PD/OR PREPARATION In4ra o!S

FOR@T 1405 - F EMY UIItZATIC SUMMARY

N=E: This format is used to present a consolidated list of all
frequexies which support requirements in the dcuxment. Ths
list serves as a summary and is not to be considered as a
request for frequency authorization. Requests for specific
frequencies requiring protection also will be documted in
Sectin 3430.

ITM NO.: Follow the preparatin instructions for Format 1000.

XLW=E TX: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the prearation instructions for Format 1000.

List the transmitted and/or received frequency and state units in megahertz,
kildhertz, etc.

EKNSSION ARACITERISrICS:
List the type of emission (AM, FM, CW, Pulse, etc.), bandwidth in kildiertz,
and power cm*put (average and/or peak) as the case may be. Use crrent World
Administrative Radio Conference (WAIC) bandwidth and emission designators, as
required.

PUPSE:
State the purpose for which the frequency is required, air/ground voice,
air/ground telemetry, point-to-point voice, telemetry receivers, etc.

GUARD BAND:
State the desired guard bard.

TIME:
Enter the estimated agency time in hours per test that the frequency will be
used.

LOCATIN:
List location of the RF transmitter/receiver whose frequencies are listed
in the frequency entry above.

Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1405 - FREQUENCY UTILIZATION SUMMARY

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
TEST CODE:

FREQUENCY

TRANSMITTED:
RECEIVED:

EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS:

PURPOSE:

GUARj BAND:

TIME:

LOCATION:

REMARKS:

* PAGE-
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PAD/C AEPARATICK, DBI M ONS

FORM4 1410 - IMIC TRACKIN SYSEM OPERATIN E RIPIOC

NO: his format is used to describe the operation of all ehicle/
test item/spaecraft/payloed metric tracking systes.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructiorw for Format 1000.

FlRTINC:
Provide a general description of all test unit metric tracking systems
including details of subsystems with their location and function. Provide
also an operational description to clarify the operation of each metric
traddnq system.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1410 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

O ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -
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D/CR PREPAPATDIN D IOS

M 1411 - MEIIC TRAaCKNG SYs1' E2P CtRASrFrICS

N : This format is prepared by the Reqestirg Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with the information to evaluate the
ocapatibility of the vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload
traspontier or beacon system with range instrumentation.
Separate Formats 1411 should be prepared for each transponder
or beaccn. Some of the entries on this format apply only to CW
transponders or to radar beacons and should be answered by
'N/A" where necessary.

1104 No.: Folow the preparation instructics for Format 1000.

GENERAL INFMMN:
Enter the data required. Indicate masurement units where necessary.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * *

PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 1411 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

GENERAL INFORMATION

TYPE TRANSPONDER ( ) BEACON ( )
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
INTERROGATION CODE INFORMATION SINGLE PULSE( ) DOUBLE PULSE( )
DOUBLE PULSE SPACING:

) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC

TRIPLE PULSE SPACING
FIRST AND SECOND PULSE

) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC

SECOND AND THIRD PULSE
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC
) PLUS/MINUS ( ) uSEC

MESSAGE TYPE PAM( ) PDM( ) PULSE( ) PULSE IN( ) PULSE OUT( )
OTHER MODE( )

PULSE WIDTH (uSEC) :
PULSE FREQUENCY (PPS):
MESSAGES PER SECOND:
RECYCLE TIME (uSEC):
MESSAGE NO.:
PULSE DIGITS:
LENGTH (uSEC):
SPACING ( ) uSEC TO NEXT MESSAGE
CODE FORM:

DOPPLER FEATURES:
COMMAND CONTROL CODE CAPABILITIES

NUMBER OF COMMAND CHANNELS AVAILABLE:
TYPE OF MODULATION:

REMARKS:

0 PAGE -
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PRD/CR PREPARATCION CKS

FUQaT 1411 - MEMIC 7RAMI SYSIE ANSPUM RACMRIMCS (4Nr'D)

TASrTRCHAAIEI CS:

Enter the data required. Indicate nmasursiwnt units where necessary.

NOTE 1: The information required by the entry, Spectrum Analysis RPports, is
mandatory for certain support organizations and should be provided in
accordance with applicable SuWort Agay specifications.

NOTE 2: Transmitting systams which require extensive periods of RF dheckcut
time will be reqired to be equiped with a closed-locp or
rn-radiatirq chekout device.

Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1411 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D). TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS:

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) FROM ( ) TO ( )
TUNABLE( ) FIXED TUNED( ) TO ( ) MHZ
BANDWIDTH AT 3DB (MHZ):
BANDWIDTH AT 60DB (MHZ):

EMMISSION AM( ) FM( ) PULSE( ) COMPOSITE NON-STANDARD ( )
FREQUENCY STABILITY ( ) MHZ PLUS/MINUS ( ) MHZ
TRANSMITTER POWER-AVERAGE (WATTS):
TRANSMITTER PEAK POWER (WATTS):
MAXIMUM PRF (PPS):
PULSE WIDTHS AT 3DB POINTS (uSEC):
FIXED DELAY SETTINGS (uSEC):
MAXIMUM DELAY VARIATION WITH SIGNAL STRENGTH FROM ( )

TO ( ) OF MAXIMUM SENSITIVITY OF RECEIVER ( ) uSEC
RECOVERY TIME:
DOES THIS BEACON HAVE INTERROGATION LOCKOUT YES( ) NO( )
MINIMUM FREQUENCY SEPARATION REQUIRED BETWEEN TRANSMIT

AND RECEIVE (MHZ):
NOMINAL WARM-UP TIME (MINUTES):
SPECTRUM ANALSYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

PLOT OF ANTENNA INPUT POWER VS TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY
SUBMITTED (DATE) ( ) AVAILABLE ON (DATE):

RF LOSSES BETWEEN TRANSMITTER TERMINATION AND ANTENNA TERMINATION
O ( ) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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P RD/ ATICt4n mn,

FUMT 1411 - ME11IC T0AIO SYSTM CThJLTRACI'TICS (OlI 'D)

REIVER CHRACTIMI'CS:
Enter the data reqired. Indicate muaswuent units where necessary.

Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1411 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTIC (CONT'D). RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) FROM ( ) TO (
TUNABLE( ) FIXED TUNED( )

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY (MHZ):
LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY (MHZ) ( ) ABOVE ( ) MHZ

BELOW INTERROGATION FREQUENCY:
METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL:
FREQUENCY STABILITY ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY:

MAXIMUM ( ) AT ( ) MHZ
MINIMUM( )AT( )MHZ
NOMINAL ( ) AT ( ) MHZ

SELECTIVITY (OVERALL)
3DB( )MHZ

20DB( )MHZ
60DB( )MHZ

TYPE AGC:
AGC TIME CONSTANT (uSEC):
RECOVERY TIME AT 3DB POINTS (uSEC)::
NOMINAL WARM-UP TIME (MINUTES):
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

RF LOSS BETWEEN RECEIVER TERMINATION AND ANTENNA TERMINATION:
( ) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

REMARKS :
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PAD/CA PREPARATIN INS')CHIS

FaMT 1411 - MEMRIC TRAMf SYSTDI IAMPI*4 CMWcrR CS (001T'D)

A K CQRAIEIMCS:
Enter the information as specified. Antenna azinuth should be given from True
North when the test unit is in a launch position.

Use Format 1412 and reference correspondin ita identifiers to provide
antenna and transmission system sdmnatics.

If maximum gain in DB with respect to Isotropic (DB) gain is greater than 12
db, indicate main lobe beamidth in elevation and azimuth at the 3-db points
in the Remarks.

The power delivered to antenna termination is the same as that of the
transmitter power less the transmission system losses.

Check the applicable entry and submit antenna patterns in accordance with
applicable directives of the support range. Support Acgecies requiring
antenna patterns in other for-nats should axqire the data throuijh their normal
channels. Phasing networks and couplers associated with antenna arrays are
considered part of the antenna system. Insses in these elemnts should be
included in the antenna pattern as inherent in the pattern measurent.

NOTE 1: If separate antennas are used to transmit and to receive, submit two
sets of format pages with the status of the Spectrum Analysis Report
entry properly ompleted, one for each antenna system.

NOTE 2. The information required by Transmitter and Antenna Characteristics
entries Spectrum Analysis Reports in addition to Antenna Patterns,
are mardatory for certain support organizations and should be
provided in accordance with applicable Support Agency specificatins.

Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1411 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D). ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE RCC VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

MODEL:
TYPE:
MANUFACTUER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) FROM ( ) TO ( )
TUNEABLE ( ) FIXED TUNE ( )
PREDOMINATE POLARIZATION (REFERENCE RCC DOCUMENT NUMBER 253.)

THETA( ) PHI( ) CIRCULAR SENSE LH( ) RH( ) OTHER( )
MAXIMUM GAIN IN DB WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC (DB):
MINIMUM RECEIVER POWER LEVEL AT TERMINATION OF RECEIVING ANTENNA

REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THRESHOLD SIGNAL FOR DESIRED DATA QUALITY
AT RECEIVER (WATTS):

POWER DELIVERED TO ANTENNA TERMINATION (WATTS)
AVERAGE ( ) PEAK ( )

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAGNETIC TAPE( ) PAPER TAPE( ) TABULATED( ) PLOT( )

SUBMITTED TO:
DATE SUBMITTED:
ANTENNA DESCRIBED ABOVE IS USED FOR

RECEIVE ONLY( ) TRANSMIT ONLY( ) BOTH( )

REMARKS:
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FOWT 1412 - MERIC TRACICNG SYSEM ANTEHk SYSTE

NOTE: 'his forat is used to diagram the vehicle/test
iteqspacecraft/payload metric tracking antenna system(s).

TER No.: Follow the preparation instructiors for Format 1000.

INUR CN:
Provide a block diagram of the antama system, icluding module number, cable
mruers, and sciematic rmers, as applicable. A cross-section drawing
shwing the test unit antenna location should be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

S1412 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0 PAGE-
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I I r1 I PMTQ i icrin i

FUW 1413 - MEI7RIC RACMC SYSMS DIAGWE

NOTE: This format is used to describe the cperatioi of the
vehicle/test item/spaoecraft/payload metric tracking
system(s) by means of diagram.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation i tructior for Format 1000.

INflMATION:
Provide the proposed or existing system functional design. Indicate the
location of the system by stage, mudule, etc.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1413 - METRIC TRACKING SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

S ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

S
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FtR@T 1420 - TELEMEY SYSTEMS OPEPA fMTC ECRIC2I

NOTIE: This format is used to describe the operation of the
vehicle/test it spacraft/payload telemetry system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation in ut ons for Format 1000.

Provide a general description of all test unit telemetry systems including
details of subsystem with their location and function. Provide also an
cperational desciption to clarify the operation of each telemetry system.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1420 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

O ITEM NO.:
INFORM .ION:

PAGE -
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FCOeT 1421 - TELEMOW SYSTEMS CHAPCIERISTICS

MOCITE: This format is used by the Support Agency to evaluate the
cumpatibility of the vehicle/test unit/spacecraft/payload
telemetry systes with range instrumentation. Use a separate
Format 1421 for telemetry tr nsmitting systems with different
characteristics. Five copies of the Spectrum Analysis Report
and five copies of the Spectrum Response Report should be
provided the support agency, when available. Quantitative data
furnished on this format should be measured values after
nominal warmup, where applicable. The data source of
uiEured values, should be indicated by a footnote.

ITK NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter the data requested. Include details on nonconformance to Range
Canuaders OC=cil (RCC) standards.

RASIrRCHARACTERISTICS:-
Enter the data requested to describe the transmitter cbaracteristics listed,
on this format, down through the item entitled PC Filtering Before Xission.
The Spectrum Analysis Report Number information requested is mandatory and
should be provided in accordance with the applicable Support Agency
specificaticns. The range periodically publishes a list of equipment for
which spectrum analysis requirements have been met. If the model nunber of
the transmitter is identical to one listed as satisfactorily documented, the
Spectrum Analysis Report Number information needs to be completed as
appropriate.

RE4ARKS: Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1421 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

GENERAL INFORMATION

RF FREQUENCY (MHZ):
BANDWIDTH (MHZ) AT 3DB:
BANDWIDTH (MHZ) AT 60 DB:
DEVIATION (MHZ):
TYPE MODULATION:

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
LINK FREQUENCY (MHZ):
TYPE OF MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH (MHZ) AT 3 DB:
BANDWIDTH (MHZ) AT 60 DB:
IS THE ASSIGNED FREQUENCY MEASUREABLE IN THE MODULATED

LINK RF SPECTRUM YES( ) NO( )
IF NO, LIST A MEASUREABLE CHARACTERISTIC

FREQUENCY (MHZ):
INDICATE THE FIXED DIFFERENCE FROM ASSIGNED

FREQUENCY (KHZ):
MINIMUM DEVIATION (KHZ):
MAXIMUM DEVIATION (KHZ):
FREQUENCY STABILITY (KHZ):
RF LOSSES BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND ANTENNA TERMINATIONS

( ) DB, MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ
PCM FILTERING BEFORE TRANSMISSION YES( ) NO( )
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:

HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION DIR=C1'S

FPB4AT 1421 - TELEMETRY SYSS (aRACEISTI CS (CNTt'D)

A211A SYSTE4 CHARACTERISTICS:
As an aid, refer to the UDS secticaVitem nmber describing the circuits and
component description of the antenna system. To cxmplete the Form of Antenna
Pattern Data entry, submit antenna patterns in accordance with applicable
directives of the support range. Support agencies requiring antenna patterns
in other formats should acquire the data through their normal channels.
Phasing networks and ocuplers associated with antenna arrays are considered
part of the antenna system. Losses in these elements should be includled in
the antenna pattern as inherent in the pattern measurent.

RE4ARKS: Enter any clarifying remarks.

NOTE 1: If separate antennas are used to transmit and to receive, submit two
format pages, one format for each anterna system.

NOTE 2: If a Spectrum Analysis Report is not available, the Support Agency
may perform the spectrum analysis. Sumidt request to the Support
Agency referencing the UDS document containing this UtS Format.

NOIE 3: An RF Spectrum Analysis Report for a transmitter includes such items
as:

A. Actual measurements of harmonic and spurious outputs to include
all signals greater than 60 dB down from the center frequency signal.
Frequencies to be investigated should be in the band from 0.15 to
10,000 megahertz per second.

B. Power output curves with respect to power and frequency. 0
C. Measured frequency stability in actual or simulated envirYmwits.

D. Any other measurements which would assist in assessing the
interference generating capability while operating in the
transmitter-receiver system. MIL-SD may be used as a guide for
makin these measurents.

Enter any remarks that will further explain any of the above entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1421 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

ANTENNA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION OF ANTENNA OR ARRAY ELEMENTS
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( } DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE RCC VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION TYPE CIRC( } ELLIP( ) LINEAR( )
PREDOMINANT SENSE & DIRECTION LH( ) RH( ) 45 DEG( ) 135 DEG( )

THETA( ) PHI( )
MAXIMUM POWER GAIN (DBI):
MINIMUM POWER GAIN (DBI):
LOCATION, IN VEHICLE BODY COORDINATES, OF PIERCING POINT FORMATS:

INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'Y DOWN( ) UP( ) N( ) E( ) S( ) W( )
OTHER( )

INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'R:
INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'P:
FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN DATA

MAG TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT( ) PUNCHED TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT( )
OTHER( )

SUBMITTED TO:
WILL BE AVAILABLE (DATE):
PATTERN PARAMETERS MEASURED:

MAIN LOBE BEAM WIDTH IN DEGREES AT 3 DB POINTS
ELEVATION ( ) AZIMUTH (

EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER (WATTS):
(USING ZERO DBI TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN)

SPECTRUM RESPONSE REPORT AVAILABLE( ) NOT AVAILABLE( )
(IF AVAILABLE PROVIDE 5 COPIES)

ANTENNA CONTROLLABILITY:

REMARKS:

0 PAGE -
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PRD/IR PEPAPATICH NSnUrIacOS

FaRT 1421 - TELEME{ SYSTEMS C2WOACIERLIfCS (aOT'r)

Diter the link fteqgwrcy in HMi.

Pu: DATA:
For PCX fill in the appropriate values.

Eter any clarifying reiis.

NOT'E: If PCM is not required, the PCK Data entry is not required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1421 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

LINK FREQUENCY (MHZ):

PCM DATA

IDENTIFY SERIAL BIT RATE:
INDICATE SERIAL WAVE TRAIN 2 LEVEL( ) MORE THAN 2 LEVEL( )
IF MORE THAN 2 LEVELS, SHOW NUMBER OF LEVELS, WHAT EACH LEVEL
REPRESENTS, AND AMPLITUDE OF EACH LEVEL IN PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
AMPLITUDE SPREAD

LEVELS I.D. PERCENTAGE

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

MODULATION DIRECTLY ON RF CARRIER( ) SUBCARRIER( )
SERIAL BINARY "ONE" CAUSES THE RF CARRIER OR SUB-CARRIER
TO INCREASE( ) DECREASE( ) IN FREQUENCY
SERIAL WAVE TRAIN RETURN TO ZERO( ) NON-RETURN TO ZERO( )

SPLIT PHASE( ) OTHER( ) DESCRIBE:
WORDS PER MAJOR FRAME:
MINOR FRAMES PER MAJOR FRAME:
WORDS PER MINOR FRAME:
BITS PER WORD:
SYLLABLES PER WORD:
BIT PER SYLLABLES:
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT:
MAJOR FRAME SYNC PATTERN:
MINOR FRAME SYNC PATTERN:
WORD SYNC PATTERN:
GIVE SYNC PATTERN OF ANY OTHER WORD WHICH DIFFERS FROM THE WORD

SYNC PATTERN ABOVE:

FORMAT SHORT CYCLES ( ) PREMATURE RECYCLES ( )
BINARY "ONES" AND "ZEROS" CONSTANT WIDTH YES( ) NO( )
BINARY COUNT FOR 100 PERCENT DATA LEVEL:
BINARY COUNT FOR ZERO PERCENT DATA LEVEL:
SIGNIFICANT BIT COUNT OCCURS FIRST( ) LAST( ) IN BIT STREAM

REMARKS
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PRD/C P ARATCI Wn .CrIcS

FURM' 1422 - TEEEflM SYSTEM ANTENK& SYSTEMS

NOTE: Ths format is used to diagram the vehicle/test
item/spacecraft/payload telemetry antenna system.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instnictions for Format 1000.

Provide a block diagram of the test unit antenna system, including module
number, cable-nuabers, and schematic numbers as applicable. A cross-section
drawing shd ing the antenn location on the test unit should be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1422 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

O ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1422 R
JAN90



H:D/CR L -PAATICHI D UCTIcS

FCI*W 1423 - TEEEDEM SYSTEMS DIAGRAM

NOM: This format is used to describe the cperation of the vehicle/ 0
test iteoVspacecraft/payload telemetry system by means of a
diagram(s).

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instnictions for Format 1000.

INFRKTION:
Derte the special telemetry capability information for this program or
mission. Also, provide the proposed or existing system functional design.

nixUcate the location of the system by stage, module, etc. Use additional
format pages as rcessary.

2
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1423 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1423 R
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RD/CR P OPARATICK INSUC17lCfS

FP4ATI 1424 - TELEMETRY SYSTM6 ANN= CW10'NEL JEQCIPTICN

NOTE: This format is used to provide a listing of the continuous and
cummutated channels of the various telernitry links on the
vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload.

1Tl NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RCC( ) NON-OC( ):
check the approriate box. If the characteristics vary fram the RC
standards, describe the variations in REOS.

INIK:
Enter the link number, frequency, and mduiation, i.e., WF14, PCM/FM, PAM/FM,
etc.

Identify eaNE c:annel by number. Enter the Sub-Crrier Oscillator (SO)
frequency in cHz (if nnume). Liste the viaier in cilathe center
frequency (if r-n-oC) of the SO. Identify if the Hannel cntains

ntuus information.

SBGMENS AND RATE:
If the channel ontains oammutated data, enter the number of segments and
sampling rate in the appropriate entry. For example, 90 X 10 mwns 90
segments each sanpled 10 times per second. If the dannel has a sub-
c.uutator or sub-sub-c mftator, enter the number of segments and sampling
rate in the appropriate entry.

Enter additional descriptive information as necessary. If the channel is PAM,
indicate if it is RIZ (Return-to-Zero) or NRa (Non-Return-to-Zero). Indicate
sync information on sub and stub--- mzted channels.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1424 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS ANALOG CHANNEL DESCRIPTION

. ITEM NO.:

RCC( ) NON-RCC( )

LINK

NUMBER:
FREQUENCY:
MODULATION:

CHANNEL

NUMBER:
FREQUENCY (KHZ):
DEVIATION (KHZ):
CONTINUOUS YES( ) NO( )

SEGMENTS AND RATE

COMMUTATED:
SUB COMMUTATED:
SUB-SUB COMMUTATED:

REMARKS:

0
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I D/OI PIPAMI IW MXSICtIS

FUM 1425 - TEfLE Y SYSIM DIGITAL FaUPT

NOE: This fr rmat is uied to describe the encoding and data format of
the vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload digital telemetry
systems.

ITEK NO.: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Provide a description of word encoding and data format organization. Include
word structure, sanpling rates, sync word, etc. Provide pictorial
representaticn of frame and subframe construction including channel
identification.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1425 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS DIGITAL FORMAT

.ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: ** ***UDS 1425 R
JAN90



In/CI HWARATIIK INS IICHI s

FCR4AT 1426 - 'III Y SYSTMS [X REERR C-ARAC7MISTICS

N : This format is used to describe the vehicle/test
item/spacecraft/payload recorders and data that is to be
recorded.

M NO.: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

Place an "X' in the applicable space if ROC or NOt-RoC.

GENEAL INF-R N:
Enter the information required. Include sr nt units where rmxessary.

TRACK:
Identify the recorder track on whid the data is recorded.

CHANNEL:
Identify the link/channel being recorded, if applicable.

SCO FR1ECY:
If Rcc, no entry required. Otherwise, enter the information required.

If ROC, no entry required. Otherwise, enter the information required.

F QUN ATIEV CN:
If RC, no entry required. Otherwise, enter the information required.

TYPE DATA:
Identify the type of data associated with each channel such as telemetry,
voice, etc.

Enter additional information which may be required to describe the test
unit recording system adequately.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1426 - TELEMETRY SYSTEMS DATA RECORDER CHARACTERISTICS

. ITEM NO.:

RCC( ) NON-RCC( )

GENERAL INFORMATION

NUMBER:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
RECORD RATE (IPS):
RECORDING TIME CAPABILITY:
PLAYBACK RATE (IPS):
PLAYBACK LINK:
CHANNEL:

TIME(S) OF PLAYBACK:
SCHEDULED ( ) COMMAND ( )
LENGTH OF PLAYBACK TIME:
DESCRIPTION OF PLAYBACK DATA:

TRACK:

CHANNEL:

SCO FREQUENCY:

INFORMATION BANDWIDTH:

FREQUENCY DEVIATION:

TYPE DATA:

REMARKS:
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FiRD/Oft PlRA=C N CS

FK1OT 1430 - (XCCIND SYSTEMS OPERATING -- P

NOTE: This format is used to describe the operating of the
vehicle/test item/apacecraft/payload camiand systems.

I'TE NO.: Follow the preparation instructicr for Format 1000.

Provide a general description of all test unit cammand systems including
details of sub-systems with their location and function. Provide also an
cperational description to clarify the operation of each command system.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 1430 - COMMAND SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-
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I D/I FEPATIOIN

FRAT 1431 - aCRMD SYSTEMS CARACTEISCS

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Pequestirq Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with the information to evaluate the
cmpatibility between grazd up-data or destruct cmnand
systems and the vehicle/test iteam/spacecraft/payload syst.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation insructions for Format 1000.

GENEPA. flq ~ICN:
Enter information as specified.

RRE:
Enter any information that will further explain any entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1431 - COMMAND SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

. ITEM NO.:

GENERAL INFORMATION

TRANSMISSION OF COMMAND FUNCTIONS ON-OFF( ) CONTINUOUS( ) DIGITAL( )
NUMBER OF ON-OFF CHANNELS TO BE TRANSMITTED:
MODULATION CHARACTERTISTICS:

REALTIME MONITORING OR TRANSMISSION COMMAND FUNCTION
REQUIREMENTS YES( ) NO( )

A FLIGHT CONTROL CONSOLE WILL( ) WILL NOT( ) BE USED
DURATION OF FLIGHT DURING WHICH COMMAND IS REQUIRED:
DOES COMMAND RECEIVER HAVE REMOTE TURN-OFF CAPABILITY
ON PAD YES( ) NO( )
IN FLIGHT YES( ) NO( )

DATA CHARACTERISTICS
INFORMATION RATE:
CODE BIT RATE:
SUBSCARRIER:
SYNCHRONIZATION:

VERIFICATION LINK
SAMPLE RATE (SPS):
NUMBER BIT MAP (BITS):

COMMAND FORMAT:

REMARKS:
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PRD/R FEMATICt lflJEK

M 14 3 1 - CI W M S Y S 'T E S C H AC I IST I S (Oc 'D ) 0

RECEIVER CHPArEMI-
Enter informatin as specified. A signal pulse noise-to-noise ratio versus
input signal in microvolts over a range of 1 to 100 microvolts is required by
support agencies as are spectrun analysis reports of the receiver.

Enter any information that will further explain any entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1431 - COMMAND SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D). RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE ( ) MODEL (
MANUFACTURER:
NUMBER INSTALLED:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO (

TUNABLE( ) FIXED TUNED( )
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY (MHZ)

isi ( ) 2ND ( )
LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY ABOVE( ) BELOW( ) COMMAND TRANSMITTER

FREQUENCY
METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL

1ST OSC ( ) 2ND OSC (
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY

MAXIMUM( )AT( )MHZ
MINIMUM( )AT( )MHZ
NOMINAL ( ) AT ( ) MHZ

SELECTIVITY (OVERALL) (MHZ)
3 DB:

20 DB:
60 DB:

BANDWIDTH (FOR A GIVEN OPTIMUM SIGNAL) (KHZ)
6 DB:

40 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION REQUIRED PLUS OR MINUS (KHZ)
( ) PER CHANNEL ( ) COMPOSITE
( ) MAXIMUM ( ) MINIMUM
( ) COMPRESSION ( ) NO COMPRESSION
( ) SET OF RCC TONE ( ) OTHER (SPECIFY)

CAPTURE RATIO:
SPURIOUS RESPONSE REJECTION (DB):
SIGNAL PULSE NOISE TO NOISE RATIO PLOT

HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE AVAILABLE( ) ON (DATE):
A SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:

HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

RF LOSSES BETWEEN RECEIVER AND ANTENNA TERMINATIONS
( ) MEASURED AT( ) MHZ

OPERATING FREQUENCY:

REMARKS:
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PID/IR I EPARATICN I nS C INS

FOFA*T 1431 - COMIAND SYSTE QARACIEISTICS (CONT'D)

ATNN CHARACrERISTICS:
Enter the information as specified. Antenna azimuth should be given from true
north when the test unit is in a launch position.

NOTE 1: Use Format 1433, and reference appropriate item identifier to provide
antenna and transmission system schematic.

NOTE 2: If maximum gain is greater than 12 dB, indicate main lobe beamwidth
in elevation and azimuth at the 3dB points in REMARES. Check the
applicable entry in Form of Antenna Pattern Submitted and submit
antenna patterns in accordance with applicable directives of the
suport range. Support Agencies requiring antenna patterns in other
formats should acquire the data through their normal channels.
Phasing networks and couplers associated with antenna arrays are
considered part of the antenna system. Losses in these elements
should be included in the antenna pattern as inherent in the pattern

VERIFICATICN SYSTEM:
Enter information as applicable and list the link identity (Telemetry, PCH,
etc.).

F4391m:
Enter any information that will further explain any entries made.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1431 - COMMAND SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D). ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEG
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEG
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEG
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEG

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

MODEL:
TYPE:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )

TUNABLE( ) FIXED TUNED( )
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION (REFERENCE RCC DOCUMENT NUMBER 104.)

THETA( ) PHI( ) CIRCULAR SENSE: LH( ) RH(), OTHER( )
MAXIMUM GAIN IN DB WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC ( )
MINIMUM RECEIVER POWER LEVEL AT TERMINATION OF RECEIVING ANTENNA

REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THRESHOLD SIGNAL FOR DESIRED PATH QUALITY AT
RECEIVER:

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAGNETIC TAPE( ) PAPER TAPE( ) TABULATED( ) PLOT( )
SUBMITTED TO:
DATE SUBMITTED:

MAXIMUM NULL WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC:
LOSS IN TRANSMISSION LINES:
ANTENNA DIPLEXER LOSS:

VERIFICATION SYSTEM

IN-FLIGHT TELEMETERED DATA WILL BE USED TO TRANSMIT
COMMAND SIGNAL VERIFICATION FROM VEHICLE YES( ) NO(

LINK:
FREQUENCY:
FORMAT TRANSMITTED WORD( ) ABBREVIATED WORD( ) MAP( ) OTHER( )

REMARKS:
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I D/OR I EPARATIC In4S riciS

FURW 1432 - OC144AM SYSTEMS ANTEIM SYSTEMS

NOTE: This format is used to diagram the vehicle/test
ite./spacecraft/payload ccmmand antenna systems.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

OFTICtq:
Provide a block diagram of the antenna system, including module number, cable
numbers, and schmiatic numbers as applicable. A cross-section drawing showing
the antenna location on the test unit should be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1432 - COMMAND SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:
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FP.D/CAfIR PARAT~ICt D~siVMCrcS

Fa4W 1433 - 03MND SYSTJh G D IJA

NTE: is format is used to describe the operation of the vehicle/
test item/spacecraft/payload cmmand system by means of
diagrams.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFURGICtN:
Denote the special cumand capability information for this program or mission.
Also, provide the proposed or existing system furctional design. Indicate the
location of the system by stage, module, etc.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 1433 - COMMAND SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: **** *UDS 1433 R
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PMD/R IPEPARACW DUM=l~CIW

F-MWT 1440 - VOICE CM4 CATICNS SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIcIINt

NayE: This format is used to describe the operation of the vehicle/
test itei/spacecraft/payload voice communications system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ThFOrNA:ICK:
Provide a general description of the test unit voice camunications
system. Include block diagram where necessary to insure a ccaprehensive
description.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1440 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSTRCf*S

FaMT 1441 - VOICE NCMW UICtS SYS1E CIARACRIMrCS

NTE: his format is prepared by the Requestiq Agency to provide the
Su ort Agencies with the information to evaluate the
cmpatibility of the vehicle/test itaiVspacecraft/payload
cxmmunicatioi system with tkhe mkqport agency equipment.

ITEK N.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter the data required. Include measur6Iant units where necessary.

RECEIVER CHARACIERISTICS:
Enter the data required. Include xiasuruint units where necessary.

NIYE: The information required in Spectrum Analysis Reports, Antenna
Patterns, and M-asu rts, are mardatory for certain support
organizations and should be provided in accordance with applicable
Support Agency specifications.

2
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1441 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
MODEL:
TYPE::
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ): ( ) TO (
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ): ( ) TO (
TYPE MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH AT 3 DB (MHZ):
BANDWIDTH AT 60 DB (MHZ):
MINIMUM DEVIATION:
MAXIMUM DEVIATION:
FREQ STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
TRANSMITTER POWER:

AVERAGE (WATTS):
PEAK (WATTS):

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

MODULATION CRITERIA:

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
INPUT CARRIER MOD:
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY:
OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY:

( ) MHZ ABOVE
( ) MHZ BELOW

FREQUENCY STABILITY: PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
SENSITIVITY
MAXIMUM( )AT( )MHZ
MINIMUM( )AT( )MHZ
NOMINAL ( ) AT ( ) MHZ

SELECTIVITY
3 DB( )MHZ

20 DB( )MHZ
60 DB( )MHZ

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

RF LOSSES BETWEEN ANTENNA TERMINATION AND RECEIVER TERMINATION
( ) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

DYNAMIC RANGE:
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FRD/CR PFEPARATIcO IsN0arCTIONS

PMW 1441 - VOICE MWJNIa c CTNS SYSTM CliARACIERISTICS (CONT'D)

ANN CHARACTERISTICS:
Enter the data required.

NOTE 1: If maximum gain is greater than 12 dB, indicate main lobe beamwidth
in elevation and azimuth at the 3 dB points in REMARKS.

NOTE 2: Entry "Power to Ant-Term (watts)" information is the same as that of
the transmitter power less the transmission system losses.

NOrE 3: Submit antenna patterns in accordance with applicable directives of
the suyOrt range. Support Agencies requiring antenna patterns in
other formats should acquire the data through their normal channels.
Fhasing networks and couplers associated with antenna arrays are
considered part of the antenna system. Losses in these eiements
should be included in the antenna pattern as inherent in the pattern
neasurenent. If separate antennas are used to transmit and to
receive, submit two pages of this format, one for each antenna
system.

NOTE 4: Use Format 1442 - Voice Cummunications Systems Antenna Systems,
and reference appropriate item numbers for system schematic.

REMARKS:
Enter additional information, such as cperational mode and the use of
equipment, which may be helpful in describing the characteristics of this
equipment.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 1441 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
POLARIZATION E-THETA() E-PHI( ) CIRCULAR LH( ) RH(), OTHER( )
MAXIMUM GAIN WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC (DB):
POWER TO ANTENNA TERMINATION (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAGNETIC TAPE( ) PAPER TAPE( ) TABULATED( ) PLOT( )
SUBMITTED TO:
DATE SUBMITTED:

ANTENNA IS USED FOR RECEIVE ONLY( ) TRANSMIT ONLY( ) BOTH( )

REMARKS:

-------------------- ------ ----P=G- -------------0 PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1441 R
JAN90



I RD/I PEPARATIO INSIW IIONS

FORMAT 1442 - VOICE CON4NICATICNS SYSTEMS AWENNA, SYSTEMS

NOTE: ns format is used to describe the vehicle/test
iterD/spacecraft/payload voice ccaummicaticrs antenna system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFRMTIOtI:
Provide a block diagram of the antenna system, including module number, cable
numbers, and scemaatic numbers as applicable. A cross-section drawing showing
the antenna location on the test unit should be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 1442 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: ******UDS 1442 R
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PRD/OR EP A IATICt DIUNS1IC4S

PCIOT 1443 - VOICE C UMICATICtS SYSTEM DIAAM

NOT: Tis format is used to describe the operation of the
vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload voice caumunications
systems by means of diagrams.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instrticns for Format 1000.

Denote the special voice capability information for this program or mission.
Also, provide the proposed or existing system functional design. Irdicate the
location of the systems by stage, module, etc.

2
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1443 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1443 R
JAN90



PRD/R I I I I II I I i CH•S

FC T 1450 - O ITE SYSTE OPERATING [ECRIPTIN

This format is used to describe the operation of the
vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload cxiposite syst.

lTM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFCOCICN:
Provide an operating description of the test unit composite systems.
Include a description of the function and location of the sub-systms. Use
block diagrams where necessary to insure a ccmprehensive description.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1450 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

. ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-
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JAN90



PRD/OR FM1PARATICN n~n iCris

FORT 1451 - CaW1TE SYSTE CHARACTIS1'ICS

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requesting Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with information to evaluate the oxmpatibility
of the vehicle/test iteVsacecraft/payload composite systems
with support agencies' instmentatiun.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instruct ons for Format 1000.

RECEIVER CHARACERISTICS:
Enter the data as reuired to describe the receiver iharacteristics listed in
these entries. The information required by the Spectrm Analysis Report
Number entry is mandatory and should be provided in accordance with the
applicable support agency specifications.

Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 1451 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ): ( ) TO (
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ):
THRESHOLD:
DYNAMIC RANGE:
AGC NOISE BANDWIDTH:
AGC ERROR:
IF BANDWIDTH:
VCO CENZER FREQUENCY:
VCO PHASE FREQUENCY:
VCO LINEARITY:
CRYSTAL OSC CENTER FREQUENCY:
CRYSTAL OSC FREQUENCY STABILITY:
PHASE DETECTOR LINEARITY:
MODULATION PHASE DETECTOR OUTPUT BANDWIDTH:
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

IF LOSSES BETWEEN RECEIVER AND ANTENNA TERMINATIONS
( )MEASURED AT( )MHZ

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/R IPARATICN Ui MiOc S

FOIW 1451 - OMPOSITE SYSTEMS WA IETICS (COX*1I'D)

Enter the data as required to describe the transmitter characteristics listed
in these entries.

The informaticn required by the Spectrum Analysis Peport Number entry is
mardatory and should be provided in accordance with the applicable support
agency specifications.

Enter modulation criteria in the form of index rating.

REMAFWS:
Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1451 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO (
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ):
PHASE MODULATION

DEVIATION:
RESPONSE:
LINEARITY:

FREQUENCY MODULATION
DEVIATION:
RESPONSE:
LINEARITY:

PHASE STABILITY:
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
TRANSMITTER POWER (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

BANDWIDTH (MHZ) AT
3 DB:

20 DB:
60 DB:

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN( ) WILL BE( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

RF LOSSES BETWEEN TRANSMITTER TERMINATION AND ANTENNA TERMINATION
( ) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

MODULATION CRITERIA:

REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1451 R
JAN90



PRD/O PREPAATIOCN INS'fJCTIONS

FOI4T 1451 - CCHSWITE SYSE M AMWr ISTICS (0NT'D)

ANTENNA CRACTEISTICS:
Enter the data required to describe the antenna characteristics. Antenna
azinuth should be given frum true north when the test unit is in a
launch position. Use Format 1454 - oumposite Systems Antenna Systems, with
reference to the appropriate unit entry, to provide antenna and transmission
system schematic. If maximum gain is greater than 12 dB, indicate main lobe
beamwidth in elevation and azimuth at the 3 dB points in the Remarks.

RF Power Per Link into Antenna System Term (watts) entry is the same as that
of transmitter power less the transmission system losses.

Submit antenna patterns in accordance with applicable directives of the
support range. Support Agencies requiring antenna patterns in other formats
should acquire the data throgh their normal channels. Phasing networks and
couplers associated with antenna arrays are considered part of the antenna
system. Losses in these elements should be included in the antenna pattern as
inherent in the pattern measuremer1-. If separate antennas are used to
transmit and to receive, submit two pages of this format, one for each antenna
system, with this entry properly cmpleted.

RERAS:
Enter any clarifying remarks.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1451 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D). ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
TUNABLE( ) FIXED( )

PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION (REFERENCE RCC DOCUMENT 253.)
E THETA( ) E PHI( ) CIRCULAR SENSE LH( ) RH( ), OTHER ( )

MAXIMUM GAIN WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC (DB):
RF POWER PER LINK INTO ANTENNA SYSTEM TERMINATION (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAGNETIC TAPE( ) TABULATION( ) PAPER TAPE( ) PLOT( )
DATE SUBMITTED:

ANTENNA IS USED FOR
RECEIVE ONLY( ) TRANSMIT ONLY( ) BOTH( )O

PAGE -
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PRD/CR OPAMCI fOtS

FUT 1452 - IO E SYSEMS REEIVED DA CARhTER ICS

NOTE: Ths format is used to describe the data that will be received
by the vehicle/test itemspacecraft/payload cmposite systems.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

'VOICE C0MMLWCATIOINS:
Enter the voice comulnication data as required in these entries.

RANGING:
Enter the raging data as requested.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 1452 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS RECEIVED DATA CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

SUBCARRIER
UP VOICE:

MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH UP VOICE

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION
MAXIMUM:
MINIMUM:

GUARD BAND
UPPER:
LOWER:

NOISE BAND WIDTH (KHZ)
SUBCARRIER:
VOICE:

S/N SUBCARRIER-PREDETECTION:

RANGING

TYPE:
MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION
MAXIMUM:
MINIMUM:

GUARD BAND
UPPER:
LOWER:

BIT RATE (BIT/SEC):
CLOCK RATE (BIT/SEC):

PAGE -
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JAN90



PPD/CR PEARATION DIRUmCTIcNS

FRM~ 1452 - COMPOSIT SYSIEMS RECEVED DA~k RACrEISICSr (OOT'D)

RECEI'VED DM:
Enter the received data as requested in these entries. Under Data Format
identify the type of ommand data e.g., realtime, compter data word, time
word, etc. Under each type of comand data enter the following information:

Number of words
Test Unit Coding Address bits
Systems oding Address bits
Functional Word bits

PEMARES:
Enter any clarifying remarks or additional data in this entry.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1452 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS RECEIVED DATA CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

. RECEIVED DATA

MODULATION:
SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY:
BANDWIDTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION
MAXIMUM:
MINIMUM:

GUARD BAND
UPPER:
LOWER:

INFORMATION RATE (BIT/SEC):
CODE BIT RATE (BIT/SEC):
SYNCHRONIZATION (KHZ):
DATA FORMAT:

REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1452 R
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P!?l/ REPRAI( INS1Ufl!

am]R/CR Pwawm ,'IwI :I,

F-EAT 1453 - CXCFOSITE SYSTEM 'X CN (RACIES1'ICS

NOTE: This format is used to describe the data that will be
transmitted by the veicle/test iteq/spacecraft/payload
(xcosite systems.

ITEm No.: Follow the prearation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter the characteristics of the transmitted telemetry data as specified.
Indicate measurment units where necessary.

VOICE CIMMCATIONS:
Enter the voice communications data as required in these entries. Indicate
frequencies in I=Z, WMZ, etc.

RANGING:
Enter the ranging data as requested in these entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 1453 - VEHICLE COMPOSITE SYSTEMS TRANSMITTED DATA CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

TELEMETRY

SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY:
MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION MAXIMUM ( ) MINIMUM (
GUARD BAND UPPER ( ) LOWER (
CODING:
WAVEFORM RZ( ) NRZL( ) NRZ( ) NRZM( )
DATA FORMAT (MIN MODE)

BIT RATE (Kb/s):
WORD STRUCTURE (BITS):
PRIME FRAME (WORD/PF):
SUBFRAME (SF/PF):

MODE:

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY
DOWN VOICE:

MODULATION:
BANDWI DTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION MAXIMUM ( ) MINIMUM ( )
GUARD BAND UPPER ( ) LOWER ( )
MODE:

RANGING

TYPE:
MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION MAXIMUM ( ) MINIMUM ( )
GUARD BAND UPPER ( ) LOWER ( )
BIT RATE (BIT/SEC):
CLOCK RATE (BIT/SEC):
MODE:

--------------------=PAGE -
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JAN90



W.D/OR PFWARATIClfI IcS

PUFO 1453 - QCKCISITE SYSTEM h ITrED -A ACMSCS (O1r'D)

TELEVISICK:
Enter the data as required. Use Formats 1463 and 1468 to describe the test
unit television system format.

REMAMES:
Enter any clarifying remarks in this entry.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1453 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS TRANSMITTED DATA CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

TELEVISION

SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY:
MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

DEVIATION MAXIMUM ( ) MINIMUM ( )
GUARD BAND UPPER ( ) LOWER ( )
FRAME RATE:
LINES/FRAME:
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION:
VIDEO BANDWIDTH:
GRAY SCALE:
ASPECT RATIO:
VERTICAL BLANKING:
HORIZONTAL BLANKING:
HORIZONTAL SYNC:
VERTICAL SYNC:
S/N RATIO:
MODE:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/Ci PF"ARATICN nI13iIC1NS

FDIW~ 1454 - CCH4QI7E SYSTEM~ AN1TD4NA SYSTM

NOTE: This format is used to describe the vehicle/test
item/spacecraft/payload cxmposite syst antenna systems.

ITEM N.: Follow the preparaticn instr&Lctions for Format 1000.

IN ORMAION:
Provide a bloc-k diagram of each antenna system, including nxdule number,
cable-numbers, and schematic numbers as applicable. A cross-section drawing
showing the ant -ia location(s) on the test unit shu.ld be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1454 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

CLASSIFICATION: ** ***UDS 1454 R
JAN90



PRD/OR PREPARATION INST11JCINS

FORMAT 1455 - CX4POSITE SYSTE DIAGRA

NOTE: This format is used to describe the operation of the
vehicle/test itei/spaecraft/payload composite systems by means
of diagrams.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFDITMTION:
Denote the special composite systems capability information for this program
or mission. Also, provide the proposed or existing system functional design.
Indicate the location of the system(s) by stage, module, etc.

S
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 1455 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS DIAGRAMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 1455 R
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PlD/OR PREPARATION nM r=ts

FURAT 1456 - CCPOSITE SYSTE OPERATIG MD=

NOTE: This format is used to summarize the modes of operation of the
vehicle/test itemspacecraft/payload composite systems and the
type of data to be received and transmitted during these
different modes of operation.

rmE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RECEIV DTA I S:
Enter the applicable operating mode, functions (command, ranging, etc.), and
type/index rating of modulation that will be used with the received data
link.

Enter the applicable operating mode, functions (command, ranging, etc.), and
type/index rating of modulation that will be used with the transmitted data.

REMARNS:
This entry is provided for any additional information that may be required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1456 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS OPERATING MODES

ITEM NO.:

RECEIVED DATA LINKS

MODE:
FUNCTION:
MODULATION:

TRANSMITTED DATA LINKS

MODE:
FUNCTION:
MODULATION:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/CR WAEPARATIME INSTRUCX'ICZIS

FUFOW 1457 - C ITE SYST DATA R)R O HAACTETRISTICS

NOTE: This format is used to describe vehicle/test
ite/spacecraft/payload rerders and data that is to be
recorded.

X NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RC ) NW- RO( ) :

Place an "' in the applicable space if ROC or NON-ROC.

GENERAL NFUR N:
Enter the information required. Include measureuent units where necessary.

TRACK:
Identify the recorder track on which the data is recorded.

CHANNEL:
Identify the link/channel being recorded, if applicable.

SCO0 FEQEWY:
If RCC, no entry required; otherwise enter the information required.

IfU* enON BANDWIDTH:
If ROC, no entry required; otherwise enter the information required.

F E CEVIATICH-
If ROC, no entry required; otherwise enter the information required.

TYPE DT:
Identify the type of data associated with each channel such as telemetry,
voice, etc.

REMARXS:
Enter additional information which may be required to describe the test
unit recoxr'ing system adequately.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1457 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS DATA RECORDER CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

RCC( ) NON-RCC( )

GENERAL INFORMATION

NUMBER:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
RECORD RATE (IPS):
RECORDING TIME CAPABILITY:
PLAYBACK RATE (IPS):
PLAYBACK LINK:

CHANNEL:
TIME(S) OF PLAYBACK:
SCHEDULED ( ) COMMAND (
LENGTH OF PLAYBACK TIME:
DESCRIPTION OF PLAYBACK DATA:

TRACK:

CHANNEL:

SCO FREQUENCY:

O INFORMATION BANDWIDTH:

FREQUENCY DEVIATION:

TYPE DATA:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION DInWMIcS

FDIM 1460 - VEHICL/TEST ITEM TEILEVISION SYSTEMS OPIEATIM UESCRIPTION

NO3TE: This format is used to describe the vehicle/test item
television system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Ilk TION:
Provide a general description of the vehicle/test item television systems.
Include an operating description detailing the function and location of each
stibsyst-m

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 140 -VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISION SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

PAGE-
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PRD/OR PREPARATICN INSO[UCNS

FORAT 1461 - VEHICLE/TEST ITE TELEVISICN SYSTE E ACTERISTICS

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requesting Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with the information to evaluate the
capatibility of the vehicle/test item television system
with the network receivers.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

GENERAL flFORYUMON:
Make entries as applicable. Include measurement units where necessary.

TA IER CRACTERISTICS:
Make entries as applicable. Include measurement units where necessary.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1461 VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

GENERAL INFORMATION

VIDEO CHARACTERISTICS

VIDEO BANDWIDTH:
GRAY SCALE:
ASPECT RATIO:
S/N RATIO:

SIGNAL FORMAT

LINES/FRAMES

VERTICAL BLANKING (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL BLANKING (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL SYNC ( ) uSEC OF DC LEVEL

BLACK-TO-WHITE SIGNAL
VERTICAL SYNC ( ) uSEC OF DC LEVEL

BLACK-TO-WHITE SIGNAL
FRAME RATE (FRAMES/SEC):
VERTICAL RESOLUTION (LINES):

CAMERA SIGNAL COUPLED TO PREMOD PROCESSOR AC( ) DC( )

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO (
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ):
TYPE MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH (KMZ) AT

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

MAXIMUM DEVIATION (KHZ):
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) KHZ
TRANSMITTER POWER (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

PAGE -
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FaMT 1461 - VHICX/TET ridM TELEVISION SYSTE CARATRSTICS (ONTr'D)

TRANSITMM CHARACTEISTICS (CCNT'D):

NOTE: The information required in entries "Spectrum Analysis" and "Antenna
Patterns" is uendatory for certain support organizations and should be
provided in accordance with the applicable Support Agercy
specifications.

ANENCHARACTERISTICS:
Make entries as applicable. If maximum gain is greater than 12 dB, indicate
main lobe beaiwidth in elevation and azimfuth at the 3 dB points in REMAR.

RF Fower Per Link into Antenna System Termination (watts) information is the
same as that of the Transmitter Power, less the Transmission System Isses.

Networks and couplers associated with antenna arrays which are part of the
antenna losses should be included in the antenna pattern or be made inherent
in the pattern measureiant.

Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1461 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

O TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN ( ) WILL BE ( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

MODULATION CRITERIA:

RF LOSSES BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND ANTENNA TERMINATIONS
) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )

TUNABLE( ) FIXED(
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION (REFERENCE RCC DOCUMENT 253.)

E THETA( ) E PHI( ) CIRCULAR SENSE LH( ) RH( ), OTHER( )
MAXIMUM GAIN WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC (DB):
RF POWER PER LINK INTO ANTENNA SYSTEM TERMINATION (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAG TAPE( ) TABULATION( ) PAPER TAPE( ) PLOT( )
SUBMITTED TO:
DATE SUBMITTED:

ANTENNA IS USED FOR RECEIVE ONLY( ) TRANSMIT ONLY( ) BOTH( )

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PPEPARATICK DISUCTIctS

FUR 1462 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISICN SYSTE ANMu2A SYSTEMS

NOTE: This format is used to diagram the vehicle/test item
television ante-ma system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INK ON:

Provide a block diagram of the antenna systems, including module number, cable
numbers, and schematic numbers as applicable. A cross-section drawing shwinq
the vehicle/test item antenna locations shculd be included.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1462 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISION SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

ITEM iRO.:

INFORMATION:

PAGE-
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PIRD/0R PREPARAT1IRK DInS 1CrIONS

FaT 1463 - VE-ICLE/TST ITEM TE EVISICtK SYSIEM FIIW DSIPICKI

NOTE: This format is used to describe the vehicle/test item
television format.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CttMPSITE AVEFORM:
Illustrate a composite video signal showing maxinum white and black
anplitudes. The following should appear an the diagram from left to right:

(1) Horizontal sync
(2) One line of video
(3) Horizontal and vertical sync
(4) One line of video and horizontal sync

SYNC FORMAT INDFOMATION:
Provide the value(s) for each item listed.

SECTION DETAIL - VERTICAL BLANK AND SYNC:
Illustrate the vertical sync signal and identify the time intervals.

SECTION DETAIL - HORIZONTAL BLANK AND SYNC:
Illustrate the horizontal sync signal and identify the time intervals.

SE NTION DETAIL - LINE PERIOD:
Illustrate the line period of the Composite Waveform. Specify the time
interval and the relative amplitude of the video signal (white to black) to
sync signal.

SECTION DETAIL - OTHER:
Use for additional illustrations or details as appropriate.

Enter brief explanatory remarks as required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 1463 - VEHICLE/TEST ITEM TELEVISION SYSTEMS FORMAT DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:

COMPOSITE WAVEFORM:

SYNC FORMAT INFORMATION

FUNCTION VALUE

LINE FREQUENCY (LPF):
FRAME RATE (FPS):
SYNC FREQUENCY (KHZ):
VERTICAL SYNC (MSEC):
LINE PERIOD (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL SYNC (uSEC):
FRONT PORCH (uSEC):
BACK PORCH (uSEC):
S-WHITE TO BLACK

SIGNAL AMPLITUDE (VOLTS):
SYNC AMPLITUDE (VOLTS)
D.C. OFFSET (VOLTS):

* SECTION DETAIL SECTION DETAIL
VERTICAL BLANK AND SYNC HORIZONTAL BLANK AND SYNC

SECTION DETAIL SECTION DETAIL
LINE PERIOD OTHER

REMARKS:

----------------- PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION InSUCIcNS

FORMAT 1465 - SPACECRAFr/PAYIDAD TELEVISION SYSTEM OPERATING DESCIION

NOTE: This format is used to describe the spacecraft/payload
television systemrs operation.

IT NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFOMATIN:
Provide a general description of the spacecraft/payload celevision systems.
Include an operating description detailing the function and location of each
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1465 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSTEMS OPERATING DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0 =======-PAGE-
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PRD/OR PREPARATION UU MCr S

FUdWT 1466 - SPAXMXRAT/PAYIOAD TELEVISION SYSITM CHARACrERISTICS

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requesting Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with the information to evaluate the
oxmpatibility of the spacecraft/payload television systems with
the network receivers.

ITEM NO: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

GEERAL INFOATION:
Make entries as applicable. Include ueasuremnt units where necessary.

TRANSMIT'ER CARACrERISrICS:
Make entries as applicable. Include measurernt units where necessary.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 1466 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

GENERAL INFORMATION

VIDEO CHARACTERISTICS

VIDEO BANDWIDTH:
GRAY SCALE:
ASPECT RATIO:
S/N RATIO:

SIGNAL FORMAT

LINES/FRAMES

VERTICAL BLANKING (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL BLANKING (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL SYNC ( ) uSEC OF DC LEVEL BLACK-TO-WHITE

SIGNAL
VERTICAL SYNC ( ) USEC OF DC LEVEL BLACK-TO-WHITE

SIGNAL
FRAME RATE (FRAMES/SEC):
VERTICAL RESOLUTION (LINES):

CAMERA SIGNAL COUPLED TO PREMOD PROCESSOR AC( ) DC( )

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANs*eACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO (
OPERATING FREQUENCY (MHZ):
TYPE MODULATION:
BANDWIDTH (KHZ) AT

3 DB:
20 DB:
60 DB:

MAXIMUM DEVIATION (KHZ):
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF ( ) MHZ
TRANSMITTER POWER (WATTS)

AVERAGE:
PEAK:

PAGE -
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fl/OR F"ARAT I Ii I NcS

FMT 1466 - SPACEAFT/PAYIAD TELVISION SYSTE ARACrERIS'ICS (CONT'D)

AHAPACIrERISTICS (COTr'D):

NOTE: The information required in entries "Spectrum Analysis" and "Antenna
Patterns" is mandatory for certain support organizations and should be
prOvided in accordance with the applicable Support Agery
specifications.

ANRM ANMCESTICS:
Make entries as applicable. If maximum gain is greater than 12 dB, indicate
main lcbe beamwidth in elevation and azimuth at the 3 dB points in RMARKS.

RF Power Per Link into Antenna system Termination (watts) information is the
same as that of the Transmitter Power, less the Transmission System Losses.

Networks and couplers associated with antenna arrays which are part of the
antenna losses should be included in the antenna pattern or be made inherent
in the pattern measurement.

REMAPTS:
Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1466 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN ( ) WILL BE ( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

MODULATION CRITERIA:

RF LOSSES BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND ANTENNA TERMINATIONS

( ) MEASURED AT ( ) MHZ

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES
STATION ( ) PHI ( ) DEGREES

(PHI IS THE AZIMUTH OF THE ANTENNA AS DEFINED IN THE VEHICLE
ANTENNA COORDINATE SYSTEM.)

TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHZ) ( ) TO ( )
TUNABLE( ) FIXED( )

PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION (REFERENCE RCC DOCUMENT 253.)
E THETA( ) E PHI( ) CIRC SENSE: LH( ) RH( ), OTHER( )

MAXIMUM GAIN WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPIC (DB):
RF POWER PER LINK INTO ANTENNA SYSTEM TERMINATION (WATTS)
AVERAGE:
PEAK:

FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
MAGNETIC TAPE( ) TABULATION( ) PAPER TAPE( ) PLOT( )
SUBMITTED TO:
DATE SUBMITTED:

ANTENNA IS USED FOR RECEIVE ONLY( ) TRANSMIT ONLY( ) BOTH( )

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION MR=cNS 0
FOaWT 1467 - SPACEMAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSM45 Mna SYSMS

NOTE: This format is used to describe the spacecraft/payload
television antenna systems.

rrEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FOF4MON:
Provide a block diagram of the spacecraft/payload antenna systems,
including module number, cable numbers, ard schematic ntmbers as applicable.
A cross-section drawing showing the antenna locations on the test unit should
be irc1uded.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 1467 - PACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSTEMS ANTENNA SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0
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IRI/I IIEPARA27C INMlUCflNWS

FUMT 1468 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISICN SYST!E FT D ESCRIPION

NOTE: This format is used to describe the spacecraft/payload
television format.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

COMPOSITE WAVEFCF44:
Illustrate a composite video signal shwing maximum white and black
anplitudes. The following -hwald appear on the diagram fram left to right:

(1) Horizontal sync
(2) One line of video
(3) Horizontal and vertical sync
(4) One line of video and horizontal sync

SYNC FFMAT INFRMATION:
Provide the value(s) for each item listed.

SECTION DETAIL - VERICAL BLANK AND SYNC:
Illustrate a vertical sync signal and identify the time intervals.

SECTION DETAIL - HORIZCNTAL BIANK AND SYNC:
Illustrate a horizontal sync signal and identify the time intervals.

SECION DEAIL - INE PERIOD:
Illustrate a line period of the CQmposite Waveform. Specify the time
interval and the relative anplitude of the video signal (white to black) to
sync signal.

SECTION DETAIL - OTHER:
Use for additional illustrations or details as appropriate.

REARKS:
Enter brief explanatory remarks as required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/No.: REVISION: DATE:. 1468 - SPACECRAFT/PAYLOAD TELEVISION SYSTEMS FORMAT DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:

COMPOSITE WAVEFORM:

SYNC FORMAT INFORMATION

FUNCTION VALUE

LINE FREQUENCY (LPF):
FRAME RATE (FPS):
SYNC FREQUENCY (KHZ):
VERTICAL SYNC (MSEC):
LINE PERIOD (uSEC):
HORIZONTAL SYNC (USEC):
FRONT PORCH (uSEC):
BACK PORCH (uSEC):
S-WHITE TO BLACK

SIGNAL AMPLITUDE (VOLTS):
SYNC AMPLITUDE (VOLTS)
D.C. OFFSET (VOLTS):

SECTION DETAIL SECTION DETAIL
VERTICAL BLANK AND SYNC HORIZONTAL BLANK AND SYNC

SECTION DETAIL SECTION DETAIL
LINE PERIOD OTHER

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PFlEPARATIc*1 INZTM=CI'tS

FCT 1470 - R R ILOCATION AIM

NOTE: This format is used to describe the vehicle/test
ita1Vspacecraft/payload recovery location aids.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FLTTON DURATION:
Enter flotation duration of the test unit to be recovered.

ELECMIYMIC AIDS:
Enter the type of recovery aid, i.e., HF beacon transmitter, VHF recovery
beacon, VHF telemtzy, etc. and its characteristics. Enter when the recovery
aid is activated i.e., main chute deployment, impact, after landing,
continuus, etc.

VISUAL AIDS:
Enter all visual aids, i.e., sea marker, flashing lights, etc. and their
characteristics. Enter the time and method of activation of the visual aid,
i.e., at impact, manually autmatic, etc.

Enter additional information if required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DAT. :

O 1470 - RECOVERY LOCATION AIDS

ITEM NO.:

FLOTATION DURATION:

ELECTRONIC AIDS

TYPE:
POWER OUT (WATTS):
FREQUENCY (MHZ):
MODULATION:
ACTIVATED:

VISUAL AIDS

TYPE:
INTENSITY:
C3LOR:
ACTIVATION:

REMARKS:
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F RD/OR PREPARATION DLM OI&lNS

FURW 1480 - OTHER SYSTEMS

NOTE: This format is used to provide technical information on other
vehicle/test item/spacecraft/payload data acquisition equipment
which has not been covered elsewhere in the do-went.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

19U4AON:
Enter the vehicle, stage, module, etc. where the equipment is located.
Provide a brief technical description of the test unit equipment which
reqires support or which will aid in the support activities.
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * *

PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1480 - OTHER SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

0

0 PAGE -
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PRD/0R PREPARATION InSTCrIONS

EOM4AT 1500 - REQ.TSTIM AaECY'S SUPPOFU IN--RLUNTION/BWIPMENr

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requesting Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with a current listing of Requesting Agency
equipment other than transmitters and receivers. Include
airborne, shipborne, and ground instrumentation equipment such
as X-ray or fluroscapic equipment, optical tracking, or
infrared measuring equipment, data converte'rs, ccurters, etc.,
that require support or that interface with Support Agency
equipm~ent.

T1K NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INF:ICK:
List and briefly describe any instrumentation not listed elsewhere in the
document that will be used during the progran/mission and require support
or interface with Support Agency equipment.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P 1500 - REQUESTING AGENCY'S SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION/EQUIPMENT

ITEM NO.:
INFORMATION:

I
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PRD/OR PEPARATIM DIST ONS

FOM@T 1510 - CHARACIIM=CS

NOTE: This format is prepared by the Requesting Agency to provide the
Support Agencies with a current list of all Requesting Agencies
electronics radiating and receiving equipment and to provide
the necessary frequency control and analysis services. Include
all radiating and _receiving equipments not covered elsewhere in
the document. Use additional formats to describe all
individual items.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TRAN(ITh CHARACTERISTICS:
Provide the requested data for all transmitters, other than those described
elsewhere, which will be brought onto the range by the Requesting Agency. If
spectrum analysis reports are available, they should be provided in accordance
with the applicable support agency specifications. Use a separate format for
each transmitter.

NOTE: Transmitting systems which require extensive periods of RF checkout
time will be equipped with a closed loop or nonradiating checkout
device.

continued
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1510 - CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
NUMBER OF EQUIPMENTS:

FIXED( ) MOBILE(
TYPE OF SERVICE

GROUND/GROUND( )
GROUND/AIR(
OTHER( )

FREQUENCY RANGE ( ) TO ( ) MHZ
TUNABLE( ) FIXED( )

METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL:

BANDWIDTH AT 3 DB ( ) MHZ AND AT 60 DB( )MHZ
EMISSION: AM( ) FM( )

PULSE( ) COMPOSITE NONSTANDARD( )
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF CENTER FREQUENCY (I AVERAGE POWER ( ) WATTS
PEAK PULSE POWER ( ) WATTS
NORMAL PRF ( ) PPS
MAXIMUM PRF ( ) PPS
PULSE WIDTHS AT 3 DB POINTS

) uSEC
HARMONIC SUPPRESSION IN DB

2ND ( ) 3RD ( ) 4TH (
CODING AND/OR MODULATION:
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:

HAS BEEN ( ) WILL BE ( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):
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PRD/OR PREPARA.TICffIR= sCr S

FURT 1510 - COPACTEISTICS (Otlr'D)

ANTENk CRACTERISICS:
Provide the requested data on antennas for the transmitter. If mkaxinum gain
is greater than 12 dB, indicate main lobe £eazmwidth in elevation and azinuth
at the 3 dB points in PM.VM.

RECEIVER CHARACIERISTICS:
Enter the data requested. In the Spectum Anlysis Report Nwmer entry
include the date if applicable.

Enter any clarifying remarks.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1510 - CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
FREQUENCY RANGE ( ) TO ( ) MHZ

TUNABLE( ) FIXED(
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION (CHECK ONE)
VERTICAL( ) HORIZONTAL( ) CIRCULAR SENSE LH( ) RH(), OTHER( )

MAXIMUM GAIN WITH RESPECT TO ISOTROPrC ( ) DB
MAIN LOBE BEAMWIDTH IN DEGREES AT 3 DB POINT

ELEVATION:
AZIMUTH:

RATE OF ROTATION ( ) RPM. INDICATE IF FIXED ( )
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:

HAS BEEN ( ) WILL BE ( ) PROVIDED TO:
ON (DATE):

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION:
TYPE:
MODEL:
MANUFACTURER:
NUMBER OF EQUIPMENTS:

FIXED( ) MOBILE( )
FREQUENCY STABILITY PLUS/MINUS ( ) PERCENT OF CENTER FREQUENCY (
METHOD OF RECEIVER FREQUENCY CONTROL:

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY:
RECEIVER SELECTIVITY IN DB

3 DB ( ) 20DB( )AND 60DB (
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY ( ) DBM
LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY ABOVE( ) BELOW( )
SPURIOUS RESPONSE REJECTION ( ) DB
CODED AND/OR MODULATION:
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER:
HAS BEEN ( ) WILL BE ( ) PROVIDED TO:
IF NOT, WILL BE AVAILABLE ON (DATE):

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR IPARATION DINnMCrONS

FCM 1600 - SYSMM READINESS/PREIALMHa TESTS

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to provide general
information and requremnts pertaining to the systems
readiness/prelaunc± tests.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

IFOMTION:
Describe in a narrative manrner, general test plans and requirements pertaining
to the specific tests. Carts, diagrams, flow diarts, etc., may be incluied
where appropriate.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1600 - SYSTEMS READINESS/PRELAUNCH TESTS

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:
INFORMATION:
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PRD/OR .EPARAITIM 'INTR=CfS

FOR@T 1610 - I. ADLNESS/RE1AUNCH TESTS I[]RIIFICN

NOTE: This format is used to list the readiness/prelauncd tests and
the associated identification number which is assigned to each
test document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CO{D: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST NAME:
List the titles of the readiness/prlaunh tests. List the tests in the order
in which the test reuirements appear in the document, if appropriate.

Enter the identification number assigned to each test document.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1610 - READINESS/PRELAUNCH TESTS IDENTIFICATION

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

TEST NAME NUMBER

---------------------------
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PRD/0R PEPARATION i CTIONS

FDRMAT 1620 - READINESS/PRELAUNCH TESTS SEQUENC

NTE: This format is used to identify the sequence and nominal time
of major events for each of the readiness/prelaunh tests.
Time, as specified, is nominal and subject to change.

ITEK O.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST:
Enter the title of readiness/prelaunh test.

NOMINAL TIME:
Enter the nominal time that each major event is programmed, starting from a
time reference that may be simulated lift-off, or simulated stage firing, etc.
Time, as specified, is nominal and subject to change.

TIME DURATION:
Enter the time duration of the corresponding major events.

SUPPORT TIME:
Enter the amount of tire that will be required in support of the corresponding
major event.

MAJOR EVEM:
List the major events that will be performed at the time listed, i.e., start
transmission of test unit PC4 telemetry, start test unit systems check, etc.

Enter special remarks with respect to the time, requirenwts, or support.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

------------------ -- -- S=/P-- ------------------.160 -REAINES/PRLAUCH TESTS SEQUENCE

ITEM NO.:

TEST CODE:

TEST:

NOMINAL TIME SUPPORT

TIME DURATION TIME MAJOR EVENTS

REMARKS:

PAGE-
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PRD/OR PREPARATICN n rItONS

FOR4AT 1630 - READINESS/PRELAUNCH TS TERMINAL aUNIO

NTE: This format is used to describe the relationship of the major
milestones that occur during a comtdown (pre-ount, mid-count
and terminal-count). Included in this format should be only
those items which affect the requirements in the remainder of
the document.

The countdown contained on this format is a minimal cuntdown
and is to be used for planning purposes only. For a detailed
sequec of cperations, the applicable test and checkcut
procedure shculd be consulted.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TIM:
Enter in chronological order the times from T-0 when each operation
is to be started and completed or when each service is to be rendered.
An event that occurs four hours before T-0 will be shown as occurring at T-4
hours. The specific units of time must be included, i.e., d(days), h(hours),
m(minutes), and s(seconds).

OPERATION CR SERVICE:

List the operations or services that will be performed at the time listed.

Enter clarifying remarks if required.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1630 - READINESS/PRELAUNCH TESTS TERMINAL COUNTDOWN

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

TIME

START COMPLETE OPERATION OR SERVICE

REMARKS:
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IRD/OR FEPARATI M I R=- •S

FOR@WT 1700 - TEST ENVELOPE INIUR IMON

NCrE: This format is used to establish a general '"Test Envelope" in
the early stages of the program.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST O3DE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

IFUOMCN:
For the maxi, -i, typical, and minimum trajectories, enter the known or
prckable values of the characteristics requested. The typical trajectory is
that which will be used in the bulk of flight testing and is not necessarily
the "average" as concerns characteristics. Use the remaining entries to enter
known or probable values of range, altitude, error probabilities, azimut i, and
maximum performance (velocity, etc.). For test distribution, enter the
percentage of total firings or test in which each different trajectory will be
used.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P1 1700 - TEST ENVELOPE INFORMATION

ITEM NO.:

TEST CODE:

TRAJECTORY

MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

RANGE

MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

ALTITUDE

MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

QE

MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

AZIMUTH

MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

-----------------------
MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

TEST DISTRIBUTION

---------------------
MAXIMUM:
TYPICAL:
MINIMUM:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSTRTIONS

FORMAT 1710 - MAJOR MISSION EVENTS - 1ATNCH PHASE

NOTE: This format is used to provide trajectory parameters for each
major mission event which occurs during the launch phase of the
mission from lift off through insertion (outboard engine
cutoff, escape system jettison, ullage for ignition, etc.).

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SPHEROID: Designate the spheroid used in deriving the trajectory parameters,
and give the major axis and minor axis.

EVE~r NO.: Enter the event numbers sequentially beginning with number (1).

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Describe the event for which the information is to be
provided.

EVENT: Enter the correspo event number fran above or abbreviated event
description.

TIME: Give the time referenced to lift off at which the event occurs. If
another time base is used, it must be defined in RM1ARKS.

FIGiT PATH ANGLE: Give the earth fixed flight path angle of the vehicle at
the time specified.

VEL: Give the earth fixed velocity of the vehicle at the time specified.
Enter in the headir the units used (feet/sec, meters/sec, etc.).

ALT: Give the altitude of the vehicle at the time specified. Enter in the
heading the units used (feet; meters, kilometers, etc.).

G4D RANGE: Give the ground range from the vehicle point to the launcher at
the time specified. Enter in the heading the units used (feet, meters,
nautical miles, etc.).

X: Give the X coordinate of the vehicle at the time specified. Enter in the
heading the units used (feet, meters, etc.).

Y: Give the Y coordinate of the vehicle at the time specified above. Enter
in the heading the units used (feet, meters, etc.).

Z: Give the Z coordinate of the vehicle at the tine specified. Enter in the
heading the units used (feet, meters, etc.).

COORDINATE SYSTEM: Describe the coordinate system used to derive the
coordinates provided above. Include the location of the origin and the
orientation of each axis.

RF4RKS: Enter any additional information required to clarify the data
provided on the format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REISION: DATE:

P 1710 - MAJOR MISSION EVENTS - LAUNCH PHASE

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

SPHEROID:
MAJOR AXIS:
MINOR AXIS:

EVENT NO. EVENT DESCRIPTION

--------------- -----------------

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

FLIGHT VEL ALT GRND X Y Z

PATH RANGE

EVENT TIME ANGLE
----------------------------------------------- ------------------

COORDINATE SYSTEM:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION nIN JCNtS

FMW 1711 - MA.TR MISSICK EVENTS - FLI HT

NOTE: This format is used when insertion (orbit) is adieved and to
list all significant events through the re-entry phase.

IN NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

EVEir NO.:
Enter the event numbers sequentially beginning with the number (1).

Er DESRIMCN:
Enter a descriptive title of the event.

ELAPSED TIME:
Enter the initiation time of the event after liftoff. If another time base is
used, it muist be defined in REMARKS.

POSITICN:
Enter the latitude, longitude, and altitude of the earth projection where the
event occurs. Altitude should be referenced to mean sea level.

REV NO.:
For orbital events, list the revolution in which the event takes place.

Enter any explanatory cements that may be required to clarify terminology.
Also, make reference to corresponding entries identified on Format 1712, where
application of thrust is involved in the event.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1711 - MAJOR MISSION EVENTS - FLIGHT

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

POSITION
EVENT EVENT ELAPSED ----------------- REV
NO. DESCRIPTION TIME LAT LONG ALT NO.

-

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSn4MONS

EWW 1712 - SPACE MANEUVER - APPLICATION OF ThMST

NOTE: This format is used to describe each event which results in
changes to those orbital parameters which could affect
Acquisition of Signal (ACS) and Loss of Signal (LOS) at
subsequent ground station or where coupiter program must
accunt for the change in crditions.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

rNUMER:
Enter the crresponding event number as referenced on Format 1711.

TRAJBCIM PARAMETERS AT MANEUVER INITIATION:
Enter parameters planned at initiation of thrust period.

TRAJBCIM PARAMETERS AT MANEUE CCCUSION:
Enter parameters planned at conclusion of thrust period.

NOTE: Inertial Flight Path Angle entries are the angles between the initial
velocity vector and the local horizontal plane, measured positive above
the horizontal plane. The local horizontal plane is defined as a plane
normal to the geocentric position vector.

Inertial Azimuth Heading Angle entries are the angles measured east of
north to the projection of the initial velocity vector on the local
horizontal plane.

MANEUVER TH14S PAA1TE:
Enter the thrust parameters for the maneuver.

Enter brief explanatory remarks as required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1712 - SPACE MANEUVER - APPLICATION OF THRUST

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

EVENT NUMBER:

TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS AT MANEUVER INITIATION

REVOLUTION NUMBER:
ELAPSED TIME:
SIDEREAL TIME:
GEODETIC LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:
HEIGHT ABOVE OBLATE EARTH:
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM GEO CENTER:
INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE:
INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE:
INERTIAL AZIMUTH HEADING ANGLE:

TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS AT MANEUVER CONCLUSION

REVOLUTION NUMBER:
ELAPSED TIME:
SIDEREAL TIME:
GEODETIC LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:
HEIGHT ABOVE OBLATE EARTH:
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM GEO CENTER:
INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE:
INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE:
INERTIAL AZIMUTH HEADING ANGLE:

MANEUVER THRUST PARAMETERS

INITIAL MASS:
MASS EXPULSION RATE:
EFFECTIVE AREA:
THRUST LEVEL:
PITCH:
YAW:
MANEUVER DURATION:
FINAL MASS:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PPEPARANTIU nZ =CINS

FURW 1720 - TRAJEC1Y PIAN VIEW

NOTE: This format is used to provide a plan view of the trajectory of
the test unit.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST (OD: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

NFORMATION:
Enter a plan view of the trajectory indicating the trajectory azimith in
degrees from true north. Provide impact point of various stages of the
vehicle or test unit, as appropriate, and a maximum probable dispersion
pattern (Ciraular Error Probable, CEP) for each impact point in accordance
with applicable directives of the launching agency. For orbital or space
flights, show only the launch and terminal pases on one format page. Use
separate format pages to show the plan view for the planned orbital and/or
space trajectory.

NOTE: The most onvenient scale may be used.
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PRD/OR PREPARATION RIRNIT ONS

FPURA 1721 - 7RA.JEIY HRDFIIE VIEWS

NOTE: This format is used to show the profile view of the planned
trajectories for pmwered, ascent, and terminal gases on
earth-curvature graphs.

IT N.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST O0M: Follow the preparation instnctics for Format 1000.

FUNFMCN:
Show the planned trajectory on scaled earth-curvature graphs/illustrations.

NiE 1: The most convenient scale may be used.

NOIE 2: Indicate altitude, burn-out locations, separation, and inpact points,
as appropriate. Suitable abbreviations may be used to identify the
various functions. Enter any such abreviations on Format 1061.

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATIC INST AXIONS

FORW 1722 - IAUV MAJECTORY

NOE: This format is used to plot the vehicle trajectory during the
launch phase (booster or to first stage burnut). In addition
to the nominal trajectory, the maximum probable deviation as
dispersion above and below the nominal will be plotted.

This format may also be used for describing omplete
trajectories for tests which cover a range of 1000 nautical
miles or less. Format 1721 must be used for longer range
trajectories.

IE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

IAUNCH AZIMlYIH:
Enter the initial launch azimuth.

FIZGfT AZIMUI:
Enter the planned flight azimith.

PLWS:
The following plots are required on test vehicle performance or trajectories.

ALTIJE VERSM RANGE:
VEICITY VERSUS TIM:
ALMUDE VERSUS TIM:

NOIE: The scales used must be identified on plots. The most convenient scale
may be used.
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:0 1
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:0 ------- :-------------------------------------------------------------
* RANGE -

--------------------------------------------------

TIME -
--------------------------------------------------

0
LAUNCH
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSMflICNS

FU 1723 - BITAL AND SPACE IJECIMY

NOTE: This format is used to illustrate the planned orbital and space
trajectories.

ITEM IO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST ODDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SPACE PAH DIAGRAM - PLANNED TWOAECIM:
Use r ersentation of the earth, based on a 3440 nautical mile (NM) or
equivalent radius. Use the largest scale practicable, and indicate the earth
scale used.

Enter orbiting vehicle trajectories to show the earth orbit phase by placing
the plane of the orbit or trajectory in the plane of the paper, indicating the
location of the geographic poles. Show apogee and perigee distances of orbit
trajectories. Also on the format show a side view of the earth and the plane
of the equator to indicate the plane of orbit, inclination of orbit to
equatorial plane, and the geographic location of the poles.

Enter, as apprcpriate, space vehicle trajectories for earth-mon trajectories,
to indicate the moon's position showing pertinent information such as lunar
orbit injection point, inpact point (if applicable), miss distance, lunar
orbit, and landing site. omit as much of the midcourse as is desirable to
provide enough space for all trajectory data. Indicate the direction of the
sun at the intended time of injection. For interplanetary trajectories, show
the earth, sun, and target body positions at launch, and when the vehicle
reaches its destination. Indicate trajectory aphelion and perihelion. Use
additional formats as required.
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PRD/OR PREPARATION nUI =CrNS

FUO 1724 - TE4INAL IRMECIM

NOTE: This format is used to plot the vehicle (or nose cone, reentry
body, etc.) trajectory during the terminal or reentry phase.
The reentry phase is generally considered to oaimence at
approximately 300,000 feet. The altitude scale does not need
to exceed 300,000 feet unless special sequences or events occur
prior to this phase. Units of measure used must be
identified.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

EST CIOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FMLCr AZflYIH CN RE-E1MMY (Degrees true north):
Enter the flight azimuth of the re-entry body from true north.

IMPACT POINT:
Enter the latitude and longitude of the impact point and the time of impact in
seconds after T-0.

TARGET N ER REF CE:
Enter the appropriate unclassified target number referenc point.

POIS:
The following plots are required:

ALTITUDE VERSUS RANGE:
VELOCTY VERSUS TIME:
ALXTITUE VERSUS TIME:

NOTE: The scales must be identified on, plots. The most convenient scale may
be used.
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1724 - TERMINAL TRAJECTORY

ITEM NO.:
TEST CODE:

FLIGHT AZIMUTH ON RE-ENTRY (DEGREES TRUE NORTH):

IMPACT POINT TARGET NUMBER REFERENCE:

LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:
TIME:

PLOTS

: : A :V:

0: : L : E:
:: T : L :

:T: C:
: : U :I

D: Y:

-- ------------------------------------------------- : ------ 0:
SRANGE : -

-----------------------------------------------

TIME-
------------------------------------------------------------------ 0:
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PRiD/OR : ...ARA.TICKt n4SN=Cr S

EXI&T 1800 - OPERATICNAL HAZARDS

NaTE: Tis format is used by the Requesting Agency to specify hazards
that will be present during the test program. This format is
used for those items not applicable to Format 1810, Operational
Hazards Reports.

NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COXE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

NrTICt :
Define cperational hazards not specified on Format 1810.
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FRD/OR PREPARATICII InSIw cTINS

FDIMAT 1810 - OPERATIONAL HAZARDS R1T[S

NOE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency as supplemental 0
information for the Occupational Medical Program. There are
six reports which may be required below; five cae nandatory as
indicated by an asterisk, and the sixtn is required only when
the Requesting Agency has experienced a health problem. The
intent of these reports is to obtain information about the
hazards which will be present during the test program. The
material covered in each report may be limited to that which is
considered hazardcs by competent medical authority. Include
all applicable reports in accordance with existing public law
and DOD directive (environmental, etc.).

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE)QUESIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REPOS :
For every report, list by report name, date report supplied, or date report
will be supplied. Should a second report becme necessary because of an
appreciable change in the quantity of, or the addition of, a potentially
hazardus material, an additional report bearing the identical title will be
required. Reports should be provided more than 90 days prior to the first
launch in the test program. Four copies of each report are required unless
specified otherwise by the Support Agency.

*IrPEIANTS AND OIHER TOXIC OR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: In this mandatory report,
list the chemical and Vhysical properties and approximate quantity of each
substance normally used in conjuction with testing which may involve toxic,
poisonous, flammable, explosive, or which otherwise presents a hazard to
humans, animals, fish, vegetation, and soil. Include specific information of
the effect on humans and the treatment, control, and preventive measures
recmi : .1e. List the reccauended procedures to control any spill or escape
of a potentially toxic or dangerous substace. List manufacturer, trade name
and chsical igredients.

*RADIATION HAZARDS: In this mandatory report, list all sources of ionization
or radio frequency radiation which may be a hazard to humans. Include the
type, amouunt, normal radiation level, and ominended control procedures.

contine
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IPD/aR PEPARATIC4 DCIlNS

FURA 1810 - OPERATICNAL HAZARPM REPRS (OONT'D)

*ACOUSTIC HAZAM: In this mandatory repor, a noise spectrum report cxerin
the range frcm 16 to 10,000 hertz is required for each equipment having a
noise level in exss of 85 dB, such as vehicle engines, generator sets, air
coditioners, etc.

*BLAST PARAMEMI FER 0.4 AND 0.65 PSI: In this mandatory report, list the
blast parameters of 0.4 and 0.65 psi, giving hazard radii and MN equivalents
that result fr" accidental or planned vehicle explosions.

* ThCrVE EQUIPMENT NEECE: In this mandatory report, furnish all
information available an special (unccumo) protective clothing, equipnent,
and mcnitoring devices which are to be used during this test progra.

HUM M W ANAISIS: In this report, list any envirm ntal and job
related conditians that tend to adversely affect the health and efficiency
of employees.

I
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R.D/O1R FREPARATIMt I MNCONS

FMW 2000 - TEST OPERATIONAL CWCPIS/SM4 IFS

NOE: This format is used to present a narrative suuary of the
stated requirnts in UDS Sections 2100 through 3999 of
the document. The detailed instnmwitaticn requirements will
be entered in the appropriate instrumentaticn section of the
document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparatiun instructions for Format 1000.

STJEIR: Follow the preparaticn instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPlIER: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

TEST 0E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INk TICNq:
Enter a narrative summary of the support instrumentation system requirements
which are presented in UDS Sectici 2100 thrcug 3999.

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATIN INS UMCKS

FORMAT 2010 - GROUND SUPPORT fINSTM JME CN SUMMARY

NOTE: This format is used to provide a brief information managment
simnary of instuentatin systems. The detailed
instrumentation requirements will be found in the appropriate
instzentatin sections.

ITEM NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MATRIX: Show the relationship between the stations and equipment by entering
an appropriate code in the proper matrix location and explain in the
remarks. (Exaple: X - Receive and Record; C - High Speed Data,
etc.).

STATION TYPE AND II TIFICATICI: Enter the station name and identification
in a vertical position in the space provided. Remarks may be required to
clarify the entries.

TYPE EQUPME4 r: Enter the type of equipment, grouped according to function
(tracking, telemetry, etc.). Enter under each function the type of equipmnt
required to perform the function (C-band, radar, S-band Teleetry etc.).

REMAIM: Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRD/OR PEPARATIN nSMCTIc r r S

FORAT 2100 - METRIC DATA

NOTrE: This format is used to list general information relating to
metric tracking data requirements and should ontain a
narrative description of such data.

ITEX NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBMM9T: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQURDU ( ) I?*Ru f1ON( ) :
Indicate whether each item number suhmitted is a reuirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Include
a brief narrative description of metric tracking Instrumentation data
requirements. Describe the general metric tracking information and
reemnrents applicable to, but not covered by, the other formats of this
section. Types of general metric tracking information and requirements to be
shown are as follows:

1. Data Definitions

A. Coordinate system and point of origin desired.

B. Physical quantities required and attitude definition.

C. Corrections to phrysical quantities and instructions.

D. Units and linear measurements of range and flight test data.

E. Basic syst parameters.

2. Instrumentation and Operating Support Instntions

A. Recorder Requirents

B. Pcorder Instructions

C. Calibration Standards and Methods

3. Include the accuracy and priority of metric data that is required.

A. Data Accuracy: See UES Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further
explanation of accuracy class.

B. Data Priority: See UES Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further
explanation of priority.

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATIN INS1TIONS

1RM~AtT 2110 - MhVRIC DATA - LAUNH

NUE: This format is used to specify the launch data requirements.

The launch Phase is normally from lift.ff until booster or
first stage burnout.

ITEMNo.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REBUESM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPliER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

'IT DC(E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

D~A REQUIRED:
Enter the name of the data requested in the fo] lowing order: position (X, Y,
Z), velocity, acceleration, and attitude. If attitrde (roll, pitch, yaw) data
are r-o similar, idenw ify each reirent separately. Repeat, in the orler
above, the data requitements if different for each test series cat& ,3ry or
flight. Also, iden tify any unique data parameters desired other thai the ones
listed. Id. Itify the coordinate systems in which the d- ta are required.

MrS. SIc-N INITh3AL (; ANGE, ATTITUDE, TIME):
-iter the range, altitude, -jirte interval, ,)r function d& ring which cwveuige is
r, quired. Separate the inter- ii into the -llest increments necessary -.o
pLop-rly cxver the various act tacies recii, d, i.e., 0 - 50 miles, 50 -
1500 miles, etc.

F,-r orbital pha:e and beyond, indicate vehicle position by appropriate
,Aordimtes. Use REMAR1S if additional space is required to define the
intervals.

Where apptopriate for firther clarity, inclik e the geographic location or
desired site.

DATA PODfIN/SEODND:
Ent,-. the .nini number of data points which shoulI .ce read, tabulat -I, etc.,
during data reduction, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 ser, etc.

DATA PRIORrY:
Indicate whether the data requirement is Mandato:y (M), Required (R), or
Desired (D). (See UDS Hartibook Volume 1, ChaptA*r 3, for further Pxplanation
of priority.)

DATA AI-17RACY:
Indicate the requin I lata ioccrac-y value, i .e., plus or minus It, plus or
minus 2 percent. Iri licate the class of the .' lue (See UDS Handlok Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for
further explanation of accuracy class).

RFALTIME RELAY:
State whether information is needed in voice or digital form and to what
point it is to be relayed.

REMARSS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

NOTE: All metric data are normally recorded with timing. It is not necessary
to state metric timing requirvma-v s or that data required are versus
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSXMONS

POMWAtT 2111 - 'IRIC DATA - MIDCOXURE

NOTE: This format is used to specify the midoourse data requirements.

The mil corse phase is normally from booster or first staqg
burrKxic to staxt of terminal or :lntry phase for ballistic or
prce launches. If the launca is an orbital launch, the
midcourse phase normally begins at booster or first stage burnout
and terminates at in3ectlon.

rrM NO.: Follow the preparation instvctions for Format 1000.

RB2ESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

UPPUIEP: Follow the preparation instluctions for Format 1000.

,EST , 1)M: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA ROQIRED:
Eter the name of the data requested in the following order: position (X, Y,
Z), vpl city, ac-eleration, and attitude. If attitude (roll, pitch, yaw) data
arc not siri'ar, identify each requir-nt separately. Repeat, in the order
abcuir tl - dal a requireents if differenyt for each test-series caegory or
fIi it. Also, identify any unique data parar.ters desired other U!an 'he ones
Ii s ed. ident i fy the coordirote systems in wv- .h the data are rrq ir, N

M-- SICN INIER% kL (RAW-E, ALTMME, TIME):
Enter the range, altitude, time interval, or function d, ing which coverage is
regiired. Separate the interval into the smallest incrr -ants neessary 'a

properly cocver the various at .;cies required, i.e., 0 50 miles, 50 - 1500
miles, etc.

Indicate vehicle position by appropriate coordinates. Use REMARKS if additional
space is required to define the intervals.

Whert approriate for further clarity, include the geographic lc ation or
desi -Pl site.

UTA POnTSir ',EOOND:
Enter the mi iimum nmber of data points which shwild be read, -abulated, etc.,
during data reduction, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 rec, etc.

DATA PR (ORMT:
InAicat" whether the lata , uirement is Manda ry (M), Required (R), or Desired
(D). (. ee UDS Handlxok Volume 1, Chapter 3, fo: further explanation of
priority.)

DATA A; UIRACY:
Indicate the require Jata acuracy value, i.e., plus or minus 5 ft, or pl1, or
minus 2 1ercent. Ini cate the class of the value (See UDS Handoxxok Volume I,
Chapter 3, for further evplanation of accuracy class).

REAlTIME RElAY:
State whether information is needed in voice or dgital form and to what point it
is to be relayed.

REMARKS: Enter any remarks recessary to clarify entries made.

NOTE: All metric data are normally recorded with timing. It is not necessary
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CLASS:

REALTI iME RELAY:

REMAF -,S:
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rP/OR REPARATION nSIf ONS

FOFINAT 2112 - MI:iRIC DATA - ORBjIAL AND SPACE

NOTE: This format is used to specify orbital and space metric data
reuixents. The orbital phase starts at injection (midcourse
terminates at injection when the vehicle attains orbital
velocity). Enter data requrements in th- same sequence they
ocur, such as those for the first parking orbit, restart and
powered flight, coast period in one orbit, and other phases in
Tofe.

r"F7t NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RI 2JP STE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLfER: Follow the preparatIon instructions ror Forvat 1000.

l g ODE: Follow the preraration instructions for Fofmat 1000.

DATA RW, IIR Ml:
Ent r the nrix of the data rearsted in the followiing order: position (X, Y,
Z), !elcr-ity, accelerotion, and attitude. If attitude (roll, pitch, yaw) data
are not similar, identify each requiremei .t separately. Rezjeat, ji the order
above, 1th.- data rquirme. its if different for each test-series category or
flight. \Iso, idertify aniy unique data param ters desired other than the ones
listed. dentif.' the coonii; ate system in V. jch the date_ jre required.

Y'S&',JCN NT'ERVAL (PNJ.GE, AL'ITIDE, TIME):
-ter the rangA, altitude, time interval, , Junction during which coverage is

requi. ?d. Separate t .e interval into the llest in' 'rrents ncessaty to
properly _xver the various acuracies required, i.e., 0 - 5i1 miles, 50 - 1500
miles, etc.

Indiuate vehicle position by apprupriate coordinates. Use REMARKS if additional
sia-e is equired to . ,fine the intervals.

%here appropriate for further clarity, include the geographic location or
desired site.

D A POINTS I ON33D:

Enter the minimum mnmer o- data points which shc,]d be read, tabulated, etz.,
during data reduction, i...., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 sec, etc.

DATA PRIORiTY:
Indki.te whether the data requir .. nt is Mardatory (M), Required (R), or Desired
(D). (See UDS Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
priority.)

DATA ACCURACY:
Indicate the required data atir-acy value, i.e., plus or minus 5 ft, or plus or
minus 2 pr.rcnnt. Indicate the class of the value (See UDS Hardbook Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for fiurther expl , ation of accuracy class).

REALTIME RErAY:
State whetflI information is needed in voice or digital form and to what point
it is to be relayed.

REMARKS: Enter anj remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

NOTE: All metric data are normally recorded with t iming. It is not necessary
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AD/OR PREPARATION INMRJUIONS

FOIRAT 2114 - MENRIC DATA - TETOUNAL

NOTE: This format is used to .specify the tpminal or reentry metric
data requirements. The reentry phase begins at appr.,oximately
300,000 feet altitude unless specific function. occur prior to
this altitude that will require range suport. Terminal phase
normally begins for an aircraft or ordnance when on the final
trajectory to a designated target/recovezy area.

IMP- NO.: Follow the preparation instnctions for Format 1000.

RJLMI : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

9 Pi.TER: Follow the preparation instnctions for Format 1000.

1T CODCE: Follow ti e preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA REQUIRED:
Fittr the nary- of the data requested in the following oLder: posil ion (X, Y,
Z), v, locity, aoel .rdtion, and attitude. If attitude (rol, pitch, yaw) data
,re not simil.ir, idekntify eari requirement .5eparately. Repeat, in the order
ihove, the data reqihrements if different for each te-st-series ;ategor or
s ight. Also, identify -ty unique data paa imeters detired othe. than the oies
Iisted. Identify the ci~ ,inate syst .s in which the data are i-uired.

MISS, N INI VAL (RANGE, AITTIUDE, TIME):
-ter the range, ; Ititude, time interval, or function during which coverage is
equ'red. Separate the interval bito the smallest increients necessary to
properly cover the various accuracies required, i.e., 0 - 50 miles, 50 - 1500
miles, etc.

indicate vehicle position by appropriate ciordinatiLs. Use REMARKS if additional
space is required to define the intervals.

W -e appropriate for further clarity, include the geographic location or
dr-A ird site.

DATA 1k rNTS/SECxND:
Ent'.r the minimum number of data points .4hich should be read, tabulated, etc.,
during data re:Liction, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 sec, etc.

EDTA I RIORITY:
Indicaite wI'ep her the data re-ldremnt is Mandatory (M), Ruquired (R), or Desired
(D). (See ;S Handbook 'ollne 1, Chapter 3, for furrher explan tion of
priority.)

[DA A(CY
Indicate the required data accuracy value, i.e., plus or minus 5 ft, plus or
minus 2 percnt. Irdic ate the class of the vahe (See UDS Handbook Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of accuracy class).

REALTIME FTAY:
State wh er information is needed in voice or digital form and to what point
it is to 3 relayed.

REMARKS: Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

NMTE: All mrtric (Vta are normally recorded with timing. It is not necessary
to state metric timing requirements or that data roqiired are versus time
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D REMARKS:
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:RD/OR REPARATION INSTRJCrIONS

F%6W 2115 - METRIC DATA - SIGNAURE

NOM; This format is used to specify radar and optical signature data

reqireents.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instnuctions for Format 1000.
SULERt: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.
SUPPTIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.
TEST 0OC: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DM REQIRED: Enter each type of radar and optical signature data required.
Specify objects of interest for each type of data. Include frequencies and
polarizations required for optical signature data on e-- object. Identify
each item separately.

MESSION INRVAL (RANGE, ALTI7UE, TIME): Enter the range, altitude, time
interval, or function during which coverage is required, i.e., 0 - 50 miles,
50 - 1500 miles, etc.

Indicate vehicle position by appropriate ooorduiates. Use the Remarks if
additional space is required to define the intervals.

Where appropriate for further clarity, include the geographic location or
desired site.

DATA POIrS/SEOUD: Enter the mininim nmbter of data points which should be
read, tabulated etc., during data reduction, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 sec, etc.

DATA PRIORITY: Indicate whether the data requirement is Mandatory (M),
Required (R), or Desired (D). (See UDS Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for
further explanation of priority.)

DATA ACaCRACY: Indicate the required data accuracy value, i.e., plus or minus
5 ft, plus or minus 2 percent. Indicate the class of the value (See UDS
Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of accuracy class).

RFALTIM REIAY: State whether information is needed in voice or digital form
and to what point it is to be relayed.

REMARNS: Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

NOTE 1: All metric data are normally recorded with timing. It is not
necessary to state metric timing requiremeits or that data required
are versus time unless a specific or unique timing signal or rate is
required.

NOTE 2: Signature data are normally recorded at the PRF rate and with timing.

It is not necessary to specify data points/second or timing unless a
specific or unique timing signal or data rate is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2115 - METRIC DATA - SIGNATURE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA REQUIRED:

MISSION INTERVAL (RANGE, ALTITUDE, TIME):

DATA POINTS/SECOND:

DATA PRIORITY:

DATA ACCURACY

VALUE:

CLASS:

REALTIME RELAY:

. REMARKS:

PAGE -
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FDO 2116 - METRIC DATA - OTHE

NOTE: This format is used to specify other metric data requireents
not easily covered on Formats 2110, 2111, 2112, 2114 and 2115.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBQUE M: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TET (ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DM RE9]IRF: Enter the name of the data requested in the following order:
position (X, Y, Z), velocity, acceleration, and attitude. If attitude (roll,
pitch, yaw) data are not similar, identify each requirement separately.
Repeat, in the order above, the data requirements if different for each
test-series category or flight. Also, identify any unique data parameters
desired other than the ones listed. Identify the coordinate system in which
the data are required.

MISSION INTERVAL (RANGE, AMIIUEE, TIME): Enter the range, altitude, time
interval, or function during which coverage is required. Separate the
interval into the smallest increments necessary to properly cover the various
accuracies required, i.e., 0 - 50 miles, 50 - 1500 miles, etc.

Indicate vehicle position by appropriate coordinates. Use RB4AR1S if
additional space is required to define the intervals.

Where appropriate for further clarity, include the geographic location or
desired site.

D POINTS/SECOND: Enter the minimum number of data points which should be
read, tabulated, etc., during data reduction, i.e., 1, 2, 4, 10, 1/10 sec,
etc.

[ATA PRICITi: Indicate whether the data requirement is Mandatory (M),
Required (R), or Desired (D). (See U[S Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for
further explanation of priority.)

DT ACXURACY: Indicate the required data accuracy value, i.e., plus or minus
5 ft, plus or minus 2 percent. Indicate thc class of the value (See UDS
Handbook Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of accuracy class).
REALTIME RAY: State whether information is needed in voice or digital form
and to what point it is to be relayed.

RiaRKS: Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

NOTE: All metric data are normally recorded with timing. It is not necessary
to state metric timing requirements or that data required are versus
time unless a specific or unique timing signal or rate is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 2116 - METRIC DATA - OTHER

ITEM NO. :
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA REQUIRED:

MISSION INTERVAL (RANGE, ALTITUDE, TIME):

DATA POINTS/SECOND:

DATA PRIORITY:

DATA ACCURACY

VALUE:

CLASS:

REALTIME RELAY:

O REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRDf/OR PREPARATIONi I14ST~RXIcNS

FORAT 2120 - METRIC DATA PARAMETER RE00RDIN

NOTE: This format is used by Requesting Agency when identifying
requests for metric tracking recordings.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RdQUESTR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COIDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

METRIC TRACKING SYSTEM:
Enter the class of tracking systems to which the requirements apply (i.e.,
MIPIR, FPS-16, etc.).

SIGNAL STREWIH:
Indicate if signal strength should be recorded by the related system.

DATA F014
Enter the data requirements that the system listed uider METRIC RACKING
SYSTEM is to provide. This can be either basic system parameters or these
same parameters after processing. Specify what corrections are to be applied
to the data.

Identify the recorder type (i.e., magnetic tape, strip chart, oscillogram,
etc.).

DA SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:
Enter the security classification of the data to be recorded.

SPECIAL INSIWCTIONS AND REMARM:
Use this entry to indicate special instructions.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2120 - METRIC DATA PARAMETER RECORDINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

METRIC TRACKING SYSTEM:

SIGNAL STRENGTH:

DATA FORM:

RECORDERS:

DATA SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS AND REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATIM INSTFUCM S

EORT 2130 - ME'UIC DATA NEIRK XOUVERAGE

NamE: This format is used to illustrate the metric tracking coverage
which is desired during all phases.

NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RIEQUSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follw the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST CODDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Provide a diagram that depicts the vehicle tracking during flight, reccmezsi
tracking station location, and desired coverage fzn each station. Identify
the phases of the tracking coverage required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION! DATE:

O 2130 - METRIC DATA NETWORK COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

.........

PAGE-
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PPD/OR PREPARATICN INS1CI'IONS

POI4F 2160 - METRIC DTA COVERAGE

NCIE: This format is used to identify the optical and electrnic
instrumentation systems being used. In addition, it will provide
information to location, coverage time, usage, and the phases
covered by the metric instrumntation system being used. In the
matrix show the relationship between the stations and the system
by entering an appropriate code in the proper location.

ITm NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUES7M: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CXXE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST UNIT/STAGE: Enter the test unit/stage involved.

SYSTEM: In the vertical column opposite SYSTEM, enter the associated metric
tracking system class (i. e., MIPIR, FPS-16, etc).

SUB-ITEM: Enter an appropriate sequential number or identification as a subset
suffix to the main item number.

STATION: Enter the station name and code of the system in the space provided.

OVERAGE INERVAL: Enter the time interval for the support to be provided.

REAR1M: Use this entry to explain all codes or designators assigned to the
entries on this for ..
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2160 - METRIC DATA COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
TEST UNIT/STAGE --- > :
----------------- -------------------------------------------------

:S: : : : : : : : :
: Y : : : : : : : :

---------------------------------:S: : : : : : :
SUB- : COVERAGE : STATION :T: : : : : : :
ITEM : INTERVAL : ---------------- :E: : : : : : :

: NAME : CODE:M: : : : : : :
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLASSIFICATION: U:S:2160 R

S9: . 9 *: *. - . J N9

* . 9 9 9 9 .: . 9 * : . .
* 9 * * 9 9 9 : 9 9O 9 : * 9 * 9 : 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* • 9 9 9 9 9 9 .. 9 9

* • . 9 9 : 9 9 • • .
* :• . 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
.• 9 9 9 .- 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 * 9 9

* 9• . - 9 • 9 9 . 9• 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
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* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
.. 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9
* 9 9. 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

CLSIFCTIN *9*9 * * * UDS 1609
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PRD/OR PREPARATION ISiJIONS

FIaMT 2170 - METRIC DATA - ENGINEERING SQUEIAL

NOTE: This format is used for listing engineering sequential optical
requirements. Identify the engineering sequential data which
will be used for documentary purposes. Using copies of
engineering sequential film for documentary purposes will
result in a substantial saving. Make reference to such items
on Format 3110 - Photography Dcmentary, but do not repeat
the text. All reduction print needs are considered to be
documentary; therefore, 16mm reduction prints (timing removed)
from 35 or 70m engineering sequential films will be requested
on Format 3110.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQiIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FIlM:
Enter the size and type of film or other media (i.e., shuttered video).
desired.

MISSION INIERVAL (RANGE, ALTrJ, TIME):
Enter the range, altitude, or time interval or function during which coverage
iz requLed, e.g., 0 to 800 feet, T-4 sec to T+10 sec, separation, etc.

ITK TO BE VIEWED OR WOVERED:
For each interval of the trajectory, describe the object or action to be
photographed. Specify the smallest dimension that must be resolved, numter of
frames per second, magnitude and direction of motions, whether day or night
operations, special considerations of and any other details which, may help
the photo planning engineers and directors, for example, spectral and
intensity characteristics of rockets flames, etc.

PURPOSE AND RDVR1:
State fully the purpose for which the item is needed and any recommendation
for obtaining the coverage desired.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2170 - METRIC DATA - ENGINEERING SEQUENTIAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

FILM

SIZE (MM):
TYPE:

MISSION INTERVAL (RANGE, ALTITUDE, TIME):

0
ITEM TO BE VIEWED OR COVERED:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARA TN DInS CINS

FONIWQT 2200 - TELKRY DAA

NaTE: This format is used to list general information and
instructions relating to telemetry data requirements such as
recmmended recordir practices, calibration standards and
methods, etc.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

IDM() INU# N() :
Indicate whether each itan number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only.
Include a brief description of telemetry ground support instrumentation data
requireents applicable to, but rot covered by, the other formats of this
section. Typical general telemetry instructions and requirements to be listed
are as follows:

1. Special Recording Instructions and Techniques

2. Instnmetation and Operating Support Instructions

A. Calibration Standards and Methods

B. Operators' Log (Data Sheet) Requirements

3. Include the accuracy and priority of telemetry data required.

A. Data Accuracy: Indicate the required reduced data acuracy value,
i.e., percent or in parts per million, and the class of the value.
(See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
accuracy class .)

9. Data Pricrity: Indicate whether the data requireents are mandatory
(M), required (R), or desired (D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of priority.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2200 - TELEMETRY DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( )

..................... PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: ******UDS 2200 R
JAN90



PRD/OR PREPARA"ICT INST O=CINS

FORMAT 2210 - TEIRY RECDRDING INTEVAL

NOTE: 'ilus format is used to descrilb the telemetiy events to be
recorded and the type and interval required. The information
on this format will conforn to Range Commanders Council
(RCC) starxards unless cterwise stated.

ITEM NO.: Follow the prepajation instructions for Format 1000.

RE LR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instr !.Ofl_. for Format 1000.

TEST aOxE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MEASURED EVN:
Enter the assigned measuxrent number and name.

LIM (MM) TYPE:
Enter the RF link frequency megahertz of each link to be used. This frequency
is later used to identify the link, i.e., Link 2225.5. Enter below the
freper-y, the type of modulation, that is, FM/FM, PEM/FM, PAM/FM, PCH, etc.

LEMY CHANNEL:
Identify the telemetry link channel number of assigned code number associated
with the event to be recorn -i-

RECORDTNG INTERVAL:
Enter tire (minutes), position (feet, nautical miles, etc.) or flight phase
interval or period during which telemetry recordings or coverage will be
reqwxred

MEASURE RATE RPE"/BPS:
Enter the measuring (xmmutation or repetition) rate. For commutated channels
list the revolutions per second (RPS) much as 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, etc. Enter
"3ONT" fur continuous (noncommitated) channels. For each PC4 link, list the
bit rate in bits per second (bps) such as 40k, 60k, 300k, 400k, 600k, 800k,
ctc., (k=-l000).

REQUIRED IN REALIIME:
Identify the datd required in realtime (performed during the actual flight or
test of the test vehicle).

(Contznued.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2210 - TELEMETRY RECORDING INTERVAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

MEASURED EVENT
NUMBER:
NAME:

LINK (MHZ) TYPE:

TELEMETRY CHANNEL:

RECORDING INTERVAL (TIME, POSITION OR FLIGHT PHASE):

MEASURE RATE (RPS/BPS):

REQUIRED IN REALTIME

RECORDINGS
TAPE:
PEN:
OSCILLOGRAPH:

CONSOLE PRESENTATION:

COMPUTATIONS:

DATA PRIORITY:

DATA ACCURACY

VALUE:

CLASS:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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FWD/PR DR1WIcICK

FMA 2210 - 7 LNE I R D ra W 1ML (OW'D)

7A: magnetictae
PE: Pen record.ilm
oscimLGRAP: ocillograph recordings

COSOE n -~AT(q
Miter realtime console presentations of specific test parameters, such
as, velocity, teqperature, seqetial events, etc.

efine the 7- i :ations required.

DTA RRI(TY:
Indicate whether the data reqdirment is mandatory (M), required (R), or
desired (D). (See ULS Hardbook, Volum 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation
of priority.)

AT ACCURACY:
Indicate the required redcd data acuacy value, e.g., +/-, %, or parts per
million. Indicate the class of the value. (See ULS Harxbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of racy class).

Miter any remarks necessary to clarify entis .
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PRD/CR PREPARATION INSTRJCTlCNS

FORMT 2220 - TELEMEY ANAILG STRIP CHAR1' R DI FR

NOTE: This format is used by Requesting Agency to list analog

telemtry recording requirements.

NO.: Follow the preparatin" Itn ctior for Formt 1000.

RBWXUJEL: Follow the preparation instruicris for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CXLE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TRACE NUMER:
Indicate the trace number sequentially from the left side of the recorder.
Show unused traces if applicable.

Identify the assigned measurement name and number.

I1NK:
Identify the telemetry link to be associated with each measurement to be
recorded. Give frequency or other acceptable designation.

CHANNEL:
Identify the telemetry link channel associated with each measureent to be
reorded.

SEGKEr:
Identify the telemetry link dwawl segment associated with each measurent
to be recorded.

ACCURACY:
List the deflection and calibration requirements that may be needed.

RE . IOI FCATION AND SPEED:
Identify the recorder by station or facility and/or other unique
identification; also indicate recording speed in inches per seond (ips) or
millimeters per second (nra/s).

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2220 - TELEMETRY ANALOG STRIP CHART RECORDING FORMAT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TRACE NUMBER:

MEASUREMENT

NUMBER:
NAME:

LINK:

CHANNEL:

SEGMENT:

ACCURACY

DEFLECTION:
CALIBRATION:

RECORDER IDENTIFICATION AND SPEED:

O REMARKS:
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FP.D/0R PREPARATION MiNSMMrOtNS

F-IMAT 2230 - TELEMY EVENT RERDING FORTi

NTh: is formt is used by eqestin Agency to list telemetry
event recording requirments.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructiors for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparatin instnctions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instnuctions for Format 1000.

SAOICN RE NUER:
Identify the station event recorder to be used (i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc.).

SPEED:
Indicate the recording speed in inches per second or millimeters per second.
Specify ips or m/s.

TRACE NU(J:
Indicate the trace number sequentially from the left side of recorder. Show
unused traces if applicable.

MEASI W IDMIFICATICN NUMBER:
Indicate the identification number of the event to be recorded.

List the name of event to be recorded.

LIMK (MM):
Identify the telemetry link in megahertz associated with measurmt to be
recorded.

TLMTYCHANNEL:
Identify the telemetry link channel associated with each event to be recorded.

BIT M R:
Indicate the bit number containing the event to be recorded.

SANPLE RATE (SPS):
Indicate sample rate in samples per seocnd.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2230 - TELEMETRY EVENT RECORDING FORMAT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

STATION RECORDER NUMBER:

SPEED:

TRACE NUMBER:

MEASUREMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

EVENT:

LINK (MHZ):

TELEMETRY CHANNEL:

BIT NUMBER:

SAMPLE RATE (SPS):

REMARKS:0

PAGE-
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PRD/OR PAEPARATICN INS IwCrIcIOS

FORKAT 2240 - TELEMEM DEOOMM TICN PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS

NOTE: This format is used to outline telemetry decanmutaticn
requirements in the areas of Cathode Ray Tuibe (CRT)
presentations, line printer displays, analog digitizing, and
data conpressin.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R137JESTR: Follow the preparation inructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIR: Follow the preparation instnrticns for Format 1000.

TEST C0OE: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

DATA, E IPTIC :
Enter the type of data to be processed.

DATA SEURrIY CLASSIFICATION:
Enter the seaurity classification (U, C, S) of the data being prooessed.

PROCESSING TIME:
Enter the time (Zulu or flight time) to begin (FRal) and stop (TO) processing.

DAT SAMPLE RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data should be sampled and stored on analog
magetic tape.

DATA SIC* TYPE:
Enter the type of data cumpression to be performed on the data, i.e., fixed
limits, floating limits, pass, mask, etc., if applicable.

CC UPDATE RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data/measmrvet value should be updated i.e.,
5/sec, 15/sec.

L=E PRINTER RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data/measureent value shxxdd be updated, i.e.,
5/sec, 15/sec.

DATA Pt0T RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data should be taken from the sampled data and
plotted or printed.

D[IA FI AT/G7A1L I cn CNS:
Enter all special data formats for general instructions which are needed to
define further the specificatiam of the processed data.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2240 - TELEME"RY DECOMMUTATION PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA DESCRIPTION:

DATA SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

PROCESSING TIME

FROM:
TO:

DATA SAMPLE RATE:

DATA COMPRESSION TYPE:

CRT UPDATE RATE:

LINE PRINTER RATE:

DATA PLOT RATE:

DATA FORMAT/GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION InZTCONS

FO1*W 2260 - TEMMETRY OVERAGE

NOTE: This format is used to sumimarize the telemetry coverage required.
In addition, it will provide information as to location, coverage
time, link frequency, and the Ouases covered by the telemetry
systems. In the matrix show the relationship between the
stations and the telemetry link by entering an appropriate code
in the proper location.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REUSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format iC-0.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

OCATICIN: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST UNIT/STAGE: Enter the test unit/stage involved. When more than one is
involved, provide vertical separation for the entries.

FREQUENCY: Enter the frequency in MZ in the vertical column opposite Frequency.

LINK: Enter the number designator of the telemetry link in the vertical column
oposite LINK.

SUB-IrEK: Enter an appropriate sequential number or identification as a subset
suffix to the main item number.

COVERAGE INTERVAL: Enter the time interval for the support to be provided.

STATIcN: Enter the station name, or designator and code of t!e system in the
space provided.

REMMtRI: Use this entry to explain all codes or designators assigned to the
entries on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2260 - TELEMETRY COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TEST UNIT/STAGE -------------- > :

FREQUENCY: : : : : : : :

LINK: : : : : : : :

SUB- : COVERAGE : STATION
ITEM : INTERVAL :-----------------

: NAME : CODE:

REMARKS:

PAGE-
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PRD/C/OR P:REPARtATION INSR1 N

Fo1 ' 2300 - C34NOND i

NOTE: This format is used to define general cummand requirents.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COO: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBWU04W( ) DMMTON ( ) :
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support frum
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only.
Define general cmumard requirements. Include the accuracy and priority of
command data required as follows:

A. Data Accuracy: Indicate the required reduced data accuracy value,
i.e., percent or in parts per million, and the class of the value.
(See EMS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
accuracy class.)

B. Data Priority: Indicate whether the data requirements are mandatory
(M), required (R), or desired (D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, Zor furtliex explanation ot pLiority.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2300 OAND CONTROL/DESTRUCT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE -
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INS TCIONS

FO1MAT 2310 - CIIMAND CONTROLO

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list functions
to be acoxmplished using the ccumand control system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CCHMND FUNCTION:
List the name of the function to be performed.

TIME:
Give the time that the function is to be performed. If the time listed in this
entry is nominal, explain in PURPOSE AND REMARS/SPECIAL INSTMCONS the
method of arriving at the actual time.

FUNCfION CODE:
Give the code which must be transmitted to perform the function.

PUMPOSE AND R!MW/SPECIAL lSJCTIONS:
Use this entry to explain the purpose of the requirement. Also use this
space for any remarks or special instructions which would be informative to
those who must plan the support.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2310 - COMMAND CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

COMMAND FUNCTION:

TIME:

FUNCTIONi CODE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

PAGE-
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PRD/OR PREPARATIC INMflVCTONS

FORMAT 2320 - DESTMC

NOTE: This format is used only by organizations which nave
destruct responsibility. Requirements which are to be levied
against other agencies are to be entereu a this format.

NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ETER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follcw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter each requirement which must be supporied in order to evaluate situations
relevant to the Command Destruct function and to carry out this
responsibility.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2320 - COMMAND DESTRUCT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE -
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PFD/OR PREPARATICN INSTO4=CNS

FOIRMT 2330 - aIMMAND UP-DTA LI I

NOE: This format is used to describe the oammand up-ata link
regairmns.

S NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

PEUE7E: Follow the preparation insrucntions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RQUIRMEr:
Enter each requirement which uist be supported in order to evaluate situations
relevant to the cammand up-data link function and to carry out this
responsibility.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2330 - COMMAND UP-DATA LINK

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

* PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: , , , • * * UDS 2330 R
JAN90



PRD/OR PEPARATrICf M9MMON~ctS

M 2340 - OMMAND UP-DATA LINK REMIS

NOTE: nhis format is used to describe the recording requireerits for
the caad up-data link .ystem.

ITEh No.: Follow the preparation irstructions for Format 1000.
RIJESTR2 : Follow the preparation strpctions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation irstructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COLE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Provide a description of the support requiremits for the command up-data linkrecondirx system during the various mission ri ses.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.. REVISION: DATE:

* 23 40 - COMM(AND UP-DATA LINK RECORDINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

0 =======-=--------------=-=---------------- ======= =
PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: ******UDS 2340 R
JAN90



PRD/OR PREPARATION NI10TJCTIONS

FdIW 2360 - COW UP-DfTA LINK STATICNS COVRA E

M: This fonm-' is used to present the coverage of the cmmand
systems being used. In addition, it will provide information
as to location, coverage time, usage, and the phases covered by
the cummand system. In the matrix show the relationship
between the statio/frequeny and the test unit/stage/data
type/mdulation by entering the appropriate designators in the
proper locatois.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COD : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

STATIaN:
Enter the station name and code of the system in the space provided.

TEST UNIT/STAGE:
Enter the test unit/stage involved.

LINK:
Enter the number designator of the telemetry link in the vertical colunm
opposite LINK.

FEUECY:
Enter the frequency in MHZ for the colum in the vertical colum opposite

SUB-ITEM:
Enter an apprcpriate sequential number or identification as a subset suffix to
the main item number.

COVERAGE INTERVAL:
Enter the time interval for the support to be provided.

STATION:
Enter the station name and code of the system in the space provided.

MDDULATION:
Enter the RF and keying modulation information, i.e., PM/FM, FW/FSK, etc.

DA TYPE:
Enter the type of data, i.e., cxmmand or destruct.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2360 - COMMAND UPDATA LINK STATIONS COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TEST UNIT/STAGE -------------- > :

LINK : : : : : : : :

-------------------------------------------------------------- M
........ T

FREQUENCIES : : : : : : :A
: : : : : : : : L : :

: : : : : : : A : T :
: : : : : : : T : Y :

SUB- : COVERAGE : STATION :::::-:-::-:::::: : 0 : E
ITEM : INTERVAL : ----------------- :-:-:-----------: NO : ~ ~~: NAME : CODE :--::::-: • :

REMARKS*:

PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: UDS 2360 R

JAN90



PRD/OR P REPARATICJ Ifl XVJCNltS

Ft)MAT 2400 - AIR/Jn VOICE CCHWNICATICOS

NOTE: This format is used to specify the general air/grund voice
cmmmicatir requirements.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RETER: Follow the preparation instructi ns for Format 1000.

SUPPLEM: Follow the preparation instructia for Format 1000.

TEST CIDE: FOllw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FMJIPIM ( ) MnFOR= ( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support fram
the support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only.
Smmarize rquirements which must be supported in order to provide effective
air/ground voice commnications. Enter requirants not contained on Formats
2410 or 2460.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2400 - AIR/GROUND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

0

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2400 R
JAN90



PRD/0R P-A1"A •ICK "IR=CI S

FaMT 2410 - AI/GROND VOICE CMVNICATIKS RE DINGS

NOTE: This format is used to levy requirnts for recording radio,
television, telephone, and other types of RF or cmiunications.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REJE9M: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COXE:
Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

SUB-ITM:
Enter an apropriate sequential number or identification as a subset suffix to
the main item number.

STATIN CR LOCATIN:
Indicate the station or location that will record the ommunication data.

RE00RDING R=IRETS:
List the data that is to be recorded, the method of recording and any special
recording format.

AUDIO/VIEM REYRING:
Enter the time the recording is to be initiated (SAM), i.e., T-O, Acquisition
of Signal (AOS), etc., the time the recording is to be terminated (SlOP), i.e.,
T-350 sec, L of Signal (LOS), etc., enter the type of recording, audio (A),
video (V), or both (AV), enter the recording speed (SPED) in inches per second
or millimeters per second. Indicate units, and state the REEL SIZE limitations
of the playback equipment, i.e., 3 in., 5 in., 7 in., 10-1/2 in., etc.

TIME CL (TIME =ONEAf ):
Enter "Yes" or "No" to indicate whether or not time correlation is required on
the recordin.

List any special instructions and/or remarks to clarify the recording
requirements. If more space is required use a reference sub-item number and
explain.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2410 - AIR/GROUND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS RECORDINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

STATION < AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING >
SUB- TEST OR RECORDING AUD/ TAPE REEL TIME
ITEM CODE LOCATION REQUIREMENTS START STOP VIS SPED SIZE CORL

------------------------ -------------------------

REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2410 R
JAN90



RD/cR tIEPARATI(H fnUCTEIOS

FdRWMA 2460 - AIR/GX1ND VOICE CCHNICATIONS 0VRAIGE

NaE: This format is used to idmtify the voice cumunicaticn
equipment/systems for afr/ground cammnicationa that will be
used. In addition, it will provide information as to location,
coverage time, and the phiases covered by the system.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation irwstrations for Format 1000.

ROQUE-: Follow the prearation irstructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instrwtions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation inst crtions for Format 1000.

SYSTEM:
List the rec- mu exW system which supplied the coverage described below.

TIM (GET) OR TIME PERIOD:
Enter the Grourd Elapsed Time (GET) or time period for which coverage is
provided.

REOWM9END SITE OR ICATION:
Enter rxcumuended geographic or site locations for the provided coverage.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2460 - AIR/GROUND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

SYSTEM:

TIME (GET) OR TIME PERIOD:

RECOMMENDED SITE OR LOCATION:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATTON: * * * * * * UDS 2460 R
JAN90



PRD/CR PREPARATrIC1 1IJ1It

FaRMAT 2500 - C0POSITE SYSTMMS

NOTE: This format is used to describe the general operational
requireents of the xsposite system.

NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REU E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST (XXm : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMQERMET( ) MM MM( ) :
Indicate whether each iten number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only.
Provide a description of the composite systems requements necessary to
support the mission during the various mission phases. Define only those
composite systems requirements not cxntained elsewhere in the document.
Include the accuracy and priority of the data required as follows:

A. Data Accuracy: Irxicate the required reduced data accuarcy value,
i.e., percent or in parts per million, and the class of the value.
(See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
accuracy class.)

B. Data Priority: Indicate whether the data requirements are mandatory
(M), required (R), or desired (D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of priority.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2500 -COMPOSITE SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2500 R
JAN90



IRD/CR PI ARAITIC1IRSTR)C1TS

FC9W 2510 - CCOSITE SYSTEMS - C rIL

NOYTE: This format is used to describe the composite systems support
reqairements .

ITh NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REMSIR: Follow the preparation intructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CflE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

F 3R0ENT:
Define ground support instruwtation required to support the camposite
systems-
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2510 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS - DETAIL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2510 R
JAN90



FOMT 2520 - 000WITE SYSEM - PARAMTM REORDINGS

NarE: This format is used to define the omposite system parameter
recordn requirements.

ITEM N.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RM-USTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIME: Fcllow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

STATICI:
List the station site (i.e., VIRS, TEL-4, HTS, etc.).

LINK B/VFR0ENCY:
Enter in the link nmrber and the frequenry being measured.

IMOTIFICATICN:
Identify the parameter measurevent to be recorded.

Use REI4RKS to clarify any entries or designations made in the requirmient.
Identify any special qualifications required for the recording (time
pulses, synchronization pulses, signal strength, frequency response, etc.
required for each parameter). State which sites will deviate from the
procedure as stated. Identify any particular parameter formatting required
for special purpose analysis.

0
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * *

PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2520 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS - PARAMETER RECORDINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

STATION:

LINK NUMBER/FREQUENCY:

IDENTIFICATION:

REMARKS:

0
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2520 R
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PRD/OR PREPARATION UICTINS

ROW 2530 - CCIITE SYSTEM - EVET RE d ING R O

NOE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list the
comosite system event ecolrding .- ir ts.

ITEN NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBQUSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Describe in a general manner the reqairements for the composite system event
recordinsg. List the events by name and the applicable stations. Identify
any additional information for further identification and/or instruction by
note.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2530 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS - EVENT RECORDING FORMAT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: , , , * * * UDS 2530 P
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PRD/OR PREPARATION IS'WMJCTIONS

FCT 2540 - Ct4 ITE SYSTEM - ANAILG STRIP CHART RECORDING FOFWd

NrE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to define the
composite qystem analog strip cart recording requirements.
Information presented will be assumed to conform to the IC
(Range moauwders CoQril) standard unless otherwise stated
The Support Agwy will record in the most convenient
format unless a particular format is required for special
analysis.

ITM NO.: r ..,llow the preparaticn instruictis for Format 1000.

PEXS : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST QODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REUIRUM:
List the assigned measurevent rame arxl/or number, and the applicable
station(s). Identify any qualification applicable to the measurement by note,
i.e., calibration, frequency, recorder speed, etc.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2540 - COMPOSITE SYSTEMS - ANALOG STRIP CHART RECORDING FORMAT

ITEM NO.
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2540 R
JAN90



PRD/OR FMWAMAi DCIClNS

F0rJIT 2560 - COMPOSITE SYSTEM COVERAGE

NOTE: This format is used to summarize the coverage of the cceposite
systems.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R1ESTER: Follow the preparatin instrictions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follw the preparation instrctions for Format 1000.

TIM (GET) OR TIM PERIOD:
Enter the Ground Elapsed Time (GET) or time period during which the overage
is provided.

GEOGFAHICAL LCAON OR PECC1E2DE SITE:
Enter the recomended geographic or site locations for the provided coverage.

COVERAGE:
Indicate the frequency and number of systems that will be provided to
comunicate with the ccmposite system of the vehicle.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2560- COMPOSITE SYSTEMS COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TIME (GET) OR TIME PERIOD:

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OR RECOMMENDED SITE:

COVERAGE

FREQUENCY:
NUMBER:

REMARKS:

0
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2560 R
JAN90



PRD/CAR PF"TIMCK nei ICtNS

ROW 2600 - O1TE SYSTDE

NOM: This format is used to define systems required other than those
specified in UDS Secticn 2100 through 2599.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RM ESTER: Follow the preparaticn instzuctics for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ST CCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REIRMUT() M 4A N( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirert for support from
the Suport Agqency or is suhitted for informational purposes only.
Define the requrements for systems not specified elsewhere in the doomrat.
Include support instnnentation required, data required, and coverage.
Detailed requirements are specified on Formats 2601, 2605, 2606, 2610, and
2660.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2600 - OTHER SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

0i

0
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2600 R
JAN90



PRD/C( PREPARATICtJ D~ICINcS

FDIMAT 2601 - OTHER SYSTEMS - DIE D FN4S Y

NOTE: This format is used to list and identify laser or other
directed enary system r iorenetts.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instrutions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation ir -ructions for Format 1000.

TEST fClIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter a narrative description of the directed energy system requirement.
Systems information to be provided should include:

Pulse Width (SEC)
Powier (Peak Pulse) (Watts)
Pulse Rate (SEC)
Half Angle Divergence (Radians)
Point of OCntact (MESSAGE, Lz-E=)

NCTE: Enter the specific location and/or area where the equipment is to be
installed or used.

O4.
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2601 - OTHER SYSTEMS - DIRECTED ENERGY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

O REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2601 R
JAN90



FRD/CR PREPARATIOCN EXCNS

F.AT 2605 - OiER SYSTEM - SUPPORr INSTYUM rAC'KIa

NOT: This format is used to list special requirements for support
instuentation equipment which cannot be cavered elsewhere in
in the document.

ITEM NIO.: Follow the preparation instruction for Format 1000.

RIgJtSTER: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OOIE: Follow the prepaation instructions for Format 1000.

RA( ) SA :
State whether equipment is to be suplied by the Requesting Agency or by the
Support Agency.

NAME/TPE:
Enter the name and/or type of equipment required.

MANUFACURE:
List the manufacturer and model number if the requirement demands a specific
system or piece of equipment.

LOCATION:
Enter the specific location and/or area where the equipment is to be installed
or used.

State the purpose for which the equipment is required. Enter remarks which
will clarify the requirement.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2605 - OTHER SYSTEMS - SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

RA( ) SA( )

NAME/TYPE:

MANUFACTURER:

LOCATION:

PURPOSE/REMARKS:

- -

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2605 R
JAN90



PPAD/cA PREPARANf D LXICNtS

FCRT 2606 - OTHER SYSTEMS - E R N

NOTE: s format is used to state any environmental data
regufrments.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparatiou intructions for Format 1000.

RB-ETJ! R: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEMT COME: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Eftr any envirawental data requirements. State the various caditions of
interval (range, altitude, time, etc.) data points, acouracy, etc., that are
required. Include a statemnt of purpose of the data and any revarks or
clarifying instructions. Include the accuracy and priority of the data
required:

A. Data Accuracy: Indicate the required reduced data accuracy value,
i.e., percent or in parts per million, and the class of the value.
(See ULS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
accuracy class.)

B. Data Priority: Irdicate whether the data requirements are mandatory
(M), required (R), or desired (D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Ciapter 3, for further explanation of priority.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2606 - OTHER SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENTAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: . * * * * * UDS 2606 R
JAN90



FM4AT 2610 - OIER SYSTEMS - DM

NOTE: This format is used to state any data requiri *nts which do not
coreniently fit or have not been covered or specified in UDS
Sections 2600 through 2609.

IK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RAJESER: Follow the preparation instructions for Fort 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COME: Follow the preparation instructions fo Format 1000.

Enter any data requirements which have not been cxvered in UES Sections 2600
through 2609. State the various conditions of interval (range, altitude,
time, etc.) data points, accuracy, etc., that are required. Include
a statement of purpose of the data and any remarks or clarifying instructions.

Include the accuracy and priority of the data required:

A. Data Accuracy: Irdicate the required xvddKed data accuracy value,
i.e., percent or in parts per million, and the class of the value.
(See UES Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
accuracy class.)

B. Data Priority: Indicate dether the data requirements are mandatory
(M), required (R), or desired (D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of priority.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2610 - OTHER SYSTEMS - DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

0
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2610 R
JAN90



PRn,,, F EPARATION i UCTICeNs

raX' 2660 - OTHER SYSTEMS VERAGE

NaE: This format is used to identify coverage for other test
unit system not covered elsewhere in the document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Fo' low the preparation instructiors for Format 1000.

TEST CE : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TIE (GET) CR TIM PRIOD:
Enter the Grcund Elapsed Time (GET) or time period during which the coverage
is to be provided.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OR RECOMM1EEED SITE:
Enter the rexc geograpic or site locations for the coverage to be
provided.

Indlicate the frequency and numLar or systems that will be provided to
cxmmunicate with the composite system of the vehicle.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISIOi,.: DATE:

2660 - OTHER SYSTEMS COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TIME (GET) OR TIME PERIOD:

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OR RECOMMENDED SITE:

COVERAGE

FREQUENCY:
NUMBER:

REMARKS:

.... ....
PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2660 R
JAN90



I D/CI PARATI INflUIOII S

MMM 2700 - GOND (XVNICATICNS

NOTE: This format is used to describe in a general way the
interstation amnmication requirements.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RdJESIR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCOE: Follow the preparatin instructions for Format 1000.

PBWIIMQM rN( ) o ( )
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agercy or is submitted for informational purposes only.
Desribe, generally, each interstatin ground czmunications link givir the
purpose for which it is to be used, i.e., type of cammnication (voice,
teletype, facsimile, data, etc.). Include any cxmments which have an effec-
on overall network provisioning.
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PRCIGRAM TITLE:
DC. TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2700 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE -
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I4D/O PREPARATICN INSTRUCTIONS

F004T 2710 - GROIJND IM4NICATIS DEIL 0
NOIE: This format is used to state requunrments for all ground

cxmumincatins except longline, telephone and recording
requirenents. Either this format or Formats 2760 through 2769
may be used depending upon the type of presentation desired. (TV
circuits are requested on this format. Other details are shown
on Format 2800.) Separate formats will be used for the following
types of requested ammmications:

Teletype Public Address
Voice Voice Radio
TelevisionVData (Other)
Facsimile

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RD.XUESTETR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SJPPtJE: Follow the preparation instructions for Form-it 1000.

T aST CDDE: Follow the preparation instrucxtions for Format 1000.

USE: ArMINI ISih.-.IVE( ) OPERATIMAL( ):
ITrOicate the type, A& -nistrative or Operations, for which service is requcsted.

TYPE OF SERVICE:
Enter .ie type of ozrmunications requested and the service desired sith as
voice-t ansmissicn, voice-<f, televisiorVdata transmission, public address,
paging, etc. Include the technical characteristics of the signal to be
transmitted.

Enter the number of circuits required.

LOCATION OF OPERATING TERMNALS:

SUB-ITEM:
Enter an appropriate sequential number (i.e., .1, .2, etc.) as a subset suffix
to the main item number.

C UIT NAVTYPE:
Tdentify th' circuit name and type.

I wA-TION:
Indicate the originati q location of the circuit followed below by the
terminating location(s).

BIEG, TD0OM:

Inditate -he building and roam number of the originating ciruit followed by
the building and roam numbers (if known) at the terminating location(s).

CnlCUIT NO.:
Identify the circuit nmbters at the orignating and tennination locations.

NOE NO. :
Use this entry to numerically code (i. e., 1, 2, etc.) references to note(s)
placed on the format to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 2710 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS DETAIL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

USE: ADMINISTRATIVE( ) OPERATIONAL( )

TYPE OF SERVICE:
QUANTITY:

LOCATION OF OPERATING TERMINALS
SUB- NOTE
ITEM CIRCUIT NAME/TYPE LOCATION BLDG/ROOM CIRCUIT NO. NO.

PAGE -
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JAN90



RID/OR PIARAI N IN =CNS

FMW 2720 - GROND at MCATICN[ MNE K 1 AWIM

NOTE: MTs format is used to describe grapically the network radio
and wire comumicaticuns plan.

nM4 NO.: Follow the preparatin instructions for Format 1000.

REJSTIR: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

SUPPLIFR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OClE: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

The Papesting Agency will depict the communicaticns layout for each ground
aumincation facility requiring suport. Indicate the type of communication,
i.e., CW, voice, data facsimile, etc. List the station name horizontally near
the distant terminal or remte station. Prepare a ne drawing for each ground
cXmmnicatioCs facility requirir support.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 2720 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK DRAWINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

PAGE-
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IPRD/OR IEPARATIONI E CTS

FUMT 2730 - (MM Q9WUICATICIS NE M TRANS 4ISSION - VOICE

NOTES: (1) This format is used to outline lorxline communications
requiremnts for voice transmission requirements which have been
specified elsewhere. Longlines are considered as those circuits
geographically separated so that they require leasing negotiations
with the telephone caqpany or appropriate cummunications carrier.

(2) This format, when completed, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship between statins and circuit descriptions for
ccmmnications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abbreviations, designators, or special notes peculiar to this
matrix may be entered on a separate page using a UDS GEN R format.
The subsequent pages will then reflect the instructions which are
below.

TEM No.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RUESER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COMI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCIT' CESCRIPTION:
Enter in each column in successive order (left to right) the circuit use and/or
circuit type as the column heading to accxmmodate the required circuits. Enter
in the matrix an X where a circuit is required. A blank will indicate that a
circuit is not required. The last coltmn in each page reflects the total number
of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use the following headings as
appropriate in circuit description entries:

Circuit Type or special classification: Simplex, duplex, half-duplex, etc.
Other - Specify in entry or in RE!ARS.

Circuit Use: e.g. Voice coordination, voice/data, air-to-grvund, tracking
coordination, telemetry coordination, cxunand coordination, operational
administration, meteorological, biomedical, recovery, etc.
Other - Specify in entry or in REVRK.

SUB-ITEM: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

STATION: Enter the sites or centers where the information originates (from).
Enter the sites or centers where the information is going (to). If the
information flow is in both directions (duplex) either site may be entered. Use
standard site letter designators.

TOTAL CIRCUITS: Enter the total number of circuits needed to satisfy all the
requirements within the line items.

REMAMS: Enter any remarks in this entry that will further clarify any
responses that appear on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2730 - GROUND COMMUNICATION NETWORK TRANSMISSION - VOICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

CIRCUIT : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
...... > : : A :

DESCRIPTION : : : : : : L : . : :

-- - - - - - -- - - K

SUB- : STATION : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
ITEM : FROM : TO : : : : : : : : : : : :S:

: 9 9 : 9 9 9 : 9 9 9 : : 9 9

R K S . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 :

* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 P

CLSIICTO: UD 273 R

* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 9 J

* 9 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9

* . . . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9

* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . :
* 9 9 * 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 9 9
* . 9 9 * 9 * 9 9 . . 9 9 9

* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

* 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 * 9 9

* 9 * 9 9 9 9 * * 9 9 9 9 9
* . . 9 * 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 . 9 * 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 9 . 9 * 9 9 9 9 . 9 * *
* 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 * .
* 9 * 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
* 9 * * 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 . .
* 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 . 9

REAK:

-----------------------------------------------------
: : : : : :PAG -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * *: UD 2730
: : : : : : : : : : :JAN90



FMW 2731 - GFOND CXNVNICATICNS NEDI= PM SSICK - SECURE VOICE

NOTES: (1) This format is used to outline lcngline cummznications requiremnts
for secure voice transmission requirements which have been
specified elsewhere. Ionglines are considered as those circuits
geographically separated so that they require leasing negotiations
with the telephone ocmpany or appropriate cxmmunications carrier.

(2) This format, when completed, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship between stations and circuit descriptions for
communications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abbreviations, designators, or special notes peculiar to this
matrix may be entered on a separate page using a
UDS GEN R format. The subsequent pages will then reflect the
instructions which are below.

ITEM No.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RFd IMJ : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST C0I: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCUIT'DESCRIPTION:
Enter in each column in successive order (left to right) the circuit use and/or
circuit type as the column heading to acoummodate the required circuits. Enter
in the matrix an X where a circuit is required. A blank will indicate that a
circuit is not required. The last column in each page reflects the total number
of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use the following headings as
appropriate in circuit description entries:

Circuit Type or special classification: Sinplex, duplex, half-duplex, etc.
Other - Specify in entry or in REMARM .

Circuit Use: e.g. Voice Coordination, voice/data, air-to-ground, tracking
coordination, telemetry coordination, comand ooordination, operationaladministration, meteorological, biu dical, recovery, etc. Other - Specify in

entry or in REMAR.

SUB-ITEK: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item nu er.

STATICN: Enter the sites or centers where the information originates (from).
Enter the sites or centers where the information is going (to). If the
information flow is in both directions (duplex) either site may be entered. Use
standard site letter designators.

TOTAL CIRCUITS: Enter the total number of circuits needed to satisfy all the
requirements within the line items.

PAR1M : Enter any remarks in this entry that will further clarify any
requiremnts that appear on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2731 - GROUND COMMUNICATION NETWORK TRANSMISSION - SECURE VOICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

:0:

CIRCUIT: : : : : : : : : : : :T:

DESCRIPTION : : : : : : : : : : : : LCRUT: : : : :: : : : : : : C :

STJB: : : : : : : : : : : :T:
ITEM : FROM : TO : : : : : : : : : : : :S:

: : : : : : : : : : : S : : :

R K S : S S S S S S S S S S S

0; ; ; ; ; ;PG

CLSIICTO: UD 273 R

* S S S S S S S S S S S S SJ

S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S

S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S

* S S S : S S : S S S S S S

* S S 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 : 5

REAK: : :

---------------------------------------------------------------0 PAGE : -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * UD 2731
: : : : : : : : : : :JAN90



I'RD/Ci PARATIoN fliivCric

FMWT 2733 - GUM CM NICATICIS NEIWDRK RA HSSION - TELEiPE

WTYE: (1) This format is used to outline lcngline cau nicaticns,
for teletype transmission requirements whid have
been specified elsewhere. Lorlines are considered as those
circuits geographically separated so that they require leasing
negotiations with the telephone company or appropriate
communications carrier.

(2) This format, when ccmpleted, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship between stations and circuit descriptions for
crmunications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abbreviations, designators, or special notes peculiar to
this matrix may be entered on a separate page using a
UDS GEN R format. The subsequent pages will then reflect the
instructions which are below.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R39MMSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CI DESCRIPTION:
Enter in each column in successive order (left to right) the circuit use
and/or circuit type as the column heading to aomidate the required
circuits. Enter in the matrix an X where a circuit is required. A blank will
indicate that a circuit is not required. The last column in each page
reflects the total number of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use the
following headings as appropriate in circuit description entries:

Circuit Type or special classification: simiplex, duplex, half-duplex,
etc. Other - Specify in entry or in REMARKS.

Circuit Use: e.g. Tracking, telenetry, cummand, operational
administration, meteorological, biomedical, recovery, etc. Other - Specify in
entry or in REMARKS.

SUB-ITEM:
This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to the item
number.

STATION:
Enter the sites or centers where the information originates (frum). Enter the
sites or centers where the information is going (to). If the information flow
is in both directions (duplex) either site may be entered. Use standard site
letter designators.

TOTAL CIRCUITS:
Enter the total number of circuits needed to satisfy all the requirenents
within the line item.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks in this entry that will further clarify any requirements
that appear on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2733 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK TRANSMISSION - TELETYPE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

CIRCUIT : : : : : : : : : : : :T:-- - -> : : : : : : : : : : : A :
DESCRIPTION : : : : : : : : : : : :L:

SUB- : STATION : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
ITEM : FROM : TO : : : : : : : : : : : S

. : : * * * . : : : 0 : : *

CLSIICTO: PAG :D 273 R

: : . : : : 0 : : : : : ::* . 0 0 "- * * 0 * 0 * *

* . . * 0 0 0 0 * * 0 • * -*

* • 0 0 * 0" * *" 0 .• . 0 •

* LASIICTIN * * * 0 * * UDS2730

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0J0 0 00



PRD/CR PREPARATICN INS71TcrIcNS

PUMAQT 2735 - GROUND CHM 3NICATIONS NEIW0RK TRAN.M2SSICK - SECJRE DATA

NOE: (1) This format is used to outline longline coommmications
for secure data transmission rquirants which
have been specified elsewhere. TIX1glines are considered as
those circuits geographically separated so that they require
leasing negotiations with the telelone capary or appropriate
xomunications carrier.

(2) This format, when completed, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship between stations and circuit descriptions for
commnications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abbreviations, designators, or special notes peculiar to
this matrix may be entered on a separate page using a
UDS GEN R format. The subsequent pages will then reflect the
instructions which are below.

IEM NO.: Follow the prejv~ration instructions for Format 1000.

1MiUESIER: Follow the preparation instxuct ,ns for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Fornt 1000.

TEST OOM- Fol .vi the preparation instru- ions foi Format 1000.

CfRO!UT DES' l=r14:
,-xter in eaci' colun in sccessive orxi r (left to right) the circuit use
and/or circui: type, or data description as the column heading to acxxri~date
the required circuits. Enter in the matrix an X where a circuit i! required.
1 blank will indicate that a circuit is not required. The last col mn in each
pAge reflects the total nunber of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use
the following headings as appropriate in circuit description entries:

Circuit Type or special classification: sin.' 'x, C' 'plex, half-duplex,
etc. other - Specify in entry or in REMWE
Circuit Use: e.g. Air-to-grouni, tracking, .elerfa try, command,
operational ao&ninistration, etc. Other - Specify in entry or in REMARKS.

DATA [-ESMI PTON:
(List nly those nut obvious) Ar.,log, Digil tl, Data Rates, etc. "ther -
Specify in entry or in REXARYS.

S ITEM:
Th,.- number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to .he item
nubr.

STATION":
Biter the site- or centers where the information originates (from). Enter the
sites or cent, s where the information is going (to). If the infc, m'tion flow
is in both directions (duplex), either site may Le entered. Use stardard site
letter designators.

TTAL CIRCrIS:
Enter the total number of circuits needed t-o satisfy all the requirements
within the line item.

REMAP10:
Enter any rrmarks in this entry that will further clarify any requirerents
that appear on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2735 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK TRANSMISSION - SECURE DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

: : : 2 : : : : : : : :0 :

CIRCUIT : : : : : : : : : : : : T
------ > : A :

DESCRIPTION : : : 2 2 : : : : : : : L

SUB- : STATION : : : 2 : : : : : : : : T
ITEM : FROM : TO : : : S : : : : : : :S:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLASSIFICATION: 
UDS.2.35 R

:: ; : : : : : : * J

0 5 . * : * S * :*
* . . S : S S S

* . . . . 0 * . 0 * : :.

* : : : * : : : : .• : . . . .
: : : : S S S : S : S S 5
: S S S 5 0 : 5 5 : : S - S
* S : S S C S S S S S : S :

: : . S S 5 : : 0 : 5 5 5
* S S S S : : 5 5 : 5 5 5 :

* . . : 5 : : : * S S * S
: : . : 5 : : : 5 : : : : :
: : : : : S * : : : : : :

CASFCTO** * * * 5 DS 25R

* .S S S 5 0JAN9*0



PRD/CR EPARATI INS UD C1NS

FORMAT 2736 - GROUND COJNICATIONS NTWORK TRANSMISSION - TELEVISION/[ATA 0
NOTE: (1) This format is used to outline longline comunications

for television/data transmission requiremnts
which have been specified elsewhere. Longlines are considered
as those circuits geograhically separated so that they require
leasing negotiations with the telephone ccupany or appropriate
-Amunicaticns carrier.

(2) This format, when cumpleted, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship betwen stations and circuit descriptions for
xlmmunications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abreviaticn, designators, oi special notes peculiar to
this matrix may be entered on a s*-parate page using a
UDS GEN R format. The subsequent pages will then reflect the
instructions which are below.

ITEX NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RF :ESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow t ie preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCUJ IT DF]SROIP1ION:
Enter i ,.ach column ij' suxcessive order (left to right) the circiit use
and/or circuit type, ot data description as the colunm heading to acxxmTc~date
th- required cintiits. Enter in the matrix an X where a circuit is required.
Nblank will indicate that a circuit is not required. The last column in each
page reflects the total number of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use
the following headings as appropriate in circuit description entri es:

Circuit Type or special classification: Simplex, duplex, half-duplex,
etc. Other - Specify in entry or in REMAR1.

Circuit Use: e.g. Broadcast, data, air-to-ground, tracking, cperation1l
administration, meteorological, biomedical, recovery, etc. Other - specify in
entry or ir REAPIM.

DATA DESC(2 PTION:
(List only those not obvious) Analog, Digital, Data Rates, etc. Other -
Specify in entry or in RDWs.

SUB-:ITE:
This number may Ie ! ingle digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to the item
number.

STATION:
Enter the sitef' or centers where the information originates (frcon). Enter the
sites or centers V fare the information is going (to). If the info, mation flow
is in both directions (duplex), either site may be entered. Use standard site
letter designators.

TOTAL CIRC(ITS:
Enter the total number of circuits needed to satisfy all the requirmnts
within the line items.

REMARIG:
Enter any remarks in this entry that will further clarify any requiremivnts
that appear on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2736: - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK TRANSMISSION-TELEVISION/DATA

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

T

CIRCUIT : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
-- - -> : : : : : : : : : : : : A :

DESCRIPTION : : : : : : : : : : : :L:

--------------------- : K
SUB- : STATION : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
ITEM : FROM: TO : : : : : : : : : : : :S:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

REMARKS :

O PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: *UDS 2736 R

JAN90



R±D/O PEPARATION INSIR nON1IS

FtMT 2737 - G D C0MMUNICATIOINS NE K TRANSMISSION - FACSIMILE

NOTES: (1) This format is used to outline longline communications
for facsimile transmission requirmnts which have been specified
elsewhere. ionglines are considered as those circuits
gogrphically separated so that they require leasing negotiations
with the telephoe campany or appropriate communications carrier.

(2) This format, when completed, is a MATRIX which shows the
relationship between stations and circuit descriptions for
cumiunications circuit requirements.

(3) Any abbreviations, designators, or special notes peculiar to this
matrix may be entered on a separate page using a
UDS GEN R format. The subsequent pages will then reflect the
instrctions which are below.

ITEX No.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESI : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST O0 : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCUIT EESCRI MION:
Enter in each column in successive order (left to right) the circuit use arx/or
circuit type as the colum heading to a- oa date the required circuits. Enter
in the matrix an X where a circuit is required. A blank will indicate that a
circuit is not required. The last column in each page reflects the total number
of circuits shown on that horizontal line. Use the following headings as
appropriate in circuit description entries:

Circuit Type or special classification: Simplex, duplex, half-duplex, etc.
other - Specify in entry or in REAR1.

Circuit Use: e.g. Broadcast, data, air-to-grmrd, tracking, ccmend,
operational administration, meteorological, biomedical, reoovery, etc. Other -
specify in entry or in REMAK.

SUB-ITW: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

STATION: Enter the sites or centers where the information originates (frc).
Enter the sites or centers where the information is going (to). If the
information flow is in both directions (duplex) either site may be entered. Use
standard site letter designators.

TOTAL CIRCUITS: Enter the total number of circuits needed to satisfy all the
requirements within the line item.

RF0R1: Enter any remarks in this entry that will further clarify any
requirements that appear on this format.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 2737 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK TRANSMISSION - FACSIMILE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

:0
CIRCUIT : : : : : : : : : : : : T :-- - -> : : : : : : : : : : : A :

DESCRIPTION : : : : : : : : : : : :L:

SUB- : STATION : : : : : : : : : : : :T:
ITEM : FROM : TO : : : : : : : : : : : :S:

: : S : S S S S S S : : : : S

: S S : 5 : 5 5 5 5 : 5 5 : K- - - - -- : S : S : S : : S

-" : S S S S S S S S : S : S P

CLSIICTO: UD 273 R

* : : : S S S : S S S S S S J
: S : S S S S S S : S S S S S
* S S S S : S : S S : * S "- S

: S S S S S S S S S S S _- S S
* S S S S S S S S : S : S S S

* S * S S S S S S : : S S S S
* S S S S S S -" S S S : S : S

0
* S S S S S S S S : S S S S S
* S : S : S S S S S S S S S S
* S S : S S S S S S 5 : 5 5 5

* : : 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
S S S S S S S : S S S : S S S

: S : S : S S : : : S S : S S

CLSIFCTIN * * * * * * UD SS 277

* S S S S S S S S S SJAN90



I:D/R PREPARAIT IOINlJCIS

FO4AT 2740 - CJND COMMNICATIONS - INfflOXMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

NOTE: This format is used to state requirements for distribution within
the operational intcxuimmunication systs, that is, the
connections required between the local area and the various sites
normally satisfied by operational intercomunications system (OIS),
transistorized operations ihone system (TOPS), etc., type systems.

ITEM No.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQLTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

NET TrTLE OR NUMBR: Enter the net title, number, or function of the system.
Place the title, number, or function in a vertical position in the space
provided. Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference letter under the relevant net and explain in the RARKS. Do not use
the letters M or X as reference letters. BOX A - Notes may be required to
clarify the net title or number entries. If so, enter a reference letter in Box
B under the relevant net and explain in REMMS.

SUB-ITEK: This number may be a single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

TYPE LST (TYPE n ATR NTICN): indicate the end instrument type desired.
Use the following symbols:

S - Standard W - Weather SP - Special Purpose E - Explosion Proof

STATION OR ILCATION: Identify the location or station where the end instrument
will be installed. BOX B - Notes may be required to clarify the station or
location entries. If so, enter the reference letters in the column entries
below Box B, and explain in RFMARMS. Do not use the letters M or X as reference
letters. HMIX - Show the relationship between this station and the net title
or number by placing an "X"' in the appropriate boxes. If only a monitor
capability of a net function is required, place an 'M' in the appropriate boxes.
Notes may be required to clarify the relation between the nets and the station
or location entries. If so, enter a reference letter in the appropriate place
in lieu of the "' or 'fW'. Explain the letter used in REKARES.

RERIS: Use this space to explain all letter designations assi. -ed to the
entries on this format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2740 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS-INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

NET TITLE : : : : : : : : :
OR ------- >: : : : : : : :

NUMBER : : : : : : : : : :

: - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:-- - - - - - - - - - - -: :-- - - - -

SUB- : TYPE : STATION : A :

SUB-:T E: LOCATION :A: : : : : : : : :

-: I : OR:--- - -------------------------------------------------

L: LI: : : : : : : : : : : 2

: S . S S S S : * S S S :J

* S : S : S * S * S S S * :
* S S S S S S S S S S S S

* S : : S S S S S S S S S S
* S S : S S S S S S * S S S
* S S * : S S : S S S S S
* : S S S S : S S S : S :
* S S S S S S S S S S S S

* S S S S S S S : S : S :
* : S S S S S : S S : S S S
* S S S S S : S S : S S *
* S : S S S S S S S S : S

: : : : S : : : : : : : :
* S S : S S : S S S S : : :
* S : : S : : : : : : : : :

CS SS SIFCAIO: ** * * S 2 0

* S S S S S S SJAS g0



FPDQ/ PREPARATIO* NS~C ~I

FORAT 2760 - GROND COMMUNICATIONS T INATIONS - VOICE

NOTE: This format is used to state requirsuents for
voice comunications except iongline telepone and recording
requirements. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

ITEM NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REJUEMER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparation instructior for Format 1000.

CECIT TIME: Enter the circuit title. All circuits must be identified by
their proper, official title to facilitate implementation and access control.
If desired, the common name or abbreviation may be entered in
parentheses after the proper title. Circuit numbers, call signs, or bit rates,
if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSC, ESM, DMS, GSFC, KSC, JSC,
MSFC, etc.
SUB-I'M: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

TEST aJIE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a reference
number and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABILrIY): Enter one of the following comunications circuit capability
symbols orrsit each item:

T (Talk & monitor w/ MIS (Moitor w/speaker)
headset only)

T/S (Talk & monitor M (Monitor w/headset
w/headset & speaker) only)

1OTM ICATITONS - Sequentially following in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. List the terminations within the agency's sphere of responsibility.
Each termination should have a sub-item number, test code and an entry to show
the capability entered under the respective heading. In order to ccrplete the
circuit depiction between agencies, an entry should be made under termination
location at each applicable location by the Requesting Agency. Entries for
information puzposes are used when a termination of the circuit falls within the
Requesting Agency's sphere of responsibility in order to omplete the circuit
information.

CMWD TIS ON CO atlrINUING PAGES IF .IRED.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2760 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - VOICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

0

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2760 R
JAN90



PRD/OR IPPA1RATIrOClEI OI

FUMT 2761 - G COMMJNICATICNS NATIONS - SEaURE VOICE

NOTE: This format is used to state requiremnts for secure voice
omwnications except lngline telephone ard recording
requirment. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OOCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CI TITLE: Enter the circuit title. All circuits must be identified by
their proper, official title to facilitate implementation and access control.
If desired, the commn name or abbreviation ay be entered in parentheses after
the proper title. Circuit numbers, call signs, or bit rates, if they are to be
used, are to be entered.

RESPNSIBLE AGNCY: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSW, ESC, D[MS, GSFC, ISC, JSC,
MSFC, etc.
SUB-ITEK4: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

TEST WE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a reference
number and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABILIY): Enter one of the following communications circuit capability
symbols opposite each item:

T (Talk & monitor w/ W/S (Monitor w/speaker)
headset only)

T/S (Talk & monitor M (Monitor w/headset
w/headset & speaker) only)

TE4NATION inOAICtS - Sequentially followin in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. List the terminations within the agency's sphere of
responsibility. Each termination should have a sub-item number, test code
and an entry to show the capability entered under the respective heading.
In order to couplete the circuit depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within tke Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to complete the circuit information.

0WInUE THIS FMAT CH (OffTIN=f PAGES IF RM1IRED.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2761 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - SECURE VOICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTFS:

RESPONSI BLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATTONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NO.ES:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2761 R
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PRD/OR PEPARATION flWIlVCTIOtNS

FX)RMT 2762 - GFD c9OIHzNICATIONS 4AOTI0NS - POINT-70-POINT

NOIE. This format is used to state requirements for point-to-point
commuications except longline telephone and recording
requirements. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REFSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format j 000.

SUPPLIER: Follow th e prepat ation instructions for Format 1000.

FTST COE: Follow tb-t preparation instructions for Format I000.

CIRJIT TITLE: Enter the circuit title. All circu ts must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate invdlementation
and access control. If desired, the cmmon name or abbreviation may be
entered in parenthese5 after the proper title. Circuit numbers, call
signs, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSMC, ESMC, DX, GSFC, KSC, JSC,
MSFC, etc.

SUB-ITEM: This number may be sin4le digit or decimal coled and is a suffix to
the item numrer. 0
TEST CODE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

RTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
referer number and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABIJIXl): Enter one of the following commiications circuit
capability symbols opposite each ite-:

T (Talk & monitor w/ M/S (Monitor w/speaker)
headset only)

T/S (Talk & monitor M (Monitor w/headset
w/headset & speaker) only)

TERINATION OCAJTIONS - Sequentially follwing in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. List the ternitions within the agency's sphere of
responsibility. Each termination should have a sub-item number, test code
and an entry to show the capability entered under the respective heading.
In order to complete the circuit dep ction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to complete the circuit information.

~rRNINUE THIS ORFwAT ON CONMINUI? PAGES IF REUIRED.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

1762 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - POiNT-TO-POINT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TESI CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

* PAGE-

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 2762 R
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSTOlVCNS

FORMAT 2763 - GROUND OCNJNICATICS TERMINATICNS - TE1EIYPE

NOTE: This format is used to state requirelntsiuport responses for
teletype caumrlicatin except lcgline telore and recording
requirements. Either this format or foinat 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Fonra 1000.

RE JE =: Follow the preparation instructions for Format iwo0.

SUPPLIER: Follow t! e preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OOM: Follow the preparation instructions for Fcrmat 1000.

CnUrr TITLE. Enter the circuit title. All circuits must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate implementation
ard access control. If desired, the ccmmon name or abbreviation may be
entered in parentheses after the proper title. Circuit numbers, call
signs, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RES:CNST3.E AGENCY: i ter thc Res-,sible Agnicy involved !Ai the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSML, WMS, D()S, GSFC, MC, JSC,
MSFC, SD, etc.

SUB-IT: This number may be single digit or decimal ocded and is a suffix to S
the item number.

TEST (DE: ]Eter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOLE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference number and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABILITY): Enter one of the following omunications circuit
capabi ity symbols opposite eace item:

T/O fTransmit Only), H (Half Duplex)
R/O (Receive Only) F (Full Duplex)
R/T (Receive & Transmit)

1U2MInTION LOCAT;ONS - Sequentially following in the format show the
termizutions in each location grouped toge4her under the proper responsible
agency. List the terminations within the ency's sphere of
rrsTnslbility. Each termination should h,. ie a sub-item number, test code
ar in entry to show the capability entered under the respective heading.
In order to complete the circuit depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to cmplete the circuit information.

DNTINUE THIS FORAT ON CrINTNG PAGES IF RRERD.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2763 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - TELETYPE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

'UB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

PAGE -
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PRD/OR EPARATOI' CNCt

FnAWT 2765 - GFUND C9VNICATICNS T NATICNS - SECRE DAMA

N : This format is used to state requirements for secure data
coumunications except longline telephone and recording
requirements. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

ITEM NO. : Follow the preparation instrtions for Format 1000.

RE T : Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COXE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Cfl JIT TITLE: Enter the circuit title. All -frciuits must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate implementation
and access control. If desired, the commn name or abbreviation may be
entered in parentheses after the proper title. Circuit numbers, call
signs, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSW, ESC, DDW, GSFC, IOC, JSC,
MFC, SD, etc.

SUB-ITEM: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

TT ODE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference nmer and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABIIrr): Enter one of the following onminications circuit
capability symbols opposite each item:

T/O (Transmit Only), H (Half Duplex)
R/O (Receive Only) F (Full Duplex)
R/T (Receive &Transmit)

T XINATIN LOICATIS - Sequentially following in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the pruper responsible
agency. List the terminations within the agency's sphere of
responsibility. Each termination should have a sub-item number, test code
and an entry to show the capability c-tered under the respective heading.
In order to complete the circuit depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to complete the circuit information.

OmINUE THIS FR ON C0INUIG PAGES IF RE)QUIRM.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2765 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - SECURE DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

FESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RE PONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

PAGE -
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PD/OC PREPARATION flHUCTIONS

F0RMAT 2766 - G CXMKD C HJNICATIONS NATIONS - TELEVISION/DATA

NOTE: This format is used to state requirements for television/data
cxmminications except longline telphone and recording
requirements. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired. Indzicate the IV
circuJ ts and teaninations required. Format 2800 will be used to
request the IV cameras or monitors required and to stipulate the
subject or ocverage to be viewed.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Fo rt 1000.

ROQUESJER Follow the preparation instructions for Fozri-t 1000.

SUIPPUER: Follow the preparation instructions for Foziint 1000

TEST OJ(E: Follow the preparation instn ctions for Format 1000.

LCATION: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCUIT TITIU: Enter the circuit title. All circuits must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate implementation
and access control. If desired, the common name or abbreviation may be
entered in parentheses after the proper title. Circuit numibers, call
signs, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RESPONSIBLE AECY: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSMC, ESMC, DS, GSFC, KSC, JSC,
MFC, SD, etc.

SUB-ITEM: This nunter may be single digit or decimal coded ard is a suffix to
the item numlr.

TEST aCDE: Enter the applicable test code for each tett item.

NOTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference number and exvplain in a cO' ivenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABILITY): Enter one of the following cumunications circuit
capability symbols opposite each item:

T/O (Transmit Only), H (Half Duplex)
RIO (Receive Only) F (Full Duplex)
R/T (Receive & Transmit)

TERINATION WCATIONS - Sequentially following in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. List the texminations within the agency's sphere of
responsibility. Each termination should have a sub-item number, test code
and an entry to show the capability entered under the respective hr'ading.
In order to cxmplete the circuit depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to ocmplete the circuit information.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2766 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - TELEVISION/DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

------------------ --------- ---- --- ---------------------

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITi°M TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS.------------------

NOTES:

RESFONSIBLE AGENCY:
------------ --------------------------------------------------
SUB-ITEM TEsT CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

-------------------------- ---- --- ---------------------

NOTES:

PAGE -
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iPnR/O PREPARATION INST[UCrlcwS

FORMAT 2768 - GROUND OCHfUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - VOICE RADIO

NOTE: This format is used to state requirements for voice radio
rcxr mcaticns except icngline telephone and recording
requirevents. Either this format or fonmt 2710 may be used
depending on the type of presentation desired.

ITENO.: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

R E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIRCIT ITE: Enter the circuit title. All cirAts must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate implentaticn
and acoce- control. If desired, the common name or abbreviations may be
entered in Earetheses after the proper title. Circuit numbers, call
signs, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RfSRUSIBLE A C: Enter the Responsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination brow the circuit title, i.e., WSMC, FSMC, DIM, CSFC, KSC, JSC,
MSFC, SD, etc.

SUB-ITE[: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to

the itm mnmber.

1gr CODE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference number and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABIIIY): Enter one of the following cummmicatins circuit
capability symbols opposite each item:

T/O (Transmit Only), H (Half Duplex) : TI, Fax, TV, HSD,
R/O (Receive Only) F (Full Duplex) : WED, or Narrow-Band
R/T (Receive & Transmit) or : Data

: <---

T (Talk & monitor w/ M/S (Monitor w/speaker) : Voic, RF OIS Voice
headset only) or, P,int-to-point

T/S (Talk & monitor M (Monitor w/headset : Phone
w/headset & speaker) only)

TERKUNATION U)CATIONS - Sequentially following in the format show the
terminations in each location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. List the terminations within the agency's sphere of
rrspnsibility. Each termination r1ld have a sub-itan nunber, test code
and an entry to show the capability entered under the respective heading.
In order to complete the cimdt depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made under termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Agency. Entries for infornation purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to onmplete the circuit information.

X(0NrTJE THIS FOIMAT ON COTIrING PAGES IF REQUIRED.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2768 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - VOICE RADIO

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOrI 3:

3PONSIBTE AGENCY:

UB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

0

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

* PAGE-
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PRD/CR HEAAa'ICN DCST[VCIONS

iUM 2769 - (RJND Q3NlICATiCNS T*EaW=I NS - MISCEI. 0LVO S

NE: This format is used to state requirenents for miscellanous
o. mnications except icngline telephone and recording
requirements. Either this format or format 2710 may be used
depening on the type of presentation desired.

ITEK NO.: Follow the pieparatin instructions for Format 1000.

NSJME: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST fOlE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CIflJIT TITLE: Enter the circuit title. All circuits must be
identified by their proper, official title to facilitate implementation
and access control. If desired, the rc-mon name or abbreviation may be
entered in parentheses after the proper title. circuit numbers, call
-igns, or bit rates, if they are to be used, are to be entered.

RESFpNSI&.E ANCY: rjnter the Respcnsible Agency involved in the circuit
termination below the circuit title, i.e., WSWC, ESPE, [EMS, GSFC, 1SC, JSC,
MSFC, SD, etc.

suB-ITE: This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to
the item number.

TEST o 1: Eer the applicable test code for each sub-item.

NOTE: Notes may be required to clarify the entries. If so, enter a
reference nrmber and explain in a convenient unused space.

CAP (CAPABILITY): Enter one of the following comumications circuit
,apability symbols oppsite each item:

T/O (Transmit Only), R/T (Receive & Transmit): TTY, Fax, TV, HSD,
RIO (Receive Only) H (Half Duplex) : WBD, or NarrL'w-Band
p/T (Receive & Transmit) F (Full Duplex) or : Data

T (Talk & monitor w/ /S (Monitor w/speaker) : Voice, RF OIS Voice
headset only) : or, Point-to-point

T/S (Talk & mnitor M (Monitor w/headset : Phone
w/headset & speaker) only)

AIC*K UCATICHS - Sequentially following in the format show the
termination in eadh location grouped together under the proper responsible
agency. Iist the teninations within the agency's sphere of
responsibility. Each termination should have a sub-item numIber, test code
and an entry to show the capability entered under the respective heading.
In order to complete the circuit depiction between agencies, an entry
should be made urder termination location at each applicable location by
the Requesting Ageny. Entries for information purposes may be used
when a termination of the circuit falls within the Requesting Agency's
sphere of responsibility in order to complete the circuit information,-

coIrnUE THIS FWW CT OzN INUI PAGES IF REQJIRED.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2769 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TERMINATIONS - MISCELLANEOUS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
CIRCUIT TITLE:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

0

NOTES:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

SUB-ITEM TEST CODE NOTE CAP TERMINATION LOCATIONS

NOTES:

O PAGE-
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IFUMW 2770 - G3ND OOMMNICATICIS MEMDflS

This format is used to levy requirements for recording radio,
television, teliqione, interc (TOPS, 015) ard other
c:xz~icatis.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instxuctior for Format 1000.

TEST aE: Follow the preparation instrtions for Format 1000.

SUB-ITE: Enter an appropriate sequential number or identification as a subset
suffix to the min item number.

TEST O(OE: Enter the applicable test code for each sub-item.

STATIaK CR IOCATICN:
Indicate the station or location that will record the cxmmunication data.

REODOIM REDU S:
List the data that is to be recorded, the method of recording and any
special recording format.

AUDIO/VM RMING:
Enter the time the recording is to be initiated (ST2RI), i.e., T-0,
Acquisition of Signal (ACS), etc., the time the recording is to be
terminated (STOP), i.e., T-350 sec, Loss of Signal (LOS), etc., enter the
type of recording, audio (A), video (V), or both (AV), enter the
recording speed (SPED) in inches per secnd or millimeters per second.
Indicate units, and state the REEL SIZE limitations of the
playback equipment, i.e., 3 in., 5 in., 7 in., 10-1/2 in., etc.

TIME aOL (TIME OREIAMCN):
Enter "Yes" or "No" to indicate whether or not time correlation is
required on the recording.

List any special instructions and/or remarks to clarify the recording
requirements. If more space is required use a reference sub-item number
and explain.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2770 - GROUND COMMUNCIATIONS RECORDINGS

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

STATION < AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING >
SUB- TEST OR RECORDING AUD/ TAPE REEL TIME
ITEM CODE LOCATION REQUIREMENTS START STOP VID SPED SIZE CORL
---------------- ---- -------- ------------------ ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

REMARKS:

* PAGE-
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F RD/CR HEAAI* lSIJr~

FUP 2780 - GOND CVNICATIM -TEIE

NOTE: This format is used by the Axpestix Agency to list the
tfor telephone service.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation in ticrns for Format 1000.

REQUE M: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CtE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE: AMDnUSMnAtTVE( ) OPERATICNS( )
Indicate the type, Afinistrative or Operations, for which the telephne service
is being requeted.

CLASS OF SERVICE:
Indicate the class of service based on contract, by entering an A, B, or C.

NOTE: Three classes of telephone service are available to the Requesting
Agency:

Class A - Service is government furnished at no charge and allows
dialing access to surrundin ummities.

Class B - Service is government furnished, but chargeable to the User
at the local standard telephone company rate.

Class C - Service is governmnt furnished at no charge to the User, but
does not provide dialing access to local omwities.

LEr:
Enter the number of lines required for each class of service.

EKIENSICNS:
Enter the number of extensions per line required for each class of service.

LODCTICN:
Enter In the Late entry the location of the telephone service being
requested by indicating the name or rumber of the station or center, the
narm/nmber of the building and the umber of the rom.

Entr any remarks nKesary to clarify entries made.

NOTE: Information on this format may be used by the SuRort Agency for
planning purposes and to serve as justification for plant expansion.
Actual installation of instnments may require that additional format
be campleted by the Requesting Agency. See regulatins of the Support
Agency which will receive the doument.
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DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2780 - GROUND COMMUNICATIONS - TELEPHONE

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE: ADMINISTRATIVE( ) OPERATIONS( )
CLASS OF SERVICE: A( ) B( ) C( )
LINES:
EXTENSIONS:

LOCATION

STATION:
BUILDING:
ROOM:
OTHER:

REMARKS:

* PAGE-
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I'iD/OR PREPARMTCII msii Cric

FURT 2800 - On=h OOMMUNICAT7CNOS

NOE: This format is used to define general cmunication regurements
not covered in other categories.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparaticn instructions for Format 1000.

RMTh3t: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLUM: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparaticn instz-uctics for Format 1000.

FM RRn 4T( ) DU * W C ( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requireart for su*=t frcM
the Su;*ort Agency or is submitted for informaticnal purposes only. Define
general requirwments not specified on other cummunication formats.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 2800 - OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

0

PAGE -
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PtD/CRt lEPARAMCK INSM=CnIS

FURMAT 2805 - O 1HER Q0MMU CATICt4S - TELEVISION

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to specify operations,
documentary and public relations television requiremnts. This
e will be furnished, installed and maintained in accordance
with existing agreements between the Suport Agency and the
Requesting Agency. All systems will be in accordance with the
standards of the Electronica Industry Association (E:A) and the
National Television Standards Committee.

ITE4 NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUE9TER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COW: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE DQIl :
Specify whether cameras and/or moitors are required to cover the items listed
Ln -SUECT TO EE V iED and whether the equipment is to be fixed mobile, or
portable.

SUBJECT TO BE VIEWED:
Describe the object or action to be viewed, including size of area to be
covered, direction of motion, if any, day or night coverage, other
considerations, and further pertinent details that will help the planning
engineers.

LOCATION:
Give the location or area of usage.

PERIOD:
Specify the period during which the item is to be viewed.

REMARKS:

State the purpose for which the requirment is ieeded. The more information
that is furnished, the better the planning of proper equipment to meet the
Requesting Agency's needs. (Requesting Agency's recxmmendations for obtaining
the coverage desired and any other pertinent information may be included in this
entry; however, they will not be considered part of the requirements). Indicate
whether transmission protection is required by adding Secure Circuit, Unsecure
Circuit, or Encrypt for Transmission only (EFIO).

Video recording instructions will be provided on Format 2770 - Ground
Qimmunications Recordings with reference to the appropriate requirement numbers.
Video recordinqs disposition will be listed on Format 4200 - Data Disposition.
Identify the recorded signal by using the numter of the reqirent which
describes the subject to be viewed.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE: REVISION: DATE:

DOC TYPE/NO.:

2805 - OTHER COMMUNICATIONS - TELEVISION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE EQUIPMENT:

SUBJECT TO BE VIEIFED:

LOCATION:

PERIOD:

REMARKS:
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jPRD/CR HEPARATI?1 n'IRUeMCS

FUM9T 2810 - oflE CO*IM.CATICNo - TIMIN

NOTE: Tis format is used by the Requesting Agency to list
its r for timing.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R EST: Follow the preparation irnstnctics for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TIMING SIGNAL:
List the ROC standard format letter designator for the timing signal repetition
rates required. (Refer to RCC Document 200, ROC Standard Time Formats.)
Signals not listed should be noted as such in R M S. List the correlation
accuracy or tolerance limits in milliseds or microseoonds. Special
requiremients as to tolerable jitter may be listed in RE4AR13. The
synchrmizatin of all timing signals with the master generator should be
requested fram the Support Agency reciving the document.

IDCA[ICK OF END INSTRL]MEI:
Enter the name or symbol of the station, center, base, etc., and if kown, the
building number, the room number, and the rack number (title or name).

Indicate the maximum ambient teperature in degrees Fahrenheit of the location
where the equipment will be operating.

Indicate the rack (R) or floor (F) space available in (R) vertical rack inches
or (F) square feet, i.e., R 10.5, F 2000 square feet, etc. This enables the
timing systm enginr to padcoge the necessary equipment correctly.

REQTSTIM AGECY RECORDIN INS'TRLWE~ CR TMRASWD R:
Enter the number of like instruments that will be used, the type and model of
instument requiring timin signal input, the recordir speed in inches per
second, and the ncminal input voltage required in volts (Specify D.C., if
applicable).

Give irput impedance that the timing terminal equipment will be required to work
into. Indicate an impedance for each input to be used. If this value is a
result of combinations of transducers, describe the load arrangeuen in REMARKS.
Enter the frequency response in hertz.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 2810 - OTHER COMMUNICATIONS - TIkING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TIMING SIGNAL

TIMING CODE REPETITION RATES:
CORRELATION ACCURACY:

LOCATION OF END INSTRUMENT

STATION:
BUILDING NUMBER:
ROOM NUMBER:
RACK NUMBER:
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE:
SPACE AVAILABLE:

REQUESTING AGENCY RECORDING INSTRUMENT OR TRANSDUCER

QUANTITY:
TYPE AND MODEL:
SPEED (IPS):
INPUT VOLTAGE:
INPUT OHMS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR WEPARATICK INSR= NICS

FOIMAT 2820 - OTHER CCU4fNICATIONS - SEQUENCER

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirement
for autamatic sequential control.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQLW R: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

EVNT:
List those functions which are sequences for control by the automatic function
control circuits. Each automatic function control circuit is capable of
autcmatically initiating or terminating an external functicn at a predetermie
time during the countdon. The time of either initiation or termination is
determined by the path panel program. Enter the functions to be controlled, in
chronological order based on start times, e.g., start gyro, stop IDX topping,
start spin rockets, start recorder, etc.

Lisa the functions preselected for sampling by the automatic hold-fire control
circuits. Each automatic hold fire circuit provided is capable of sampling the
off or on ocndition of an external bnction. The sanpling time of these
circuits is determined by preselecting the sanpling interval on the patch panel.
Each circuit has a "Autamatic-Manual" control. In the autnmatic condition, if
the malfunction of an external circuit clears during the sanpling time,
c *itduwn will autcmatically restart. In the manual condition, the cCRmtdown
can be restarted only by the sequence start button. Enter the functio to be
sampled. These functions should be incorporated into the chronological order
(based on start times) which were generated by the listed of automatic fumction
control circuits.

SICNAL SEQUENCE:
Enter the time in hours (H), minutes (M), and secons (S) with respect to T-0
that the functions listed in EVENTS are initiated.

ELMMUCAL CHARCTIMS CS:
Enter the quantity of make or break contacts that will occur at the time listed
above, and enter the letter "M" or "B" to irdicate a make or break condition.
If the electrical characteristics differ for each make or break contact, enter
each on a separate line. Enter the excitation voltage, current rating, and type
of signal in these entries as required.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 2820 - OTHER COMMUNICATIONS - SEQUENCER

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

EVENTS

AUTOMATIC FUNCTION CONTROL CIRCUITS:

AUTOMATIC HOLD FIRE CIRCUITS:

SIGNAL SEQUENCE

START FROM T-0:
STOP FROM T-0:

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

CONTACTS
QUANTITY:
CONDITION:

VOLTS:
AMPS:
DC OR AC FREQUENCY:

OREMARKS:
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PPD/OR PEPARATIOtf nUB MCfINS

FC4T 2830 - OIHER OCKNICATICNS - VISUAL COLWWWh AND STA[MS INDICATIRS

NOTE: Tis format is used by the Requesting Agency to list its
requirements for visual coumtdown and status indicators. Carefully
plan the entries on this format so that all requiremnts can be
clearly and cumpletely displayed in the proper sequence of entries.

NO.: Follow the preparation instuctis for Format 1000.

MQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST (fDE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

INFOIWAION TO BE DISPLAYED:
State the information that is to be displayed, i.e., countdown information
(range or sequencer count), sequence statuzs information, Range Safety Officer
hold fire, master hold, Superinteident of Range Operations parooeed. SRO hold
fire, and other function and status items.

OPERATION PERIOD:
Enter the start (FFGO, stop (TO), and total time to the nearest minute and
second (or tenth of a second, if applicable).

INDICATCRS:
Enter the number of indicators required to display the information and enter the
type of mounting, for panel-mu.nted or bulkhead-munted.

LOCATION OF VISUAL INDICATORS:
State the location of the indicator as closely as possible. The station entry
can include name or symbols of stations participating in the operation.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2830 - OTHER COMMUNICATIONS - VISUAL COUNTDOWN AND STATUS INDICATORS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

INFORMATION TO BE DISPLAYED:

OPERATION PERIOD FROM ( )MIN ( )SEC TO ( )MIN ( )SEC

OPERATION PERIOD TOTAL ( )MIN ( )SEC

INDICATORS

QUANTITY:
MOUNTING:

LOCATION OF VISUAL INDICATORS

STATION:
BUILDING:
ROOM:
LOCATION:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION nIRnXIOcNS

FMT 3000 - REALTIME DATA DISPLAY/CMEWL

NOM The realtime data section of the UDS has been designed to provide
for the most complex programs. It includes all known categories of
realtime data requirements and provides for supplemental
documentation where this may be determined to be necessary.

This format is used to describe the realtime data requirements.
Realtime data are defined as data which are available, in usable
form, in time to permit their use in affecting the test while it is
in progress. Realtime data are considered as falling in two
categories, generally referred to as (1) realtime digital data and
(2) realtime analog data.

Realtime digital data is the product of the Realtime Data System
(RIMS). RTM support is provided when the need for precise
realtime data is critical, as in positioning vehicles used in
re-entry studies, controlling multiple drones information flights,
etc.

Realtime analog data are data produ by a particular sensor
system (e.g., radar, telemetry) and displayed as needed for flight
safety decisions, aircraft and drone vectoring, observation of
vehicle performance, etc. These data are nearly always in analog
form and are essentially raw data except for such corrections or
limited processing as may be provided within the sensor system.

mu NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMQESIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST aOxE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RF IRmcT( ) INFOITIO( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirment for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Describe
the realtime data requirements of the program mission or test in sufficient
detail to insure omplete urderstanding of the organization and requirements of
this UDS Section. Identify these categories of requirements to be addressed
although specifics for that category are not presently available. Large
programs or tests should identify all supplemental documentation by title,
number, and minimum contents. Include broad outlines wherever possible. Small
programs or tests will not require all of the categories of realtime data
requirements. Those requirements that are to be covered and those that are not
applicable are to be identified.

Request for display of realtim analog data as defined here should be included
with the basic data/support reference, (i.e., telemetry display in Section 2200,
tracking radar display (trajectory) in Section 2100, etc.).
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3000 - REALTIME DATA DISPLAY/CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

0
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PRD/0R PREPARAILON UZTrZ=rcNS

Fa dT 3010 - REALTIME FLIT CMIWSUPO CEMPS

NO This format is used to describe the functions of each flight
mtroW/SUIort cm*tr with respect to the prgraw/vmissicr.

ITM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REXPESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUIR~:
Show how each agency controls or supports the program or mission through its
general or unique capabilties.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3010 - REALTIME FLIGHT CONTROL/SUPPORT CENTERS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

0
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PRD/OR IEPMARMTKI: , fII U TlONS

Ft4AMT 3020 - RELIIPME FLIGHT CONTROL AM ACQUISITION/

OTE: This format is used to specify the control data acquisition and
control requirements and configurations at the ren%*te sites and
control centers.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUSTR: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

SUPPLIR: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 100.

SIM COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUIREMET:
Specify the ontrol data acquisition and control requirements for each mission
and the data display and control configurations at the remote sites and the
control centers. Information relevant to console and display requirements shall
be placed on Format 3030 - Realtime Displays and Consoles.

List telemetry parameters and sample rates to be "included in telemetry
communicaticns formats required .,n Format 3043 - Realtime Telemetry Data
Formats.

If suple2 mentary format documentation is to be required frum the Requesting 0
Aqency, state the documenation requirimnts including title, number, and minium
contents.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3020 - REALTIME FLIGHT CONTROL DATA AQUISITION

ITEM !Tfo :
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRtD/OR PREPARAMN-I~l n n;UMCNS

FCMX 3030 - REALTIM DISPIAYS AND CCO0LS

NOE: This format is used to list requirements relating to realtime
display and consoles.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RJEUSER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPMER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

State in narrative form information relevant to console requirements. 7he type
information shall include the supplier of the colsole (Requesting or Support
Agency); calibration reqirements; degree of flexibility for change of display,
functions, etc.; and, if supplied by the Requesting Agency, the signal inruts
required from the Support Agency for driving the displays, functiors, etc.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 3030 - REALTIME DISPLAYS AND CONSOLES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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HID/OR PREPAR.ATlIN SflIJCM

FO;T 3031 - REALTIME DISPLAYS

M TE: This format is used to plan all realtine display reqirements so
they can be clearly and completely displayed in the proper
sequence r

NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RSPESIFR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.
TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

PERIOD RMUIRED:
Enter by quarter and year the period(s) during which the requirements must be
supported.

INFORMATION TO BE DISPLAYID:
State the information that is to be displayed, i.e., countdown information,
sequencer status information, hold/fire, master hold, and other information and
status time.

PERIOD OF OPERATION:
Enter the start (FROM), stop (TO), and total time to the nearest minute and
second (or tenth of a second, if applicable).

INDICATORS:
Enter the numiber of indicators required to display the information and enter the
type of display, i.e., plotting board, audio/visual, strip chart, etc.

LO=CATIN OF VISUAL INDICATORS:
State the location of the indicator as closely as possible. Give location of
display in the designated area, i.e., west wall, console nmber, rack or panel,
or numbered location of display (such as plotting board No. 1).

REM :
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3031 - REALTIME DISPLAYS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

PERIOD REQUIRED FROM ( )QTR ( )CY TO ( )QTR ( )CY

INFORMATION TO BE DISPLAYED:

PERIOD OF OPERATION FROM ( )MIN ( )SEC TO ( )MIN ( )SEC

PERIOD OF OPERATION TOTAL ( )MIN ( )SEC

INDICATORS

QUANTITY:
TYPE:

LOCATION OF VISUAL INDICATORS

BUILDING NUMBER:
ROOM NUMBER:
LOCATION:

REMARKS:
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PID/OR PIEPRATICI I10I 4MC iS

FDRA 3032 - REAITIME CONSOLE OMAND PANELS

NOTE: This format is used to identify the functions which are to be
performed by the command onsole. This format is to be cump!ctd
whether the console is to be provided by the Requestin or Support
Agency.

r:4 NO. Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REJFSEm: Follow~ the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

CONSOLE TITLE AND IDCATICN:
Enter the console title. List the recaumended stations at which the console
should be employed.

FUNCrICN:
Identify the command labels which are to be used.

RJSHBHYIIt INDICUAORS:
List the alpha or numerical identifier for each pushbuttcn indicator.

Enter the digital command code for each function listed includiq vehicle and
syst addresses.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3032 - REALTIME CONSOLE COMMAND PANELS

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

CONSOLE TITLE AND LOCATION:

FUNCTION:

PUSHBUTTON INDICATORS:

CODE

VEHICLE:
SYSTEM:
FUNCTION:

REMARKS:

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INM OCTIOCS

PU 4AWT 3033 - REALTIME CONSOLE ANALOG R1M

NOTE: This format is used to identify the realtime console analog
measurements required. This format is to be completed whether the
console is to be provided by the Requesting or Support Agency.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R3MMTR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

MASWM :
Enter the m asurement name ard number to be recorded.

LINK:
Identify the RF link, as appropriate, by which the measurement is transmitted.

SOURCE:
Identify the telemetry SC) (Sub-Carrier Oscillator) in which the measurement is
transmitted.

PEN NUMBER:
Specify the desired recorder pen number for each nxuesureTnt.

Use this entry to identify the console of whid the recorder will be a part, its
e -n location, paper speed, calibration requirements, and other

clarifying remarks.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3033 - REALTIME CONSOLE ANALOG RECORDERS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

MEASUREMENT

NUMBER:
NAME:

LINK:

SOURCE:

PEN NUMBER:

REMARKS:
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FUOT 3034 - REALThtIM3 GO!SOIRA

NOE: his format is to be used to provide a drawing of the layout of the
consoles and associated panels.

ITX NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBEhSM: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CXX: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Provide a drawir of the desired or actual (if supplied by the Requesting
Agency) layout of the consoles and associated panels.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3034 - REALTIME CONSOLE DRAWINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

0
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FR 3040 - RFAIM'DM Mi tCR4A

NOTE: 9 1ds fornt is used to describe the realtims data format
reFlowthnta0

NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUETER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST 00mE: Follow the preparation lnstnctin for Formt 1000.

Briefly describe the data formats which are to be used for transmission of
trackirq, te lmetry, caad, and other realtim data to the R stru Agency.
If supplementary format docLmentation is required, state the doczmentation
requirevent including title, nunber and minim= contents.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3040 - REALTIME DATA FORMATS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRD/OR PfZPARATICtHflS1R r

FCRT 3041 - REALTIME 7RACMG DATA PtRW T CO L

NOTE: This format is used to specify the formats in which realtime
tracking data is to be transmitted to the Requesting Agency. [ata
formats for existing low speed character systems and high speed bit
systems are requirted. Words 1 and 2 of the format are reserved by
the Support Agency for a message label and the time word.

ITM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RFdThSM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST QOOM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RIREME~r:
Specify the realtime tracking data requred and whether high speed, ow speed or
high and low speed transmission is required. State whether raw or Soth data
is to be provided. Identify the Requesting Agency staticn(s) to which the data
is to be transmitted. Concisely state what each bit or character of the format
is to be used for. Provide a sketch for each format. If supplementary
documentation is used for defining formats required, specifically identify
documents and applicable sections/paragraphs.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3041 - REALTIME TRACKING DATA FORMAT CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

----- ----
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PRD /OR PREPlARATION UCTICS

FOMM 3042 - REAIME TEEEMM DTA FU4I OONTIROL

NOYE: "This format is used to describe in general terms the realtime
telemetry data formats.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REETER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLXER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCE: Follow the preparation instruction for Format 1000.

Specify the realtime telemetry data required an identify the Requesting Agency
station(s) to which the data is to be transmitted. If supplementary
doncentation is used for defining the data train cdaracteristics, specifically
identify document and applicable sections/paragraphs.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3042 - REALTIME TELEMETRY DATA FORMAT CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INTRXCNS

FaaW 3043 - REALTIME TELEMEIRY DATA F'S

NOE: This format is used to list telemetry data reuirements and
location of data in the realtie data train.

ITM NO.: Folliw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLt : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUB-ITEM:
This number may be single digit or decimal coded and is a suffix to the item
number.

TEST C0£E:
Enter the test code for each sub-item.

MEASURN NH3:
Enter the measuremnt nrmber of the test data to be provided in realtmm.

MAUEETNAME:
Enter the - name of the data to be provided in realtime.

SAMPLESPRU SEOND:
Enter the relayed sampling rate of each measure ent.

Assign word number for each measurement for location of data within the data
frame.

FRAME NUMER:
Assign frame rnuber for each masuremnt for location of data within the data
train.

REMRS:
Specifiy overhead type data that is to be included in the data train, e.g., sync
words, source code, destination code, frame count, etc. Identify location of
overhead data train. Use spae of other clarifying information. If
supplementary documentation is used for specifying data train arrazqement,
specifically identify document and applicable sectimVparagraphs.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3043 - REALTIME - TELEMETRY DATA FORMATS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

SUB- TEST MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT SAMPLES WORD FRAME
ITEM CODE NUMBER NAME PER SEC NUMBER NUMBER

REMARKS:
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H:./OR FREPARATIW I = nrcS

FMA 3044 - RE1TM C)9IND DAtTA FMW OMtIOL

NOM: This format is used to list all high and low speed data formats
required for cand purposes.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

R1DW9TR: Follow the preparation instructics for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TST E: Follow the preparation instnictis for Format 1000.

Specify all high speed and low speed data formats required for command purposes.
For ----- I -- purposes, include all command lists which provide the data
stxuctures for each command. Describe all mission/test interface formats.

Requirements for cummand computer programs that may be necessary at remote sites
to standardize the cammnd system or to implement a command system for a
specific mission or test should be described on Format 3045 - Realtim Remote
Site Data Processing.

Reference any unique requirements for consoles and displays and describe the
console and display onfiguration on Format 3030 - Realtime Displays and
Consoles. If supplemental data format doozitation is required, state the
documntation requirements including title, number and mininm contents.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3044 - REALTIME COMAND DATA FORMAT CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRD/CR PREPARATIM (crIcuS

FOMWAT 3045 - R RFOVT SITE DA(r PROESSING

NaTE: This format is used to specify the campter programs necessary for
remote site data processor cperations in support of a mission or
test. This inclues programs for accepting data for site display,
processing, or retransmission of raw or processed data to control
centers or other sites.

IEM NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FOM EM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REXUIR~:
Specify the programs that comprise system interfaces in the various systems such
as comnd telemetry, trackir, and composite.

If supplemental documentation is required, state the documentation requirements
including title, number and minimum contents.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3045 - REALTIME REMOTE SITE DATA PROCESSING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PP/cR PREPARATICN MIaJflCICKS

FORMT 3050 - REALTIME DATA TESTIPG

NOTh: This format is used to define the test requirments necessary to
assure capability to transmit and receive realtine data.

ITEM NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Briefly describe the validation testing required to assure the abilily to
transmit and receive realtime telemetry, tracking, and cmmand data. If
supplmentary documentation is required, state the documentation requirements
including title, number, and minimum contents.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3050 - REALTIME DATA TESTING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

I
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PRD/OR PEPARATICN INSTU IONS

FOIOW 3060 - - I'E ATA INIEMFACE

NOTE: This format is used for realtim data requireents ncrt covered
eleswhere in UDS Sections 3000 through 3099.

ITEMNO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Fornat 1000.

RJLrE : Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

SUPPLM: Follow the preparatio instructiions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REW RIPI M:
Briefly dk- cribe the data interfaces which evolve ue to r juirements fo-
transmissict ,rid processing of realtime data.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 3060 - REALTIME DATA INTERFACES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

---------...... = - -------- - -----------------------
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PRD/OR PEPARATIO&nnl fw zS

FOR4AT 3061 - REALTIME DATA INTERFACE FITERIA

NOTE: This format is used to provide the Suport Agency with information
nede to determine interface requirnts when data generated by
Requesting Agency instrummitatiu is to be transmitted and/or
processed by the Support Agef 1y.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RPID= ER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLTE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

PERIOD REQUIRED:
Enter by quarter and year the period(s) during which the requirekent must be
suported.

DA TYPE:
Indicate general type of data, i.e., analog or digital.

List geographical locations of the data source. Give the magnitude of the
output impedance of the source and under type indicate whether this output is
balanced or single-ended. Indicator balanced, single-ended.

T NATION:
Indicate information as in Data Type above for the receiving termination.

N=rE: If WkUA TYPE indicates digital data, omit the ANALOG DATA entry. If this
data is analog, complete the following:

ANALOG DAIA:
Indicate the general waveshape, e.g., variable frequency sine wave, variable
d.c. voltage, etc. If this waveform is other than a sine wave, illustrate on
Format 3062, Realtime Data Interface Criteria Drawings. State output voltage,
voltages, or voltage ranges as applies. Indicate voltage(s) required for
receiver operations based on above outputs less transmission losses. State
frequency, frequencies, or frequency range of qperatiais as applies. State
signal-to-noise ratio required at the receiver.

NO=E: If DATA TYPE is analog data, omit the DIGITAL DA entry. If this data
is digital, complete the following:

DIGITAL DATA:
State the binary 1 indication, e.g., NRZ-6 V. If other than a non-return to
zero voltage level, illustrate on Format 3062. State information for binary
zero. Indicate general output data format, e.g., 8-bit, parallel, serial, etc.
State frame rate or rates of data for parallel data, i.e., the rate at which
parallel words are transmitted. (For serial data, the frame rate is equal to
the bit rate., Indicate any clock outputs requiring transmission and/or
available for use. If data equipment requires external interrupts, so indicate.
Use Format 3062 for illustrations as required. Indicate transmission error rate
rolerance.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3061 - REALTIME DATA INTERFACE CRITERIA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

PERIOD REQUIRED FROM ( )QTR ( )CY TO ( )QTR ( )CY

DATA TYPE:

SOURCE

LOCATION:
IMPEDANCE
MAGNITUDE:
TYPE:

T;RMINAT±ON

bOCATION:
] <PEDANCE

4AGN A',IDE:
TYPE :

ANALOG DATA

0 WAVEFORM:
OUTPUT VOLTAGE:
RECEIVE VOLTAGE:
FREQUENCY/FREQUENCY RANGE:
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO:

nIGITAL DATA

BINARY 1:
BINARY 0:
OUTPUT FORMAT:
FRAME RATE:
CIOCK:
EI ROR RATE:
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PD/OR PREPARATION RUlJCTIONS

EOIW 3062 - REALTIM CATA InRFACE CRTRIA DRAWING

NOE: This format is used to graplucally portray the data handling
sytsem(s) described on Format 3061.

IN4 NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQXEST: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COVE: Follow the preparation instructions For Format 1000.

REXIR.r
Provide a simple block diagram showing the cxmpl -tc- ita flow circuit. Start at
the upper left h-t;d coner of the page with the 'asic iji-tiqureit that collects
the data, and show a] 1 inter- diary data collei Ion pojiTts bet-*,n the basic
data colltion initumnt aid the final recipient. Indicate quntities of each
type circuit.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3062 - REALTIME DATA INTERFACE CRITERIA DRAWINGS

ITEM No.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PAD/OR REPAAIMI- nU N R ONS

FD14AT 3070 - REALTIM DATA CU r

NOTE: This format is used to describe the cxmpiter requrwnts for
realtime data processing.

ITEM NO.: Follow .e preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBQUEST : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

rEsr (OE: Follow the preparation intruicns for Format 1000.

Briery describe the data processing hich will be required to support the
realime data requirements specified within UDS Sections 3000 through 3099.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.. REVISION: DATE:

. 3070 -REALTIME DATA COMPUTER

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRD/OR PREPARATIM D RfINSITIONS

FOIRI 3080 - REALTIME DATA DISIRIBIHMCf

NaE: This format is used to list the distribution of realtime data, the
requreiets for which have been established elsewhere in the
dcument.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

RPUFStE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST (ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQURL ME r:
Enter the realtime data distribution requireients.
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PROGRAM TITLE:DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 3080 - REALTIME DATA DISTRIBUTION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
,"EST CODE:
xEQUIREMENT:
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PRD/OR RPPARITION DZSJTONS

FORMAT 3100 - PHOIDGRAPHIC

NOrE: This format is used to state general photographic requirements in
narrative form. Detailed doimentary requirnts will be stated
on Format 3110 and detailed engineering requiremants stated on
Format 3120.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE/ESTE: Follow the prepouration instructions for Format 1000.

'iJPPLIR: FolI4-v the preparation instructions for Format 1000

T. r ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FW DU ) IONAI () :
Indicate whether each item nurber submitted is a reqiment for suppoi I frum
te Support Aqercy oz is sulmitted for informational purpose only. D-.c Abe
11.e requireents for photograpl i c coaverage includiin dot mpi,'ary, e"iioe ,ng,

._: ,-irz, t-acking, etc.
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PROGRAM TITI_-

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3100 PHOTOGRAPHIC

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( )
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PRD/OR PREPARATIctI ISf.JCTI0iNS

FORMAT 3110 - CUAPHIC - DOCL14ERY

NaLO: This format is used to identify detailed documentary photographic
requirents and to establish their reoummeded processing
instructions. The number of copies and disposition must be
included on Formats 4200 or 4216, Data Disposition.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R1EQESIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation inrt ions for Fonmat 1000.

TEST CO)E: Follow the preparation instructins for Format 1000.

LOCATION:
Enter the location at which the desired hotographic coverage is required.

CMEA FR!:
Entex the size of film required, i.e., 4x5, 50m, 35m, 16m, etc.

FOCAL UIVMh:
Enter the focal length of the lens to be used to obtain the required coverage.

FRAMES PER SEW:
Enter the desired frame rate for motion picture coverage in frames/seonid.

FIM TYPE LOAD:
Enter the type film required and whether black and white or color coverage is
required. Include, where applicable, the film load required, i.e., Three (3)
400 foot reels, one (1) 100 foot reel, etc.

INTERVAL:
Enter the time interval or function during which coverage is required.

CAMER:
Enter that a fixed or tracking camera is required.

EXPOSURE:
Enter the exposure required. If flame exposure is desired, indicate by entering
the temperature of the flame in Kelvin (K).

TIMDG:
Usually, for engineering photcgraphy only, indicate if timing is required. If a
special or specific type of timing is required, it must be outlined and
specified, otherwise, the requestor will be furnished timing as available at the
Support Agency. Enter Not Required, if applicable.

Enter any renarks necessary to clarify entries made. Include the rec r
processing instrctior, if applicable.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3110 - PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTARY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

CAMERA FORMAT:

FOCAL LENGTH:

FRAMES PER SECOND:

FILM TYPE LOAD:

INTERVAL:

CAMERA:I
EXPOSURE:

TIMING:

REMA.RKS:
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PID/OR P FPARATICN Dfl nCIS

FUMT 3120 - 1WGIXAPIlC - NGIEERING

NaTE: This format is used to identify detailed engineering photographic
requirements and to establish their r ervied. processni
instructions. The number of copies and disposition must be
included on Formats 4200 or 4216, Data Disposition.

rTEM NO. : Follow the preparation instrtions for Format 1000.

REJE1E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

ThST CO : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

LOCATION:
Enter the location at which the desired photorapi c coverage is ,vquired.

CAMERA FOW:
Eiter the size of film reqired, i.e., 4x5, 50mm, 35m, 16n, etc.

FDCAL L :
Enter the focal length of the lens to be used to obtain the required covc Lage.

FRAMES PER SEOOND:
Enter the desired frame rate for motion picture coverage in frames/second.

FIlM TYPE LOAD:
Enter the type film required and whether black and white or color coverage is
required. Include, where applicable, the film load required, i.e., Three (3)
400 foot reels, One (1) 100 foot reel, etc.

IWERFVAL:
Enter the time interval or function during which coverage is required.

CAMERA:
Enter that a fixed or tracking camera is required.

EXPOIME:
Entea the exposme required. If flame exposure is desired, indicate by entering
the t vemprature of the flame in Kelvin (K).

TIMING:
Indicate if timing is required. If a special or specific type of timing is
required, it must be outlined and specified, othe'.'4 s-, the requestor will be
furnished timing as available at the Support Agency. Enter Not Required, if
applicable.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made. Include the rexuunended
processing itstructions, if applicable.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE'1NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3120 - PHOTOGRAPHIC -ENGINEERING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

CAMERA FORMAT:

FOCAL LENGTH:

FRAMES PER SECOND:

FILM TYPE LOAD:

LNTERVAL:

CAMERA:

EXPOSURE:

TIMING:

REMARKS:
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:ID/CR P IEPARM IW -S ONS

FUMMT 3200 - MEMOMIOGICAL

NTT: his format is used to establish general meteorological
requirements for the program/mission and which cannot be adequately
shown on other formats of this document.

ITE NO. : Follow the preparation instructicn for Format 1000.

RBQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPITER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COEE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBWR TM ( ) INUM ON( ) :
Indicate whether each item nmter submitted is a rcquirement for support frum
tho SuPOrt Agenry or is suhitted for informational purposes only. The entry
shoild state general requirements for meteorological or climatological data that
will be required for a program or mission. This discussion may include:

1. The general i , qireent for the services of the DOD, National Oceanic
and At isxieric Administration (NOAA), and foreign weather services.

2. The applicationi of climatological data to operational test program
problems.

3. Evaluation of data requirements to meet flight problems.

4. Te analysis of accuracy and representation of envirormental data
r -quired for flight evaluation purposes.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3200 - METEOROLOGICAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT ( ) INFORMATION ( ):
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F'RD/ORi WEPA ION INS'ITIIACAIOn S

FORMAT 3210 - IVIBOR1IOGIhL - MflI~

NOTE: This format is used to specify values of meteorological elements
which could preclude successful acccuplishment of test cjectives
or which culd jeopardize an unprotected vehicle.

ITM No.: Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

REWMM: Follow the preparation inwt unctions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

h 3r OJE: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

Specify the critical values of metecrological elements such as cloud cover,
surface or upper wind velocities or '3hars, icirn, sea state, etc., which could
preclude successiul accaplishnent of test ckjectives.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3210 - METEOROLOGICAL - MINIMA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

0
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PRD/OR FREPARATICN INSTXcrICS

FDR W 3220 - METE.M GICAL - FORBCAS7S

NOiE: s format is used to state the recirawnts for a forecast valid
at or near T-0. Detailed forecasts should not be requested for
more than three days prior to the valid time. The forecast
services will enompass meteorological and climatological

o ra e rm.

R NO. : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RUESTR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPT IE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.
TEST OC{E: Follow the preparation intrcions for Format i000.

TIME RlDhRD:
State here the nmber of days prior to or after, launch day, (F-3D, F+lD, etc.)
and on lauiv~h day, the number of hours prior to, or after, launich (T-1OH, T+8H,
etc.) that the forecast is required.

FORECAST PARAMETERS:
State here parameters or weather elements for which a forecast is required
(e.g., precipitation and/or obstruction to vision; amount, base and top of
clouds; horizontal visibility, surface winds, sea and swell, vertical wind
shear, jet stream, turbulence, freezing level, contrail level, etc.). Use 0
abbreviations listed in instructions for Format 3230. Parameters should be
separated into surface and upper air. The range or altitude interval and
maxim= altitude for upper air parameters should be specified.

VALID TME:
List here the number of hours a forecast will be required to remain valid, e.g.,
T-4H to T-0.

LOCATICN:
Specify the location, geographical area, or flight area for which the forecust
is required, e.g., impact, launch, bturnout, re-entry, recovery, etc.

RPOSE AND RK:
State the purpose to which the forecasts will be put. Be specific (to calculate
drag, to predict drift on recovery of nose cone, etc.). Enter any other remarks
nessary to clarify any inputs made.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3220 - METEOROLOGICAL -FORECASTS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TIME REQUIRED:

FORECAST PARAMETERS:

VALID TIME:

. LOCATION:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PIEPARATICI iiTiCrIONS

FMI4AT 3230 - METEOROLOGICAL - OBSERVAMICtS

NaME: This format is used to request those meteorological parameters
required to analyze data received before, during, or after the test
or operation.

mx NO.: Follow the prepartion instructiors for Format 1000.

REQUESTM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

M FR EDQLr :
Specify those parameters which are desired and also indicate requirements for
ccoputed data. Use the abbreviations as listed for the following:

TeWp (Temperature) R.I. (Refraction Index)
Pres (Pressure) Dens (Density)
R.H. (Relative Humidity) S.O.S. (State of Sea)
Wind Precip (Precipitation)
Visb (Visibility) C.C. (Cloud Coverage)

State additional data requirmnents immediately after those entered above.

SURFACE:
Specify the time, in minutes, the data is required, e.g., T-120, T-60, T-30,
T-0, etc. Specify the location or geographcal area at which the data is
required, e.g., launch, impact, flight area, etc.

UPPM AIR:
Specify the time, in minutes, the data is required, e.g., T-120, T-60, T-30,
T-0, etc. Specify the location, geogrgkdcal area, or flight interval at which
the data is required, e.g., launch, burnout, reentry, impact, etc. State the
intervals or increments of altitude at which the data shall be collected and/or
recorded, e.g., 500 m, 1 km, etc. Specify the maximum altitude or limits of the
altitudes in 1,000 meters (kin) at which the data is required at the time listed
above, e.g., 100, 150, 200, 50-100, 100-200, etc.

DATA PRIOPRTY:
Indicate whether the data requirement is mndatory (M), required (R), or desired
(D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
priority.)

Indicate the required reduced data accracy value, e.g., 1 mrb, 3 rb, 5kts, 2%,
5%, etc. Indicate the class of the value. (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1,
Chapter 3, for further explanation of accuracy class).

PURPOSE AND RKS:
State the engineering purpose for the data and any remarks necessary to clarify
the requirents made in the other entries or any particular requirement not
covered elsewhere.
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PROGRAM TiTLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3230 ;- MH-ETEO-ROLO-;GI CLr- O"BSERVATI ONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA REQUIRED:

SURFACE

TIME (MINS):

LOCATION:

UPPER AIR

TIME (MINS):

LOCATION:

If rERVAL:

ALTITUDE (KM):

DATA PRIORITY:

L \TA ACCURACY

VALUE:

CLASS:

REMARKS:
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P/C PREPARATIK NSTMIM S

FUMAT 3240 - DILOGICAL - MEI=Sfl3rTICK TLCATIC* DIAGRAM

NaE: This format is used if special reqdiremnts exist for the location
of meteorological instrimnts.

IM NO. : Follow the preparation Jmtnu±ions for Format 1000.

RBWJSTE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follw the preparation Instructions for Format LOQo.

TEST CUE: Follow the preparation instrutions for Format 1000.

Provite diagram(s) that indicate he location of special instnmentation when
these diagrams are necessary to clarify requirements.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3 - METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION DIAGRAM

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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P:D/CR fEPARTIC N ICiS

FOMAT 3250 - ME1EOOIDGICAL - SPACE E2IflOM

NaE: This format is used to indicate the Requesting Agency's
requirements for space envircunta1 suoort. The statement of
requirements shold be specific.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instntions for Format 1000.

REQUTER: Follow the preparation instructins for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

STATIIN:
Enter the location for which the requiremnt exists.

PERIOD:
Give the frau-to period of which information is required.

OBSERVATIOS CR FORECASTS REQUIRED:
State requiremnts in specific terms. Support available consists of:

Cbservations (specify whether for realtime or post analysis) of: Solar Flares,
Geomagnetic Indices, Solar Radio Flux (specify frequency), Solar Wind Velocity,
Ionosperic Electron Density (specify location and altitudes), Energetic
Particles (specify type and energy range), Ionograms from Range Stations
(specify rate at which 35Wu negative should be taken), and Ionos~beric Radio
Propagation QOnditions (vertical and oblique incidence sounder observations).

Forecasts of: Solar Flares (indicate importance class), Proton Events,
Geomagnetic Indices, lOam Solar Radio Flux, Ionospheric Electron Density
(specify location), and Ionospheric Radio Propagation Conditions (specify
circuits, paths, or trunks).

DM PRICIRIT:
Indicate whether the data requirement is mandatory (M), required (R), or desired
(D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Chapter 3, for further explanation of
priority.)

PROSE AND R RIS:
State the purpose of the requirement. If realtime observations or "quick-look"
reports are required, give the position title and operational telephone number
of the recipient.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3250 - METEOROLOGICAL - SPACE ENVIRONMENT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

STATION:

PERIOD FROM( )TO( )

OBSERVATIONS OR FORECASTS REQUIRED:

DATA PRIORITY:

REMARKS:
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PRD/CR PREP TICIN l S-CTIcOS

F0RW 3260 - MEMMJJIU)GICAL - CONSULTANT SERVICES

NOE: This format is used to state requiraents for meteorological
consultant services. These services encopass areas such as the
application of climatological data to specific operational problems
cor Kend with the test program at the range, evaluation of data
requirements to meet specific flight evaluation needs, and analyses
of the accuracy and repr sentation of envirormital data requested
for flight evaluation purposes.

IEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RDWESrER: Follow the preparation instructions for Foi 'at 1000.

SUPPLLE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ThST ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE JId T:
Enter the requirements for meteorological or climatological consultant service
and advice. Information for use in advance planning of test sdiedules, design
of test equiprmnt, ard other meteorological environmental data for the Support
A;jery ar2 available.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

' 3260 METEOROLOGICAL - COSULTANT SERVICES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PD/R PREPARATION IiSmWiMcrts

Ft1W 3300 - REXXVER

NOE This format is used to enter general information concernir
requirnts, flight plans, operations, procedures, etc.,
pertaining to reoavery of perscmel and equipment. For aircraft
type programs this UDS Section may also include landing operations
support information ard requirements.

ITENO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instnctions for Format 1000.

TEST a'E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RU@JIEN T( ) MOR TI():
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirent for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter
general information concerning requirements necessary to support recovery
operations. General requirements such as reovery areas, salvage and
disposition, written reports required, handling equipment, drawings, and general
cwmunications requirements should be included on this Format. Detailed
communications requirements, i.e., type of transmission format, sarce,
destinations, etc., must be defined in the mimunications section of this
document.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3300 - RECOVERY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSI1W 0NS

FOIIAT 3310 - RECOVERY - SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT COVERAGE

NUE: 7iis format is used to list locations and access times of reovery
ships and aircxraft.

M NO. : Fbllow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REMWIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Fbllow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

AREA COE:
Enter the area code and/or designation.

NUMBER AND TYPE OF SHIPS:
List the number and type of ships required for recovery in areas designated in
AREA XE.

SHIP ACCESS TIME (HRS):
Enter the total time in hours fzom notification of the landing point to the time
when the ship will arrive at the recovery point and the recovery effort is
started.

NMER AND TYPE RESCUE AIRCRAFT:
List the nurber and type of aircraft needed for adequate re, very coverage in
the area designated in AREA CO entry.

ACAFT ACCESS TInE (HRS):
Enter the total time in hours from notification of the landing point to the time
when the aircraft will arrive at the recovery point and the recovery effort is
started.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 3310 - RECOVERY - SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT COVERAGE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

AREA CODE:

QUANTITY AND TYPE OF SHIPS:

SHIP ACCESS TIME (HRS):

QUANTITY AND TYPE RESCUE AIRCRAFT:

AIRCRAFT ACCESS TIME (HRS):

REMARKS:
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PR.D/caR PEPARATICK1 IDNCTrIcNS

FUOT 3320 - RBOOVERY - ITEMS TO BE REJVERED

TE: This format is used to specify and describe items which must be
recovered, including flight hardware, re-entry vehicle, spacecraft,
etc. Harxlun procures for equipmnt requiring special fixtures,
jigs, tools, etc., soulid be provided to the recovery agencies in
accordance with applicable regulations.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUJRM: Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter the name or nomenclature of the ita to be recovered.

WEIGHT (LBS) :
Enter the weight of the item in pourds.

DIMENSICNS (FT) :
Enter the overall length, width, and the largest diameter, if applicable.

LIFE FUF4AP":
If applicable, irdicate the type of life forms; human, primate, or spores,
contained in the recoverable item. Identify any object whid is classified or
which is potentially dangerous to recovery persanl, for example, ordnance and
hyperolic items, pressurized vessels, and toxic materials.

Enter additional information, sequence of events, recovery aids, etc., which
will aid in the identification and recovery of the specified item.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 3320 - RECOVERY - ITEMS TO BE RECOVERED

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

NOMENCLATURE:

WEIGHT (LBS):

DIMENSIONS (FT)

LENGTH:
WIDTH:
DIAMETER:

LIFE FORM/HAZARDS:

. REMARKS:
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PRD/OR P PARATIM UIscRiqS

FURAT 3330 - RECOVERY - SALVAGE AND DISPOSITION

NOTE: This format is used to identify and describe components which may
have to be salvaged and disposed of in case of inadvertent impact
on land or in water.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Fomat 1000.

REOh'T: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COlE: Follow the preparation instructiors for Format 1000.

Enter the name or designation of the cuparent to be salvaged or disposed of.

WEIG (113) :
Enter the weight of the component in pounds.

IOCATICU:
Enter the location of the cxmponent in the vehicle, e.g., first stage engine
section, nose cone, etc.

DEIPION:
Give a brief description of the cxmponmt, including such items as length,
width, shape, etc. If drawings are available, enter title and number.

Enter the purpose of the salvage action, the disposition of the salvaged
component, and any special handling instructions. Identify each object which is
classified or which is potentially dangerous to recovery personnel.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3330 - RECOVERY - SALVAGE AND DISPOSITION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

NOMENCLATURE:

WEIGHT (LBS):

LOCATION:

DESCRIPTION:

REMARKS:

o=
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PRD/OR IEPARATICI 11SUCTCtS

ECT 3340 - RECOVERY - PLANNED AREAS

NOTE: This format is used to list I for planned areas of
reoovery.

ITC! 110. Follow the pr%)aration instructicw fur Fbrmat i000.

REAThEST: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructiws for Format 1000.

ARA COCE:
Enter the reoery area ode and/or designation.

POSITICN
Enter the latitude and lcngitute of the area.

LANDING AREA SIZE:
Enter the lengths of the major and minor axes of each area in nautical miles.

LAUCH AZIDYIH:
Enter the launch azinuth for the mission involved.

REMML!TICK NL14ER:
Enter the revolution number.

ITEM TO EE RECOVEED:
Enter names of the items of flight hardware to be recovered.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3340 - RECOVERY - PLANNED AREAS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPL.IER:
TEST CODE:

AREA CODE:

POSITION

LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:

LANDING AREA SIZE

MAJOR:
MINOR:

LAUNCH AZIMUTH:

REVOLUTION NUMBER:

ITEMS TO BE RECOVERED:

REMARKS:
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PRD/0R PFEPARATICtH fLxUCGS

FURMT 3350 - RECVERY - CONTINGENCY AREAS

NOTE: This format is used to list requirements for recovery contixericy
areas.

7"59. .: Folle-w the pW-ration instructions for Format 1000.

REMO,=: Follow the preparation intrcions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

AREA CODE:
Enter the recovery area code and/or designation.

POSITION:
Enter the latitude and longitude of the area.

LANDING AREA SIZE:
Enter the lengths of the major and minor axes of each area in nautic&. miles.

IAJNCH AZI2WT1h •

Enter the launch azi irth for the mission involved.

REVOIMICN NUHBM:
Enter the revolution number.

ITEMS 0 E RCOVERED: 0
Enter names of the items of flight hardware to be recovered.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

--------------------- ER"' 2-----N N -- =NC--,A. 3350 - RECOVERY - CONTINGENCY AREAS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUP PLIER:
TEST CODE:

AREA CODE:

POSITION

LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:

LANDING AREA SIZE

MAJOR:
MINOR:

LAUNCH AZIMUTH:

REVOLUTION NUMBER:

ITEMS TO BE RECOVERED:

REMARKS:
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PRlD/CR PFEPARATICI fL ICS

ROW 3360 - RUVX Y - A AREAS

NaTE: This format is used for listing all recovery areas necessary for
aborts.

rx NO.: Follow the preparation instructionu for Format 1000.

REQJ..,T: Follow the preparation instnctios for Format 1000.

UPPLIER: Follow the preparation instnix ns for Format 1000.

TEST (OOM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

AREA COE:
Enter the recovery area code and/or designation.

IDCA!TIlN OF AREA:
Enter the location of area designated in area code entry.

AREA SIZE:
Enter the lengths of the major and minor axes in nautical miles.

POSITIC*:
Enter the latitude and longitude of the area.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3360 - RECOVERY - ABORT AREAS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

AREA CODE:

LOCATION OF AREA:

AREA SIZE

MAJOR:
MINOR:

POSITION

LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:

REMARKS:

I
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PRD/OR PREPARATION DIN TIONS

FORT 3400 - OTMM. 1A CFICAL SUPPORT

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to specify general
support requirments that are not included in the other UDS
technical sections.

ri-'E NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

PBQUE"lTR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COElI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1001.

REQU3IMRMT( ) IN OT I( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a reyireuent for support frcm
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Define
general technical support requirements not previously covered in this document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3400 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT ( ) INFORMATION ( ):
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PRD/OR PEPARETION INSTIONS

FaO1-A 3410 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - AIRCRAFT

NCITE: This format is used to list requirnts for aircraft. Aircraft
needs for airborne instrumentation tests, drop tests, user provided
equipment, etc., should be listed here. This Format may also be
used to list aircraft r to support airborne telemetry,
frequency protection, optics, etc. These data or service
requents ist also have been requested in the appropriate UES
Section.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST C0DE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ACAFT O RA ( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the aircraft will be furnished by the Requesting Agency (RA) or
Support Agency (SA).

F!ANCICN/REUIRMET:
Enter the function the aircraft will perform such as airborne instrumentation
(give type), escort, photo, administrative, etc. State the aircraft support
that will be required, i.e., transient services, commnications, etc.

EQJIRET TO BE INSTALLED IN AIRCRAFT:
Enter the specialized equipment to be installed in the aircraft. Indicate who
will perform the installation, maintenance and who will furnish this equipment.
Give an estimate of the time needed to install and remove each item of
equipment. For example, a piece of special telemetry equipment furnished,
maintained and installed by XX Ccmpany is needed and it takes 20 hours to
install and 5 hours to remove.

NUMBER OF AI :AFT:
Enter the number of aircraft required, per quarter, to support the function and
purpose.

NUMBER OF FLIGhTS:
Enter the number of flights, per quarter, anticipated per aircraft.

FLIXG HOLTS/TEST:
Enter the maximum flight duration in hours that will be required for an average
single test. Flight time should include time flown prior to T-time, estimated
hold time and post-test vehicle or missile time, as applicable. Tires should be
based on desired aircTaft speed.

IOTAL FLYING HS/QfR:
Enter the total flying hours.

STATION:
Enter the station(s), center(s), or range station number(s) involved.

continued
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3410 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - AIRCRAFT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

AIRCRAFT SOURCE RA( ) SA( )

FUNCTION/REQUIREMENT:

EQUIPMENT TO BE INSTALLED IN AIRCRAFT:

CY: CY:
ITEM 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT:
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS A/C:
FLIGHT HOURS/TEST:
TOTAL FLYING HRS/QTR:
STATION:
FLIGHT PATH:
SPEED RANGE (KTS):
ALTITUDE:

REMARKS:
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PIRD/CIR G

FURT 3410 - OaMM TEBOlICAL SUP= - AMMM" (CO'D)

* FLIEGQ PA :
If the flight path passes ny stations, list the range stations such as
3-7. If the stations involved vary during the test period, indicate such for
each quarter. If the flight path is cra inolved, enter narrative description
in REAS.

SP1ZED RAG (laS):
Eter minu and maxium acceptable In knots.

AMTITWuE:
Enter minim and maximum altitudes acceptable, i.e., 1000-foot increments or
equivalent metric unit.

Use this entry to clarify or explain Informtion stated elsewhere. Include
the aircraft type and identification number, if kown. Indicate whether the
Suport Agency cannot use the aircraft for other missions between tests.
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IP.D/0R PEEPAPAIc DNSmCrIC*KS

FT 3411 - OTRER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - SEACRAFT

NOTE: This format is used to list requirements for seacraft. Seacraft
needs for shipborne instrumentation test, set-out tests, User
installed equipment, etc., should be listed here. This Format may
also be used to recommend the seacraft to support shipborne
telemetry, radar masremnts, recovery, etc. These data or
service requirements must also have been requested in the
appropriate U1S Section.

ITER NO.: Follow the preparaticn instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE AND FUNCTION:
Enter the type of ship or boat required and the function it will perform.

SEAPFI'T SOURCE RA( ) SA( ):
Designate whether ship is furnished by the Requesting Agency (RA) or Support
Agency (SA).

NUMB OF OPERATIONS:
Enter the number of operations in the space provided and the estimated total
time, in hours, the ship or boat will be required on station for the calendar
periods indicated.

OPERATING AREA:
Enter the geographical coordinates of the aproximate on-station position
desired or the area in which the ship's operations are to be conducted.

BEARl (M.) :
Enter the true bearing of the ship or boat operation.

SPEED:
Enter the speed requirements of the ship or boat in knots during the support
operations.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS:
Enter a brief description of a typical operation to be supported.

SUPPO REQUIRED:
Dscribe the suport re ir. Enter all nonstandard equipment that mist be
installed; indicate which, if any, the Support Agency will be expected to
furnish, install, or maintain.

5
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

S 3411 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - SEACRAFT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE AND FUNCTION:

SEACRAFT SOURCE RA( ) SA( ) CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

NUMBER OF OPERATIONS:
TOTAL TIME REQUIRED ON STA:

OPERATING AREA:

BEARING (TRUE):

SPEED:

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS:

SUPPORT REQUIRED:
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PRD/C: PPEPARATIC NUON OS

FGXTI 3420 - OTHER TEM1NICAL SUPPR - TARGETS

NOTE: This format is used to list target requirements. Do rot use this
format to list requirmnts for splash or SOFAR nets.

ITEM ND.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMQJ'TER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TARGET COM IMIGNATICN, NAME, AND REFN:
Indicate the target's code designation and como name. Also, give references
which will describe the target.

TYPE OF 7AR3ET:
state the type of nwing target, indicating its environment (land, sea, air,
space).

SOURCE:
Indicate whether the target is to be furnished by the Requesting Agency (RA) or
the Support Agency (SA).

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:
Enter the highest security classification of the target.
TAM EPRAC PARAWES:
Indicate the magnitude of the various parameters listed. Additional parameters
may be added if appropriate.

AIR OMIMDL UIRDMEDIS:
cucplete the outlined description.

NAME OF EQ:IMM:
List the equipment (both target borne and non target borne) needs for target
reqirements. Facility requirwrets shouild be listed in UDS Sections 5600
through 5699.

aMCYRA( ) SA(:
Indicate whether listed equipmnt will be furnished by the Requesting Agency
(RA) or the Support Agency (SA).

SaRIcTION OF EJR4ERI!:
Briefly describe important properties of the equipment to be used.

PURPOSE:
Indicate the purpose of the equipment.

suPPORI SERVICES AND SPECIAL MIREMERNTS:
List support services such as Automatic Ground Omrtrol landin (AGCL).
Operational or similar systems must be described in the event a user would be
authorized to provide their own target operations.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3420 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - TARGETS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TARGET CODE DESIGNATION, NAME, AND REFERENCE:

TYPE OF TARGET:
SOURCE:
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:
TARGET PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

SPEED:
ALTITUDE:
FUEL ON BOARD:
ENDURANCE:
TIME ON STATION:
SIZE:
REFLECTIVE SURFACE:
TYPE OF BEACON:

AIR CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
INTERCEPT

0 (BRG):
N.M. FROM:

CONTROL LIMITATIONS OR EXPECTED TOLERANCES
RANGE (MAX/MIN):
ALT (MAX/MIN):
BRG (MAX/MIN):

AIRCRAFT STAGED AT:
AIR CONTROLLER BRIEFING REQUIRED YES( ) NO( )

BY:
PILOTS USAF( ) USN( ) USA( ) CONTRACTOR( ) FOREIGN( )
REQUIRED OR SUGGESTED LOCATION FOR CONTROL:

NAME OF EQUIPMENT:

AGENCY RA( ) SA)( )
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT:

PURPOSE:

SUPPORT SERVICES AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
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PRD/OR PARA TIZtC..I( I CT S

FORMAT 3430 - SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY PF =CfN

NOTE: This format is used to present a list of all frequencies which
require frequency protection and is not to be considered a request
for frequency allocation. Requests for frequency allocation will
be submitted aordinq to Support Agency directives.

ITEK NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R07J ER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FREQUENCY:
Enter the fregq y in megahertz, kildiertz, etc.

RELATED REFERECE UDS SECrION/ITE NUMEER:
Enter references to the document's related UtS Section that describe the
equipments to be used, by UDS Section mnuner and requirement Item mmter.

EISSION CHIARACEP CS:
E.tar tte ty- rf _,iszior., (AM, FM, C3, Pulse, etc.), barxnwidth in kfz and
power output (average and/or peak), as the case may be. Use current World
Administrative Radio Confererc (MMR) bandwidth and emission designators.

PUROS/wOCCATM:
Enter the purpose for which the frequency is required (air/grouud voice,
air/griwd te1emtry, point-to-point, voice, telemetry receivers, etc.). List
the location of the referenced equipment.

MrETICM REQUIRED:
Enter the desired guard band such as 500 kHz, etc.

ESMIMATED TIME OF USE:
Enter the estimated range time in hours per test that the frequency will be
used. Open loop tests performed at times other than during the operation
include the time the radiation begins (normally during cuntdown to splash),
stage separation, injection, etc., whichever is applicable.

SPECIAL MON!TCRIMf REQUESTS:
Enter other related reference UDS Sections and item numbers which explain
special monitoring requiremnts in detail.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3430 - SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY PROTECTION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

FREQUENCY: EQUIPMENT LOCATION:

RELATED REFERENCE UDS SECTION/ITEM NUMBER:

EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS:

PURPOSE:

PROTECTION REQUIRED:

ESTIMATED TIME OF USE

PRE-MISSION:

MISSION:

SPECIAL MONITORING REQUESTS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION n4TX ONS

FJMAT 3431 - EMITIfl SYST7EM PR1EC ION

NE This format is used to identify and list the radiation limits which
may be hazardous to Requesting Agency test articles, vehicles,
equipments or payloads. Provide the radiation levels at the
equipment or container envelope at each facility occupied and
during the interfacility movements. Include maximum permissible
levels.

Specific frequency protection required for test or operational
frequencies which will be used are documented on Format 3430.

ITEM No: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQIUERE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the prcaration instrctions for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparation instnrctions for Format 1000.

FREQECY:
Enter the frequency in megahertz, gigahertz, or angstrms, etc.

LOCATION:
Biter location that protection is required, such as kuilding or area identity,
or vehicle and area if in movement.
PROIWTION REQUIRED-
Enter maximum permissible levels allowable. Describe the term of reference and
the units of measurement.

ESTIMATED DURATICN OF PR0TEION:
Enter the beginning and ending time protection is required. Enter whether
powered or unpowered, containered or uncontairered.

OTHIER:
Provide any additional information that may be required to clarify the
protection requirement.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3431 EMITTING SYSTEMS PROTECTION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

FREQUENCY:

LOCATION:

PROTECTION REQUIRED:

ESTIMATED DURATION OF PROTECTION

PRE-MISSION:

MISSION:

OTHER:
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PRD/OR PRETARAIION INM4lC!TIONS

FO1 W 3440 - GEIXDETIC AND GRAVITMIONAL DATA

NOTE: '1his format iz used to identify geodetic and/or gravitational data
required for the program or tr. identify parameter accuracy
requirements which exceed current accaracy, levels. The geodetic
and gravitational parameters for -pecific launch sites, sensors,
and targeted inpa(t pints are available to any qualified
Requesting Agency. The Su zr_ Agency Geodetic Project Officer,
or the responsible geodetic agency, will distribute the requisite
pub ished geodetic data to the Requesting Agency for each facility
or group of facilities identified for use in support of the
program in the Statenant of Capability. The Requesting Agenvi
will then analyze the geodetic data to determine its adequacy in
connection with program objectives.

In general, the presently available parameter accuracies represant
the current state-of-th-art. If the Requesting Agency identifies
accuracy requirements significantly beyond the state-of-the-art
(available data), the basis of these riuirements imrst be
documented. Such documntation, if required, will be requested of
the Requestijig Agency by the Suport Atlency after reviewing the
requirements doc- rient.

If this format i; noL completed by the Requesting Agency, it will
signify that the laurch site, sensor, and taigeted impact point
data, a sp-cified by the Support Agency, are adequate to meet
program qu irements.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REJESTER: Follow the -eparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Folow the prepar~tion instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FACIITY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATI(:
Identify each facili, (launcher, sensor, impact point, or support facility) and
its location, if known.

HO ZO IAL DATA:, VERTICAL M DA:, GRAVITY:
list the maximum allowable standard deviation uncertainties (accuracy = 1 sigma)
for the following itmx for which geodetic and gravitatio: .al data re uiremnts
hava been identified:

1. Launch Facilities 3. Target Points
2. Sensors 4. Support Facilities

i entries shoild be fi] Id in. If the parameter is not required, so state in
tnat entry. If the parameter is required but there is no accaracy statement
necessary, inaicate this in that the entry.

RE2MW AND SPECIAL R)UIJ-TFF24NlS:
Enter ari remarks as necessary. List any sp,- lal geodetic and/or gravitational
requirements not provided for above. Enter sl -ial instructions such as data
refererce points on particular instrumentation, special data card issuance or
address, special accuracy stataert clarification, or any special requirements
related to the data.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 3440 - GEODETIC AND GRAVITATIONAL DATA

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION:

HORIZONTAL DATA

GEODETIC LATITUDE (SEC):
GEODETIC LONGITUDE (SEC):
GEODETIC HEIGHT (METERS):
REFERENCE DATUM:

VERTICAL DATA

ELEVATION (METERS):
REFERENCE DATUM:

. GRAVITY

ABS GRAV (MGALS):

REMARKS AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATION InSTMCONS

FORMAT 3450 - OMMER TECMICAL SUPPORT - TRAflIIG

NOT: This format is used to describe special training or briefing
requrements for Requesting AgerK-y personne± in support of program,
mission or test operations. Qzmrunity presentations and education
are covered on Format 5304.

ITE4 NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RESME : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Enter the location where the training is to be accxmplished.

NUMEBER:
Enter the number of personnel to be trained at the location stated under
LOCATION.

TYPE/SPECIALMT:
Enter the type of training required. Give training course numbers or speciality
codes, if nmown.

DAE/IWATIN:
Define the period of time that the personnel will be available for the training
courses reqsted.

PURPSE/RMA:
Describe the training reuired and state any equi zent or training aids that may
be reqired. If housing, messing, and other base support services are required
for the personnel specified under NUMM entry, appropriate information must be
entered in the Personnel Assigment Schedules, UDS Sections 5100 throug 5120,
aid 5300, Services, as appropriate.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 3450 - OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - TRAINING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

LOCATION:

NUMBER:

TYPE/SPECIALTY:

DATE/DURATION

ARRIVE:
DEPART:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PRARATf l.c_ xl aICS

M&I 3500 - MEICAL

TEis format is used to describe general medical requirments.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REMSMT: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FR E~MENT( ) INUN ON( ):
Irdicate whether ead item number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is suhmitted for informational purposes only. Enter a
description of the general medical requirements to be supported for the various
phases of the program/mission.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3500 - MEDICAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):
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IfRD/OR PEPARATIOIN UCIC1S

FXATI' 3505 - MEDICAL - BIO-SCIENCE

NM E: 7his format is used to state special requireents for biological

M NO.: Follow the preparaticn instructions for Format 1000.

REThSTR: Folluw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructics for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instrutions for Format 1000.

SUPR SERVICES OR SPECIAL ROWRM E2S:
List those suport services and special requiremnts which may fall under the
category of bio-science regardless if already mentioned elsewhere in the
document, i.e., cages for primates, special instructions for their care,
feeding, etc.

PURPOSE:
Briefy describe the purpose of the support required, relating them to the
overall program.

SPECIALIZED PERNEL OR EQUIPME2r NEEDED:
Describe any special equipment or specialized personnel required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3505 - MEDICAL - BIO-SCIENCE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

SUPPORT SERVICES OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

PURPOSE:

SPECIALIZED PERSONNEL OR EQUIPEMENT NEEDED:

o
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PRDCRPRPARATIONl iicrICeS

FX)1W 3510 - MEDICAL - PERSNNL - ACTIVE 0
NOTE: This format is used to identify the number and type of medical

personnel required at various locations to support the
prograi/mission.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparatin i tructics for Format 1000.

REJMM: Folliw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST 012: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

0CATICN:
Enter the areas or locations that are to be staffed with redical perscnel,
i.e., Vandenberg AFB Hospital, PMIC; or offshore boats, etc.

NUMB TYPE:
Enter the number and type of personnel to be assigned to each location specified
under LOCATION entry e.g., 4 surgeons.

TRAIN= REQUIRED:
Specify the personnel training and/or briefing required prior to assignment.

RESPONSIBE AGNCY:
List the agency responsible for conducting the training sessions.

Enter the arrival and departure dates of medical personnel at the locations
listed under LOCATION entry.

REMNWS/SPECIAL rEWIRE4EIS:
Enter additional information or special requirements.

5
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3510 - MEDICAL - PERSONNEL - ACTIVE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

NUMBER/TYPE:

TRAINING REQUIRED:

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY:

DATE

ARRIVAL:
DEPARTURE:

REMARKS/SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:P
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PRD/CR PREPARATIC IN'RMtS

-XVIM 3520 - MEDICAL - PERSONNEL - SMOM

NOTE: 7iis format is used to identify the medical personnel who will berequired to suFvort the progra-/ missin during emergencies or on a
standby basis as ocnsultants.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.
IEZ -MD: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SJPPLtM: Follow the preparation iwtimtionu for Format 1000.
TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ILCATION:
Enter the areas or locations where standby medical personnel will be assigned.

NLBER/SPECIALIYT:
Enter the number and specialty field of the medical personnel required at eachlocation listed under LOCATICN entry.

ROOM/SPECMIAL REEIEWS:
Enter additional information or special requirements.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P 3520 - MEDICAL - PERSONNEL - STANDBY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

NUMBER/SPECIALTY:

REMARKS/SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:

I
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FIMf/M R EPARATICKZ flS.JINS

FDRXI* 3530 - MEDICAL - FACILITY, EBIMX4Er, SERVICES

NTE: This format is used to describe the medical facility, equipment,and
services, land or sea based, that will be required to support the
program/ission.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instnrtions for Format 1000.

REB=STER: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUREEMEf:
Include a description of the land-based and sea-based medical facilities,
equipmnt, and services required. Include medical and dental suport such as:
Dispensaries (military, civilian, depixients., on-site hospitals, ambulance,
medical evacuation, health protection, indigenous medical service, and dental
services. Also describe special equipment and transportation requirements for
mission perscmel, medical teams, or medical equipmn1; e~g., spenial surgical
kits, instruments, helicopter from launch area to hospital, amtulances, etc.
Briefly describe the medical team cummunications requirements. The detailed
cammnications requirements, i.e., type of transmission, format, source,
destinations, etc., should be defined in the ground cmmunications UDS Section
and referenced to the appropriate requirement item numbers.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

I 3530 - MEDICAL- FACILITY, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:

I
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P!RfD/OR PREPARATICN INSTRUCTIONS

FURW 3600 - PJBLIC AFTAIRS SERVICES

NOE: Ths format is used to describe procedures for receiving and
ss inatig general programmission information to news media

representatives and to other Support Agencies.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparatio instructions for Format 1000.

RJESEO : Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OO{E: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RC N (() flF (I):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirent for support frcm
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter
general information concerning Public Affairs Services. Include such areas as
oral comunications, radio and television, mation picture, news media, special
releases, etc., connected with public affairs.

Enter the overall schedule of public affairs events that will be covered.
Specific reuirements must be entered on applicable forms to receive support
sud as cmuunications, facilities, photogray, etc., and may be referened
herein.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3600 - PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( )

PAGE-
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PRD/0R PEPARATIC2K I14SnR=CNS

FO1 T 3610 - PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICES - PEPSCNEL ASSIGNMEWS

T: his format is used to list the locations and numbers of personnel
required for coverage of Public Affairs events. Services and other
reqii ets for support oi Public Affairs personnel will be
entered in the appropriate UDS Sections of the document.

TEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ROESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COlOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

IDCATION:
Enter the location where the duties will be performed.

NUMBER:
Enter the number of persons who will be performing the duties.

ORGANIZATICN:
Enter the name of the organization providing the personnel.

PURPOSE/REARS:
Enter the purpose for the Public Affairs events and any reparks that will
further clarify entries.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 3610 - PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICES - PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

NUMBER:

ORGANIZATION:

REMARKS:
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lD/R IEPARATIN InSTIJ UCICS

FMA 3620 - PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICES - NEWS MEDIA PERSONNEL POSITIONS

NOTE: This format is used to list the personnel assigned for news media
coverage at various locatics. It also establishes the requirement
for news media personnel escorts at these locations. Services and
other requimrnts for support Public Affairs personnel will be
entered in the appropriate UDS Sections of the document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructics for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

LOCATION:
Enter the location where the news media coverage will occur.

NUMBER:
Enter the number of news media personnel required at this location.

WI'IES OR RESPONSIBILITIES:
Enter the duties or the responsibilities of the personnel listed under NUMbER
entry such as voice commentator, cameraman, soundman, etc.

TYPE OF COERAE:
Enter the type of coverage to be given, i.e., TV, radio, photo, etc.

ESCORT:
Enter a statement as to whether or not an escort is required.

TIME:
Enter the arrival and departure time of the news media personnel.

Enter any renmarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

3620 - PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERVICES - NEWS MEDIA PERSONNEL POSITIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

NUMBER:

DUTIES OR RESPONSIBILITIES:

TYPE OF COVERAGE:

O ESCORT:

TIME

ARRIVAL:
DEPARTURE:

REMARKS:
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P'AD/CR MATIcI nvN=CINS

FMW 4000 - DAAO RDINATE SYST4 rF-ITI NS

NOTE: This format is used to detail coordinate system(s) required.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE7uThWTi: Follow the preparation instructicn for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

FM MM ( ) D**ATC( ):
Indicate %hether each item number submitted is a requiremnt for support frn
the Su port Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter the
rectangular or curvilinear coordinate system(s) required and give the origin and
orientation of the major axes. If origin is defined with respect to an event,
give an alternate for use if the designated event does not occur or is not
identified in data records.

0

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

S 4000 -DATA COORDINATE SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE-
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PRD/P PI:EARA=IQ nSC ICNS

FORMT 4100 - ATA DUV PRCESS SPECIFICATICKS

NOTE: This format is used to list the general data processing
requirnts not covered by Formats 4110 or 4160. Disposition of
the data will be listed in the data disposition section of the
doment.

ITE NK).: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESM: Follow the preparation instructiors for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST O : Folluw the preparAtion instructions for Format 1000.

F= RM U( ) nomm ( ):
Indicate uther each item number submitted is a requirment for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter the
reuirements for data cmputer processing.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

4100 - DATA COMPUTER PROCESSING SPECIFICATIGNS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

P
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PRD/OR PREPARATION DI1ONS

FORMT 4110 - DATA CU4FUIER PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS - DMIL

NOE: This format is used to list the general data processing
requirements. The disposition of these data will be listed in the
data dispositi.- section of this document.

IM NO.: Fo11ow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REXJI!: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follo the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA EESCRIPTICO:
Enter the type of data to be processed.

SEWRM CLASSIFICATICN:
Enter the security classification of the data.

PROCESSING TME:
Enter the time (Zulu or flight ti-e) to begin (FRC4) and st-p (TO) processing.

DATA SAMPLE RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data will be sampled and stored on magnetic tape or
disk.

DATA PLOr OR PRIT RATE:
Enter the rate at which the data will be taken from the sampled data, plotter,
or printer.

REFERENE:
Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Item number (from UDS Sections
2100-3620) where the requirevent is listed. List the agency designator with the
requirement Item number portion of the entry.

TYPE PRESTION:
Enter the type of presentation of the data (magnetic tape, film plot, hard-copy
plot, printout, etrc.).

DATA )OM4Ar - GENERAL INSTN=CINS:
Enter all special data formats for general instructions which are needed to
further define the specifications of the processed data.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 4110 - DATA COMPUTER PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS - DETAIL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA DESCRIPTION:

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:

PROCESSING TIME

FROM:
TO:

DATA SAI4PLE RATE:

DATA PLOT OR PRINT RATE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

TYPE PRESENTATION:

DATA FORMAT - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/OR PR~EPARATION INSI7UCrIONS

FORMAT 4160 - DATA PROCESSING - CIIHER

NOIE: This format is used to describe derivative or special handling of
measurnt data nt readily or adequately defined n requirnt
Formats 2100 through 3620 such as compter programs, graphical
presentaticns, preferred methods of processing data, special
formulas or desired calculatios, etc.

IT NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REy 1UFrE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TFS QODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA:
Enter the data for which the special processing is required.

REFERENCE:
Enter the UDS Section number and requirenent Item number (fran UDS Sections
2100-3620) whevi - the data collection requirement appears.

TIME D, VAL:
Enter the time interval between consecutive prints on which data are required.

TI REQUIRED:
Indicate the number of hours (H), days (D), or workdays (WD) after the test
(T-0) that the data are required.

DTA PRES ION AND REM :
Describe the special data processing/presentation required, such as special
formats in tabullar data, graphical data, magnetic tapes, etc. For other than
standard presentations, a complete description should be furnished. (Deviations
from normal presentations will require lead time for computer programiM and
cause longer elapsed time due to special handling.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P4160 - DATA PROCESSING - OTHER

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

TIME INTERVAL:

TIME REQUIRED:

DATA PRESENTATION AND REMARKS:

P
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PRfl/OR PREARATIMt InMflCTIGNS

FO1W% 4200 - DATA DISPOSITION

NOTE: This format is used to list the general reqdirwnts; for
disposition of test evaluation data which have been established in
the doa nt.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMWSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

EREE MnM ( ) MUMMON ( ):
Irdicate whether each item number submitted is a requiruent for support fron
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter a
description of test evaluation data disposition requirements. Insure that

the complete address of the data recipient is included on this UDS Format.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 4200 - DATA DISPOSITION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

0
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PRD/OR PREPARATION IWnIJCTIONS

FaIMT 4205 - I iA DISPOSITION - REPORTS

NOTE: This format is used for specifying requirements for the
reproduction and distribution of test data reports resulting fram
requirments stated on Formats in the document. These reports
include, but are not limited to, tape recordings, potographic
records, survey data, meteorological reports, telemetry records,
trajectory data, etc.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQXESTFR: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE REPORT:
Enter the type of --port required such as quick-look, preliminary, or final.
Quick-look or preliminary is to be presented prior to the final data in either
tabular or graphical form. Only that data which at a later time will be
incorporated should be included in this category. Final report data constitute
the end product required by the range user or other agencies. These data are to
be processed, reduced, etc., in a manner prescribed on previous Formats.

TIM REQIRD •
Enter the time in minutes, hours, days, or workdays after the test that the data
are required.

QUANTIY:
Enter the number of reports required.

DATA TYPE:
Enter the type data such as metric, telemetry, etc.

REFERENCE:
Enter the UES Section number and requiremnt Item number where the acquisition
requirements are listed elsewhere in the document. All data items required

must have a reference.

RECIPIEN:
Enter the name and/or code of the person(s) and/or organization(s) which
originated the request, followed by the agency code.

REWRTIRED R :
Enter any special requirements for the organization or presentation of the
report.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

4205 - DATA DISPOSITION - REPORTS

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE REPORT:

TIME REQUIRED:

QUANTITY:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

RECIPIENT:

REQUIRED FORMAT:
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PRD/CR PREPARATION Un49TRXONS

FOIMT 4210 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - ME=IC TRACKING

NOTE: This format is used to list the disposition of metric tracking data
other than realtime, the requirments for which have been
established elsewhere in the document. This format may be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
These subsections may be broken down by mission phase, e.g.,
prelaunch, launch, midcurse, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. The organizaton of this format must be consistent with
the data breakout where the requirement was established in the
document.

rmE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format i000.

RODUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DAM TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Referenc RC Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nomenclature.

REFERCE:
Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data item
required 'mst have a reference.

DISTRIBUION:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

QUANTITY:
Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under REMARE entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPIENT:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the ccmplete abbreviated address of the data recipients.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 4210 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - METRIC TRACKING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:
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RD/Ce mPIARAMIK. I MR oCNS

* FM 4210 - DM DISPOSITIN - DEAI - METIWC TRACKING (ar'D)

&rter the time in hors, up to 24 hours, and in days as indicated below. This
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

"H" moaning c ecive Hours frum T-O.

'V' meaning Work DEys from T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are riot included
in these time periods.

"C)' leanim" Calendar Days fran T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processing time.

"W/A" meaning ien the data is Available.

'TOM4-" (enter number of days) meaning the number of days from mission
termination (End Of Mission) when the data are required.

"SD+- " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the Ship on
which the Data were generated has returned to port.

"AM" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"E2S+ " (enter number of days) meaning the rutoer of days after the End Of
Support-

* "E+_" (enter nuier of days) meaning the number of days after the Event.

'1___" (enter number of days) meaning the nuber of days after Receipt of the
material.

REMS-
Enter any rmarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRD/CR PIWARACTICt smrricois

MORT 4211 - DAM DISPOSITION - IOAI - TEWWM

NOTE This format is used to list the disposition of telemetry daa other
than realtime, tha requiremnts for which have been established
elsewhere in the document. This fczaat may be divided into
specific subsection, as required, for particular programs. These
subsections may be broken dawn by mission phase, e.g., prelaunch,
launch, midcxurse, orbital and space, terminal, and signature. The
organizaton of this format =1st be consistent with the data
breakout where the requireuent was established in the document.

TM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REThTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Reference ROC Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Ncmenclature.

FRECEK:
Enter the UDS Sectiur, number and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data itens
required ust have a reference.

DISIRIBMCN:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under RF4AMR entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPIENT:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the complete abbreviated address of the data recipients.

0

continued
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

4211 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - TELEMETRY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:
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PR'lD/O R tPIAATICi, L Oi, tS

* £ORT 4211 - DATA DISISITION - E L - TFZPERY (COT'D)

TIME REU-ED:
Enter the time in hours, up to 24 hours, cd in days as irdicated below. This
is the time required for reoeip, of the data by the recipient.

"H" meaning onecutive Haurs frcm T-O.

'WD" meaning Work Days frt T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are .not included
in these time periods.

"CD" meaning Calendar Days frcm T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processin time.

"W/A" maaning when the data is Available.

"BUS+_" (enter number of days) meaning the ruzrr of days from mission
termination (End Of Mission) when the data are required.

"SD+___" (enter nztar of days) meaning the number of days after the Ship on
which the Data w generated has returned to port.

"AO" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

" Os+ " (enter .number of days) meaning the number of days after the End Of
Suport.

* '"E+__" (enter rurmer of days) meaning the number of days after the Event.

'R+__" (enter nurmber of days) raning the number of days after Receipt of the
material.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRD/CR PPEPARA77TIc NsIM rc~

EMWT 4214 - DAM' DISPOSITION - ENVIRNM L

NOTE: This format is used to list the disposition of Environmental data
other than realtime, the requirements for which have been
established elsewhere in the document. This format may be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
These subsections may be broken down by mission phase, e.g.,
prelaunch, launch, midcxurse, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. The organizaton of this format must be consistent with
the data breakout where the requirement was established in the
document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RFAJESTER: Follow the prepaticn instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using stardard data nomenclature when
applicable. Reference ROC Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nomenclature.

Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data items
required must have a reference.

DMSTRIEMC N:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

QUANITY:
Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under RR91S entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPIET:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the complete abbreviated address of the data recipients.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 4214 - DATA DTZSCOSITION - ENVIRONMENTAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:0
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PIRD/OR EPrAATcI INiScR CNS

* FR4AT 4214 - D DISPOSITION - ENVIRONMAL (03I'D)

TIME REnMD:
Enter the time in hours, up to 24 hours, and in days as indicated below. This
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

'H" meaning conisecutive Hours from T-O.

'WD" meaning Work Days frcn T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are not included
in these time periods.

"CD" meaning Calenidar Days from T-0; Satuzrday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processing time.

'W/A" meaning MM the data is Available.

'qqO+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days frcm mission
termination (End Of Mission) when the data are required.

"SD+- " (enter number of days) meaning the umber of days after the Ship an
which the Data were generated has returned to port.

"AO" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"S+ " (enter number of days) meaning the mruer of days after the End Of
SP~ort.

* __E+_" (enter nmtber of days) meaning the mwher of days after the Event.

' __." (enter number of days) meaning the ranmer of days after Receipt of the
matetial.

RDUMMS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRD/OR PREPARATION INSIRU OMS

FaMAT 4215 - DM DISPOSITICN - EETAIL - VOICE/TV REClRDING

NM E: This format is used to list the disposition of Voice/TV Recording
data other than realtime, the requirnts for which have been
established elsewhere in the document. This format may be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
These subsections may be broken down by mission phase, e.g.,
prelaunch, launch, midaxnrie, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. Te organizaton of this format must be consistent with
the data breakout where the requirement was established in the
document.

ITM NO.: Follow the preparation instruction for Format 1000.

R3aDQES-: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DM TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be hardled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Reference RxC Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nomenclature.

REFERENCE:
Enter the UDS Section nmkber and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data items
required must have a reference.

DUTIN:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

WJANTY:
Enter the number of original data records required. If More than one original
is needed, explain the need under PRMWWKS entry. Enter the nunber of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPID r:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the complete abbreviated adress of the data recipients.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

4215 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - VOICE/TV RECORDING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:

PAGE -
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PRtD/ORl RATClK

* F 4F T 4215 - IMqT DISPOSITION - UAI - VOICV RO DIING (OWNT1D)

TIME RE IRD:
Enter the time in hours, up to 24 hours, and in days as indicated below. his
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

"H" meanir cmuecutive Hours fra T-O.

"WD" meaning Work Days from T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are not included
in these time periods.

"CD" meaning Calendar Days from T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processirq time.

"W/A" meaning gm the data is Available.

"IB34+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days frau mission
termination (End Of Mission) when the data are required.

"SD+- " (enter nmber of days) meaning the muter of days after the Ship an
which the Data wre generated has returned to port.

"AOV" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"KE+ " (enter number of days) meaning the rumber of days after the End Of
suport.

* "E+__" (enter nmter of days) meaning the number of days after the Event.

,R+ " (enter rmkber of days) meaning the nmber of days after Receipt of the
mat lal.

Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRAD/CR PEARION n vric

FMW 4216 - DATA DISPOSITION - AEAIL - PHMOTOAPHIC

NOTE: This format is used to list the disposition of Photographic data,
the requirements for which have been established elsewhere in the
document. This format may be divided into specific subsection, as
required, for particular programs. These subsections may be broken
down by mission phase, e.g., prelaunch, launch, midourse, orbital
and space, terminal, and signature. The organizaton of this format
must be consistent with the data breakut where the requirement was
established in the document.

TENO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R EQUTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPL: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST C3WE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DA TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Reference RCC Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nomenclature.

REFNC:
Enter the UDS Section nuter and requirement ite number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data item
required must have a reference.

DI OBLIN:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

Enter the number of original data records required. If more than One original
is needed, explain the need under RD9ARIS entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPIE2r:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data frum the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the cimplete abbreviated address of the data recipients.

oit inued
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

W 4216 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - PHOTOGRAPHIC

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:

0

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: , , , , , , UDS 4216 R
JAN90
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O PFAT 4216 - ITA DISPOSITIC - DEMNIL - M GAi~PHIC (OrIT'D)

TIME REQUIRD:
Enter the time in hours, up to 24 hours, and in days as indicated below. This
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

'H' meaning cor~ecutive Hours fr T-O.

"WD" meuvng Work Days from T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are not included
in these time periods.

"(C' meanir Calendar Days from T-0; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processing time.

'"W/A" meaning ien the data is Available.

,, "+ (enter nunmer of days) meaning the number of days fra mission
tenninatian (Ed Of Mission) en the data are required.

"SD+ " (enter number of days) meaning the riber of days after the Ship an
whichthe Data were generated has r-birTe to port.

"AO" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"BOS+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the End Of

S~vort.

O "E+ " (enter ntumer of days) meanir the number of days after the Event.

nR_" (enter umrber of days) meaning the number of days after Receipt of the
material.

REMAK:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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KNO 4217 - DATA DISPOSITIC - CE~kIL - M OIfGICAL

NOTE: This format is used to list the disposition of Meteorological data
other than realtime, the requirements for which have been
estabLished elsewhere in the document. This format nay be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
These subsections may be broken down by mission plase, e.g.,
prelaunch, lanh, midcourse, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. The organizaton of this format must be consistent with
the data breakiout where the requirement was established in the
doument.

ITENo.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RDQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COO: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DAM TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Reference ROC Drcument 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test DLta and
Data Product Nomenclature.

Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elseAure in this document. All data iteis
required must have a referene.

DISTOIBUICN:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office must be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under R entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parenteses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the complete abbreviated address of the data recipients.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISIOj.: DATE:

4217 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL- METEOROLOGICAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:S

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 4217 R

JAN90
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PWRD/CIR REAATXl ?'xrQ

* FRAT 4217 - EAk DISPO6ITI* - EETAIL - )EIIGICAL (CCr'D)

TIME RFxQunR:
Enter the time in tours, up to 24 hars, and in days as indicated below. This
is the time reqired for receipt of the data by the recipient.

"H" meanin cXecutive HM=s fr T-O.

"WD" meanir Work Days from T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are not included
in these time periods.

"WCD meaning Calendar Days frot T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included

in this processing time.

'"W/A" meaning Mm the data is Available.

"CM+ " (enter nmber of days) meaning the rmber of days from missioi
terminaticn (End of ission) when the data are required.

"SD+ " (enter number of days) meanin- the number of days after the Ship oi
which the Data were generated has returned to port.

"AOV" meanir after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"BO+ " (enter number of days) maning the nmber of days after the End Of
swvort.

O FE+ (enter number of days) meaning the numer of days after the Event.

R___" (enter n.uber of days) maning the rmher of days after Receipt of the
material.

Enter any reTarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PRD/CiR ffEPARATIaCiencKc~

FUe@T 4218 - DA DISPOSITIN - rEIAL - CHR P INGSSI

NOTE: This format is used to list the disposition of CQmputer Processing
data other than realtime, the requirements for whidch have been
established elsewhere in the document. This format may be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
hese subsections may be broken dan by mission phase, e.g.,

prelaunch, launc, midcourse, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. The organizaton of this format must be ca istent with
the data breakout where the requirement was established in the
document.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMUME: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TESr COIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

-M TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nmenclature when
applicable. Reference ROC Docent 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nmenclature.

Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Iten number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data items
required mist have a reference.

Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office muist be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

QUANMr:
Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under RpAR1W entry. Enter the nmmer of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPIEWT:
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the request, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the couplete abbreviated address of the data recipients.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 4218 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - COMPUTER PROCESSING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:0

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 4218 R
JAN90
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FR/O REPARATMCK~nxiciu. F QT 4218 - DAM DISOIISWIO - EMIL - R ROCSSN (OON'VD)

TM REQUIRFD:
Enter the tim in hours, up to 24 hours, and in days as irdicated below. This
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

"I' meaning cosecmitive Hiors from T-O.

"WD" meaning Work Days frcn T-O; Saturday, Suday and holidays are not included
in tUese time periods.

"C1' meaning Calendar Days from T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this processing time.

"W/A" meaning Men the data is Available.

"BN+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days from mission
termination (End Of Mission) when the data are required.
"SD+4 " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the Ship on
which the Data were generated has rebtni to port.

"AOV" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

'IS+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the End Ofsumort.
* "E+__" (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the Event.

'R+ " (enter nmzber of days) meaning the nnber of days after Receipt of the
mat JAI.

F439US:
Enter any renwzks necessary to clarify entries made.

0
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PRD/Ci PEPARATIC*I nExrciNs

FU~T 4219 - DATA DISPOSITION - IE1%n - NISCELANBZXIS

NOTE: Tis format is used to list the disposition of Miscellaneous data
other than realtme, the reguiremmnts for which have been
established elsewhere in the document. This format may be divided
into specific subsection, as required, for particular programs.
7hese subsections may be broken dwn by mission phase, e.g.,

prelaunch, launch, midocurse, orbital and space, terminal, and
signature. The organizaton of this format mist be consistent with
the data breakout where the requirement was established in the
document.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RB0JET: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

DATA TYPE:
Enter the type of data to be handled using standard data nomenclature when
applicable. Referere RC- Document 501, Supplement 1, Uniform Test Data and
Data Product Nomenclature.

REFERENCE:
Enter the UDS Section number and requirement Item number where the data
acquisition requirements are listed elsewhere in this document. All data items
required must have a reference.

DISfRIBUTICN:
Enter the organization and code of the office assigned as the central
distribution point for the data. This office mist be contacted if problems
arise in data distribution.

Enter the number of original data records required. If more than one original
is needed, explain the need under E04AM entry. Enter the number of copies of
prints needed.

RECIPID :
Enter the name and code of the person(s) and organization(s) which originated
the reqaest, followed by the agency code in parentheses. This agency or person
will receive the data from the distributor listed in distribution entry.
Include the complete abbreviated address of the data recipients-

c u
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

4219 - DATA DISPOSITION - DETAIL - MISCELLANEOUS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

DATA TYPE:

REFERENCE

UDS SECTION NUMBER:
ITEM NUMBER:

DISTRIBUTION:

QUANTITY

ORIGINALS:
COPIES:

RECIPIENT:

TIME REQUIRED:

REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 4219 R
JAN90
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PRD/R HRPARATICtK iN'WcrIctNs

* FaMT 4219 - DAA DISOITIC - DEMiL - MISILLWS (CQT'D)

TIME REQUIM:
Enter the time in hours, up to 24 hours, and in days as indicated below. This
is the time required for receipt of the data by the recipient.

"H" meaning csecuve Hais from T-.

IWD meaning Work Days from T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are not included
in these time periods.

")" meaning Calendar Days frau T-O; Saturday, Sunday and holidays are included
in this precessing time.

'W/A" meaning Men, the data is Available.

'10M+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days from mission
termination (Ed Of Mission) when the data are required.

"SD+ " (enter nmber of days) meaning the number of days after the Ship on
which the Data were generated has returned to port.

"AOV" meaning after Arrival Of Vehicle.

"FBS+ " (enter number of days) meaning the number of days after the End Of
S t.

"E+__" (enter nuoter of days) meaning the number of days after the Event.

,R+ " (enter nmuer of days) meaning the nuter of days after Receipt of the
material.

F04AM:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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WD/OR HUMMMOATIc 27-MIW.CK*S

FMT 5000 - BASE FACIL1TIES/10GISTICS

M1: This format is used by the equesting Agency to request ba
facilities and logistics suort.

rrK NO. : Follow the prqaration instructions for Format 1000.

RMQUESTE: Fo11ow the preparation i tructias for Format 1000.

SUPPLM: Follow the preation instructions for Format 1000.

(X3E: Follow the preparaticn inastrions for Format 1000.

=IMWJ~ ( ) INCR=C( ):
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for sport fr=
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Outline the
general requirements and Requesting~ Agency conopt of support required to
include the extent of general vuport facilities, logistics, and may list
overall persomnel assignment scdules, transportation types, all types of
services, laboratories, maintenance and any support not covered by UDS Sections
5100 through 5999.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 5000 - BASE FACILITIES/LOGISTICS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5000 R
JAN90



PIRD/C PREPARATICH MEL MOINS

FUCFI' 5100 - PECtSNEL ASSI TE~ SCHEDUIM

NOTThin format is used by the Regmeting Age-f-y to skhcM personinel
de1oyment reuirements in conecti with the program.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instrutions for Format 1000.

ROM TE: Follow the preparaticn instructics for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparaticn instructics for Format 1000.

TEST OCOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R I RNEW ) MRaWIN ( ) :
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Specify the
number and type of perscrmel, the location and the duration of the assignments.
Formats 5110 and 5120 will specify detailed scheduling.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

S 51CO - PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIEP:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5100 R
JAN90



IPD/CR HPEPARATICI DINS"CINS

FOF1 5110 - PSONNEL ASSIQ4ME2IT SCaEMJIES - EMIL

NOTE: This format is used to show categorized Requesting Agency personnel
deployment requiremnts in onnection with the program. This
information is required to allow planning for housing, messing,
medical care, recreation and other general or base support services
for personnel assigned to or meeting at the various locations.

ITE4 NO.: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

REQUEST: Follow the preparation instructi for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CO1: Follow the preparation instrucions for Format 1000.

LOCATICN:
Enter the location within the agency (or other locations) where personnel will
be assigned or will visit. See instructions below concerning workers living
in one area and cmmuting to another for work.

PERSCNNEL CAWIRY (YEAR 1):
The various categories of personnel that my be assigned in connection with the
test program are listed under this entry. If other categories are applicable,
appropriate substitutions or additions can be made. Enter in the appropriate CY
entries, by months, the number of perscrml assigned to the location shawn under

WCATICN entry. In cases where personnel live at one location and commute daily
to another for duty, enter an asterisk or other designator under "'IML" line;
also enter clarifying notes under REMARKS entry showing the work locations and
number of personnel commuting to and from the location shown.

TOIML: Enter the total perscrmel deployment for each month.

REMRI: Provide additional information which may affect planning such as
requirements relating to special personnel acomvdations, cumters and
dependents, etc. Enter number of school age dependents in kindergarten, grade
school and high school.

PERSCEL CA (AMMDCNAL YEARS):
The various categories of perscmel that may be assigned in connection with the
test program are listed under this entry. If other categories are applicable,
appropriate substitutions or additions can be made. Enter in the apropriate CY
entries, by quarters, the number of perscnel assigned to the location shown
under IOCATICN entry. In cases where personnel live at one location and commute
daily to another for duty, enter an asterisk or other designator urndr "UIL"
line; also enter clarifying notes under RD@RKS entry showing the work locations
and number of personnel commuting to and from the location shown.

Ente the total personnel deployment for each uater.

R124RKS:
Provide additional information which may affect planning such as requirements
relating to special personnel ac mdations, commuters and dependents, etc.
Enter number of school age dependents in kindergarten, grade school and high
school.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5110 - PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES - DETAIL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

LOCATION:

PERSONNEL CATEGORY (YEAR 1)

CY:
(Month): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CONTRACTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE:
ENGINEERING:
TECHNICIAN:

CIVIL SERVICE

ADMINISTRATIVE:
ENGINEERING:
TECHNICIAN:

MILITARY

OFFICERS:
ENLISTED:

TRANSIENTS

CONTRACTOR:
CIVIL SERVICE:
MILITARY:

TOTAL

REMARKS:

PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5110 R
JAN90
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5110 - PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES - DETAIL (CONT'D)

PERSONNEL CATEGORY (ADDITIONAL YEARS)

CY: CY:
(QTR): 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

CONTRACTOR .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

ADMINISTRATIVE:
ENGINEERING:
TECHNICIAN:

CIVIL SERVICE

ADMINISTRATIVE:
ENGINEERING:
TECHNICIAN:

MILITARY

OFFICERS:
ENLISTED:

TRANSIENTS

CONTRACTOR:
CIVIL SERVICE:
MILITARY:

TOTAL

REMARKS:
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5110 R
JAN90



PRD/CR PIARATIC lKI1S

FIMT 5120 - PERXIMM ASSIG4M SCMXZES - HOUSING

NOITE: This format is used to show the quarters required for Requesting
Aency personnel deployed in cmc'ction with the program. This
information is required to allow plaming for housing and other
general or base suport services for persomel assigned to or
meeting at the %&rious locatiuns.

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation inftucticuu for Format 1000.

RXE3ST: Follow the preparation Instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST aCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

tlCTIC:
Enter the Support Agency location (or other locations) where personnel will be
permnently or teiorarily assigned.

TYPE OF QARnIS BY PE NEL CATEG :
The type of quarters (houses, trailers, bachelor quarters bed spaces, or barrack
bed space) and persomel category (general officer, field grade, cumpany grade,
etc.) that may be required in corunction with the test program are listed under
this entry. If other types/categories are applicable, appropriate substitution
or additions may be made. Enter in the aprqxiate entries, by months, the

r*mmer of quarters required at the location shown under IOCATICN entry. Use
separate formats for aditional years.

Provide additional information whidh may affect planning such as require.ts
relating to special personnel a -o daticns, gender, oimmzters and dependents,
etc.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 5120 - PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES - HOUSING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
LOCATION:

NUMBER OF QUARTERS REQUIRED/MONTH-QTR
TYPE OF QUARTERS PERSONNEL CY:

CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

REMARKS:
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5120 R
JAN90



PC T 5200 - IANSECWICIN

NTiE: i format is used by the Paqtusting Agency to specify geraltrwportaticn e . Specific euirents and schedules
are contained Formats 5210 and 5220.

ITE! NO.: Follow the prearation iontructios for Format 1000.

RJXSTr: Follow the preparation instructris for Format 1000.

SUPPLIFM: Follow the prearation intructions for Format 1000.

TEST COEE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

F=UMWU( ) N( M TIC ):
Indicate whether each item nurber suhitte4 is a requirmnt for suport from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Define the
general transportation requirents.
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * *

PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 5200 - TRANSPORTATION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):
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PRD/CR PIEPARATICK I~siicr

Ft@tT 5210 - TRAMSPOETICN - SURFACE IWGISTICS SCHEDUME

NCOTE: This format is used to list all Requesting Agency surface
transportation requirements for perscmnel and cargo between (or to)
the various stations or sites. Should the Requesting Agency desire
to provide part or all of its own transportation, this should be
shawm and noted as Requesting Agency provided; in which case, any
materials handling or other requirements to be placed on the
Support Agency shall be specified. These requirements should cover
the period of the program and reflect only those requiremnts in
direct support of the program. Personnel and cargo load will be
entered as separate items even if the LOCATICN entry is identical.

rM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE~J~TE: Folow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST ODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TRIP FR9MWX-Z/QT:
Enter the number of trips anticipated per quarter.

LOCATICt:
Enter the name or number of the station, base, center, etc., where the
personnel and/or cargo will be transported frcm and to.

IDAD:
If the load is perscrmel, enter an 'X" in the PE tMNEL entry. If the load is
cargo, enter "S/P' (short tons) in CA1M0 entry for on land or '"' (measurement
tons) for ship cargo or pounds in the exponential value of "LS X IO~c."

NUM OF PASSGR AND QTY OF CARGOIqlR:
Enter the number of passengers and quantity of cargo to be transported per
quarter for the year indicated. If the nmzer or quantity is dependent on the
test schedule, enter the value per test and type the natation "per test" after
the value entered.

REMRS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

.L 5210 - TRANSPORTATION - SURFACE LOGISTICS SCHEDULE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

TRIP FREQUENCY/QTR:

LOCATION

FROM:
TO:

LOAD

PERSONNEL:
CARGO:

NUMBER OF PASSENGERS:
QTY OF CARGO/QTR:

REMARKS:
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PmD/OR FREPARATINM IIRJCfICS

PCMAT 5220 - TRANSPCRWTCN - AIR LOGISTICS SCO!LI. E

NOTE: This format is used to list all Requesting Agency air
transportation requiremnts of perscnel and cargo betwen (or to)
the various stations or sites. Should the Requesting Agency desire
to provide part or all of its own transportation, this should be
shown and noted as Requesting Agency provided; in which case, any
materials handling or other requireents to be placed on the
Support Agency shall be specified. These requirements should cover
the period of the program and reflect only those requirements in
direct support of the program. Personnel and cargo load will be
entered as separate items even if the LOCATION entry is identical.

IT24 NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE4ThSTER: Follow the preparation Instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TR1IP F1QUENCY/Qm:
Enter the number of trips anticipated per quarter.

LOCATIN:
Enter the name or number of the station, base, center, etc., where the personnel
and/or cargo will be transported from and to.

LOAD:
If the load is personnel, enter an "'" in the PERSCNNEL entry. If the load is
cargo, enter the exponential value in "LS X 10Ex in the CARGO entry.

NMUM OF PASSNGE AND MY OF c0O/QIR:
Enter the number of passengers and quantity of cargo to be tap e per
quarter for year indicated. If the number or quantity is dependent on the test
sdhedule, enter the value per test and provide the notation "per test" after the
value entered.

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 5220 - TRANSPORTATION - AIR LOGISTICS SCHEDULE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

TRIP FREQUENCY/QTR:

LOCATION

FROM:
TO:

LOAD

PERSONNEL:
CARGO:

NUMBER OF PASSENGERS:
QTY OF CARGO/QTR:
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JAN90



F:3D/CR :,'!RA.II IMPXMlS CIS

I"KAT 5300 - SERVICES

NOE: This forat is used by the Requestini Agency to list reqiruiits
for services not covered elsewlhewe in the document. Ibis format is
used to establish general and specific service. Miscellaneus and
other servic not coverod in su:Aing sections should also be
identified here. See Formats 5301 tkitvgh 5399 for guidelines
regarding specific services.

ITEK NO.: Follow the prepartion instructions for Formt 1000.

RD=ST=2: Follow the preparation i zutzcticms for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

Fmnm~ ( ) orN ):
Indicate whethr each itan nmber submitted is a reqairement for support frm
the Support Agency or is submitted for informaticnal purposes only. Define the
general services reqdrments. Specii4c serrices requested must include the
following information: Amonmts (number of persons, pounds, tons, gallons,
square feet, etc., as applicable) for each requirement item for thr period it is
required. Specify dates (mnth and year) for the item or sericei required.
when applicable, enter the name of the cowtra,-kor(s) and contract rnmurer(s) for
which this seZvice/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5300 - SERVICES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):
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PRQ/R FARA=IC II

FO[MT 5301 - SRVICES - Aa(INISI1ATIVE, PERSCNEL AND OFFICE

i: h fornat is used by the Reqnsting Aqercy to list regirts
for adminstative, perso l and office support, and services.
Services requested on this format are:

Personnel Services
eso l records

Orders/transportatin reuest
Office Services

'1ypijq/steor~i
Supplies

Central mail and files
Postal/mail distribution

Library
Office Space and Furniture

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RFJ!3'- : Follow the preparation instructins for Format 1000.

SUPPLXM: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COL: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

TYE 1T ERSVICZ:
Indicate the re item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Requesting Agaery (RA) or Support Aer (SA) furnished.

DATES OF REQUIRED IH/SRVImCE:
Enter dates (month and year) for the item or service required.

AMOUNTS OF REQUIM ITEMSEVICE:
Enter the amount for each item/service required as applicable.

PUPPOSE AND RMARI/SPECIAL 1N5iTUCICNS:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks
which specifically describe the item and a unts shin in entries above. Should
the required service need special instructions, enter these instructions in this
entry. ien applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract
nurtber(s) for which this service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5301 - SERVICES - ADMINISTRATIVE, PERSONNEL AND OFFICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/C( IFEPARATRUt D1 RU"IC*S

C 5302 - SEICES - FIRE AND ma]z

i: Ts fomat is used by the usting Agency to list
for fire protection and persorul rescue services. Services
requested on this format are:

Fire protecticrVfire su-_eesion
Persmel res and reoery
Stutual crew
Crash crew
Marine crew
Load crew
Personnel protective egaipmnt
Special equipwnt

rM NO.: Follow the p rtion tructions for Format 1000.

REMTUE9 : Follow the preparation i rx* -=Uicas for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructiom for Format 1000.

T=ST COIE: Follow the preparation instrictions for Format 1000.

TF E IM/SEVICE:
Indicate the required item or service.

RA )SA( :
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be

PeqastxqAgency (FA) or Su~pcxt Agency (SA) furnished.

DAM OF MUIRED 1T7/SERVICE:
Enter dates (mnth and year) for the item or service required.

ACZMS OF ROQUIRD I7TE/SERVICE:
Dter the amnt for ea itm/service required as applicable.

RPOSE AND RDPS/SPBCAL C :
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remrks
which specifically describe the item and amots shown in entries above. Should
the required service need special instructios, enter these instructicns in this
entry. Men, applicable, enter the ram of the contractor(s) and contract
muber(s) for whidh this service/sLort is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5302 - SERVICES - FIRE AND RESCUE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

* PAGE -
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PRD/CE PF lDAT INTRUTICN

FURAT 5303 - SERVICES - SECURITY AND SAFEIY

NOT:his format is used by the Requesting Agency to listreirznt
for security and safety support services. Services requested on
this format are:

Security Services
Clearances
Access control/facility security
Classified storage
Area surveill& ic-periiwter guards
Escort security
Police and traffic control

Safety Services
Safety mitor and control

ITEK NO.: Fbllow the preparation intructicras for Format 1000.

RaD -TE: Follow the preparation instuctics for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instruicr for Format 1000.

TY PE rIEM/SEVICE:
Indicate the required item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
RAgency (RA) or Su prt Agency (SA) furnished.

WATES OF ROQUID I1T/SRVICE:
Enter dates (month and year) for the item or service required.

AMOUNTS OF REQ3IW T SRVICE:
Enter the amount for each item/service require" as aplicable.

PURPOSE AND R09JWS/SPECIAL IOnI:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks
which specifically describe the item and amounts slown in entries above. Should
the required service need special instructions, enter these instructins in this
entry. Rh applicable, enter the nam of the contr actor(s) and contract
nmber(s) for which this service/suj*ot is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5303 - SERVICES - SECURITY AND SAFETY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRDAR MMATO iN x~i

FMW 5304 - SERVICES - 03IJNT, EDLATIM AM POW SERzCz

N07E 1: 2xis format is used by the Reginsting Agecy to list s
for comnty, edxaticn and food services. Services requested on
this format are:

special services
Recreation
Capel a chaplain
Bank
ibrary
Retail facilities
EM aige facilities

Schools, ELmaton Services
Commity presentations, e ation, nursery,
elementry, high

Food Services
Cafeteria restaurant
Mobile food service and box lunhes

NOTE 2: Cperation and techical trainig r:e-dr-its and briefirs are
covered on Format 3450 - 0IM TIMCAL JPCIUf - 'RAINING.

nIE NO.: Follow the preparation lnstructicns for Format 1000.

REM)EST-R: Follow the praration str ions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the prParation instructicm for Format 1000.

TEST CIOE: Follow the preparation irstrucins for Format 1000.

TYPE TESERVICE-
Indicate the required item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Rsqusting Ageray (RA) or Su ort Aery (SA) fmdied.

EATEs OF R ER ITEK/SERVICE:
Enter dates (month and year) for the item or service required.

AMOUI1 OF FMOIP ITEKWSERV1ICE:
Enter the amount for each item/service required as applicable.

FXRCE AND R RO/SPECIAL :
State briefly the need for service reqmted and include any clarifyirg rmarks
which specifically desadbe the item and tamts &',=m in entries above. 9h=uld
the requred service reod special irntrwutia, enter these instructicne in this
entry. Mien applicable, enter the z of the contractor(s) and contract

urimer(s) for which this service/suport is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

W 5304 - SERVICES - COMMUNITY, EDUCATION AND FOOD SERVICE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

0

PAGE -
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PMW 5305 - S VICEs - Ur TlTEs (FEC A(.L, MM, AND SNITATI Rt)

:his format is used by the eqtiLg Aecy to list re1uiramyts
for utilities (electrical, water, aM sanitation). Services
requested on this fomat are:

Electric power Water
110/440 volts Potable/non-potable
60/400 hertz Sanitation
Direct current Pstrioams/prtable
Portable pr generators Trash collection
Power converters Gartage collection

Lighting Waste disposal
Facility/portable Janitorial services

IE14 NO.: Follow the prearation instruicne for Forhat 1000.

RE..O-M: Follor the prearation w- ni for Frmat 1000.

SUPPIER: F low the preparation iluctica for Formt 1000.

TE 0 0: Follow the preparation nxlcm for Format 1000.

TYPE Il!NSERVIE:
Indicate the required item or service.

A( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Request Agey (1FA) or s4ort Aency (Sa) fJrniahed.

DAM~ OF RMQnITEWf14SERVICE:
Enter dates (nonth and year) for the item or service required.

AMMXIS OF R3IED I'M~SERIE:
ater the ammt for each it/eiervic required as applicable.

MVSE AND P 1S/SPE= f:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifyiM ranarks
which specifically describe the item and m t showm in entries above. Should
the required service need special irmtructiaw, enter these instructions in this
entry. Wien applicable, enter the nme of the contractor(s) and =twract
rute(s) for which this service/su ort is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5305 - SERVICES - UTILITIES (ELECTRICAL, WATER, AND SANITATION)

. ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/OR MEPARATIUN n0 UCICKS

.PtMAT 5306 SERVICES - PROMR04ENT, SHIPPIM, RECEIVING, AND STOCK CONTROL

NOTE: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirements
for pr, shipping, receiving, and stock control services.
Services requested on this format are:

Docment Preparation
Requisitions
Specifications
Purchase orders
Work orders

CQntract. Administration
Shipping and Receiving Services

PackLig and crating
Loading and trucking (stevedoring)

Stock Control Services
Invoicing
Issue and return
Inventory

ITM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REWMSTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE SERVICE:

Indicate the required service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the service entered in the above entry shall be Requesting
Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA) furnished.

DATES OF REBQIRED SERVICE:
Enter dates (month and year) for the service required.

QUAN=TY OF REQUIRED SERVICE:
Quantify the service required as applicable.

PURPOSE AND REMARES/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying re larks
which specifically describe the entries above. Should the required service need
special instructions, enter these instructions in this entry. When applicable,
enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract number(s) for which this
service/support is required. Specific items to be procured should be listed on
form 5380.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5306 - SERVICES - PROCUREMENT, SHIPPING, RECEIVING, AND STOCK CONTROL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

QUANTITY OF REQUIRED SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

S
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PRD/OIf PREPARATIN nl Tri.tlS

FORMAT 5307 - SEVICES - HANDLUM, STORAGE, AND DISPOSAL

NOTE: Tis format is used by the Requsting Agency to list requirements
for handling, storage and disposal services. Services requested on
this format are:

Storage
Accept, handle and prepaxr "is a service) items for storage
(includes space). Storage sae (when not a service) to
establish or assign facilities are covered in UDS Section
5600.

Storage and handling
Warelming

Space requirements
Euipment required
special materials storage/hadling
Tefierature and huidity ctrolled
Refrigerated
Flamiable materials
Explosive devices
Hazardous materials

Ordnance Handling and Storage
Harling of ordnance
Storage of ordnance
Ordnance services, including ordnance disposal ard
X-ray nondestructive testing

IT NO.: Follow the preparation instruction for Format 1000.

PELTSTER: Follow the preparation instructics for Format 1000.

SUPPIM: Follow the preparation iistructions for Format 1000.

TEST COW: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

7PE SEWICE:
Indicate the required item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Requ-stiK Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA) fumished.

DATES OF RUIRED ITM/SERVI-E:
Enter dates (month and year) for the item or service required.

AMUUrs OF REWIRED TVSB~VWICE:
Enter the amount for each ite/service required as applicable.

PUPOCE AND RDIMWW/SPECIAL DOUICNS:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks
which specifically describe the item and amounts shown in entries
above. Should the required service need special instructions, enter these
instructions in this entry. When applicable, enter the name of the
contractor(s) and contract number(s) for which this service/suoport is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 5307 - SERVICES - HANDLING, STORAGE, AND DISPOSAL

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL IWSTRUCTIONS:
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FMW 5308 - SEVICES - AIR OODITIN a AND F24VIROWMML O1VATICNIS

NM 1: This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list -- re nts
for air conditioing and envi ctservaticn services.
Services requested on this format (indoor and outdoor) are:

Portable air conditioning
Eavirctmintal monitoring, recording and saxp1ing
Acoustical monitoring

NOTE 2: Facility and laboratory environmental specifications are covered on

Format 5420 - Laboratory - Special Dwvirorment.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RUMSI=R: Follow the preparatin instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST O)(E: Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

TYPE 1TEM/SERVICE:
Indicate the reuired item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Requesting Agency (RA) or Suport Agency (SA) furnished.

tkrM OF REX]IRED ITE/SERVICE:
Enter dates (month and year) for the item or service required.

AMUNTS OF REJIRED IWSERVICE:
Enter the amount for each item/service required as applicable.

IP tJ E AND RFOORK/SPECIAL I-c S:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks
which specifically describe the item and amuunts shown in entries above. Should
the required service need special instructions, enter these instructions in this
entry. When applicable, enter the name of the ontractor(s) and ccmtract
number(s) for which this service/mport is rW ired. Include power
requirements, airflow, capacity, etc., if known.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

O 5308 - SERVICES - AIR CONDITIONING AND ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA(

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

0
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PW.D/CR PMAAtTICtI nvTREXICNS

M 5309 - SERVICES - iYSICAL AND/CR LIFE SCIE NC - -

N :This fomat is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirements
for physical ar/or life scier experimeits. This format covers
unique suport services not covered in other sections of the UDS
outline for processing and handling experiments. Services requested
on this format are:

Facilities - Unique support areas such as:
User preparation area. X-ray/macrograpy/
micrography processing area, clinical laboratory,
animal holding roas, and baseline data collection
area.

Tools and equipment - balance (inrludinx analytical)
cold traps - optical microscopes - electron
miCrscopes (SEK & TM) - optical cczparators -
matalcigric equipment - incubators - surgical
tools - osmometers - gurneys - sonic cleaner, glassware

Supplies and Services - chemical supplies/glassware -
crucibles - labware - analytical papers -
distillation service - presterilized pipettes,
disposable - specimen collection supplies -
dissecting instuments - bunsen burner and gas supply

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation iostz r-tions for Format 1000.

Rew Im : Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instntions for Format 1000.

TEST COXE: Follow the preparation instnrctions for Format 1000.

TYPE ITVSE2WICE:
Indicate the required item or service.

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the item or service entered in the above entry shall be
Requesting Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA) furnished.

EATES OF ROQJIM ITESERVICE:
Enter dates (inth and year) for the item or service required.

AMNS OF ROIUIM ITEMSERVICE:
Enter the amount for each iteservice required as applicable.

RPOSE AND RERNS/SPECIAL DINlcrICNS:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks
which specifically describe the item and amounts shown in entries above. Should
the required service need special instructicra, enter these instructions in this
entry. hen applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and Contract
number(s) for which this service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

* 5309 - SERVICES - PHYSICAL AND/OR LIFE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE ITEM/SERVICE:

RA( ) SA( )

DATES OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE

FROM:
TO:

AMOUNTS OF REQUIRED ITEM/SERVICE:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/C PEPATI(C lwXI'

FCM 5310 - SEVI - PME.LAN15, CAS AND CIEICA S

NOTYIE: 'lis format is uised by the Paquesting Agency to list progra
Vol-~dru -- ts for propellants, gases and chemicals.

rM NO.: Follow the pertin istruias for Format 1000.

F3MM IE: Follow the preparatia instructicn for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation imtruf*ions for Format 1000.

TEST OE: Follow the rarati ractins for Format 1000.

nfl NANE/EWIGICTN:
List the test unit proellants, gase, dinials, lubricants, hydraulic fluids,
reervatives, and POL products reqired. Do not include items that are cvered

on Format 5320 - Services - Fuels and lubricants; Format 5330 - Services -
Miscalia Lubricants, Hydraulic Fluids, Preseratives, Etc. Include solid
propellant fuels on this format.

MIXWSMFCATIaN NME:
Enter the number of the military specificatian which identifies and defines the
item in flE WEM/IWSIQ I entry.

FE1ERAL K NUMSM :
Enter a rate nwter which identifies the item innm I wE/mmawOcN
entry.

RA( ) SA(:
Irdicate whether the item entered in IM Mf4ES1GTIC* entry shall be
Requestirg Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA) fu=dised.

QJANRrly FM JRED/Q7R:
Estimate the conumption quantity (tow, pounds, gallo s, etc.) of the material
per quarter for three years, should the progzrm continue that long. Indicate
calendar year (CY).

REMARK:
Enter ad.itit.il inforuation, as neoessary, to clarify the requirsisnts. Iien
applicable, enter the nare of the cxntractor(s) and oontract nurmber(s) for which
the service/st4port is required.

NOTE: List any of the following propellants, gases and chemicals or any others
required:

Ammoia, Anridrcm (lb) UD (Ib)
Aniline (Ib) IRFM (lb)
Argon (SCF) Prupam (lb)
Carbon Disulfide (Ib) Methanol (gal)
Ethylene Oxide (ib) JP-4 (gal)
Frem 12 (Ib) JP-5 (gal)
Furfurai Alcohol (ib) Hezane (gal)
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:. 5310 - SERVICES - PROPELLANTS, GASES AND CHEMICALS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

ITEM NAME/DESIGNATION:

MILITARY SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER:

RA( ) SA( )

QUANTITY REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

0

REMARKS:

v PAGE -

CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5310 R
JAN90



HU)/CSR FEPRATION ~lUnt

FURMAT 5320 - SEWICES - FUELS AND IUNRICM1

NOTE: 7is format is used to list requiremts for aircraft, grzd
vehicles/equipmnt and marine fuels.

ITM NO.: Follow the toinetuovti for Format 1000.

FO -TSiM: Follow the rIiraticon irotuc.icz for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instuctiuns for Format 1000.

TT CIOE: Follow the preparatiown £ ntrsticr for Format 1000.

1TE NAME/MIGNATI:
Enter the types of aircraft, ground vehicles/eqaipmWmt and marine fuels required
for conductin operaticns at the Support Agency location, such as aviation gas,
automotive gas, and diesel fuel. Do not list fuel requiremnmts for any Support
Agy oerated equipment.

MILIR SPECIFICATIaC tNUMER:
Enter the nunber of the military specificatim whiich identifies and defines the
item in IT! MW,4EW1IGMICN~ entry.

FEEEAL STOCK NMM:
Enter a;rxriate numer which identifies the itan in IT NAmE/ESIQATIGNc
entry.

RA( ) SA():
Indicate whether the item entered in ITEK X*W /SIGTICH entry shall be
Raqestiv Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA) furnished.

WAR= RMQUIRED/Qm:
Estimate the - o- quantity (tons, pounds, gallons, etc.) of the material
per quarter for three years, should the program continue that long. Indicate
calendar year (CY).

Enter additional informatin, as necessary, to clarify the requirWhents.
applicable, enter the nm of the contractor(s) and contract ramtmer(s) for which
the service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

2 5320-O -7SERVICES - FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

ITEM NAME/DESIGNATION:

MILITARY SPECIF'ICATION NUMBER:

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER:

RA( ) SA( )

QUANTITY REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

REMARKS:

PAGE-
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PRP/0R EPARATIt1IN mC lc

FOF4T 5330 - SERICES - 1S.C I CANTS, HYERAUIC FWIDS,

NOTE: This format is used to list requirements for miscellaneous
lubricants, hydraulic fluids, preservatives, etc., not covered
elsewhere in this documnt.

iTE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REWE=: Follow the preparation instrucions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TES 00CX0: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ITEM N/DESIGNATIO:
Enter the types of lubricants, hydraulic fluids, preservatives, etc., required
for missile, aircraft, ground vehicle and shop use such as lubricants, cuttii,
oil, paints, solder, greases, solvents, preservatives, hydraulic fluids,
hydraulic flushes, primers, welding gases, etc.

MIITTARY SPECIFICATICN NUMER:
Enter the nrmber of the military specification which identifies and defines the
item in ITEM NI ON entry.

F AL SCK . ER:
Enter apropriate nuimber which identifies the item in ITEM M /E/IE TINCt
entry.

RA( ) SA:
Indicate whether the item entered in ITEM 1WDE/DSIGOTIN entry shall be
Requesting Agencoy (RA) or Suport Agency (SA) furnished.

QLW?= R IMRED/QR:
Estimate the canauption quantity (tons, pounds, gallons, etc.) of the material
per quarter for three years, should the program continue that long. Indicate
calendar year (CY).

Enter additional information, as necessary, to clarify the requirements. Ven
applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract number(s) for which
the service/suport is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5330 - SERVICES - MISCELLANEOUS LUBRICANTS, HYDRAULIC FLUIDS,
PRESERVATIVES, ETC.

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

ITEM NAME/DESIGNATION:

MILITARY SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER:

RA( ) SA( )

QUANTITY REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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CLASSIFICATION: * * * * * * UDS 5330 R
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PRD/OR PREPAPTICK IN)lCTIONS

FUaMT 5340 - SERVICES - VEHICLES AND LAND 1 RPAMOC

E: 7his format is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirements
for vehicles and land transportation.

I'K NO..: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUETER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST C0rE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

ITEM NMESIGN ATION:
Enter the name of vehicles required, with appropriate military nomenlature.
Service includes buses, taxis, etc. Include in RDAA if vehicle driver is
required. Use Format 5210 - Surface logistics Schedule, for listing all surface
transportation requirements of personnel and cargo.

CAPACITY:
Indicate the capacity in number of passengers, tons, etc.

PURPOSE:
State the purpose for which the vehicle or transportation is required.

PC USED:
Indicate the percentage of use in terms of a 90 day quarter with a 24 hour day
(2160 hours). 0

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate whether the equipment will be Requesting Agency (RA) or Suport Agency
(SA) furnished.

NUBE REQJIRED/QR:
Enter the number of vehicles of the sam class/type required for each quarter of
3 years, should the pram contInue that long.

RDI - SPECIAL fI NS:
If requiremnt is long term (over 3 years), enter number of vehicles and
duration required in this entry. Indicate calendar year (CY). Include any
clarifying remarks or insti-.cticns which may be appropriate. ien applicable,
enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract nmber(s) for which the
service/sWort is reuired.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

540 - SERVICES - VEHICLES AND LAND TRANSPORTATION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

ITEM NAME/DESIGNATION:

CAPACITY:

PURPOSE:

PERCENT USED:

RA( ) SA( )

NUMBER REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

REMARKS - SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/aI PZPARATIaN X aRs

iURW 5341 - SERVIES - GJND HWULIM EQUIP14W

NO : is format is used by the Rmaqpmting Agency to list reqirents
for ground handling equjipmnt.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REaU!ST: Follow the preparation ist ctins for Format 1000.

SUPPLER: Follow the preparation instnctions for Format 1000.

TEST CxE: Follow the preparation instrw±Lrns for Format 1000.

ITEK E/NW SIGNTICH:
&nter the name of equipment and grorn powr units requred, with appropriate
:,ilitary nomenclature, if applicable. Include all heavy equipment such as:

Trailers Mobile hoist
Tractors High ranger
Forklifts Tow tuqP
Mobile cranes Dollies
Weight handling equipment Canister/tIcusporter

CAPACTrY:
Indicate the capacity in nuatr- of tons, LVA, etc.

IUp=E:
Statit the purpose for which the vehicle or trasportation is required.

P T USED:
Indicate the percentage of use in terms of a 90 day quarter with a 24 hour day
(2160 hours).

RA( ) SA( ):
Indicate 4wther the equipmint will be Requesting Aency (RA) or Support Agency
(SA) furnished.

NUME RE RED/QM:
This entry is divided to account for the number of sam type equipment required
for each quarter of 3 years, should the pr.gra, continue that 11g. Indicate
calendar year (CY).

REMAM - SPECIAL IMnUCTIOCNS:
if requirement is long term (over 3 years), enter ruzier of eqipmnt and
duration required in this entry. Include any clarifying remarks or irstrnticrs
which may be appropriate. ien applicable, enter the name of the oantractor(s)
and contract nurber(s) for which the service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5 - SERVICES - GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

ITEM NAME/DESIGNATION:

CAPACITY:

PURPOSE:

PERCENT USED:

RA( ) SA( )

NtBER REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

REMARKS - SPF-CIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/CR PREPARAIONC1 I~nWIR CKtS

FRWI 5350 - SERVICES - RDUESIM4G AGECY AIRAFT

NOM: Tis format is used by the Reqmsting Agency to state requiremnts
for support of its aircraft.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

RE=MMhS"!x: Follow the preparation instr%=tiorm for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instrtions for Format 1000.

TEST CODE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYE SERVICE/PURPSE:
Enter required services and state the need for support not covered
elsewhere. Include any mUdifications to aircraft, equipment to be installed, or
special services not covered on Format 5351. Maintenance and calibration
requirements for Requesting Agency equipment should be referenced to the
appropriate requirement numbers on Format 6010 where the detail maintenance and
calibration requiremnts are documented.

S4GING AREAS AND DATES:
Enter the staging areas where suport will be required and the relevant dates by
mnths or quarters and by calendar year.

AIRCRAFT WInrI-
Enter the type and serial number of the aircraft. Enter the type fuel, oil, and
lubricants for servicing the aircraft, if required.

REMARMS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5350 - SERVICES - REQUESTING AGENCY AIRCRAFT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE/PURPOSE:

STAGING AREAS AND DATES:

O AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

TYPE:
SERIAL NO:
FUEL:
OIL:
LUBRICANT:

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PEARATION nOcic

MOW 5351 - SERVICES - AIR OPRATICS

NOTE: 7his format is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirements
for air operations services not covered elsewhere in the documnt.
Services to be reested on this format are:

Flight Service Groud Support Service
Tower operations Fire/Crash
Schedb irq Aircraft gr -
TAMA handling equipment
Clearance Fuel ing
GCA Aircraft parkin

Trminal Operation
Aircraft Maintenanc
Rescue

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation irsotntis for Format 1000.

REJ!STIR: Follow the preparatin instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLI: Follow the preparation instructicns for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE SERVICE:
Identify the required service.

Enter dates (month and year) the service is regAL-ed.

PURPOSE AND REPRKS/SPECIAL 1 INIIJMCrNS:
State briefly the need for the service requested and Juclude any clarifyinq
remarks. Should the required service need special irstructions, enter these
instructions in this entry. When applicable, enter the name of the
cytrwactor(s) and contract number(s) for which this service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

.5351 - SERVICES - AIR OPERATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE:

DATES

FROM:
TO:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/CS FARMIICN EI V~flCts

FUT 5360 - SERVICES - SE.ACRAFT

NOTE: This format is usedl to describe the servie requyired by the
Reqesting Agency seacraft while in harbor.

ITEM NO. : Follow the Preptration insutrtion for Format 1000.

RF TER: Follow the prearation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation irwtructions for Format 1000.

TEST OD: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE SEAPT:
Enter the specific type or model designation of the seacraft, i.e., C-3,
Enterprise Class, etc.

HARBOR:
Enter the name of the harbor(s) wherein the seacraft will be serviced.

URATIN:
Enter in the total rmuker of days per designated calendar year the seacraft will
be in the harbor specified in TYPE SEAORAFP entry. Provide the information for
as many years as can be realistically estimated.

SERVICES:
Identify all services not covered elsewhere (Format 5361) which are required for
the seacraft while in the harbor. Include requireme-ts for docking facilities,
loading and unloading facilities, electrical power, maintenance, suplies, etc. 0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5360 - SERVICES - SEACRAFT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SEACRAFT:

HARBOR:

DURATION

DAYS:
CY:

SERVICES:

S
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PRn/CR F"iAPATIOtN I a'crIctNS

FRMT 5361 - SERVICES - MARINE OPERATICHS

Nam:This format is used by the Requesting Agency to list requirements
for Marine Operations not covered elsewhere in this docu.mmt.
Services to be requested on this format are:

Harbor services UDr Operations
Harbor control Surface craft
Channel markers SAR boats
Moorings VIP boats
Wharf docks Salvage Operations

Boat control Maintenance
TUg boat operations Emergency Repair
Inter-Atoll boats Repair Parts

Manning Dock services
S eduling Boat Refueling

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RF TIER: Follow the preparation instructins for Format 1000.

SUPPLESM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COEE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TPE SEVICE:
Identify the required service.

Enter dates (mnth and year) the service is required.

PURPOSE AND RM4ARP/SPECIAL I Cr S:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifying remarks.
Should the required service need special instructions, enter these instructions
in this entry. Ihen applicable, enter the rnme of the contractor(s) and
contract number(s) for which this service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5361 - SERVICES - MARINE OPERATIONS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE:

DATES

FROM:
TO:

. PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PRD/OR P PAMTIkn n eIOTim

Pa T 5370 - SERICES - CHEMICAL CEING

lITIE: s format is used by the Requesting Agency to list all
qfor chemical cleaning.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instzuctions for Format 1000.

R1E0JLW R: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST CIOE: Follow the preparation instructicrs for Format 1000.

aX1KDET/SYSTX:
Enter the name/description of all compotents or systems by propner rm are,
e.g., globe valve, hydraulic pump, etc. Give descriptive size and constituent
material, e.g., Teflon, carbon steel, copper and cper alloys, stainless steel
(martensitic, ferretic, austenitic, etc.).

Enter the quantity of cmoents and/or systems to be cleaned.

Enter the applicable drawing/specification number for the coponent/systm.
Drawing and specifications are to be provided to the Support Agency.

CLEANIN R FWER :
Describe the cleaning requirement or reference the applicable cleaning
specification. A list of special tools, if required for specific components,
should be included.

SERVICE:
Lnter the type of service associated with the use of the ocuponent/system,
gaseous nitrogen hydraulic, liquid oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, etc.

Enter additional information, as necessary, to clarify the requireIn. m
applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract nmber(s) for
whicd the service/support is required. Identify any hazard associated with the
cleaning process. (Refer to Sections 1800, 1810 and 5307.)
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5370 - SERVICES - CHEMICAL CLEANING

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

COMPONENT/SYSTEM

NAME/DESCRIPTION:

QUANTITY:
SPECIFICATION:

CLEANING REQUIREMENT:

I
SERVICE:

REMARKS:
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PRD/(IR PARATIC*I IN'mC17Ce

FOFMT 5380 - SERVICES - PURCHASE OF E I4F1 AND SUPPLIES

NOE: This format is used by the Requsting Agencr to list equipment or
supplies to be pzrctased by the Support Agency.

IM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RMESTER: Follow the preparation inrtions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

NAME/ESIGNATIC:
List the equipment or supplies to be obtained by the Support Agency.

MILITAR SPECIFITIC NUBR:
Enter the number of the military specification which identifies and defines the
entry in NOWE( STIGN.

FEERAL SOCK NUMB:
Enter appropriate numiber which identifies the item in NE/tESIMCTIO entry.

UNITS:
Enter the quantity or amount required.

ESTIMATED COST:
Enter the o te cst of the item required.

QL%1TIY R!U RED/Q1T:
Estimate the quantity or amount of the item in NAME/MtIGATICN entry required
per quarter for each of the 3 years should the program continue for that period.
Indicate calendar year (CY).

REMARKS:
Enter any remarks necessary to clarify entries made. List only those
procurment itms not covered elsewere in the document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

P5 380 - SERVICES - PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

NAME/DESIGNATION:

MILITARY SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER:

UNITS:

ESTIMATED COST:

QUANTITY REQUIRED/QTR

CY: CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4-

REMARKS:
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PM/CR MEPAMTICH IMCIcONS

PCMT 5400 - LAB@AM

NOMT: 2-i format is used by the Re tig Ancy to specify general
laboratory requirements. Specific analysis requirements are noted
on Format 5410.

ITDI NO.: Follow the prq-aratin instructions for Format 1000.

RQU1ES'IE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructiscr for Format 1000.

TEST OC(E: Follow the preparation irstructiens for Format 1000.

F n4ET( ) DWRGIK( ) :
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a r for sujport from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Define the
requirement for laboratory support. Identify general types of tests required.

0
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5400 - LABORATORY

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFORMATION( ):

I
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PRD/OR PRPARATIO N cri.OLS

FM 5405 - LABOATCEW - TECHN4ICAL SHPS AND IABS

Ni: 7s format is used by the Requesting Ngewy to list re
for Technical ShYos and Labs Services. Technical Services include:

Electrical
Mechanical
optical
Photo
Chemical
Other

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RE TER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPL: Follow the reparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COM: Follow the preparation instuctins for Format 1000.

TYPE SERVICE:
Identify the required service.

DTS:

Enter dates (month and year) for service required and estimated number of days
per moth service is required.

PURPOSE AND RIRM/SPECIAL 'IClONS:
State briefly the need for service requested and include any clarifyir remarks. 0
Shuld the required service need special intructicra, enter these instrutions
in this entry. ien applicable, enter the nare of the contractor(s) and
contract number(s) for wich this service/support is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5405 LABORATORY - TECHNICAL SHOPS AND LABS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE:

DATES

FROM:
TO:
NUMBER OF DAYS PER MONTH:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5410 - LABORATORY - CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

NAME/DESIGNATION:

MILITARY SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

DETAILS OF ANALYSIS REQUIRED:

SAMPLING TIMES:

OREMARKS:
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PRD/CR IWARP IN 01

FUFMT 5420 - tABCPAIM - SPECIAL ENVIRME~ r

NOTE: Mi format is used to describe unique .vramiental regirements
with respect to data storage, quarantine of personnel, sample,
equipoent or experiment handling or working ca-itims. For
example, requirements for film storage, quarantine of space
travelers, handling of lunar or planetary sanples or lighting
requiremnts for work or ptograhy.

IEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RJMM=h: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST 001E: Follow the preparation instructios for Format 1000.

F=IRMN:
Describe the nature of the item requiring a special environment. Give details
of required atms#*1re, thermal properties, radiation, shielding, li g
intensity or any other parameter required to define the environment.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5420 - LABORATORY - SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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FDJIT 5500 - oRIflEmW4C
NT: This format is used by the Req.wting Agency to specify general

maintenance re (exclusive of equipment requirin
calibration).

ITE NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RBE TER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the prearatiorn instructims for Format 1000.

TEST COE: Follow thc preparation instn-tiot s for Format 1000.

04 ) )OMIK :
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support frau
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational puzposes only. Enter the
requirments for shop services such as sheet metal fabrication, carpentry,
painting, weldir, matdning, etc. Include estivate of the number of hours for
each type shop service required, if known.

o
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5500 - MAINTENANCE

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT ( ) INFORMATION ( ):
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PID/CR H ARATICKt DSUCTI.CS

KOW 5510 - M - UIMDINS AND G1NEE

NCU 1: 7his format is used by the Requesting Agency to list rji~t
for Buildings, Grazzis and Equipmt Maintenac Services.
Services to be requested on this format are:

Building maintenac Gruns mintenance
Carpentry Tao
Plumng quipnmnt
Electrical E/uipnent
Air conditionimVJheating Fixed or portable
Paint i4 Weight hanidling
Janitorial Transportation

Office
Construction

NMTE 2: Test instrument maintenance and calibration is covered on Format
6010.

ITE No.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R07ThSTER: Follow the preparation instractir for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparatiw instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TYPE SERVICE:
Identify the required service.

Enter dates (month and year) the service is required.

MPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL nOcS:
State briefly the need for maintenance requested and include any clarifying
remarks. Should the required maintenance need special instructions, enter these
instructions in this entry. Mven applicable, enter the name of the
contractor(s) and contract rnwmber(s) for which this maintenance is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5510 - MAINTENANCE - BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE SERVICE:

DATES

FROM:
TO:

PURPOSE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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PR/OR PREPARTON INSI LTICNZ S

EKF1T 5600 - FACI-XrIES

NDrE: This forat is used by the Paquesting Agency to specify the
assigrnment, reassigrment, or prograuunirA of facilities.

rM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

RdPESEM: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST OCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

LOCATICN:
Indicate the location, i.e., installation, island, etc.

TYPE OF FACILITY:
List facilities to include such items as:

Administrative Space Missile Assembly (building(s))
Hangar Aircraft Pamp Space
Shops and Laboratories Warehouses
Open Storage Blockhouses
Launch Pads Missile Static Checkout Pads
Guidance Buildings Static Engine-Run Pads and
Electrical Power ompass Rose
Runway and/or Skid Strip loading Pits or Ramps

SITE IESIlED:
Indicate specific area where the facility is required.

Indicate by checking in the appropriate entry whether the requested facility has
already been assigned to the program, whether it is an existing facility, or
whether an entirely new facility must be constructed.

SCHEDULE:
Indicate the schedule for facility occupying requireents. Indicate calendar
year (CY).

Enter additional information, as necessary, to clarify the requirement. When
applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and conWtract nurber(s) for .iih
the service/suport is required. In units of 1,000 square feet, enter the net
usable space required for each type in the applicable CY half-year. Include
with the space requiremnt the estimated number of occupying personnel, e.g.,
2.5/16.
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PROGRAM TITLE:

DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5600 - FACILIT~'r-

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTFR:
SUPPLIER:
TErT CODE:

LOCATION:

TYPE OF FACILITY:

SITE DESIRED:

STATUS

ASSIGNED:
EXISTING:
NEW:

SCHEDULE

CY: CY: CY:

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

-- ------------------------- --- ----- ---------------------

REMARKS:
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PRD/OR PREPARATICN INSTIdIONS

FOR 5610 - FACILITIES - JRAWINGS

NOIE: This format is used to provide drawings whiic complement the
reqirements presented on Format 5600 - Facilities.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REJESTR: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REDUIR4T:
Enter a plot plan showing the desired location of the individual facility
requiremnt for each item listed on Format 5600. Specify how each facility is
related to other items. Cross reference all of the drawings, reports, site
plans, letters, preliminary design criteria, etc., which are submitted directly
to the Support Agency as a detailed definition and description of the utilities
and scope of facilities required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

. 5610 - FACILITIES - DRAWINGS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT:
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PRD/OR HREPARATION n4SrTWCIONS

FURMT 5620 - FACILITIES - LAUNCHER AND PLAT0W CHARACflUISTICS

NOTE: This format is used to provide a description of the launcher and
platform daracteristics.

ITEM NO.: Folow the preparaticn irstrcticns for Format 1000.

REQESI: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instrcticns for Format 1000.

TESTr COlE: Follow the preparation Instructicr for Format 1000.

,YPE OF IAUNCH PAD/PLATFOM: Indicate land, ship, plane, etc., stationary or
: ortable.

SIZE OF IAUNCH PAD/PIArFORM: Enter overall dimensions.

ULCATlW OF LUNCH PAD/PIATFOR4:
Enter pertinent 'auncher location requirements, e.g., locatior with respect to
,Noast 'l ine for landbased or underwater platforms.

TYPE OF SIUIATOR:
If a launch platform simulating ship, submarine, or other launch platform will
be ruxuired at the S'Rport Agency location, indicate type. State if simulator
to be used at the D sport Ajency location is to be furnished by the Requesting
Agency (RA) or SuW'.rt Agency (SA).

DESCRIlION OF LAUNCH PAD/PLATO1:
Describe pertinent launch pad or platform characteristics, e.g., construction,
special i. .,ruments, special power requirements, cooling water, etc.

TYPE OF LAIJNiER:
Enter launcher type, e.g., zero length, rail, etc. Indicate whether launcher
will be furnished by the Requesting Agency (RA) or Support Agency (SA).

SIZE OF LAUNCHER: Enter overall dimensions of launcher.

LANCHER WEIGIT: Enter launcher weight.

LAUNCHER AZIMLfi:
Enter launcher azimuth arc in degrees, desired accuracy of launcher position,
and required accuracy of launcher position.

IA]UNHER IEVATICN:
Enter launcher elevation as referen to horizontal, des red accu.racy of
launcher position, required accuracy of launcher position.

DESCRIPrION OF LAUN :
Describe pertinent launcher chiacteristics, e.c., costruction, special
features, maintenance, etk-.

DESCRIPrION OF LAUNCH OPERATION:
Describe briefly and in sequence the tasks involved in placing the missile on
the launcher and in prepaling the missile for launch. Include salvo launch
preparation, if any, dry runs, and captive A/A, A/S tests.

DESCRIPTION OF POSITIONING PII1100 AND BQWIR4Dm:
Describe the methods and equipnent used to position the launcher in azimuth and
elevation, and for measuring laurcer position.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

5620 - FACILITIES - LAUNCHER AND PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:

TYPE OF LAUNCH PAD/PLATFORM:
SIZE OF LAUNCH PAD/PLATFORM:
LOCATION OF LAUNCH PAD/PLATFORM:

TYPE OF SIMULATOR: RA( ) SA( )

DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCH PAD/PLATFORM:

TYPE OF LAUNCHER: RA( ) SA( )

SIZE OF LAUNCHER:
LAUNCHER WEIGHT:
LAUNCHER AZIMUTH:

ATTITUDE:
POSITION ACCURACY DESIRED:
POSITION ACCURACY REQUIRED:

LAUNCHER ELEVATION:
ATTITUDE:
POSITION ACCURACY DESIRED:
POSITION ACCURACY REQUIRED:

DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCHER:

DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCH OPERATIONS:

DESCRIPTION OF POSITIONING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT:
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R I /IR IPAA iQ f i

PUET 6000 - OTHER SUPOR

E: This format is used by the Psquestirx Agency to specify suport
requirents not covered in other UrS sections of the dooamK.t.

ITEM NO.: Follow the preparation instrucions for Format 1000.

REQUET: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST aOE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

F m4~ ( ) OF KkICK( ) :
Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Define the
support for requirements not previously stated in the document.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

6000 - OTHER SUPPORT

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
SUPPLIER:
TEST CODE:
REQUIREMENT( ) INFC- ATION( ):
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FiRD/(XR I~PHEAxcTIM ni'RvUriNS

FOWA 6010 - OHER SUP - TEST INSTRLM04T Mfl1MNX AND CALIERATION

NOI: This format is used to plan and schedule test instrument
calibration on a periodic basis. Each missile or vehicle
contractor and subcontractor, Requesting Agency, and organization
which requires maintenance and calibration service for its
precision electronic or mechanical test instruments will list its
instruments on this format. Do not comine electrical and
mechanical instruments on the same format.

M NO.: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REQUESTER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

TEST COCE: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

PRECISION EIEClIONIC OR MEO1ANICAL MASURING EUI1M*

NEEsIGNTICN:
Identify the precision electronic or mechanical measuring instrument which
will be used at the Support Agency location, i.e., multimeter, voltage meter,
frequency meter, etc.

RANGE OR SCALE AND UNIS:
Enter the range(s) or scale(s) of each item listed. Indicate the unit of
measure, i.e., dcV, acV, A, etc.

NAM OF PINOFACIURER:
Enter the name of the manufacturer of the instrument listed.

MOEL NUDMER:
Enter the model number of the instrmnt listed.

SERIAL NIUMEE:
Enter the serial nmber of the instrunment listed.

CALIEPATICN:
Enter the desired calibration cycle in months and the number of days allowed for
the calibration of the instrument listed. Indicate whether the instrnment
listed will require calibration in place. If yes, cumplete the information
required under ACRCY RBJUIRED.

ACCURACY REFIM:
Enter the accuracy required if other than the manufacturer's recomMIer&J or
stated accuracy.

UNITS:
Enter a 3 year forecast of the number of units of the instrument requiring
calibration service. The first quarter of the forecast will be the quarter in
which the first instruments will be submitted for calibration. Indicate
calendar year (CY).

Enter additional information, as necessary, to clarify the requiremnt. hen
applicable, enter the name of the contractor(s) and contract number(s) for which
the serviie/sujport is required.
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PROGRAM TITLE:
DOC TYPE/NO.: REVISION: DATE:

' 6010 - OTHER SUPPORT - TEST INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION

ITEM NO.:
REQUESTER:
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TEST CODE:

PRECISION ELECTRONIC OR MECHANICAL MEASURING EQUIPMENT

NAME/DESIGNATION:
RANGE OR SCALE AND UNITS:
NAME OF MANUFACTURER:
MODEL NUMBER:
SERIAL NUMBER:

CALIBRATION

CYCLE MONTHS:
TIME(DAYS):
IN PLACE: YES( ) NO( )

ACCURACY REQUIRED:

UNITS

CY: CY: CY:
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

----------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- ---- ------------------

REMARKS:
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FU0MT 6020 - anHER SUPPORT - FRE!UThD4D1 FOR SUPPORT AGE23IES

NOE: This format is used by the lead Range/Support Agency to list
support needs to other Support Agencies to accomplish Requesting
Agency requirents.

IH NO.: Follw the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

R)ESTER: Fllow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

SUPPLIER: Fbllow the preparation instructions for Fbrmat 1000.

TEST COW: Follow the preparation instructions for Format 1000.

REEC UDS SECIG1/ITE NUBER:
Enter the UDS Section number and requirment Item number of each Support Agency
requirement in this entry.

RJ=IRDQT:
Enter the support requirnts cateqorically, e.g., metric data, telemetry
recording, ommunication recording, etc. Specific require ents for the Support
Aqency mist be identified if they consist of only a portion of the total
require ent above.

M PRIORITY:
Indicate whether the data requiremnt is mandatory (M, required (R), or desired
(D). (See UDS Handbook, Volume 1, Ch2apter 3, for further explanation of
priority.)

COME1S:
Enter any appropriate coumments identifying the requirement by the UDS
Sectior/Item Number for each entry. Enter "Support Agency RequIrent" if it
is (is also) levied by the lead ae/Support Agency.
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-

COMMENTS:
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NOTE: This format is used anywhere in the document where narrative or graphic
data cannt be presented on the prescribed numbered (UDS section) format.
It may also be used to supplement the prescribed format when additional
space is required for expanded data entry.

(UEs SECTIKU NO. - TITLE):

Enter thee UDS sectin number and title frum the UDS document utline for the
appropriate section used.

ITKNO.:

TEST CO:

Indicate whether each item number submitted is a requirement for support from
the Support Agency or is submitted for informational purposes only. Enter the
requirevent or information desired.
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